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It is not enough, I feel, to refer to these investigations as ‘‘Tales of the Old

Wrangler.’’

Granted, the appellation could be stretched to fit; but one might, with as

much justification, condense the whole of human history to ‘‘Anecdotes of the

Famous and the Misguided.’’

—David Mamet, Wilson: A Consideration of the Sources
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PREFACE

This book began with an unexpected discovery. I had set out to write a paper

on U.S. contacts with Egypt before World War II, since I suspected (and still

do) that the single-minded focus on the postwar period in most histories of

U.S. relations with the Middle East had left some important stones unturned,

even undiscovered. I began going through the State Department files on Egypt

starting with World War I, and immediately came across a telegram from the

Egyptian nationalist icon Sa‘d Zaghlul to Woodrow Wilson, lavishing praise

on the U.S. president and beseeching him to support Egypt’s struggle for self-

determination against Britain. I came upon one suchmessage, and then another,

and another. It soon became clear that the vast majority of the material on

Egypt in the State Department files between the fall of 1918 and the spring of 1919

consisted of such documents: telegrams, letters, petitions, pamphlets, sent to

Wilson not only by Zaghlul himself but by a long list of leading politicians,

parties, professional organizations, women’s groups, student groups, Egyptian

organizations abroad, and even private Egyptian citizens, moved towrite to the

president of the United States as he arrived in Paris for the peace conference.

It was an intriguing discovery. I had seen no mention of this response to

Wilson in the histories of Egyptian politics I had read, except perhaps in

passing. I still wrote the paper on U.S.-Egyptian contacts in the interwar

years,1 but also mentioned the discovery to a colleague, who in turn told me

the famous story about the man who would later become known as Ho Chi

Minh, who was in Paris at the time of the conference and also petitioned

Wilson for support in the Indochinese struggle against France. But Ho and

Zaghlul were not the only anticolonial nationalists in 1919 searching for new

allies, languages, and methods in their quests to challenge imperialism. As I

read more about this moment in the histories of other colonial societies, what

came into focus was a story of a broad anticolonial nationalist upheaval that

was inherently international. After all, it could not be an accident that the 1919

Revolution in Egypt, which erupted as the British tried to suppress Zaghlul’s

activities, occurred simultaneously with the March First movement against

Japanese rule in Korea, the launching of Gandhi’s satyagraha, or nonviolent

resistance movement in India, and the anti-imperialist May Fourth movement

in China. There was, I found, much already written about each event within

the respective national historiographies, but no substantial attempt to place

them all together within a single field of vision, to frame them, as I have come

to see them, as component parts of a single historical moment.

There is, of course, no shortage of writings on the international history

of the Paris Peace Conference of 1919.2 This literature, however, tends to focus

on the perspectives of the great powers and the problems of the European



settlement that occupied much of the conference. Since historians have gener-

ally followed the priorities and interests of the leading peace negotiators

themselves, far less has been written about the perceptions and actions of the

peoples in large swaths of the colonial or non-European world. The historical

treatment of those extra-European issues that did receive a measure of atten-

tion at the peace table, such as the post-Ottoman settlement in the Middle

East, has also emphasized great power perspectives and actions and minimized

the agency of local actors.3 Accounts of the international history of 1919 have

said even less—in fact, often nothing—about the experiences of peoples in

regions that the great power leaders did not discuss during the peace negotia-

tions, such as India, Egypt, Korea, or French Indochina.4 In the standard

narrative of the peace conference, non-Western regions and peoples figure

most often as inert masses of territory and humanity that the great powers

carved up in an unprecedented expansion of imperialism.

Similar gaps exist, not surprisingly, in the literature on the U.S. role in the

First World War and at the peace conference, with most of it focused on the

interactions between the United States and its principal allies.5 The impact of

Wilsonian rhetoric in Europe has gotten some attention, but the perspectives

of those beyond the continent remain largely absent.6 Despite the central role

that many authors assign to Wilson in the history of U.S. relations with the

world—one described the past one hundred years as a ‘‘Wilsonian century,’’

and another called Wilson ‘‘the hinge’’ of twentieth-century American foreign

policy—Wilson’s impact and image in much of the world remains unexplored.7

Little wonder, then, that one recent survey of the literature, which emphasized

the anti-imperial strain in Wilson’s wartime thinking, concluded that ‘‘new

studies of the expectations and disappointments generated by Wilsonian rhet-

oric are sorely needed,’’8 and another has noted that understanding how ‘‘the

call for self-determination fired the imaginations of countless nationalists in

the colonial world . . . is the most fertile ground for further writing about

Wilsonianism.’’9

Such observations are part of the growing call among historians to

‘‘internationalize’’ the history of the United States.10 Most of the recent work

that has risen to this challenge has interpreted the task as showing how the

impact of the world at large has been reflected in American history; that is,

how aspects of the American historical experience, whether political, social, or

cultural, unfolded within and have been shaped by a broader international

context.11 But there is another possible meaning, less often pursued, to the call

to internationalize U.S. history, which is to examine how the United States

has been reflected in the world, in the histories of other societies. This perspec-

tive is represented, for example, in recent work on the histories of

anti-Americanism in regions such as Latin America or the Middle East.12

But anti-Americanism is but one facet of the mirror that the world has placed
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before America. As the history of what I call the ‘‘Wilsonian moment’’ in the

colonial world shows, a positive, even idealized image of America has been no

less, and perhaps more influential in the history of the American impact on the

world.13 Moreover, in historical experience the attitudes of anti- and pro-

Americanism are often closely related. As the history of theWilsonian moment

also shows, the roots of the former are firmly planted in the latter, feeding as

they do on the fluctuating but ever-present gap between the promise of Amer-

ica’s rhetoric and ideals and the realities of its policies and practices.

Thinking about the Wilsonian moment in the colonial world also pro-

vides an unusual perspective on the history of anticolonialism and decoloniza-

tion, surely among the most important historical processes of the twentieth

century. Much of the history of anticolonial movements has been written as if

it occurred solely within the boundaries of the emerging nation, or of the

imperial enclosure from which it emerged. Thus, the history of the Indian

nationalist movement is written as part of Indian history, or of British imperial

history; the history of Chinese nationalism as part of the history of China, and

so on. The circular logic of this practice is easy to expose—Chinese national-

ism in a sense ‘‘produced’’ China, and is therefore part of Chinese history—but

it has not been easy to transcend. Nationalist histories have, of course, been

challenged vigorously by historians of postcolonial societies, but such projects

have tended to question the national and imperial frameworks by adopting

subnational perspectives; that is, to historicize and denaturalize the national

enclosure by breaking it down to its component parts, rather than by showing

how it was forged in the first place within the broader context of international

events.14

When we expand our field of vision and place anticolonial nationalist

histories within an international context, it is easy to see, as Prasenjit Duara

observed, that ‘‘after World War I, the circumstances for decolonization were

generated as much from the international situation as any other.’’15 This was

not just due to the emergence of revisionist powers like the United States and

the Soviet Union, but also, perhaps no less importantly, due to the establish-

ment, for the first time, of international institutions and norms that allowed,

indeed invited anticolonial nationalists to challenge colonial powers in an

external arena, circumventing and thereby weakening the imperial relation-

ship. This is why, as we will see, Edwin Montagu, the Secretary of State for

India in 1919, was so worried over the admission of India into the League of

Nations as a founding member, and why the Indian nationalist B. G. Tilak was

so hopeful over the same event, despite the fact that Indian representation

there remained under full British control. Though the League and its mandate

system have traditionally been viewed as little more than fig leaves for empire,

historians are now beginning to explore the importance of the notion that

they introduced, that colonial powers were answerable to institutions and
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mechanisms higher than themselves, a notion that would evolve in the postwar

decades into a powerful tool for undermining the legitimacy and therefore

the viability of the arrangements of empire.16

Once we remove the Eurocentric lens through which the international

history of 1919—and indeed, international history in general, especially prior to

the Second World War—has most often been viewed, central events and

experiences pertaining to non-European peoples come into focus, both en-

hancing our view of the international history of the period and illuminating

those events and experiences themselves in a new light. Geoffrey Barraclough

suggested some time ago that the shift away from theWest as the focal point of

modern history is one of the central features of the twentieth century, and close

attention should therefore be paid to the rise of non-Western actors as active

participants in world affairs. Examining contemporary history from non-

Western perspectives, he wrote, ‘‘cuts into the past at a different angle,’’

crossing traditional lines of inquiry, casting ‘‘doubts on the adequacy of the

old patterns’’ and suggesting ‘‘the need for a new ground plan.’’ Among other

things, he said, it illuminates the transition from what he called the ‘‘old

world’’ to the ‘‘new world’’ of international relations—from a world of

empires to one of nation-states—a transition that acquired ‘‘a separate identity

and an existence of its own’’ by 1918.17 It is with the emergence of this new

world into its own that this book is centrally concerned.

W ith a project of this scope I have inevitably accumulated even more than

the usual share of debts in the course of the research and writing. The

numerous research trips I made to far-flung archives on several continents

would not have been possible without generous funding from many sources,

including International Security Studies at Yale, the Dan David Prize scholar-

ship, the George C. Marshall/Baruch Fellowship, the W. Stull Holt Fellowship

of the Society for Historians of American Foreign Relations (SHAFR), the

Council on East Asian Studies at Yale, the John Perry Miller Fund at Yale,

and the Clark/Cooke Fund at Harvard. Much of the work of revising and

preparing the manuscript for publication was done during a sabbatical year

funded by grants from the Weatherhead Center for International Affairs and

the National Endowment for the Humanities. Both International Security

Studies at Yale and the John M. Olin Institute for Strategic Studies at Harvard

provided welcoming intellectual communities at critical stages of the work,

and for this I thank them.

Numerous archivists and librarians facilitated my research. The staff at

the Academia Sinica in Taipei maintained their cheer in the face of my Man-

darin and went beyond the call of duty in helping me to decipher some hastily

scrawled characters in hand-written missives of the Chinese Foreign Ministry.

At the National Archives of India they spared no effort in tracking down errant
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documents, and the NehruMemorialMuseum and Library in NewDelhi, with

peacocks roaming the grounds, was perhaps the most charming archive I have

worked in; the only possible competitor was the French Army archive in

Vincennes, housed in a grand chateau on the outskirts of Paris. The archivists

at the U.K. National Archives in Kew and the British Library’s India Office

Records were unfailingly helpful and efficient, as were those at the U.S.

National Archives in College Park, Maryland, and at the Library of Congress.

My appreciation also goes to the staff at the French ForeignMinistry archive in

the Quai d’Orsay, and at Harvard, Yale, Princeton, Columbia, the University

of California–Berkeley, the University of Missouri–Columbia, the Hoover

Institution at Stanford, the State Historical Society of Wisconsin in Madison,

and the Presbyterian Historical Society in Philadelphia.

Opportunities to present my research to scrutiny have been invaluable

to the development and refinement of my ideas throughout the course of

the project. I thank the organizers, panelists, and audiences at numerous

forums, including the SHAFR annual meetings in 2000 and 2003, the interna-

tional history colloquia at Yale and Harvard, the Graduate Conference on

International History at Harvard, the China workshop at Yale, and the Korea

Institute workshop at Harvard. My work has benefited from the hospitality

and critical acumen of Wm. Roger Louis and the British Studies seminar at the

University ofTexas atAustin; Peter Feaver and theTriangle Institute for Security

Studies at Duke University; Mark Mazower and the Center for International

History at Columbia University; Mike Reynolds and the Department of Near

Eastern Studies at Princeton University; Eric Vettel and the Woodrow Wilson

Presidential Library in Staunton, Virginia; Jun Furuya and the Symposium on

Rethinking American Studies in Tokyo, Japan; and last but not least, of the

Global History Network, run by Sebastian Conrad and Dominic Sachsenmaier

in Germany and the United States.

The history departments at Yale, where I was a student, and at Harvard,

where I now teach, have been exemplary homes for my intellectual pursuits. I

am grateful to the many colleagues who have offered advice, support, and

intellectual stimulation, including Sven Beckert, David Blackbourn, Sugata

Bose, Vince Brown, Nancy Cott, Mark Elliott, Niall Ferguson, Andy Gordon,

Akira Iriye, Mary Lewis, Charles Maier, Terry Martin, and Trygve Throntveit.

John Milton Cooper and Thomas Knock welcomed me into the community of

Wilson scholars and offered constant encouragement. Betsy Bartlett, Gregg

Brazinsky, Mark Caprio, Israel Gershoni, Durba Ghosh, Leonard Gordon,

Barbara Keys, Susan Pedersen, Mona Russell, and Jeremi Suri each read parts

of the manuscript in its various incarnations and made countless helpful

suggestions. I am especially grateful to those generous souls who took the

time to read the entire text and offer detailed comments, including David

Armitage, Elizabeth Borgwardt, William Keylor, James Kloppenberg, Frank
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Ninkovich, Daniel Sargent, and Jay Winter. Lien-Hang Nguyen kept up

morale over countless cups of coffee, Matthew Connelly lent inspiration

over beer and tonic water, and Einat Wilf cast her famously discerning eye. It

goes without saying that I bear sole responsibility for the errors that remain.

I am indebted to John Lewis Gaddis, without whom the project would

have never been conceived, and to Paul Kennedy and Jonathan Spence, who

supported it from the outset and offered steady encouragement and advice.

Susan Ferber, my editor, showed great enthusiasm for the book when it was

still scattered chapters and has shepherded it with her trademark professional-

ism and good cheer. I would also like to acknowledge the research assistants

who helped with various pressing tasks at the last stages of the work: Noah

Hertz-Bunzl, Ying Qian, Kevin Yang, and Nancy Zhang. Some passages in this

book appeared previously in articles published in the journals Diplomacy &

Statecraft 12:4 (2001) and theAmerican Historical Review 111:5 (2006), and in an

essay included in Wm. Roger Louis, ed., Yet More Adventures with Britannia:

Personalities, Politics and Culture in Britain (London: I. B. Tauris, 2005).

I thank the respective editors and publishers for their permission to use

them here.

Finally, thanks are due to my family. My wife, Noga, and my daughters,

Romi, Maya, and Daria, who joined us at various stages of this project, have

been a constant source of comfort, humor, and wisdom. My parents, Jonah

and Tova Manela, and my siblings, Lilach, Oren, and Alon, all lent encour-

agement and support over the course of many years. This book is dedicated to

my grandparents, whose history deserves a book of its own.
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NOTE ON NAMES

In rendering the names of persons and places that originate in non-European

languages, I have generally tried to use the transliteration systems that are

most common in the recent English-language literature. For Chinese, I used the

pinyin system (e.g., Mao Zedong rather than Mao Tse-tung, Shandong rather

than Shantung, and Guangzhou, not Canton) and for Arabic, the International

Journal of Middle East Studies (IJMES) system (though without diacritics,

except in the bibliography). I made exceptions, however, in cases where this

practice would have made familiar names unrecognizable to nonspecialists

(e.g., Wellington Koo rather than Gu Weijun) and gave the alternate versions

in parentheses at first mention. Names of East Asian persons are given in the

Asian order (last name first), except when the ‘‘Western’’ variants are used

(e.g., Syngman Rhee).

In the case of Indian names, I have simply given them as they appeared

in the English-language sources I used. For names that had alternate spellings

in the sources I chose the more prevalent form, but gave the alternate version in

parentheses at first occurrence (e.g., Poona and Pune).

xvii
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Introduction: A Spring of Upheaval

For a brief interval, Wilson stood alone for mankind. Or at least he seemed to stand for

mankind. And in that brief interval there was a very extraordinary and significant wave of

response to him throughout the earth. So eager was the situation that all humanity leapt to

accept and glorifyWilson—for a phrase, for a gesture. It seized upon him as its symbol. He

was transfigured in the eyes of men. He ceased to be a common statesman; he became a

Messiah. Millions believed him as the bringer of untold blessings; thousands would gladly

have died for him. That response was one of the most illuminating events in the early

twentieth century. Manifestly the World-State had been conceived then, and now it stirred

in the womb. It was alive.

And then for some anxious decades it ceased to stir.

—H. G. Wells, The Shape of Things to Come

In June 1919, Nguyen Tat Thanh, a twenty-eight-year-old kitchen assistant

from French Indochina, set out to present a petition to the world leaders then

assembled in Paris for the peace conference. The document, entitled ‘‘The

Claims of the People of Annam,’’ echoed the rhetoric of the president of the

United States, Woodrow Wilson, who had recently emerged in the interna-

tional arena as a champion of the right of all peoples to self-determination. In

the tumultuous months following the end of the First World War, Wilson was

hailed around the world as the prophet of a new era in world affairs, one in

which justice, rather than power, would be the central principle of interna-

tional relations. The young man from Indochina, who signed the petition as

Nguyen Ai Quoc, or ‘‘Nguyen the Patriot,’’ sought a personal audience with

the American president to plead his people’s case before Wilson. According to

some accounts, he even rented a formal morning suit in preparation for the

occasion. The meeting, however, did not materialize. Wilson probably never

even saw Nguyen’s petition, and he certainly did not respond to it. Within less

than a year the man, who would later become known to the world as Ho Chi

3



Minh, adopted Bolshevism as his new creed, and Lenin replaced Wilson as his

inspiration on the road to self-determination for his people.1

Ho’s experience in the wake of the Great War was far from unique. The

war, which had begun in August 1914, lasted more than four years and left

many millions dead. When the armistice was finally declared on November 11,

1918, millions around the world celebrated the end of the carnage and hoped

that the peace would bring a different world. The war saw the collapse of

several major empires: the Russian empire of the Romanovs, the Austro-

Hungarian empire of the Habsburgs, the Ottoman Empire, and the German

empire under the Hohenzollerns. It delivered serious blows, too, to some who

were among the victors: Britain and France both suffered great losses, human

and economic, that left them far weaker than they had been before the war.

The United States, on the other hand, was the one major power to emerge from

the war more powerful, economically, militarily, and politically. Its material

and financial resources had underpinned the Allied war effort, its entry into the

war in April 1917 appeared to have tipped the scales in favor of the Allies, and,

finally, the armistice agreement had been based on the principles outlined in

Wilson’s famed Fourteen Points. When the U.S. leader shortly thereafter

announced his decision to travel to Europe to participate personally in the

peace negotiations—an unprecedented move for a sitting American presi-

dent—he seemed to be poised to lead the world into a new era in international

affairs.

The major leaders who convened for the peace conference in Paris in

January 1919 were concerned mainly with fashioning a settlement in Europe.

But Europeans were not the only ones who had high hopes for the conference.

For colonized, marginalized, and stateless peoples from all over the world—

Chinese and Koreans, Arabs and Jews, Armenians and Kurds, and many

others—the conference appeared to present unprecedented opportunities to

pursue the goal of self-determination. They could now take the struggle

against imperialism to the international arena, and their representatives set

out for Paris, invited or otherwise, to stake their claims in the new world order.

A largely unintended but eager audience for Wilson’s wartime rhetoric, they

often imagined the president as both an icon of their aspirations and a poten-

tial champion of their cause, a dominant figure in the world arena committed,

he had himself declared, to the principle of self-determination for all peoples.

Based on these perceptions, groups aspiring to self-determination formed

delegations, selected representatives, formulated demands, launched campaigns,

and mobilized publics behind them. They composed and circulated a flood

of declarations, petitions, and memoranda directed at the world leaders assem-

bled in Paris and directed at public opinion across the world. Many of the

petitioners adopted Wilson’s rhetoric of self-determination and the equality of

nations to formulate their demands and justify their aspirations, both because
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they found his language appealing and, more importantly, because they believed

it would be effective in advancing their cause. They quoted at length from the

president’s Fourteen Points address and his other wartime speeches, praised his

plan for a League of Nations, and aimed to attract his support for their struggles

to attain self-determination.

Hundreds of such documents, many addressed to President Wilson

himself, made their way to the Paris headquarters of the American Commis-

sion to Negotiate Peace at the Hôtel Crillon, but most got no further than the

president’s private secretary, Gilbert Close. The president read only a small

fraction of them, and he acted on fewer still. The complex and contentious

issues of the European settlement were foremost on his mind during his

months in Paris, and relations with the major imperial powers—Britain,

France, Japan—loomed larger in the scheme of U.S. interests as Wilson saw

them than did the aspirations of colonized groups or weak states. Though the

dispensation of territories that belonged to the defunct empires—German

colonies in Africa and the Pacific, Ottoman possessions in the Arab Middle

East—was an important topic in the peace negotiations, the leading peace-

makers had no intention of entertaining the claims for self-determination of

dependent peoples elsewhere, least of all those that ran against their own

interests. To himself and to others, Wilson explained this lapse by asserting

that the peace conference already had enough on its plate and that the League

of Nations would take up such claims in due time.

Many in the colonial world who had followed Wilson’s increasingly

dramatic proclamations in the final months of the war, however, came

to expect a more immediate and radical transformation of their status in

international society. As the outlines of the peace treaty began to emerge in

the spring of 1919, it became clear that such expectations would be disap-

pointed and that outside Europe the old imperial logic of international rela-

tions, which abridged or entirely obliterated the sovereignty of most non-

European peoples, would remain largely in place. The disillusionment that

followed the collapse of this ‘‘Wilsonian moment’’ fueled a series of popular

protest movements across the Middle East and Asia, heralding the emergence

of anticolonial nationalism as a major force in world affairs. Although the

principle of self-determination was honored in Paris more in the breach,

the events of 1919 established it at the center of the discourse of legitimacy in

international relations. Thus, the Wilsonian moment began the process that

Hedley Bull called ‘‘the expansion of international society’’ in the twentieth

century. It launched the transformation of the norms and standards of interna-

tional relations that established the self-determining nation-state as the only

legitimate political form throughout the globe, as colonized and marginalized

peoples demanded and eventually attained recognition as sovereign, indepen-

dent actors in international society.2
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This book is an effort to reconstruct the story of the colonial world at the

Wilsonian moment. Most historians have told the story of the Paris Peace

Conference from the inside out, focusing on the views and actions of the

leaders of the great powers of Europe and North America. This book aims

to tell it from the outside in, from the perspectives of peoples who were on the

margins of the peace conference and of international society more generally.

The period on which the narrative centers opened with the U.S. entry into the

war in April 1917, when it began to appear that Wilson would play a major role

at the peace table, and ended with the conclusion of the Versailles Treaty in

June 1919. During this time, Woodrow Wilson’s vision for the postwar world

was disseminated to a growing global audience, and, when peace came,

colonial peoples moved to claim their place in that world on the basis of

Wilson’s proclamations. The crucial period—the Wilsonian moment itself—

lasted from the autumn of 1918, when Allied victory appeared imminent and

Wilson’s principles seemed destined to shape the coming new world order,

until the spring of 1919, as the terms of the peace settlement began to emerge

and the promise of a Wilsonian millennium was fast collapsing.

The use of the phrase the ‘‘Wilsonian moment’’ to describe this eventful

time does not suggest that Wilson alone conceived or articulated the vision

that became so intimately associated with him. Others, including the British

prime minister David Lloyd George and, much more forcefully, the Russian

Bolshevik leaders V. I. Lenin and Leon Trotsky, had preceded Wilson in

advocating a peace settlement based on the principle of self-determination.

Nor does the term imply that rhetoric alone was responsible for creating the

far-reaching expectations that so many entertained in the wake of the war. The

experiences of the war itself, with its unprecedented decimation of human lives

and the myriad political, social, and economic dislocations it caused, served as

the crucial context for the articulation and dissemination of the Wilsonian

message and shaped the perceptions and responses to it. Nevertheless, the term

the ‘‘Wilsonian moment’’ captures the fact that, during this period, the Ameri-

can president became for millions worldwide the icon and most prominent

exponent of the vision, which many others shared, of a just international

society based on the principle of self-determination. His name, and in many

cases also his image, came to symbolize and encapsulate those ideas, and

Wilson appeared, for a brief but crucial moment, to be the herald of a new

era in international affairs.

In retrospect, of course, we know that the Wilsonian moment ended in

ignominious collapse, its promise fading into bitter disillusion. But if we are to

see the events of the time in their proper context, we must suspend for a while

this retrospective knowledge. It may be tempting, for example, to construe the

ideological essence of 1919 as a clash between Wilsonian and communist

internationalism; ‘‘Wilson vs. Lenin’’ is the influential phrase that Arno
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Mayer coined some decades ago.3 But while the Wilson versus Lenin frame-

work is helpful, as Mayer used it, for understanding the struggle over the

European Left at the time, it cannot be extended to the colonial world in 1919.

Socialist ideas were influential among some colonial intellectuals at the time,

and the Russian Bolsheviks also used the language of self-determination, but

until late 1919 Wilson’s words carried far greater weight in the colonial world

than Lenin’s. The United States, after all, was a leading world power whose

intervention in the war had appeared to tip the scales in favor of the Allies;

Wilson had set the terms of the armistice and seemed poised to do the same for

the peace settlement. The Bolsheviks, on the other hand, were struggling for

control of a land that was devastated by the war and were engaged in a brutal

civil war whose outcome was far from certain. It was only after the collapse of

the Wilsonian moment and the stabilization of the Soviet state that Lenin’s

influence in the colonial world began to eclipse Wilson’s.

W ilson’s promise of a new world order captured imaginations across the

world. In the wake of a war whose consequences were widely felt, his

words captured the attention not only of political elites but also of much

broader publics, even if their meanings and implications varied considerably

among different groups. Some, of course, remained skeptical, and they were

soon joined by many others who grew disillusioned with their erstwhile hero

as the developments in Paris and elsewhere failed to fulfill their expectations.

But for a while, from mid-1918 to the early spring of 1919, the future of interna-

tional society seemed to belong to Wilson’s vision and to depend on his

influence as the leading figure in world affairs. The Wilsonian moment, there-

fore, should be examined and understood as an international phenomenon not

because every individual on the face of the planet was aware of Wilson’s

rhetoric, but because the scope of its dissemination and import transcended

the usual geographic enclosures of historical narratives.

Quite apart from Wilson’s own intentions when he uttered the words of

the Fourteen Points address or his other well-known speeches, different groups

and individuals adopted the language of self-determination to varying extents

and adapted it to varying circumstances. Perhaps most famously, it was used

by many of the national groups that emerged from the wreckage of the

Habsburg and Romanov empires in East-Central Europe, and helped shape

the postwar settlements that created Czechoslovakia, Poland, and the King-

dom of the Serbs, Croats, and Slovenes as independent states.4 But the

language of self-determination was also adopted by groups that made claims

directed at the victorious powers, either to demand political independence, as

in Ireland, or to ask for recognition of rights within an existing polity, as with

leading African-American activists like W. E. B. Du Bois and William Monroe

Trotter.5 The adoption of the language of self-determination, moreover, was
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not limited to groups that saw themselves as oppressed ormarginalized. In fact,

as the H. G. Wells quote that opens this chapter testifies, a wide array

of progressives and radicals in Europe and North America entertained for a

time near-millennial expectations for a more peaceful world order based on

Wilsonian principles.6

The focus of this book is on the specific significance of the Wilsonian

moment in the colonial world, defined broadly as the dependent or semi-

dependent territories that encompassed at the time almost all of Asia and

Africa.7 Even within these narrower geographical and conceptual bounds,

however, an effort to cover the colonial world in its entirety would have

yielded either a broad, general synthesis or else required a multivolume work

of encyclopedic proportions. On the other hand, telling the story of the

Wilsonian moment in only one region or within a single group would have

failed to capture fully the international context of the experiences of colonial

peoples at the time, and would have forgone the insights that a broad,

integrated perspective can provide. In order to combine fine-grained detail

with a broad perspective, therefore, the book focuses on the experiences of

four groups: Egyptians, Indians, Chinese, and Koreans. It recounts the

responses of these four emergent nations to the Wilsonian moment, probing

their evolving perceptions of its challenges and opportunities and tracing its

impact on their rhetoric, actions, and goals. It also reconstructs the sprawling

international campaigns they launched, in which diasporic communities and

unprecedented popular mobilizations both played important roles, and relates

them to the broad, transformative protest movements that erupted in all four

places in the spring of 1919. Nationalism, as an ideology and as a form of

political practice, evolved conceptually and historically within an interna-

tional context, and it cannot be fully understood outside that context.

There were, of course, many differences among these societies in their

histories, structures, and relationships to imperialism. Still, Egyptians, Indians,

Chinese, and Koreans shared important elements of historical condition and

experience. All four societies had long histories as integrated socioeconomic

and political entities and well-established elites imbued with consciousness of

distinct cultural and historical identities. Moreover, in each of these four

societies there had developed by 1914 influential groups of literate, socially

mobile individuals, whose members were conversant inWestern languages and

ideas and had begun to develop and circulate notions of national identity

articulated in modern idioms.8 The Wilsonian moment presented these elites

with unprecedented opportunities to advance claims in the name of these

emerging national identities and thus bolster and expand their legitimacy

both at home and abroad. The language of self-determination and the interna-

tional forum afforded by the peace conference prompted nationalist leaders

to rethink their strategies, redefine their goals, and galvanize larger domestic
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constituencies than ever before behind campaigns for self-determination. In

the spring of 1919, sweeping protest movements against imperialism erupted

almost simultaneously in all four societies: the May Fourth movement in

China, the launching of Gandhi’s nonviolent resistance movement in India,

the 1919 Revolution in Egypt, and the March First movement in Korea.

In all four societies, and not only there, the period between 1917 and 1920

saw a sharp escalation of resistance to imperial penetration and control and

the emergence or realignment of institutions and individuals that would

play central roles in subsequent anticolonial struggles. In Egypt, Sa‘d Zaghlul,

a veteran political figure who before the war had long worked within the

British-controlled political system, now established a delegation that de-

manded the opportunity to put before the peace conference a claim for

Egyptian independence. To lead this campaign, Zaghlul, who is remembered

in Egypt as the ‘‘Father of the Nation,’’ established a new political party that

came to dominate Egyptian politics in the interwar years.9 A similar shift from

accommodation to confrontation occurred in India’s relationship with the

empire during the same period, as the Indian National Congress, which before

the war adhered to moderate positions toward the empire, became a vehicle for

mobilizing resistance to it. By 1920, the Congress came under the control of

Mahatma Gandhi, who had himself shifted in 1919 from a position of firm if

critical support for Indian membership in the British empire to one of deter-

mined opposition to it. The newfound radicalism of the Gandhian Congress

augured an era of nationalist struggle that culminated in the dissolution of

British rule in 1947.10

In China, the May Fourth protests that erupted in response to Chinese

disillusion with the Wilsonian promise unleashed broad currents of change in

the realms of thought, culture, literature, and politics. In the wake of May

Fourth, protests against foreign influence in China broadened and intensified.

Among the intellectual and political classes, the erstwhile admiration for the

liberal ideals advanced by Wilson was widely replaced with a growing interest

in other ideologies as models for building a strong Chinese nation and estab-

lishing its status and dignity internationally. And in Korea, too, the March

First movement, which began as an effort to draw the attention of Wilson and

the peace conference to Korean claims for independence, escalated and broad-

ened the resistance to Japanese colonial rule. In the Korean case, even more

than in the others, diasporic organizations played a crucial role in the move-

ment, establishing a provisional government in exile headed by Syngman

Rhee, a long-time independence activist and former acquaintance of Wilson

at Princeton University. The provisional government survived, though barely,

through the interwar years, and in 1948 the United States helped the tenacious

Rhee actually attain the position he had claimed since 1919, the presidency of an

independent Korean republic.11
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As this convergence of transformative events around the spring of 1919

suggests, one of the central features of the Wilsonian moment was its simulta-

neity across the boundaries of nations, regions, and empires within which the

histories of the anticolonial movements of the period are usually enclosed. It

was a brief but intense period in which people across the world directed

attention and actions toward the drama unfolding in Paris, with the U.S.

president as its leading protagonist. In part, the story of theWilsonian moment

is one of the articulation and circulation of ideas, most prominently the idea

that all peoples had a right to self-determination and the related notion of a

liberal international order structured around a league of nations in which all

members would be equal in status if not in power. The emergence of Wilson’s

ideas about the postwar international order, their gradual articulation and

refinement in his wartime rhetoric, and their dissemination—both intention-

ally through the efforts of U.S. wartime propaganda, and circumstantially

through the contemporary infrastructure of global communications, which

was dominated by pro-Allied news agencies such as Reuters—are all important

components of the story told here.

But this is not only, nor even primarily, an intellectual history, a history

of the emergence, articulation, and circulation of ideas. To a greater degree,

the story of the Wilsonian moment in the colonial world is one about the role

of power, both real and perceived, in the dissemination, adoption, and oper-

ationalization—the conversion into purposeful political action—of the new

norms of international legitimacy and practice that Wilson championed. For

anticolonial nationalists, Wilson’s utterances were surely attractive as well as,

to some extent, also innovative. The most crucial feature of his utterances,

however, was that they came from a man widely viewed at the time as the most

powerful leader in the world arena, whose influence on the shape of the

postwar international order, it was assumed, would be decisive. Thus, the

perception of the stature of the United States as a major world power and

of Wilson’s commitment to his peace plan were just as important as the

content of the president’s wartime proclamations in creating the impact of

the Wilsonian moment in the colonial world. For a time in 1918 and early 1919,

Wilson, who appeared to wield extraordinary leverage over the Allies and

enjoy unprecedented popularity among their peoples, seemed to possess both

the will and the power to implement his vision.12

Wilson himself, it is true, had at best only a vague idea of how the

principle of self-determination would be practically implemented even in

Europe, and he devoted little attention to its implications elsewhere. Never-

theless, the president’s talk about the right to self-determination and his

advocacy of the League of Nations implied a new and more equitable model

of international relations, and they took on a life of their own, independent of

Wilson and his intentions. For colonial nationalists, the acceptance of these
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principles as a basis for the armistice and their establishment as central tenets

of the coming peace settlement were sufficient reasons to expect great changes

in their own positions in international affairs. Wilson, in his wartime

addresses, especially those that he delivered in the final months of the war,

had couched his principles explicitly in sweeping, universal terms. Egyptians,

Indians, Chinese, Koreans, and other colonial nationalists saw little reason

that they should not apply outside Europe as well as within it.

The Versailles peace is often seen as heralding the apex of imperial

expansion, and indeed the empires of the victorious powers, especially the

British, French, and Japanese, made significant territorial gains in the wake of

the war. Empire, however, cannot survive on territorial control alone. It

requires accommodation and legitimacy, at least among a portion of the popu-

lations in both the metropole and the periphery.13 The adoption of the language

of self-determination by colonial nationalists, as well as by anti-imperialists in

the metropole, weakened these underlying supports of the imperial edifice. It

rendered the relationship between imperial powers and subject peoples, as

Henri Grimal noted, ‘‘markedly different from the idea of timeless domination

which had characterized the previous period’’ and presented a major challenge

to the legitimacy and permanence of the imperial order in the international

arena.14 As James Mayall has observed, at Versailles Lloyd George and the

French premier, Georges Clemenceau, may have succeeded in the short run in

outwittingWilson in their efforts to protect the interests of their empires. But in

an age of advancing popular democracy they could offer no substitute, either

domestically or internationally, to the principle of self-determination ‘‘as an

ordering principle for international society.’’15 Rather than bolster or expand

the imperial order, the events of 1919 in fact laid the groundwork for its demise.

The First WorldWar itself had no doubt set the stage for the expectations

for radical change that spread in its wake. It dealt a severe blow to the power

and prestige of the leading imperial powers, and so made it easier for colonial

nationalists to challenge them. The war strained the resources of the European

powers, exposed as hollow their claims to superior civilization, and decimated

the image of Western military invincibility already tarnished by the Japanese

defeat of Russia in 1905.16Moreover, peoples from the periphery who hadmade

significant contributions to the Allied war effort felt it entitled them to a

greater voice in their own government and in the international arena. If they

could die alongside Europeans, why could they not govern alongside them?

Almost a million Indians saw combat in the war and hundreds of thousands of

Chinese went to Europe as laborers, and many returned home with new

experiences and ideas about rights and freedom.17 The economic crises and

dislocations of the war also contributed to postwar discontent in places like

Egypt and India, though this factor did not operate everywhere; in Korea, for

example, the war was a time of relative prosperity.
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The impact of the war alone, however, cannot explain the events that

occurred in its wake in the colonial world. Despite the war’s drain on European

power and prestige, there was surprisingly little agitation against empire during

the war itself, when the imperial powers were militarily most vulnerable,

neither did uprisings break out immediately after the war ended. It is true, as

a number of historians have noted, that the wartime spectacles of material

destruction and moral depravity helped to launch a broad critique of Western

civilization among Afro-Asian intellectuals. This insight, however, neglects the

widespread if short-lived adulation of that quintessential representative of the

West,WoodrowWilson, as a quasi-millennial figurewhose vision could redeem

the suffering of the war and usher in a new era of peace.18 At the time of the

armistice in November 1918, nationalists across the colonial world believed that

the road to self-determination passed through Paris, and they launched broad

campaigns to receive a hearing there. It was only in the spring of 1919, as

it became clear that their efforts to claim these rights had failed, that upheaval

erupted. Thus, the campaigns to advance demands for self-determination

and international equality and the subsequent failure and disillusionment

helped launch major anticolonial protest movements and mobilize widespread

popular support behind them.

Other factors, political and economic, figured prominently in these

postwar anticolonial mobilizations. The burdens of wartime inflation and

conscription among Egyptian and Indians, anger about the suspicious death

of a former emperor among Koreans, and mounting industrial grievances

among the rising Chinese working class were all significant in the respective

uprisings of 1919. Those factors can help to account for the prevalence of

popular disturbances and for the hostility toward foreign powers or colonial

rulers. Alone, however, they do not explain the specific timing, character, and

goals of the uprisings. The campaigns for self-determination and equality in

the international arena each had roots in internal developments within each

society. But they were also intricately enmeshed in the international context of

the Wilsonian moment, as the demands that nationalist leaders made on the

international forum assembling in Paris channeled a mix of grievances and

frustrations into anticolonial uprisings in the cause of self-determination. The

campaigns to lodge these demands, and the failure of the great powers to meet

or even address them, helped convert the expectations for a new era in

international affairs into demonstrations in the streets of Cairo, Delhi, Beijing,

Seoul, and elsewhere, and endow those demonstrations with coherent mean-

ings and purposes. The anticolonial revolts of 1919 owed at least as much to the

peace as they did to the war.

The international scope of the story of the Wilsonian moment in the colonial

world is not merely an artifact of a particular historiographical approach,
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and this book should not be read as an exercise that juxtaposes several distinct

events for comparative purposes. Rather, its scope reflects the ways that the

historical actors themselves perceived their conditions, planned their actions,

and proceeded to carry out their plans. Indeed, the Wilsonian moment as it

was perceived, experienced, and enacted by colonial peoples was both inter-

national and transnational in its scope, if we take ‘‘international’’ to refer

primarily to interactions between established nation-states and ‘‘transna-

tional’’ to mean actions and interactions that cross the borders of states but

are not necessarily performed by them.19 It is abundantly clear that Wilson

saw himself as acting on a global stage. But an equally important insight, one

to which we will return in more detail in the conclusion of the book, is that the

anticolonial movements of 1919—commonly viewed in only the context of their

respective national histories—profoundly transcended national enclosures in

their genesis, conduct, and aims. They were shaped by transnational networks

of nationalist activists who imagined themselves as part of a global wave,

operated explicitly on an international stage, and aspired to goals that were

specifically international; namely, the recognition of the peoples and territories

they claimed to represent as self-determining, sovereign nation-states within a

new international society whose structure and dynamics would reflect Wilso-

nian precepts.

In retrospect, it is easy to see that the expectations for a more inclusive

international order that Wilson’s rhetoric and global stature raised among

colonial nationalists went far beyond the president’s intentions and even

further beyond what he would achieve. But at the time, most Egyptian, Indian,

Chinese, and Korean nationalists, along with the millions who lined the streets

in the capitals of Europe to cheer Wilson as he drove by in his carriage,

believed that the peace conference would transform international order in

ways that would help them gain the right to self-determination. They were

neither naive victims of Wilson’s hypocrisy nor, outside a few exceptions,

radicals intent on revolutionary transformation, but rather savvy political

actors who, keenly aware of their weakness vis-à-vis the British and Japanese

imperial projects, sought to harness Wilson’s power and rhetoric to the strug-

gle to achieve international recognition and equality for their nations. They

moved with dispatch and energy to seize the opportunities that the Wilsonian

moment seemed to offer to reformulate, escalate, and broaden their campaigns

against empire, and worked to mobilize publics both at home and abroad

behind their movements. When it became clear that the postwar settlement

would fall far short of these expectations and the visions of international

equality that Wilson had evoked collapsed, these mobilized nationalists

launched the simultaneous revolts that convulsed the colonial world in the

spring of 1919. Despite the title of this book, it is they, and not Wilson, who

are the main protagonists of the story that follows.
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PART

I

The Emergence of the

Wilsonian Moment

On December 4th, 1918, Woodrow Wilson, the first president to

leave the territory of the United States during his presidency, sailed

for France aboard the GeorgeWashington, the most powerful man

in the world.

—John Dos Passos, 1919



Woodrow Wilson, true to biblical form, was a reluctant prophet, and his

rise to the status of the herald of a new order did not begin until several

years into the Great War. When the conflict began with a cascade of declara-

tions of war between the European powers between July 28 and August 4, 1914,

Wilson, though caught by surprise, nevertheless immediately announced that

the United States would follow its long-standing tradition and observe strict

neutrality in the conflict. Drawing on his long-standing notions of civilized

behavior, Wilson declared on August 3 that America, unlike the other powers,

would maintain its ‘‘self possession’’ and ‘‘calmness of thought.’’ He called on

the American people to remain neutral ‘‘in fact as well as in name’’ and to

preserve ‘‘the dignity of self-control’’ so that they could serve the cause of

peace.1 For much of the first year of the war, Wilson ignored the critics, led by

former president Theodore Roosevelt andMassachusetts senator Henry Cabot

Lodge, who called for building up the armed forces of the United States in the

name of ‘‘preparedness.’’ Even as Japan entered thewar on theAllied side in late

August, theOttomanEmpire joined theCentral Powers inNovember, and Italy,

initially neutral, joined the Allies inMay 1915 after receiving secret promises for

extensive territorial gains, the United States remained staunchly neutral.

The German submarine campaign against merchant shipping in the

Atlantic, which culminated in the sinking of the British steamship Lusitania

in May 1915 that killed 128 Americans, forced a change in the administration’s

position. Wilson now moved to implement preparedness, but he still resisted

the calls to throw U.S. support fully behind the Allies. As the fighting increas-

ingly jeopardized U.S. commercial interests he intensified his diplomatic efforts

with the belligerents, and by May 1916, he obtained a German promise to

restrict its submarine campaign. By then, moreover, Wilson began to inch

away from the detached posture and back-channel contacts that had character-

ized his diplomacy, and started to articulate publicly an ambitious vision for the

postwar world. A lasting peace, he said, required a reordering of international

society on the basis of the principles of government by consent, the equality of

nations, and international cooperation, but his ‘‘Peace without Victory’’ speech

of January 1917, the first comprehensive presentation of his plan,metwith a cold

reception from European governments committed to victory. The following

month, Germany resumed unrestricted submarine warfare, and news of a

German plan to encourage Mexico to wage war on the United States—the

famous Zimmermann Telegram—raised a public outcry. After several weeks of

pained hesitation,Wilson came before Congress on April 2 to ask for a declara-

tion of war on Germany. He still insisted, however, on standing apart from the

European allies, styling the United States an ‘‘associated power.’’ In taking the

United States to war, Wilson hoped to ensure that he would have a dominant

position in the eventual peace conference, a position that would allow him to

implement his vision for the postwar restructuring of international relations.
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Wilson continued to develop his plans for the peace, most famously in

the address he gave before Congress on January 8, 1918, which became known

around the world as the ‘‘Fourteen Points.’’ On November 11, 1918, when the

armistice was concluded on the basis of his Fourteen Points, the president

appeared to have achieved his goal: he was the dominant figure in the interna-

tional arena, cheered by millions worldwide, and poised, so it seemed, to

transform international relations. A week after the armistice, he announced

that he would travel to Europe himself—an unprecedented move for a sitting

president—to lead the U.S. delegation to the peace conference. He had no

choice but to do it, he thought, since only he could face down the entrenched

interests of the European powers in the old order and defend the cause of

justice. French and British leaders, he said, opposed his presence in Paris

because they feared that he ‘‘might lead the weaker nations against them,’’2

and this made him even more determined to go. Wilson no doubt imagined

himself primarily as the defender of the ‘‘weaker nations’’ of Europe—

Belgians, Poles, Czechs—rather than those of the colonial world. Nevertheless,

his impact on largely unintended audiences in the colonial world proved no

less significant.

The two chapters that follow in Part I explore two central aspects of the

relationship between the U.S. president’s efforts to use the peace conference to

construct a new international order and the efforts of peoples outside Europe

to use that same forum to overcome their subjugated status and win recogni-

tion as independent actors in international society. Chapter 1 probes the origins

of Wilson’s plan for the postwar world and seeks to outline the place that non-

European peoples were to have within it. Wilson’s position on this issue was

both more complex and more dynamic than most historians have recognized.

In order to recover its nuances and evolution, we need to look beyond the

president’s wartime rhetoric and examine both his domestic record on race

relations and the development of his position toward the U.S. imperial project

overseas in the wake of the Spanish-American War of 1898, when he began to

think seriously about international questions. Chapter 2 then tracks Wilson’s

wartime rhetoric down to the armistice as it evolved in response to both

domestic and international developments. Among other things, it seeks to

explain how Wilson came to be seen by the end of the war as the champion

of the principle of self-determination, a term he never used publicly before

February 1918. To do so, the chapter outlines the channels and mechanisms of

the worldwide dissemination of Wilson’s rhetoric and image, including

the massive American wartime propaganda campaigns abroad. By the time

Wilson arrived on the shores of Europe in December 1918, he carried great

hopes and expectations upon his shoulders.
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1

Self-Determination for Whom?

The USS George Washington, which carried President Woodrow Wilson

across the Atlantic, steamed into the harbor of Brest on the coast of

Brittany, France, at noon on Friday, December 13, 1918. It was the first time

that a sitting American president had come to Europe andWilson’s decision to

go had been controversial at home. But the president, who believed thirteen

was his lucky number, saw the date of arrival as a good omen for his mission.

And he seemed to have every reason to think so as the cheering throngs that

gathered at the docks to meet him came into view. Everyone—high officials in

formal suits, local peasants in Breton caps, groups of schoolchildren in their

holiday best—had come to see the great man land, hoisting banners that

welcomed the ‘‘Champion of the Rights of Man’’ and praised the ‘‘Founder

of the Society of Nations.’’ The mayor of Brest, greeting the president as he

disembarked, delivered a resounding speech hailing him as an apostle of liberty

come to release the peoples of Europe from their suffering. The next morning,

as the president drove down the Champs Élysées in an open-top automobile,

girls in Alsatian costumes threw flowers on him and the cheering crowds

called, ‘‘Vive Wilson! Vive l’Amérique! Vive la liberté!’’ The French press

across the political spectrum sang his praises, and labor leaders hailed him as

‘‘the incarnation of the hope of the future.’’1 Over the next five weeks, Wilson

met with similar receptions in England and Italy as he toured the continent

before the peace conference opened in Paris on January 18.2

The prevailing sentiments across much of Europe were echoed by the

French pacifist author and Nobel Laureate Romain Rolland, who in grand

language depicted the president as a prophet, heir to a great line of American

liberators destined to transform humanity, and called on him to fulfill his

promise of a better, more just world:

You alone Mr. President are endowed with an [sic] universal moral

authority. All have confidence in you. Respond to the appeal of these

pathetic hopes! Take these outstretched hands, help them to clasp

each other. Help these groping peoples to find their way, to establish

the new Charter of enfranchisement and of union whose principles

they are all passionately if confusingly seeking.
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Descendant of Washington, of Abraham Lincoln! Take in hand the

cause, not of a party, of a people, but of all! Summon to the Congress

of Humanity the representatives of the peoples! Preside over it with all

the authority which your lofty moral conscience and the powerful

future of immense America assures to you! Speak! Speak to all!3

Great wars are transformative events; they destroy not only lives and

property but also established orders—norms, institutions, ideas, perceptions—

in short, the old ways of thought and practice. The Great War of 1914–1918 was

an event unprecedented in the sheer scale of its destruction. It extinguished

millions of lives and caused untold devastation; it also threatened the collapse

of order and stability in international relations. In the wake of the war, many

around the world hoped, and expected, the postwar world to be entirely

different from what had come before it. In the aftermath of the First World

War, moreover, such sentiments and expectations were unusually strong, even

compared to the aftermaths of other cataclysmic conflicts such as the Napo-

leonic wars some hundred years earlier or the Second World War a quarter

The hero’s welcome that Woodrow Wilson received upon his arrival in Europe in

December 1918 was widely reported across the colonial world and helped foster

the impression that the U.S. president possessed the power to affect a lasting change

in international affairs. Princeton University Library, Woodrow Wilson Coll., Box 42,

Folder 5.
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century later. Therewere nomessiahs on the horizon in thewakes of thosewars,

only hardheaded men of affairs working to refashion a semblance of order out

of the chaos of war.4 In 1919, as H. G. Wells suggested, there did appear to be

such a figure, a prophet of a new world order who, however briefly, came to

symbolize to millions worldwide their own hopes and aspirations.

Such perceptions of Wilson as possessor of a ‘‘universal moral authority’’

backed by the ‘‘powerful future of immense America’’ emerged gradually as

the shape ofWilson’s vision for the postwar world developed and disseminated

frommid-1916 on, when he began to make more concerted and visible efforts to

play a role in ending the war.5 His pronouncements came most often in the

form of addresses before the U.S. Congress; from the beginning of his term in

office Wilson had cast aside more than a century of precedent, opting to come

speak before Congress in person rather than send messages to be read by an

emissary, as previous presidents had done. From this pulpit, he issued his most

important foreign policy declarations, uttering memorable, soaring phrases

that echoed around the world. He called on the warring parties to make ‘‘peace

without victory’’ when the United States was still neutral, and he vowed to

make the world ‘‘safe for democracy’’ after he took his country into the war on

the Allied side in April 1917. Though ostensibly addressed to Congress and the

American public, Wilson often used these speeches as moves on the chessboard

of open diplomacy, intended to mobilize support for his ideas among peoples

abroad, sometimes against the positions of their own governments.

As the next chapter will show in detail, the American wartime

propaganda machine, of unprecedented scope and efficiency, facilitated the

dissemination of his words, amplifying and often exaggerating their import.

The salesmen of the American creed who managed U.S. propaganda saw

Wilson’s idealistic language and image as a defender of right against might

as a major asset in convincing the world of the righteousness of America’s war

effort and its vision for the peace. By the time of the armistice, Wilson’s name

and image were recognizable, and his principles for the peace settlement

known to a broad array of people across the world, often to individuals

and groups who had not before paid close attention to the words of a foreign

leader nor been attuned to international issues. As one study of the U.S.

wartime propaganda effort concluded, by the time of the armistice, ‘‘the

name Woodrow Wilson, and a general idea that he was a friend of peace,

liberty, and democracy, were . . . familiar in some of the remote places of the

earth.’’6 An American president had never before spoken, as Wilson did during

the war, on such a grand stage, to such a broad audience, and with such a

widespread effect. Arguably, none has done so since.7

First, however, we must explore in more detail how the central principles

of Wilson’s rhetoric, those that oppressed peoples found most appealing,

developed in the course of the war. Wilson’s plans for the peace changed and
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evolved considerably during the war and its aftermath, but a number of

consistent elements appeared especially important to colonized or margin-

alized peoples.8 Those elements included Wilson’s oft-repeated emphasis on

the ‘‘equality of nations’’: the idea that small, weak nations were entitled to

the same treatment and rights in international society as the major powers.

A related principle, summarized by its proponents at the time as ‘‘right over

might,’’ was that international disputes should be resolved through peaceful

means, relying on international law, voluntary mechanisms such as arbitra-

tion, and institutional arrangements eventually embodied in the League of

Nations, rather than through resort to armed conflict. And third, perhaps the

best known andmost celebrated of theWilsonian mantras, was the rejection of

any international arrangements that would not receive the consent of the

populations concerned. This was the principle of the ‘‘consent of the gov-

erned,’’ a term for which, for reasons explained below, Wilson began after

February 1918 to substitute what would become his most famous and memora-

ble phrase: the right of peoples to ‘‘self-determination.’’9

The Wilson administration adhered to a policy of neutrality for almost three

years after the war in Europe began—‘‘He Kept Us Out of War’’ was the

slogan of Wilson’s successful reelection campaign in 1916.10 From early on,

however, the president sought a way to play a central role in the postwar

negotiations and in the new international order that would emerge from them.

Wilson delivered the first major public address in which he detailed a plan for

the postwar settlement onMay 27, 1916, almost a year before U.S. entry into the

war, and in it there were already present the main elements of the vision for the

postwar world that would become identified with him. He called for the

establishment of a mechanism for international cooperation among sovereign

states based on two related principles: one was that political arrangements,

whether national or international, should be based on popular legitimacy or, in

the phraseWilson favored, ‘‘the consent of the governed.’’ The second was that

all political units constituted through such arrangements of consent should

relate to each other as equals. ‘‘We believe,’’ he declared then before a

gathering of William Howard Taft’s League to Enforce Peace, ‘‘that every

people has a right to choose the sovereignty under which they shall live’’ and

that ‘‘the small states of the world shall enjoy the same respect for their

sovereignty and for their territorial integrity.’’11

Several weeks later, Wilson also inserted these same phrases into a plank

of the Democratic party platform for the 1916 elections to highlight his deter-

mination to stand for a just peace in Europe.12 Then, on January 22, 1917,

shortly after his reelection, Wilson came before the Senate to elaborate

further on his plan for peace. Calling for a ‘‘peace without victory,’’ he urged

European leaders to work toward a negotiated settlement. At the same time, he
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emphasized that the United States, though it was not then a belligerent, would

have to play a central role in shaping and guaranteeing the peace settlement

and that the peace must therefore conform to American values and principles.

Law and morality, he said, must replace brute force in governing international

relations, and the ‘‘balance of power’’ must make way for a ‘‘community of

power.’’ The United States would be a pivotal member of that community and

would uphold and guarantee the peace, but the arrangement could only work

if postwar international relations adhered to and defended the twin principles

of equality among nations and popular government.13 The new international

society must be constituted on the basis of ‘‘an equality of rights’’ that would

‘‘neither recognize nor imply a difference between big nations and small,

between those who are powerful and those that are weak.’’ Equality of rights,

however, would not mean equality of circumstances, since ‘‘equality of terri-

tory or of resources there of course cannot be,’’ nor would there be enforced

equality ‘‘not gained in the ordinary peaceful and legitimate development of

the peoples themselves.’’ International equality, then, could not be absolute

nor imposed by violent or revolutionary means. But that, he said, would be

fine. No one who adhered to American principles as he saw them expected or

asked for ‘‘anything more than an equality of rights.’’14

The source of these concepts in traditional republican notions about the

status and rights of individuals in society is clear, and the president projected

both the extent and the limits on individual equality within society that were

inherent in his progressive political creed onto states in the international order

he envisioned.15 The ideals on which American society was founded, he had no

doubt, would appeal to all peoples. Their implementation would respond to

the popular will of the world’s people and was therefore necessary for the

achievement of lasting peace. Any arrangement that contravened them was

bound to fail since it would not muster popular consent and would spark

resistance among ‘‘whole populations’’ that ‘‘will fight subtly and constantly

against it, and all the world will sympathize.’’ These principles were quintes-

sentially American—the United States, he said, ‘‘could stand for no others’’—

but at the same time could and should be applied universally, since they held

‘‘the affections and convictions of mankind’’ and were shared by ‘‘forward

looking men and women everywhere, of every modern nation, of every

enlightened community.’’16 But what of those nations that were not deemed

sufficiently ‘‘modern,’’ those communities not sufficiently enlightened? And

who would be the judge? Wilson did not say. For now, he and most of his

audiences simply ignored the question.

This second central principle, the consent of the governed, was also

drawn directly from the core ideas of the Anglo-American liberal tradition

and Progressive Era conventional wisdom and was therefore no less funda-

mental in Wilson’s scheme. Ruling by popular consent rather than fiat, he
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insisted, must serve as a basis for the international legitimacy of governments

and for the legitimacy of the international system as a whole. ‘‘No peace can

last, or ought to last,’’ he intoned in January 1917, in a phrase that representa-

tives of colonized peoples later repeated often, ‘‘which does not recognize and

accept the principle that governments derive all their just powers from the

consent of the governed, and that no right anywhere exists to hand peoples

about from sovereignty to sovereignty as if they were property.’’ International

peace required that no one nation seek to dominate another, but that

every people should be left to determine their own form of government, their

own path of development, ‘‘unhindered, unthreatened, unafraid, the little

along with the great and powerful.’’17 This principle, Wilson believed, had

been at the heart of the foreign policy of the United States since the promulga-

tion in 1823 of the Monroe Doctrine, which he, like most U.S. leaders at the

time, saw as the guarantor of self-government in the Americas. His own

project was, he said, to extend the reach of that doctrine over the entire globe.

The ‘‘Peace without Victory’’ address, the most complete and detailed

plan for the postwar world articulated by any major statesman up until that

time, was widely disseminated and discussed around the world and established

Wilson’s stature in the popular mind as a leading figure in the international

arena.18 The logic of Wilson’s argument, that a durable peace required govern-

ment rule by popular consent, appeared to pose a direct challenge to

the imperial arrangements that spanned much of the world at the time. The

historian Thomas J. Knock has concluded that the address constituted ‘‘the

first time that any statesman of stature’’ had launched what amounted to a

‘‘penetrating critique of European imperialism.’’19 But Wilson, though he

articulated his vision in terms of universal maxims—no right anywhere

exists—was primarily referring to the situation in Europe, with little thought

of dependent territories elsewhere. In the address, he gave the restoration of an

independent Poland as an example of the principle of consent. Imperialists

could still take comfort in Wilson’s words if they parsed them carefully

enough. If certain groups were not sufficiently ‘‘modern,’’ certain communities

not fully ‘‘enlightened,’’ they could be excluded, at least for the time being,

from the brave new world that the president envisioned.

Wilson’s own secretary of state, Robert Lansing, wrote later that the

principle of self-determination clearly did not apply to ‘‘races, peoples, or

communities whose state of barbarism or ignorance deprive them of the

capacity to choose intelligently their political affiliations.’’ Lansing was con-

vinced of the ‘‘danger of putting such ideas into the minds of certain races,’’

which was bound to ‘‘create trouble in many lands’’ and to ‘‘breed discontent,

disorder and rebellion.’’20 Wilson himself in his wartime utterances did not

explicitly exclude non-European peoples from the right to be governed by

consent. At the same time, he did not elaborate at any length his views on
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colonial questions nor explain how and to what extent that principle applied

in colonial situations. Some historians, following the principle that actions

speak louder than words, have taken the failure of the great powers, including

the United States, to apply the principle of self-determination meaningfully

outside Europe in the peace settlement as evidence that Wilson ‘‘believed that

national self-determination applied almost exclusively to Europeans.’’21 In this

view, colonial peoples who expected any support from the American president

were simply naive.

Wilson’s view, however, was somewhat more complicated than this

approach suggests. Though there is little evidence that Wilson considered the

impact that his rhetoric on self-determination would have on colonial peoples

or expected the peace conference to deal with colonial questions beyond those

arising directly from the war, he also did not exclude non-European peoples

from the right to self-determination as a matter of principle. Rather, he envi-

sioned them achieving it through an evolutionary process under the benevolent

tutelage of a ‘‘civilized’’ power that would prepare them for self-government.

Wilson, historian N. Gordon Levin has written, envisioned an international

order that would transcend traditional imperialism and in which ‘‘the human,

political, and territorial rights of underdeveloped peoples would be respected,’’

and in which their self-determination would obtain through a ‘‘careful and

orderly’’ process of liberal reform. ‘‘Unlike Lenin, Wilson was not prepared in

the immediate postwar period to challenge the entire imperialist system with a

call for the instantaneous and universal establishment of self-determination for

all colonial peoples.’’22 Non-European populations would eventually practice

self-determination, but they would get there through gradual reforms and

international institutional and legal processes, not violent revolutions. This

was the logic behind Wilson’s struggle in Paris to establish League of Nations

‘‘mandates’’ over colonial territories, in which ‘‘advanced’’ powers, supervised

by the League, would serve as ‘‘trustees’’ of populations deemed not yet ready

to govern themselves.23

Beyond the establishment of the mandate principle, however, Wilson

did not give much thought during his time in Europe to colonial questions.

Britain and France, the main colonial powers among the Allies, were naturally

unwilling to entertain discussion of their own colonial possessions and policies

at the peace table. The conference dealt only with colonial issues that arose

directly from the war, largely those related to former German and Ottoman

possessions outside Europe, and in any case, Wilson spent most of his energy

and attention in Paris on the complex issues of the European settlement.24 A

broader perspective on the development of his thinking on colonial issues, one

that goes beyond his wartime rhetoric, would therefore help reconstruct the

conceptual world behind Wilson’s advocacy of self-determination and reveal

how and to what extent he might have seen his principles of self-determination
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and equality as applicable to non-Europeans. Two aspects of Wilson’s prewar

thinking and policies are especially relevant in this regard. First, his attitude

toward the United States’ own imperial possessions, initially as a prominent

academic and then as a rising political leader, and second, Wilson’s views on

race relations and his attitude toward African Americans in the domestic

American context.

Perhaps the most glaring contradiction to the universalist message of

Wilson’s wartime pronouncements on self-determination was his record

on race relations in the domestic American context. Woodrow Wilson was a

son of the American South. He was born in 1856 in antebellum Virginia and

raised in Augusta, Georgia, where he lived through the Civil War as a boy, and

later in Columbia, South Carolina. He was raised with racial assumptions

typical of that time and place, and he appears never to have seriously

challenged them, viewing blacks as his inferiors and generally disapproving

of social mixing between the races. Throughout his academic career, he never

made any efforts to advance minority rights. As president of Princeton Univer-

sity, he did nothing to open the college to black enrollment, writing in 1903 that

though ‘‘there is nothing in the law of the University to prevent a negro’s

entering, the whole temper and tradition of the place are such that no negro

has ever applied for admission.’’ The same year, Wilson voiced his opposition

to a suggestion that students at the University of Virginia, where he had once

studied law, take part-time work as waiters in campus dining rooms. Such

work, he explained, was ‘‘ordinarily rendered by negroes’’ and would therefore

cause white students ‘‘an inevitable loss of self-respect.’’25 In his public

orations, Wilson was wont to display his prejudices, entertaining white audi-

ences with jokes and anecdotes that featured uneducated, simple-minded

‘‘darkies.’’26 Even a biographer as sympathetic to Wilson as Arthur Link

concluded that although Wilson ‘‘never shared the extreme anti-Negro senti-

ments of many of his contemporaries,’’ he ‘‘remained throughout his life

largely a southerner on the race question.’’27

As president of the United States, too, Wilson’s record on race issues was

bleak. Early in his first administration, he allowed several members of his

cabinet, most notably Postmaster General Albert S. Burleson and Treasury

Secretary William Gibbs McAdoo, Wilson’s close adviser and son-in-law, to

introduce racial segregation among employees in their departments.28 Wilson

still nominated a black man, Adam Edward Patterson, for register of the

treasury, a position traditionally reserved for an African American. The

move, however, outraged many southerners in Congress and elsewhere, who

saw Wilson’s election victory, the first by a southern Democrat since the Civil

War, as an opportunity to promote segregation in the federal government.

White-supremacist author Thomas Dixon, who had known Wilson at Johns
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Hopkins University in the 1880s, wrote him an angry letter to protest the

appointment of a ‘‘Negro to boss white girls.’’ The South, he warned darkly,

would never forgive this ‘‘serious offense against the cleanness of our social

life.’’ Wilson’s reply was carefully hedged and ambivalent. On the one hand, he

emphasized his commitment to segregation in the federal bureaucracy and

explained that his administration was implementing ‘‘a plan of concentration’’

which would put black employees ‘‘all together and will not in any one bureau

mix the two races.’’ At the same time, he distanced himself from Dixon’s

virulent rhetoric, noting that he was trying to handle the issue ‘‘in the spirit

of the whole country.’’29 In any event, Patterson soon withdrew his own

candidacy in the face of congressional opposition.

The tensions between Wilson’s progressive principles and his racist

attitudes were on stark display during his White House confrontation, in

November 1914, with prominent black journalist William Monroe Trotter,

chair of the National Equal Rights League and editor of the Boston Guardian.

Trotter led a group of black activists who had supported Wilson in the 1912

election as a progressive reformer and had now come to the White House to

express their disappointment with his policies toward African Americans.

Confronted with Trotter’s pointed criticisms of the administration’s segrega-

tion plans, Wilson replied with a patronizing lecture about his desire ‘‘to help

colored people’’ and defended segregation as a form of preferential treatment

that would allow blacks to develop their skills without the pressures of direct

competition with whites. Straining to reconcile his principles with his policies,

he admitted that both whites and blacks had ‘‘human souls’’ and were ‘‘abso-

lutely equal in that respect’’ but added that the question was one of ‘‘economic

equality—whether the Negro can do the same things with equal efficiency.’’

Things, he assured his visitors, would ‘‘solve themselves’’ once blacks proved

that they could do so, though it would ‘‘take generations to work this thing

out.’’30 By reiterating the principle of equality but relegating its attainment to

some distant, indeterminate future, Wilson tried to resolve the dissonance

between his ideals and his prejudices. When Trotter suggested that this policy

would cost him the support of black voters, the president took violent offense

and abruptly showed him the door.31

Wilson’s racism was a matter of intellectual and social habit. He never

seems to have questioned this legacy nor rebelled against it, and his conduct

with Trotter leaves little doubt that he felt instinctively superior to blacks and

most likely to nonwhites more generally. Wilson biographer Kendrick Clem-

ents reckoned that althoughWilson ‘‘undoubtedly wished blacks well’’ and his

record in the White House was ‘‘marked more by indifference to racial dis-

crimination than by its active promotion,’’ his ‘‘conservative paternalism was

an inadequate response to the need’’ of the era and he showed ‘‘no commit-

ment . . . to solving racial problems.’’ John Milton Cooper, a leading and
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sympathetic biographer, notes Wilson’s belief that blacks were ‘‘inferior’’ to

whites but adds that he thought that they would eventually achieve parity, and

evaluates Wilson’s racial views as ‘‘surprisingly mild’’ for someone of his

background.32 Like most educated whites of his era, Wilson saw nonwhite

peoples generally as ‘‘backward,’’ but he also believed that, with ‘‘proper

instruction,’’ they could eventually learn the habits of ‘‘civilization,’’ including

self-government.

This was Wilson’s general framework for thinking about questions

related to nonwhite peoples, and he employed it during the debate over the

U.S. conquest and rule over the Philippine Islands. Prior to the Spanish-

American War of 1898, Wilson, though an avid student of American history

and politics and of comparative politics, had written very little about interna-

tional affairs or the question of imperialism. It was only when the issue of

overseas expansion moved to the forefront of the American political debate

with the acquisition of the Philippines, Cuba, Puerto Rico, and Guam that

Wilson, then a prominent faculty member at Princeton University and a

popular essayist and public speaker, set his mind to that question. Though

not initially an ardent expansionist, once the annexation of the Spanish pos-

sessions by the United States was settled in the 1898 Treaty of Paris, Wilson

spoke in its favor. America’s new role as a colonial power, he asserted, would

profit both the United States and the native populations of its new possessions.

In the United States, an imperial mission would help to overcome domestic

divisions and to ‘‘restore the unity of national purpose to the American people

and government.’’ The duties of empire would also offer an outlet for the

energies of American youth, affording the ‘‘impetuous, hot-blooded young

men of the country’’ an opportunity to make their mark on the world. To the

native populations, U.S. rule would bring progress, both material and political.

Indeed, it could be justified only if it pursued this purpose.33

Despite his subsequent reputation in the popular mind as a zealous

advocate of spreading democracy, Wilson’s position was actually quite circum-

spect. In his earliest pronouncements on U.S. rule in the Philippines, at the turn

of the twentieth century, Wilson emphasized that its ultimate goal must be to

prepare the islanders for self-government, but that attaining that goal would

require time and training and hence a significant period of direct rule. It would

not be enough, he warned, for the United States merely to institute the forms

and documents of constitutional government in the Philippines and then leave.

Free institutions could not be ‘‘spread by manuscripts,’’ and the United States

would have to install and then nurture them for a considerable period.34 The

Filipinos, Wilson found, were not yet ready to exercise responsibly the rights

that come with a full-fledged democracy and should not therefore have those

rights: ‘‘Freedom is not giving the same government to all people, but wisely

discriminating and dispensing laws according to the advancement of a
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people.’’ The United States should not attempt to implement the American

system of government in the Philippines prematurely, and would ‘‘have to learn

colonial administration, perhaps painfully.’’ At the same time, Wilson spoke

against the colonial authorities’ early efforts to suppress Filipino criticisms of

America’s imperial policies. The United States should ‘‘do everything openly

and encourage those in our new possessions to express freely their opinions,’’

in order to prove to Filipinos that it had ‘‘only their welfare at heart.’’35

Americans should teach by example and work to earn the goodwill of the

native population.

On the other hand, Wilson also criticized American anti-imperialists,

who opposed the annexation of the islands, as irresponsible. Their argument

that the United States was constitutionally ill suited for colonial rule and

should leave the Philippines to another power reminded him, he told one

audience, of a vain woman who had recently found religion. Asked about

her newly plain appearance, she replied: ‘‘When I found that my jewelry was

dragging me down to hell, I gave it to my sister.’’36 It was America’s duty to

govern the Philippines for the advancement of the native population, and it

could not shirk it. He ridiculed the anti-imperialists who compared Emilio

Aguinaldo, the leader of the Filipino resistance to the American occupation, to

George Washington as ignorant of the true nature of liberty. Liberty, Wilson

said, quoting his intellectual hero, Edmund Burke, in his assessment of the

French Revolution, must be ‘‘combined with government; with the discipline

and obedience of armies; with the collection of an effective and well-

distributed revenue; with morality and religion; with the solidity of property;

with peace and order; with social and civil manners.’’ Aguinaldo offered the

Philippines liberty without order, which was not true liberty at all.37 Filipinos

could have liberty eventually—they were not inherently incapable of it—but it

would come in a process of gradual, measured progress, supervised by the

United States.

Wilson summarized the task of the United States in the Philippines, as

well as in Puerto Rico, as the establishment of self-government ‘‘if they be fit to

receive it,—so soon as they can be made fit.’’ A long-time admirer of the British

political system and especially of the reformist tradition epitomized by one of

his early heroes, the liberal Victorian statesman William Ewart Gladstone,

Wilson held British colonial administration in high regard. The United States,

he thought, should follow in that tradition in order to instruct ‘‘less civilized’’

peoples in ‘‘order and self-control in the midst of change’’ and in the ‘‘habit of

law and obedience.’’ The ultimate goal was to lift the colonized to the level

of the colonizers and make them ‘‘at least equal members of the family of

nations.’’38 But it would be a gradual process, which might take as long as three

or four generations and would require conceptual flexibility and sensitivity to

cultural difference. The Anglo-American form of self-government, Wilson
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often reminded audiences, emerged out of historically specific social and

political circumstances, and so self-government in the Philippines, even when

attained, could well look quite different from that in the United States.39

But how could colonial rule be reconciled with the principle of govern-

ment by consent, which Wilson always saw as the bedrock of legitimate

government? At the time, Wilson was unsure. In a revealing reply in 1900 to

a former student who had inquired how that principle might apply to the new

American possessions in the Philippines, Wilson wrote somewhat evasively

that he had not studied the question in depth and so he could not give a firm

opinion. Nevertheless, he ventured to suggest that the principle could not

possibly mean the same thing, nor apply in the same manner, to Americans

and to Filipinos:

‘‘The Consent of the Governed’’ is a part of constitutional theory

which has, so far, been developed only or chiefly with regard to the

adjustment or amendment of established systems of government. Its

treatment with regard to the affairs of politically undeveloped races,

which have not yet learned the rudiments of order and self-control,

has, I believe, received next to no attention. The ‘‘consent’’ of the

Filipinos and the ‘‘consent’’ of the American colonists to government,

for example, are two radically different things,—not in theory, per-

haps, but in practice.

That difference, however, had ‘‘never been fully or adequately explained.’’ You

should work on this question on your own, the professor suggested, and

‘‘I shall be very much interested to know where your thinking lands you. I shall

have to tackle the problem myself more formally than I have yet tackled it.’’40

Soon after this exchange, Wilson became president of Princeton Univer-

sity, and he apparently never found the time to tackle the problem ‘‘more

formally.’’ But the view that many if not all of the nonwhite ‘‘races’’ were unfit

for self-government was a common one in American public discourse, as it was

in Europe, in the early decades of the twentieth century. Both supporters and

opponents of imperialism invoked it, with the former using it to justify

colonial rule while the latter argued that backward, racially different popula-

tions could not be ‘‘developed’’ and should therefore be left alone.41 For

Wilson, the lack of fitness of many nonwhite populations for self-government

reflected their lower levels of development and could therefore be remedied by

time and training. But the process, he usually stressed, would take many years.

U.S. colonial rule would eventually allow such underdeveloped populations to

exercise self-government. In the meantime, however, they were students to be

taught, or children to be raised, by their American masters. Independence would

come only after a lengthy period of tutelage and cultural and institutional

development.
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In the decade from 1902 to 1912, Wilson said little, and apparently thought

little, about colonial issues as he rose quickly in the world, first becoming

president of Princeton University, then governor of New Jersey, and finally the

Democratic candidate for president in 1912. Despite the earlier paeans for

empire of Wilson the public intellectual, Wilson the politician showed his

flexibility during the campaign when he adopted the traditional anti-imperial-

ist position of the Democratic party, and upon taking office his administration

moved quickly to implement it. He appointed Francis Burton Harrison, a

liberal-minded Democrat, as governor of the islands with instructions to give

native Filipinos majorities in both houses of the Philippine legislature and to

respect the decisions of that legislature.42Wilson explained this move as part of

the developmental progression toward self-government, since it would allow

the Filipinos to prove their ‘‘sense of responsibility in the exercise of political

power’’ and, if successful, would allow them to proceed toward full indepen-

dence. The United States, he said, would gradually extend and perfect the

system of self-government on the islands, testing and modifying it as experi-

ence required, giving more control to the indigenous population, and increas-

ingly relying on their counsel and experience in order to learn how best to help

them establish their independence.43

The United States’ success in this task, Wilson added, was more than just

an issue of domestic interest. It was also a practical test of American ideals and

principles, conducted before a global audience. The eyes of the world, Wilson

told Congress, were on the American experiment in the Philippines, and the

United States had the opportunity, indeed the obligation, to instruct the

whole world on how to manage the benevolent transformation of a backward

people.44 Reflecting the view that he would later attempt to implement in

the League of Nations’ mandate system, Wilson declared that America was

a ‘‘trustee’’ of its overseas possessions. It was not there to do as it pleased nor

to further its own narrow interests, but rather to carry out a duty. A new era had

dawned in relations between the advanced powers and developing regions:

‘‘Such territories, once regarded as mere possessions, are no longer to be selfishly

exploited; they are part of the domain of public conscience and of serviceable

and enlightened statesmanship.’’ The aim of U.S. policy in the Philippines must

be the country’s ultimate independence, and the transition to independencemust

move forward ‘‘as steadily as the way can be cleared and the foundations

thoughtfully and permanently laid.’’45 This view no doubt appeared perfectly

logical to Wilson, as it did to many of his contemporaries, but it had inherent

tensions. The ‘‘civilizing’’ power had to stay in order to allow it, eventually, to

leave; colonial populations had a right to self-government, but the implementa-

tion of that right could be deferred, perhaps indefinitely, until the colonial power

judged them ready to exercise it.
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Other aspects of Wilson’s prewar foreign policy also illustrated both

his ambivalence toward independence as practiced by peoples outside

‘‘Anglo-Saxon civilization’’ and the difficulty he had, oft noted by later

scholars, of reconciling goals with means, ideals with policy instruments.

When Wilson came into office, the Mexican Revolution, launched in 1910,

was already under way, and he declared his wish to assist the people of Mexico

in determining their own future. But the means he tried to use to advance that

aim often undermined it instead. In response to a minor incident in April 1914

between Mexican soldiers and a group of U.S. sailors that had come ashore in

the Mexican port of Tampico, Wilson authorized the occupation of the major

port city of Veracruz, hoping to destabilize the autocratic regime of General

Victoriano Huerta and help his more liberal opponents. Wilson, however,

underestimated the force of Mexican nationalist sentiment. His ham-handed

intervention antagonized Mexicans of all stripes and did little to endear the

United States, and Wilson himself, to Mexican liberals. Less than two years

later, Wilson authorized a military invasion of Haiti in the name of restoring

order, precipitating an American occupation of the country that lasted until

1934. In both cases, Wilson imagined and tried to present himself as a friend of

the common people of these nations, defending them, as well as U.S. interests,

against unscrupulous leaders and chaotic conditions; but his policies aroused

local anger and resistance and left a legacy of suspicion and mistrust.46

The lessons of these failed interventions were not entirely lost onWilson.

Moreover, as the world war itself gradually prompted him to adopt and

articulate an expanded conception of America’s world role, it also influenced

his stand on U.S. colonial policy. By 1916, as the administration launched its

preparedness program and the president began to contemplate the possibility

of joining the conflict, colonial policy became even more directly linked in his

mind to the larger context and goals of the United States’ growing world role.

In its actions and policies in the Philippines, Wilson declared in February

1916, the United States had to prove its disinterested and benevolent attitude

toward peoples of all races and in all regions of the globe. What America

had to give the world was of universal value, transcending differences of

geography, ancestry, or race. The American flag, he said, ‘‘stands for the rights

of mankind, no matter where they be, no matter what their antecedents, no

matter what the race involved; it stands for the absolute right to political

liberty and free self-government, and wherever it stands for the contrary

American traditions have begun to be forgotten.’’47 Self-government, then,

was a universal right, not a privilege limited to specific geographical regions

or racial groups.

The war increasingly led Wilson to imagine American society as a model

for the world, one whose internal conflicts and contradictions were being

performed before a global audience. This new context prompted Wilson to
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begin to voice more forceful opposition than he had previously to domestic

practices that were in clear breach of the exalted principles for which, he was

trying to convince the world, the United States stood. If the United States was

to be a light unto the world, the antithesis of the militarism and barbarity that

Wilson attributed to the Central Powers, then the stakes involved in American

race relations were higher than ever before. No longer were they crucial only

for the future of American society, but for the future of the world. Thus, in July

1918, the president delivered a sharp if shamefully belated public denunciation

of acts of lynching directed both at African Americans and, as happened

repeatedly during the war, at those deemed ‘‘German sympathizers.’’ The

perpetrators of such acts, he charged, were emulating the ‘‘disgraceful exam-

ple’’ of Germany and harming the war effort by sullying the image of the

United States abroad:

We proudly claim to be the champions of democracy [but] every

American who takes part in the actions of a mob [is] its betrayer,

and does more to discredit her by that single disloyalty to her stan-

dards of law and of right than the words of her statesmen or the

sacrifices of her heroic boys in the trenches can do to make suffering

people believe her to be their savior. How shall we commend democ-

racy to the acceptance of other peoples, if we disgrace our own by

proving that it is, after all, no protection to the weak?48

On the long-standing issue of female suffrage, too, Wilson’s wartime

conception of America’s global responsibilities seemed to have helped to

change his attitude. Initially reluctant to support a constitutional amendment

guaranteeing women the vote, he changed his position by 1918, telling the

Senate in September that passing the amendment would help the United States

to retain the faith and trust of the common people of the world. ‘‘The plain,

struggling, workaday folk . . . are looking to the great, powerful, famous De-

mocracy of the West to lead them to the new day for which they have so long

waited; and they think, in their logical simplicity, that democracy means that

women shall play their part in affairs alongside men.’’49 The next day, the

amendment came up for a vote in the Senate and fell only two votes short of

achieving the requisite two-thirds majority. It finally passed the following

summer and was ratified in August 1920.

By mid-1918, then, Wilson had come to view the major social and political

issues within American society as intimately connected to the global role he

envisioned for it in the postwar world, as a model for the new international

society he wanted to build. In the end, however, the reception of Wilson’s

rhetoric among nationalists in the colonial world was not defined by the

intentions of its author but by the perceptions, goals, and contexts of its
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often-unintended audiences. The interpretations and import that colonial

nationalists gave to Wilson’s words often went far beyond his views or inten-

tions. The message stood independently of the man, and it could be used

without regard, sometimes in conscious disregard, of his intent. Perhaps no

one knew better the limits of Wilson’s faith in equality than William Monroe

Trotter, the black leader whom Wilson had thrown out of his White House

office several years earlier for urging him to fulfill his election promises to

African Americans. But despite that experience, in 1919 Trotter was quick to

adopt the language of self-determination to make the case for black liberation,

within the United States and elsewhere. The peace conference, he wrote, ‘‘with

its talk of democracy and self-determination,’’ could ‘‘provide a stage from

which to tell the world about the plight of blacks in the United States.’’

Circumventing State Department objections, Trotter arrived in Paris in April

1919 to launch a campaign for black self-determination, inundating the assem-

bled press and conference delegates—including Wilson—with letters and

memoranda aimed at ‘‘letting the world know that the Negro race wants full

liberty and equality of rights.’’ Black Americans, Trotter argued, were ‘‘an

ethnical minority denied equal rights,’’ and they demanded the same rights as

everyone else.50 Like Egyptians, Indians, Chinese, and Koreans, as well as

many others, Trotter enlisted Wilsonian language on self-determination for

purposes far different and more radical than Wilson himself had intended.
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2

Fighting for the Mind of Mankind

On March 5, 1917, in the inaugural address of his second term in office,

Woodrow Wilson once more articulated a vision for the postwar world

order. The plan he outlined then included all of the practical elements that have

since come to be associated with the Wilsonian, or liberal internationalist,

prescription for the conduct of international relations: institutions of collective

security, the reduction of armaments, free trade. International order and

cooperation, he declared once again, could not last long unless it stood on

the principles of the equality of nations and of government by consent, and the

United States would insist both on ‘‘the actual equality of nations in all matters

of right and privilege’’ and on the principle that ‘‘governments derive all their

just powers from the consent of the governed.’’ Autocratic rulers like the

German Hohenzollerns could no longer lay claim to legitimacy in the interna-

tional arena, since they would not be ‘‘supported by the common thought,

purpose, or power of the family of nations.’’1 Coming from a leader of one of

the great powers, this idea was a radical departure from the accepted norms

and practices of international relations. It suggested that the international

legitimacy of a government—its claim to membership in the community of

nations—rested not only in its ability to exercise effective sovereignty over its

territory, as international law traditionally stipulated, but also on the nature of

its internal regime, which had to be based on popular consent.2

A week after Wilson’s inaugural address, the most obviously autocratic

regime fighting on the Allied side of the war—the Russian empire under Czar

Nikolai II—succumbed to the revolution of March 1917, making it easier for

the president both to imagine and to portray the war in Europe as one of

democracy against autocracy. Soon after, on April 6, the United States officially

declared war on Germany, joining the conflict on the Allied side, and Wilson’s

peace plan now became part of the war aims of the United States. Though its

details evolved over the course of the war, the essential vision did not change

much: the establishment of postwar international relations based on equality

among legitimate polities governed by popular consent.3

In the address he gave on April 2 asking Congress for a declaration of

war against Germany, Wilson said that the kaiser’s government, lacking the

demonstrated consent of its own people, was illegitimate, and that the people
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of Germany were little more than ‘‘pawns and tools’’ in Berlin’s hands. The

American people harbored no ill will toward them, only feelings of ‘‘sympathy

and friendship,’’ and had Germany been a self-governing nation there would

have been no war. Now, the United States had to enter the fray to fight for its

long-time fundamental values: ‘‘for democracy, for the right of those who

submit to authority to have a voice in their own governments, for the rights

and liberties of small nations.’’4 Again, Wilson explicitly cast himself and

America as defenders of the weak against the powerful, of common folk

against autocratic regimes, of small nations against great powers.

The president devoted special praise in his message to the recent demo-

cratic revolution in Russia, speaking in glowing terms of the Russian people’s

toppling of the Romanov autocracy and the establishment of a democratic

government. It seemed a perfect illustration of the worldwide trend away from

rule by fiat and toward government by consent that would, he said, define the

postwar world and would henceforth undergird the preservation of interna-

tional peace. The Russian people, ‘‘in all their naı̈ve majesty and might,’’ had

joined the forces that were ‘‘fighting for freedom in the world, for justice, and

for peace’’ and could now assume their rightful place in the international

partnership of self-governing peoples.5 In a note he sent in late May to the

provisional government of Russia,Wilson reiterated that message, assuring the

new government that the United States was ‘‘fighting for the liberty, the self-

government, and the undictated development of all peoples.’’ Moreover, he

was not merely interested in making ‘‘pleasing and sonorous’’ statements but

was rather committed to taking effective measures that would guarantee the

incorporation of these principles into the postwar settlement. One such mea-

sure would be a yet-unnamed mechanism for international cooperation based

on a ‘‘common covenant,’’ which would defend the principle of government by

consent and provide an institutional framework that would reflect the ‘‘broth-

erhood of mankind.’’6

The text of Wilson’s declaration of war address of April 1917 was widely

reported, printed, and translated around the world. Now that the United

States had entered the war, Wilson could be expected to have more influence

at the peace table, and his pronouncements were therefore given much greater

prominence in the world press. British and French opinion, especially liberals

and socialists, generally greeted Wilson’s war message and his subsequent

proclamations with enthusiastic acclaim. In Britain, groups such as the

Union of Democratic Control, whose membership included such luminaries

as philosopher Bertrand Russell, author Norman Angell, and Labour party

leader Ramsay MacDonald, had long called for a peace settlement in which

any territorial adjustment would require the consent of the peoples involved.

Their ideas, marginal and isolated in British public discourse at the outset of

the war, increased in popularity as the war progressed, and Wilson’s ringing
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rhetoric and rising prominence on the international stage greatly encouraged

them.7 Organizations such as the League of Nations Society, founded in mid-

1916 by a group of liberal British intellectuals, called for peace based on

Wilsonian principles, and the British Labour party had already announced

its support for the president’s proposals after his ‘‘Peace without Victory’’

address of January 1917. By mid-1917, Wilson had clearly emerged on the

world stage as the champion of the new diplomacy of liberal internationalism.8

In the meantime, the revolutionary events in Russia seemed to confirm

Wilson’s contention that the age of autocracy was at an end. In March, a

coalition of left-wing revolutionary groups had toppled the Romanov dynasty

and several weeks later, on April 9, 1917—only three days after the American

declaration of war on Germany—the new provisional government released a

statement of its war aims. Unlike the old imperial regime, the new, democratic

Russia would no longer seek to dominate foreign peoples or occupy their

territories, but rather would promote and support ‘‘the establishment of

permanent peace on the basis of the self-determination of peoples.’’9 That

statement, composed under the influence of the Bolshevik-controlled Petro-

grad Soviet, represented the first instance that a belligerent government in-

voked the term ‘‘self-determination’’ as a basis for its war aims and called

explicitly for a peace settlement based on that principle.

For the Russian Bolsheviks, who were influential in the provisional

government even before they overthrew it in November, the use of the term

both made perfect sense and carried a specific meaning. For V. I. Lenin, the

Bolshevik leader, the term implied the dismantling of colonial empires that was

a crucial stage in the progress he envisioned toward world revolution. Lenin

held this process to be particularly important, and the Bolsheviks issued

scathing denunciations of the suppression of self-determination under imperi-

alism. The question of national self-determination and its proper relationship

to proletarian revolution had long been a topic of debate in European socialist

circles, and Lenin’s ideas on the subject crystallized in 1915–1916, while he was

composing his major work, Imperialism: The Highest Stage of Capitalism, and

were summarized in an article on ‘‘The Socialist Revolution and the Right of

Nations to Self-Determination,’’ which he completed in March 1916.10 For

Lenin, the principle of national self-determination, which he defined as the

right of peoples to secede from oppressive regimes, was an important tool for

undermining the capitalist-imperialist world order and, more specifically, for

destabilizing the old regime in Russia and gaining the support of non-Russian

minorities for the revolution.11 As early as March 1917, Lenin declared publicly

that when the Bolsheviks took power in Russia, their peace plan would include

‘‘the liberation of all colonies; the liberation of all dependent, oppressed, and

non-sovereign peoples.’’12
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When the Bolsheviks seized control of the revolution in November, they

published from the captured czarist archives copies of the secret treaties that

the European Allies had concluded among themselves to divide the spoils of

war, exposing and denouncing the imperialist designs of the ‘‘old diplomacy.’’

In the Bolshevik peace plan, announced on December 29, Leon Trotsky, the

newly appointed commissar of foreign affairs, denounced as hypocritical

Allied claims that they were fighting to guarantee the freedom of small nations,

such as Belgium and Serbia. The imperial powers, he said, could not claim to

be fighting for the rights of small nations in Europe while at the same time

oppressing other national groups within their own empires:

Are they willing on their part to give the right of self-determination to

the peoples of Ireland, Egypt, India, Madagascar, Indochina, et

cetera . . . ? For it is clear that to demand self-determination for the

peoples that are comprised within the borders of enemy states and to

refuse self-determination to the peoples of their own state or of their

own colonies would mean the defence of the most naked, the most

cynical imperialism.

Such behavior on the part of the capitalist governments of the Allies, Trotsky

declared, was hardly surprising. They had shown no inclination to work for a

truly democratic peace nor, given their ‘‘class character,’’ could they ever do so:

‘‘Their attitude towards the principle of ‘national self-determination’’’ was

inevitably ‘‘not less suspicious and hostile than that of the Governments of

Germany and Austria-Hungary.’’13

The dual challenge of Lenin and Wilson to the old ways of European

politics and the growing appeal of their proclamations for large segments of

the British and French publics increased the pressure on leaders in London and

Paris to announce their support for more progressive, enlightened war aims.

While the Allied leaders could dismiss Lenin’s critique as that of a dangerous

radical, they could not so easily ignore the president of the United States, an

indispensable ally on whose supplies, credit, and arms the European Allies

depended. Though the British and the French leaders, the president told his

long-time close aide and confidant, ‘‘Colonel’’ EdwardMandell House, did not

share his views on the peace, their dependence on American capital and

supplies would compel them in the end to accept ‘‘our way of thinking.’’14

By late 1917, the pressure on the British government, a coalition of

Liberals and Conservatives headed after December 1916 by the leader of the

Liberal party, David Lloyd George, was mounting to accommodate ‘‘the

development of American thinking and the public pronouncements of Presi-

dent Wilson’’ and to adopt more Wilsonian war aims.15 On December 28, the

British Labour party issued a public statement that echoed Wilson’s pro-

nouncements, declaring that the war could no longer be justified unless it
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would make the world ‘‘safe for democracy,’’ and that Labour would with-

draw its support for the war effort unless the government redefined its aims

clearly in those terms.16 At the same time, the Bolsheviks appeared ready to

conclude a separate peace with Germany at the Brest-Litovsk negotiations and

take Russia out of the war, releasing the German forces on the eastern front for

transfer to the west. With the Allied position thus in danger of fraying both at

home and abroad, Lloyd George decided to make a declaration of war aims

that would regain the diplomatic initiative for the Allies. Such a statement was

necessary, his adviser Philip Kerr told him, to rally labor and liberals, both at

home and abroad, to the Allied cause. Victory was still necessary, but ‘‘the old

war arguments’’ would no longer do. The prime minister entrusted the drafting

of the statement to two of Wilson’s most prominent ideological allies in British

officialdom: Lord Robert Cecil, a cabinet minister and a leading liberal inter-

nationalist, and the South African general Jan Smuts, a member of the Imperial

War Cabinet. Both would later work with Wilson to establish the League of

Nations and the mandate system for international supervision over colonial

possessions.17

On January 5, 1918, speaking before the British Trades Union League at

Caxton Hall, the prime minister delivered a major address outlining Great

Britain’s updated war aims.18 He designed the speech to appeal to the British

Left, to shore up Allied morale, and to sway neutral opinion by meeting the

challenge of the Bolsheviks’ rhetoric of liberation and presenting the Allied aims

as moderate and liberal. The postwar territorial settlement, Lloyd George

declared on that occasion, must respect ‘‘the right of self-determination or the

consent of the governed.’’19Thus, in a promiscuous rhetorical flourish, the prime

minister bundled the Bolshevik term ‘‘self-determination’’ together with Wil-

son’s favorite phrase, ‘‘consent of the governed,’’ casually obfuscating the wide

gap between the radical anti-imperialist agenda suggested by the former and the

liberal reformism implied in the latter. The Caxton Hall speech was a pivotal

moment in the emergence of self-determination as one of the most celebrated

and contested principles of the postwar settlement. Wilson himself would

complete this conflation in the following months, adopting ‘‘self-determination’’

as his own with growing gusto. The prime minister would later claim in

his memoirs that his (and Wilson’s) statements supporting the right to self-

determination had pertained only to Europe and the non-Turkish portions of

the Ottoman Empire, but neither of them mentioned any such qualification at

the time. In fact, in his speech Lloyd George clearly suggested that the principle

of self-determination would, for example, apply to the disposition of the Ger-

man colonial possessions in Africa and the South Pacific.20

Lloyd George’s bold proclamation spurred Wilson to regain the diplo-

matic initiative and reassert his own standing as the leading world statesman.

Three days later, on January 8, he came before Congress to give the most
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detailed exposition to date of the United States’ war aims and his vision for the

postwar world. The address, which quickly became famous worldwide as the

Fourteen Points, enumerated fourteen planks on which peace must be based.

These included the general principles of open diplomacy rather than secret

treaties, freedom of the seas and of trade, the reduction of armaments, and the

establishment of an ‘‘association of nations’’ that would guarantee the ‘‘politi-

cal independence and territorial integrity’’ of ‘‘great and small states alike.’’

Most of the points, however, were geographically specific: They called for the

evacuation and restoration of all Russian, Belgian, and French territories and

supported the ‘‘autonomous development’’ of the peoples of the Austrian and

Ottoman empires. Contrary to popular perceptions both at the time and later,

the term ‘‘self-determination’’ itself was nowhere to be found in the text of

the address, though several of the points—the call for a ‘‘readjustment of the

frontiers of Italy’’ along ‘‘clearly recognizable lines of nationality’’ and for

reconstituting a Polish state along similar lines—seemed to imply Wilson’s

support for that principle, at least in some instances.

The general outline of the peace plan proposed in the Fourteen Points

address was similar to that of Wilson’s previous addresses. For the first time,

however, the president made an explicit reference to colonial questions, calling

for any settlement of colonial issues to take into account the interests of

colonial populations. Colonial claims, said point five of the fourteen, would

have to be resolved in a ‘‘free, open minded, and absolutely impartial’’ manner,

and their resolution would be ‘‘based upon a strict observance of the principle

that in determining all such questions of sovereignty the interests of the

populations concerned must have equal weight with the equitable claims of

the government whose title is to be determined.’’21 Point five was hardly an

unambiguous endorsement of colonial self-determination. First, it called

for the ‘‘interests’’ of colonial peoples to be taken into account rather than

their express wishes or preferences, and so left open the question of just

who would decide what those interests were: the people themselves or the

colonial powers? In addition, Wilson also balanced those interests, however

determined, against the ‘‘equitable claims’’ of the colonial governments, which

would receive equal consideration.

Nevertheless, the inclusion of an explicit reference to the rights of

colonial peoples, however tentative and equivocal, signaled the president’s

dissatisfaction with the reigning imperial order in international society. Most

of the fourteen points were based on the recommendations included in the

memorandum that was submitted a few days earlier by members of the

Inquiry, a group of experts gathered by Colonel House to advise the govern-

ment on issues related to the peace settlement. But the Inquiry memorandum

made no reference to colonial issues, and it was Wilson himself who added

point five to the text of the address.22House himself testified that ‘‘at first it was
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thought we might have to evade this [colonial question] entirely,’’ but ‘‘the

President began to try his hand on it and presently the paragraph which was

adopted was acceptable to us both, and we hoped would be to Great Britain.’’

Wilson did not consult the Allies on this question, so germane to their interests,

and House was clearly concerned about their reaction.23 The decision to refer

in the Fourteen Points address to the colonial question and to the interests of

colonial peoples was Wilson’s alone.

Why did he make that choice? One influential interpretation of the origin

of the Fourteen Points has seen the address as essentially a response—a

‘‘countermanifesto’’—to the challenge that Lenin and Trotsky had presented

with the announcement of their own radical peace plan.24 In this context, point

five might be seen as a rejoinder, albeit a hedged, tentative one, to the Russian

Bolsheviks’ sweeping call for the destruction of imperialism and the self-

determination of colonial peoples. At the same time, however, the call made

in point five was consistent with Wilson’s previous wartime pronouncements,

as well as with his long-standing position on the nature and purpose of

colonialism. While the specific timing of the Fourteen Points address reflected

the recent Bolshevik challenge, its content drew on principles that had long

been part of the worldviewWilson had articulated in successive speeches prior

to the appearance of Lenin. The essential elements of theWilsonian scheme for

international order, both in the colonial realm and elsewhere, had been

expressed in Wilson’s repeated assertions of the right to ‘‘self-government’’

and the requirement that legitimate governments receive the ‘‘consent of the

governed.’’25

Wilson’s position on the colonial question in the Fourteen Points was still

hedged and equivocal, but his rhetoric soon grew bolder. Within weeks of that

address, on February 11, 1918, the president came before Congress again and

delivered another speech, known as the Four Points address, outlining once

more his plan for the peace. It was in this speech that he first publicly uttered

the phrase ‘‘self-determination.’’ In the coming settlement, he intoned, ‘‘na-

tional aspirations must be respected,’’ and people may be ‘‘dominated and

governed only by their own consent.’’ Self-determination was not ‘‘a mere

phrase’’ but rather ‘‘an imperative principle of action, which statesmen will

henceforth ignore at their peril,’’ and ‘‘every territorial settlement involved in

this war must be made in the interest and for the benefit of the populations

concerned.’’ Again, as he did in point five of the Fourteen Points, he spoke of

the population’s ‘‘benefit,’’ not necessarily its wishes, and there were other

qualifications on the unfettered exercise of the right to self-determination.

Only ‘‘well-defined national aspirations’’ would receive consideration and

only to the extent that they would not create or perpetuate ‘‘elements of

discord.’’26
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In invoking the principle of self-determination, Wilson incorporated the

novel term into his wartime ideological lexicon, adopting this phrase as his own

and assimilating it into his program for the postwar international order. Calls

for a peace based on self-determination would henceforth largely replace in

Wilson’s rhetoric the previously ubiquitous references to the consent of

the governed. This substitution aimed to neutralize Bolshevik critiques of the

Allied war aims by co-opting their language, but it did not change the essence of

Wilson’s vision in his own mind. To him, the advocacy of ‘‘self-determination’’

was simply synonymous with calling for ‘‘self-government’’ and lecturing on the

importance of ‘‘government by consent.’’

Some of Wilson’s contemporary critics, including his secretary of state,

Robert Lansing, observed early on that Wilson used the novel term self-

determination to convey old ideas. Lansing, an international lawyer with a

conservative bent of mind, noted that the term self-determination was essen-

tially equivalent, in Wilson’s usage, to the time-honored liberal principle of

consent of the governed. It was, Lansing said, a theoretically appealing idea

that was nevertheless ‘‘unsusceptible of universal application,’’ since any such

attempt would lead to excessive ‘‘change and uncertainty’’ in world affairs.

Lansing, in common with other critics of Wilson’s performance in Paris,

observed in the aftermath of the peace conference that the principle of self-

determination, loudly proclaimed in wartime pronouncements, had been vio-

lated repeatedly in the terms of the peace treaties. At the same time, it served as

an ‘‘excuse for turbulent political elements in various lands to resist established

governmental authority.’’27

Partly, the disappointment in the principle and its leading champion was

a result of the ambiguous and multiple meanings that attached to the term at

the time and since. Although Wilson did borrow the term self-determination

itself from the language of the Bolsheviks—socialist and Marxist theorists had

been using the term for some time—he gave it a different meaning and used it

for a different purpose. For the Bolsheviks, who always talked specifically

about ‘‘national’’ self-determination, it was a call for the revolutionary over-

throw of colonial and imperial rule through an appeal to the national identity

and aspirations of subject peoples. Wilson, on the other hand, rarely if ever

qualified self-determination as specifically national. Rather, he used it in amore

general, vaguer sense and usually equated the term with popular sovereignty,

conjuring an international order based on democratic forms of government. He

did at times, as in the cases of Poland or Italy, advocate redrawing borders

according to ethnic lines, but he still saw the principle involved as one of

consent rather than of ethnic homogeneity as such. Indeed, acutely aware as

he was of the multiethnic character of American society, his model of a self-

determining people, he could hardly have thought that ethnic homogeneity was

a prerequisite for the exercise of the right to self-determination.28
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In addition, while Lenin saw self-determination as a revolutionary princi-

ple and sought to use it as a wrecking ball against the reactionary multiethnic

empires of Europe, Wilson hoped that self-determination would serve precisely

in the opposite role, as a bulwark against radical, revolutionary challenges

to existing orders, such as those he saw in the Russian andMexican revolutions.

If revolution, as he and other progressives believed, was a reaction to

oppression by autocratic, unaccountable regimes, then the application of self-

determination, defined as government by consent, would help remove the

revolutionary impulse and promote change through rational, gradual reforms.

In the case of colonialism, as already noted, he envisioned that self-determina-

tion would emerge through gradual processes of reform carried out with the

cooperation of the colonial powers, rather than through the abrupt overthrow

of colonial rule.29

However, these distinctions between the Wilsonian and Leninist versions

of self-determination, compelling as they may appear in retrospect, were

hardly so clear-cut at the time. To many around the world, and especially in

the colonial world, Wilson and Lenin appeared to be more similar than

different. Both advocated a new, open diplomacy, both were sharply critical

of imperialism, both called for a radical transformation of international rela-

tions, and both advocated a peace based on the principle of self-determination.

There was one important difference, however. In 1918, Wilson appeared by far

the more prominent and powerful of the two in the international arena, and

the one far likelier to wield direct and decisive influence on the upcoming peace

negotiations. Wilson’s adoption of Bolshevik language, though leaving his

vision largely unchanged in his own mind, lent a more radical hue to

his rhetoric in the eyes of those groups, in Europe and elsewhere, that were

already anxious for a radical change in the way international society operated.

Thus, just as Wilson appropriated the notion of self-determination from the

Bolsheviks and assimilated it into his own program for international transfor-

mation, so too would colonial nationalists move to adopt and appropriate that

language from Wilson and adapt it to their circumstances and purposes.

By the summer of 1918, as the tide of the war began to turn decisively in favor

of the Allies, Wilson’s rhetoric grew bolder still. On the Fourth of July, in a

brief Independence Day address he delivered at George Washington’s former

estate at Mount Vernon, the president described his vision for the postwar

world order in sweeping terms. Anchoring his ideas in the most sacred images

of American iconography, he invoked the legacy of the founding fathers in

support of his own mission. They, he said, had ‘‘entertained no private pur-

pose’’ and ‘‘desired no particular privilege’’ in their historic endeavors, but

were ‘‘consciously planning that men of every class should be free’’ and were

striving to make America a haven for ‘‘the rights and privileges of free men.’’
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The United States went to war for that same goal, to secure not only the liberty

of the United States ‘‘but the liberties of every other people as well.’’ The war

was an epic struggle between autocratic regimes whose time had passed and

the progressive ideals of the present. The aftermath of this conflict would see

American ideals extended over the entire globe, embraced by many races and

in many regions:

On the one hand stand the peoples of the world,—not only the

peoples actually engaged, but many others who suffer under mastery,

but cannot act; peoples of many races and in every part of the

world. . . .Opposed to them, masters of many armies, stand an

isolated, friendless group of governments who speak no common

purpose but only selfish ambitions of their own which can profit but

themselves . . . governments clothed with the strange trappings and the

primitive authority of an age that is altogether alien and hostile to our

own.30

No compromise, therefore, was conceivable, not only with the Central

Powers but also with the prewar principles of international relations. The

postwar order, Wilson said, would have to be based on popular legitimacy

rather than on great power interests. It would be predicated on ‘‘the settlement

of every question, whether of territory, of sovereignty, of economic arrange-

ment, or of political relationship, upon the basis of the free acceptance of that

settlement by the people immediately concerned.’’ The peace settlement would

have to replace an international system based on power with an international

society in which interaction among nations would comport with the ‘‘princi-

ples of honour and of respect for the common law of civilized society that

govern the individual citizens of all modern states in their relations with one

another.’’ An international organization to deter aggression and arbitrate

conflicts would embody and manage this arrangement: ‘‘What we seek is the

reign of law, based upon the consent of the governed and sustained by the

organized opinion of mankind.’’31 The address at Mount Vernon was Wilson’s

boldest formulation yet of his postwar plans, and as we will see, it resonated

widely around the world.

In the following months, Wilson continued in his public rhetoric

to present the war, and the United States’ role within it, in idealistic terms.

The purpose of the war, he declared repeatedly, was to secure the right of

peoples to determine their own futures, to establish the principle of equality

among nations, and to defend the rights of weak nations against the might of

strong ones. The peace settlement, he said, would have to reflect ‘‘full and

unequivocal acceptance of the principle that the interest of the weakest is as

sacred as the interest of the strongest.’’32 It was during these months that he

made the statements denouncing lynching and in support of female suffrage,
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explaining that American society must present itself to the world as a model of

the principles of righteousness and justice for which it was fighting abroad.

Once he arrived in Europe, moreover, Wilson continued to insist from every

podium that the peace settlement would have to follow these principles: at

the Sorbonne in Paris, at Buckingham Palace, in London and Manchester, in

Rome and Genoa, in Milan and Turin.33 The British economist John Maynard

Keynes, who would become one of the most scathing and influential critics of

the Versailles Treaty and of Wilson himself, wrote that in the immediate wake

of the war, the president ‘‘enjoyed a prestige and a moral influence throughout

the world unequalled in history.’’34

Throughout the final years of the war, the machinery of global communica-

tions carried Wilson’s increasingly heady rhetoric to audiences around the

world. International news agencies and wartime propaganda organs alike

reported and reproduced the messages, and disseminated them through the

cable and wireless networks that by then spanned the globe. The use of

telegraphic communications began in Europe and North America in the

1840s and then spread elsewhere, often following the logic of imperial expan-

sion and administration. The first dependable telegraph cables to the British

domains in Egypt and India were laid in the 1870s, and they soon became

among the busiest in the world. In China, telegraph lines began to spread in the

1860s, following the path of European penetration into the domains of the

crumbling Qing dynasty. After the turn of the century, the use of wireless

communication as an alternative or supplement to the cables grew more

common, and by 1914 the wireless reached deeply into Asia and the Middle

East. The rise of telegraphic communications dramatically reduced the time

that it took information to move across continents and oceans, and news that

previously would have taken weeks or even months to travel from America or

Europe to the Middle East, India, or China could now arrive in a matter of

hours.35

The spread of the telegraph and its revolutionary impact on the speed of

information travel led to the growth and expansion of international news

agencies that supplied wire copy to thousands of newspapers around the

world. Charles Havas, a news service pioneer, founded his eponymous agency

in Paris in 1835. Initially, Havas used pigeons for the speedy reporting of news

across the English Channel, but he soon began to employ telegraphy as it

spread inWestern Europe in the 1840s and 1850s. In 1850, Julius Reuter, who had

immigrated to England from Germany, established his own news service in

London. Reuter’s agency also relied on pigeons at first but quickly moved to

telegraphy, and by 1865 it became a public company, the Reuters Telegram

Company. The first major journalistic scoops that made its reputation were

the reports on the start of the war for Italian unification in 1859 and the
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assassination of President Abraham Lincoln in 1865. News from Reuters’

service became so ubiquitous in British papers that one commentator noted

in 1861: ‘‘All our earliest information from America, India, and China, the

Cape, and even Australia, is derived from this gentleman’s telegrams.’’36 By

the 1860s, news agencies like Reuters had become indispensable in the rapid

dissemination of information around the world and began to expand beyond

Europe. The first Reuters branch outside Europe opened in Alexandria in late

1865, and its first Asian branch was set up in Bombay the following year.

As they spread around the globe, the three largest international news

agencies—Havas, Reuters, and the German news serviceWolff—initially fought

over territory, but eventually they concluded agreements that divided theworld’s

newsmarkets among them.Havas naturally got the French empire and Southern

Europe; Wolff provided international reporting in the Habsburg empire, Scan-

dinavia, and Russia; and Reuters largely monopolized news services throughout

the territories controlled by the British empire, in East Asia, and in the United

States, though in the latter regions it saw growing competition from Japanese

and American news agencies. A few areas, such as Turkey, Egypt, and Greece,

were shared between Reuters and Havas. But British control over the global

network of undersea telegraph cables meant that Reuters, which had developed

intimate ties with British officialdom, controlled practically all news coming

into Europe from other continents, supplying the other news services with

information that they in turn passed on to their subscribers. By 1914, Reuters

had become a ‘‘semi-official institution of the British Empire,’’ so ubiquitous that

it became in many places a ‘‘household word.’’37

During the world war, Reuters provided most of the international news

across the British empire, and its bureaus in Bombay, Cairo, and Shanghai

were the main suppliers of war news to newspapers in India, Egypt, and China,

respectively. The Associated Press, founded in 1848, was the leading news

agency supplying international news to U.S. papers, while the countries of

Latin America received their foreign news primarily through Havas.38 The

spread of telegraphy and the global penetration of international news services

meant that the war was reported across the world simultaneously and almost

instantaneously. Readers across much of the globe could learn of events on the

battlefronts and read the proclamations of leading statesmen within a day or

two of their occurrence. Many news outlets, especially in the regions outside

Europe, did not have the resources to hire numerous foreign correspondents

who could provide them with independent perspectives on events abroad,

and they therefore depended heavily on international services for foreign

news. And since the agencies that supplied international news to much of

the globe—Reuters, Havas, the Associated Press—were associated with the

Allied powers, the tenor of the reporting was often favorable to the Allies and
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hostile to the Central Powers even beyond the considerable reach of Allied

censors.

Allied propaganda, then, had relatively easy access to newspapers

around the globe, and no one was better positioned to make use of this access

than the United States.39 The American propaganda campaign during the First

World War was of unprecedented scope and scale in U.S. history. The decades

leading up to the war saw the rise of telegraphy and fast-moving international

news, and governments were growing increasingly aware of the importance of

public opinion in wartime, not only in their own societies but also among those

of allies, enemies, and neutral powers. The Great War, which introduced mass

warfare that engaged entire societies and demanded the raising of huge con-

scripted armies, saw the scale and significance of wartime propaganda increase

dramatically both at home and abroad. All of the major belligerent powers in

the war engaged in propaganda activities that went beyond anything they had

done before, but their approaches, techniques, and styles differed. The Ger-

mans treated war propaganda as a military activity and managed it as a branch

of military intelligence. The French government tended to view propaganda as

a diplomatic affair best left to the experts at the Quai d’Orsay. The British

conducted their propaganda campaign largely as a literary enterprise, enlisting

some of the leading authors of the period in the patriotic cause. In the United

States, however, the task of wartime propaganda was planned and managed as

‘‘a huge advertising campaign,’’ with American ideals the product to be mar-

keted and President Wilson their leading spokesman.40

Wilson, like many of his contemporaries, saw the war as much as a

conflict of ideals and worldviews as it was a clash of arms or interests, and

therefore viewed propaganda as a central component of the American war

effort. The British novelist H. G. Wells wrote shortly after the outbreak of the

fighting that the conflict would be about the demise of old ideas and the rise of

new ones: ‘‘The ultimate purpose of this war is propaganda, the destruction of

certain beliefs, and the creation of others.’’41 For Wilson, spreading the Ameri-

can gospel and winning ‘‘world opinion’’ to the side of U.S. ideals was a crucial

war aim. The American mission to transform international affairs, he thought,

could succeed only if others were convinced that a transformation was neces-

sary and desirable: ‘‘Everything that affects the opinion of the world regarding

us,’’ the president told his secretary of state, ‘‘affects our influence for good.’’42

The propaganda campaign that accompanied the U.S. war effort, therefore,

sought to disseminate Wilson’s vision of transformation around the globe and

convince the world that only the United States, under his leadership, could

bring it about. The image of the United States abroad, the perception of its

benevolence, disinterestedness, and fairness, and the assumption of its good

will were all to Wilson concrete and precious assets that had to be safeguarded

and promoted.
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On April 13, 1917, a mere week after the United States declared war on

Germany, Wilson issued an executive order establishing the Committee on

Public Information (CPI) as the organ responsible for the U.S. war propaganda

effort at home and abroad. The members of the committee included the

secretaries of war, state, and the navy, but the real force behind it was its

chair, George Creel. Creel, a forty-one-year-old veteran muckraking journalist,

was a long-time progressive and a keen partisan of Wilson’s reform programs.

He had supported Wilson’s reelection campaign, and his 1916 bookWilson and

the Issues, which defended the president’s record, was said to have ‘‘mightily

pleased’’ the president.43 Fiercely loyal to the president and his ideals, Creel

saw the CPI as an opportunity to spread the Wilsonian gospel of progressivism

and democracy both domestically and abroad, ‘‘to drive home the absolute

justice of America’s cause, the absolute selflessness of America’s aims.’’44 It

was his inventiveness and his zeal for the liberal internationalist ideals he

worked to propagate that transformed the committee from an ad hoc impro-

visation into a highly effective propaganda machine of global reach.45

In their campaign to advertise America’s war aims and peace plans at

home and abroad, Creel and his deputies at the CPI made widespread use of

recent advances in communications, such as wireless technology, and in media,

such as motion pictures, in addition to deploying more traditional propaganda

methods. There was ‘‘no medium of appeal that we did not employ,’’ Creel

boasted. ‘‘The printed word, the spoken word, the motion picture, the poster,

the signboard—all these were used in our campaign.’’46 The CPI produced and

distributed movies about the successes of the American war effort, which

aimed to impress audiences, both domestic and foreign, with the inevitability

of U.S. victory. It also worked to depict American society as prosperous and its

citizens as upright and diligent, and tried to carry these images ‘‘to every

community in the United States and to every corner of the world.’’ In addition,

the committee controlled the export of commercially produced films to over-

seas markets and sought to block films that it judged to be ‘‘giving false or

misleading impressions of American life’’ by dealing with such unsavory

themes as crime, corruption, or dissolute behavior.47

The CPI issued daily news bulletins to the U.S. and foreign press in

numerous languages and supplied magazines with ready-made feature articles

extolling the United States, its society, economy, and contributions to the

Allied war effort. On the domestic front, the CPI established special divisions

that concentrated on getting out the message to specific sectors of the media,

such as the rural press, the religious press, and the labor press. The committee

also recruited speakers to praise the U.S. war effort and administration policy

to domestic audiences, most famously the ‘‘Four Minute Men,’’ so called

because they would give four-minute patriotic speeches about the war effort

at theater intermissions. Millions of pamphlets extolling American ideals and
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life, in dozens of languages, were printed and circulated at home and abroad.

The CPI also drafted the commercial advertising industry into the propaganda

effort. It recruited artists to produce a variety of posters, cartoons, and

window cards for public display, supplied state fairs with exhibits about the

war effort, and prepared and distributed still photographs about it. Special

Wilson delivering his Independence Day Address on July 4, 1918, at Mt. Vernon,

Virginia. Wilson’s second wife, Edith, is at right. Also visible behind Wilson’s left

shoulder is George Creel, the progressive journalist who headed the U.S. wartime

propaganda organ known as the Committee on Public Information. The texts of

Wilson’s public addresses were a crucial component of Creel’s campaign. Library of

Congress, LC-USZ62-63878.
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emphasis was put on reaching the foreign-born populations within the United

States, who were seen as requiring special persuasion, and the foreign-

language press in the U.S.—in Swedish, Polish, Ukrainian, Lithuanian, Czech,

German, Hungarian, Italian, Russian, Serbian—was provided with translated

articles designed to combat the ‘‘ignorance and disaffection’’ assumed to

prevail among its readers.48

Although the CPI did not launch its foreign operations until late 1917,

foreign news services filed quotes from its news summaries and pamphlets

from the outset and supplied them to the press in Europe and elsewhere. By

early 1918, the CPI had opened its first offices abroad; some of the most active

offices were located in Bern, Rome, Madrid, and Lisbon. The goal of the

foreign operations, Creel declared, was to ‘‘fight for the mind of mankind’’

and to ‘‘convince the world that hope for the future lay inWilson alone.’’49 The

United States, CPI propaganda aimed to convince the people of the world, was

a disinterested power, which joined the war in order to establish peace and

to spread justice and liberty, not for selfish gain. It would play a crucial role

in winning the war and would have a powerful voice in the peace settlement,

and the weaker nations could be sure that it, unlike its imperialist allies,

would safeguard their rights there. The U.S. influence at the peace

table would guarantee that the victory would usher in a new era in which all

nations would be equal, peoples would determine their own futures, and

government by consent would replace autocratic rule.50

The CPI’s Foreign Press Bureau, which was headed by the journalist and

Pulitzer prize–winning novelist Ernest Poole, provided foreign news outlets

with short articles extolling the virtues of American society: its ‘‘social and

industrial progress,’’ its schools, its laws, and its ‘‘treatment of workers,

women and children.’’51 The vast majority of the CPI’s efforts abroad were in

Europe, and to a lesser extent in Latin America, but Creel’s aggressive promo-

tion of the progressive Wilsonian message did not ignore other regions. Special

materials were prepared for use in East Asia, including window displays with

texts in Asian languages for China, Korea, Japan, and parts of India.52 Though

State Department diplomats often resented the activities of Creel’s agents

abroad since they could not control them, for the duration of the war Wilson’s

confidence in Creel and his determination to keep control of wartime propa-

ganda in his own hands protected the committee from its domestic critics.53

The use of wireless radio technology facilitated the CPI’s reach overseas

since it reduced American reliance on the undersea cable network largely

controlled by the British. The CPI often sent copy intended for foreign venues

by wireless from the navy station in Tuckerton, New Jersey, which was relayed

through receiving stations in London and Paris to various locales in Europe

and into Russia. Wire service in Spanish went by cables and radio to Mexico

and South America for distribution by CPI agents there. In regions where the
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CPI lacked official branches, networks of resident American diplomats, busi-

nessmen, or missionaries who volunteered to serve the wartime propaganda

effort often helped to distribute the information. By ‘‘balloons, mortars, and

aeroplanes,’’ Creel claimed, CPI propaganda had even reached across enemy

lines into the territories controlled by the Central Powers.54

President Wilson’s major public addresses and declarations—the Fourteen

Points, the Four Points address of February 1918, and the Fourth of July address

at Mount Vernon, among others—quickly became the central instruments of

CPI propaganda, especially in its foreign operations. Wilson’s messages were

disseminated worldwide in order to ‘‘tell all the people on earth what President

Wilson was saying about the war and what the aroused American people were

doing to win it.’’55 The CPI, Creel later reported, decided early on that it would

emphasize the ‘‘distribution throughout the world’’ of Wilson’s speeches, since

the president ‘‘was looked upon as the spokesman for the Allies’’ and ‘‘it was he

who sounded the keynote of America’s policy in the war.’’56

According to its own records, the CPI circulated Wilson’s speeches to

England, France, Italy, Spain, Switzerland, Holland, Scandinavia, Russia,

Australasia, Japan, China, Siberia, South America, Central America, Mexico,

India, South Africa, Greece, Egypt, and Canada. In order to reach Asia, the

CPI often sent the texts by wireless from New York to San Diego, and from

there, through the navy station at Cavite in the Philippines, to Shanghai, and

thence to Beijing, Tokyo, and Vladivostok for distribution in Siberia. They

were also broadcast—a new technology at the time—from the navy’s wireless

stations for interception by ships at sea and by ‘‘whatever stations desired to

listen in.’’ In addition, the CPI distributed the speeches by mail to Persia and

Liberia. International news agencies also played a role in disseminating

Wilson’s messages. In India, Egypt, and China, the addresses were distributed

by the local branches of Reuters, in the latter case with the assistance of the

local CPI branch in Shanghai after it opened in the summer of 1918. Creel

boasted to Wilson that ‘‘for the first in history the speeches of a national

executive were given universal circulation, and I am proud to tell you, sir,

that your declarations had the force of armies.’’57

Upon their arrival, local CPI agents had the texts of Wilson’s speeches

translated and then printed and circulated them through numerous channels

and methods: They were ‘‘printed on post cards and embodied in moving-

picture films and interpreted by the committee’s speakers.’’ The message, Creel

reported, was disseminated in Asia as well as in Europe, with Teheran and

Tokyo receiving it ‘‘as completely as Paris or Rome or London or Madrid.’’58

The text of the Fourteen Points, as the most detailed articulation of the

president’s peace plan, played a central part in this effort, and it was propa-

gated by the CPI as an authoritative statement of the Wilsonian vision for the

new world order. Within days of the address in January 1918, the CPI produced
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hundreds of thousands of poster copies of the text, both in the original and

translated into numerous languages, and these were distributed everywhere

the committee could reach.59 Wilson’s subsequent major addresses received

similar treatment. By the end of the war, the president’s calls for a peace based

on the principles of self-determination and the equality of all nations

were widely familiar to reading publics around the world and helped to

shape their expectations regarding the nature and possibilities of the postwar

international order.

The CPI efforts to project Wilson as the preeminent leader in the interna-

tional arena gained in force and credibility as the tide of war turned in

favor of the Allies in the summer of 1918, and Wilson’s principles were

accepted by the belligerents as the basis for the armistice.60 By then, the phrase

Fourteen Points had accumulated meanings that far transcended the literal

content of the text itself, becoming for many shorthand for the transformation

of international society along the principles of equality, self-determination,

and justice. Although the Bolsheviks had been the first to call for a peace based

on self-determination, and though the term itself did not appear in the text of

the Fourteen Points address, Wilson had made the term his own by the time of

the armistice, and he had become identified with it in the eyes of millions

around world. He had declared repeatedly after February 1918 that the princi-

ple of self-determination was central to his vision of postwar international

society, and though his specific references were always located in Europe,

Egyptians, Indians, Chinese, Koreans, and others in the colonial world had

little doubt that the principle should, and would, apply to them.

Wilson’s success in overshadowing Lenin as the chief icon of self-deter-

mination may appear puzzling in retrospect. It is less mysterious, however, if

we consider the relative stature and renown of the two men at the time and

their perceived influence in international affairs. In the colonial world, where

newspapers had few foreign correspondents, the Bolsheviks were often viewed

through the Reuters lens (or that of the French Havas Agency) and so usually

appeared in a singularly unattractive light, especially after they left the war in

March 1918 with the Treaty of Brest-Litovsk. Reports of events in Russia thus

warned of the ‘‘Bolshevist peril’’ spreading ‘‘destruction’’ and facing imminent

defeat by the anti-Bolshevik White forces. In contrast to Wilson’s ubiquitous

presence and great acclaim in reports on world affairs, Lenin, if named at all,

was often described as a mysterious, even sinister figure.61

Moreover, for colonial nationalists who sought to seize the opportunity

they perceived at the peace conference, the crucial distinction between Wilson

and Lenin lay in their perceived power to shape a postwar settlement

that would be favorable to demands for self-determination. The Bolsheviks,

excluded from Paris and mired in civil war, were hardly in a position during
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this period to lend much succor to movements for colonial self-determina-

tion.62 The United States, on the other hand, emerged from the war more

powerful than ever, and Wilson appeared to wield unparalleled influence in

world affairs. With the other major powers—Britain, France, Japan—clamor-

ing for the reinforcement and even expansion of the imperial order, Wilson

remained, until the spring of 1919, the only world figure who seemed to have

both the will and the power to produce a settlement that would implement

self-determination as a principle of the international order.

For the time being, therefore, all eyes were fixed on Wilson. The

president’s rhetoric, propelled by the recent expansion of communications

technologies and mass print media in many regions of the colonial world,

echoed among nationalists in Asia and the Middle East, fostering among them

anticipation for the establishment of an international society in which all

peoples, strong and weak, would be equally entitled to exercise the right to

self-determination. Wilson’s rhetoric, moreover, offered colonial nationalists a

new language of rights that they could use to demand an independent role in

this emerging international order. It seemed to open a window of opportunity

that made it appear feasible, even compelling, for marginalized groups to

invoke the principle of self-determination in order to articulate demands

for the recognition of their rights in the international arena. Colonial nation-

alists, who closely followed the emergence of the Wilsonian moment in the

international arena, were determined that they would not be excluded from

the opportunities it presented. A new world order was about to be forged in

Paris. They, too, would have to stake their claims.
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PART

II

The

Internationalization of

Nationalism
Imagination fails to picture the wild delirium of joy with which he

[Wilson] would have been welcomed in Asiatic capitals. It would

have been as though one of the great teachers of humanity, Christ

or Buddha, had come back to his home, crowned with the glory

that the centuries had brought him since he last walked the earth.

—V. S. Srinivasa Sastri, Woodrow Wilson’s Message for

Eastern Nations

A new era unfolds before our eyes. The old age of force is gone and

an age of justice is here. A humane spirit, nurtured through all the

centuries of human experience, has begun to cast the brilliant light

of a new civilized morality upon human history.

—Korean Declaration of Independence, March 1919



In the five weeks that passed between WoodrowWilson’s acclaimed arrival in

France on December 13 and the opening of the peace proceedings on January

18, the president traveled around the continent and was everywhere received as

a conquering hero. Ecstatic crowds surrounded him on his arrival in Paris as he

drove past the city’s great monuments through the Arc de Triomphe and down

the Champs Élysées. He was received with much pomp at the Élysée Palace,

made an honorary citizen of the city of Paris, and awarded a doctorate honoris

causa in a splendid ceremony at the Sorbonne. The president then spent the

Christmas holiday with American troops at Chaumont, on the upper Marne,

where the American Expeditionary Force was headquartered, and left for

England the next day. In London, he met with King George V at Buckingham

Palace. He traveled to Manchester, where he spoke at the Free Trade Hall,

and to his mother’s birthplace in Carlisle in the north of England. There, he

visited the Presbyterian church where his grandfather, the Reverend Thomas

Woodrow, had preached. After a brief respite for the New Year’s holiday,

Wilson continued on a whirlwind tour of Italy. He visited Rome, Genoa,

and Milan, and met with Pope Benedict XV, a first for a U.S. president.

Everywhere, he was greeted by large, cheering crowds. The people of Europe,

Wilson thought, were firmly behind him.1

The enthusiastic receptions notwithstanding, most of the president’s

travels during these five weeks had to be improvised at the last minute. Wilson

had landed in France thinking that the inter-Allied consultations would begin

within a week, but quickly discovered that the French had not even named

their delegates and that the British representatives had yet to set sail for France.

Lloyd George sent word that they were occupied with the general election in

that country and that they could not arrive until after the new year. The

election took place on December 14 and brought an overwhelming victory to

the coalition of Conservatives and Liberals led by Lloyd George. Unlike

Wilson, whose party had lost control of both houses of Congress in the

midterm elections of the previous month and who had alienated many Repub-

licans when he denied them any significant role in the peace negotiations,

Lloyd George secured solid support on his domestic flank before he arrived

at the table.

Before Wilson set out for Paris, many, including supporters, advised him

to take along leading Republicans, such as former president William Howard

Taft or Massachusetts senator Henry Cabot Lodge, in order to secure their

party’s support for the treaty that would emerge. But Wilson, determined to

keep control of the negotiations in his own hands, refused and appointed to the

American peace commission only men who had no independent political

standing and could not contradict him. They included Secretary of State

Lansing, whom he largely ignored; General Tasker Bliss, a former army chief

of staff; and Henry White, a former ambassador to Italy and France, who
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served as the delegation’s token Republican. All three passed their days in Paris

in luxurious ineffectuality amid the chandeliers and red carpets of the Hôtel

Crillon, the former palace on the northern edge of the Place de la Concorde

that served as the headquarters for the U.S. delegation. The fifth delegate,

Wilson’s confidant Colonel House, was the only member to whom the presi-

dent paid any heed, but as the negotiations went on even House eventually lost

the confidence of his increasingly harried, ailing chief. Unlike Lloyd George

and the French premier, Georges Clemenceau, who generally made effective

use of their advisers and experts in Paris, Wilson, convinced that none of his

subordinates could understand his vision as clearly or advance it as forcefully

as he could, largely did battle alone.2

The proceedings that began in Paris on January 18 were not actually

intended to be part of the peace conference at all. Rather, they were planned

as a preliminary consultation among the victorious Allies, in which they would

discuss and prepare their peace proposals and then bring them before

the representatives of the Central Powers at the official peace conference. The

conference plenary, officially the central organ of the proceedings, included the

countries that had declared war on Germany or severed relations with it, each

represented by delegates whose number reflected the country’s relative power

and contribution to the war. The major Western Allies—Britain, France, Italy,

and the United States—each had five seats in the plenary. So did Japan, despite

its relatively minor contribution to the war effort; as Britain’s main ally in East

Asia, and with Lloyd George’s support it, too, was recognized as a major power.

The British also demanded and received separate representation for each of

their self-governing dominions—Canada, South Africa, Australia, and New

Zealand—as well as for India, though the Indian representatives were selected

by the British. Serbia and Belgium, which among the small nations had suffered

the most in the war, were recognized for their sacrifices with three delegates

each. The rest mostly got one or two. They included small European nations

that fought alongside the Allies, like Portugal, Greece, and Rumania; new

nations emerging from the wreckage of fallen empires, like Poland and Czecho-

slovakia; a number of Latin American countries; and representatives from

Liberia, Siam, and China. The Chinese, as we will see, strongly protested their

relegation to the ranks of the small nations, especially given Japan’s recognition

as a major power. Their protests, however, were ignored.

The real decisions at Paris, in any case, were made not at the plenary,

which convened only infrequently and ceremoniously. They were made by the

leaders of the great powers, who met in an increasingly smaller group as the

conference stretched on, crises mounted, and decisions became more urgent.

Initially, there was the Council of Ten, where each of the five major powers had

two representatives. By March, it had shrunk to become the Council of Four,

which included only the leaders of Britain, France, and the United States and
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the Italian prime minister, Vittorio Orlando. Finally, in April, Orlando with-

drew and there remained only the ‘‘Big Three’’—Lloyd George, Clemenceau,

and Wilson. They, in the end, decided all of the major questions alone.

Beyond the members of the official delegations—the plenipotentiary dele-

gates who represented their countries and the long retinues that included

hundreds of advisers, experts, and secretarial staff—there were thousands of

others who streamed into Paris for the conference. They fell into several groups.

The first group included hundreds of journalists, at least one hundred from the

United States alone, who converged on the city to report on the historic pro-

ceedings of the peace conference to their readers back home. The second group,

less easily defined but buzzing with activity and expectation, included hundreds

of men and women who would in a later era be referred to as representatives of

NGOs—non-governmental organizations—and who arrived, usually uninvited,

to plead to the conference on behalf of a diverse range of causes and constitu-

ents. Labor leaders wanted the conference to promote the rights of workers;

activists for female suffrage asked for recognition of their cause. Black leaders

from the United States, led by the African-American scholar and activistW. E. B.

Du Bois, joined with delegates from the Caribbean and from several African

colonies to convene a Pan-African Congress that met in Paris in February and

passed very moderate resolutions asking the peace conference to lay down

regulations for good colonial governance in Africa.3 More esoteric causes also

had their advocates, such as the British Esperanto Association, which called on

the conference to adopt that language as the medium of international commu-

nication, or Jerome Internoscia, an Italian-Canadian lawyer who wrote to

propose himself for the job of secretary general of the nascent League of

Nations.4

Most of all, however, there were dozens of representatives of oppressed

nations who, either in person or by petition, demanded recognition of their right

to self-determination. A few of them, like the Poles, Serbs, and Czechoslovaks,

had their delegates officially admitted to the conference. Also present at the

peace table was the Emir Faisal of the Hijaz, who was invited by the British and

who asked the conference to establish a federation of Arabic-speaking peoples

of the former Ottoman Empire under the leadership of his father, the Sharif

Hussein of Mecca. Zionist leaders were also invited to speak before the confer-

ence, and they presented their claim for a Jewish national home in Palestine,

which received the support of the British government and of Wilson himself.5

Most claimants for self-determination, however, never received an offi-

cial hearing from the conference. Some were European: Albanians, Croatians,

Estonians, Ukrainians, and others. Catalan nationalists petitioned Wilson for

freedom from Spanish rule, and Sinn Fein leaders demanded independence for

Ireland, quoting long excerpts from President Wilson’s speeches in support of

their demand even as the president’s British allies were engaged in a brutal
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campaign to suppress the Irish movement.6 Many petitioners, however, came

from outside Europe, like the foreign minister of Persia, Moshaver al-

Mamalek, who arrived in Paris to ask that the conference condemn the

meddling of foreign powers in his country and recognize its right to full self-

determination.7 Delegations representing Georgians, Armenians, Syrians,

Lebanese, and Assyrian Christians, among others, submitted petitions, laying

before the conference their peoples’ long histories of civilization and asking for

self-determination.8 Others who could not come in person sent their demands

by cable, like the imam of Yemen, who wrote Wilson pleading for self-

determination, and the Tunisian nationalists and Vietnamese revolutionaries

who demanded freedom from French colonial rule.9 All praised President

Wilson’s vision for a new world, noted the support that his principles gave to

their claims, and often quoted at length from his speeches.

Wilson, however, made it clear early on that the specific territorial

settlements to emerge from the conference mattered less to the United States

than the establishment of an international mechanism that would prevent

future wars and adjudicate claims that the conference could not. At his

insistence, the League of Nations and its covenant dominated the discussions

for the first four weeks. Wilson brought with him to Paris a draft of the

covenant that he had written himself, which he kept secret to forestall any

early opposition and which included a provision that explicitly established the

principle of self-determination as a central instrument for adjudicating dis-

putes that would come before the league.10 General Bliss wondered incredu-

lously when he saw this text whether it contemplated ‘‘the possibility of

the League of Nations being called upon to consider such questions as the

independence of Ireland, of India, etc., etc.?’’ David Hunter Miller, the

U.S. delegation’s expert on international law, warned the president that such

a provision would make ‘‘dissatisfaction permanent,’’ compelling ‘‘every

power to engage in propaganda’’ and legalizing ‘‘irredentist agitation.’’ For

the British, too, it was unacceptable, challenging as it did the legitimacy of

their imperial rule in India and elsewhere in Asia and Africa.11

For several weeks, Wilson, who headed the commission that drafted the

league covenant, insisted on preserving the principle of self-determination in

the covenant despite the opposition of his advisers and allies. By early Febru-

ary, however, as the work of the commission was drawing to a close, he was

clearly growing more worried about the great expectations that his wartime

emphasis on self-determination had aroused. On February 2, George Creel

joined the president for a Sunday lunch and told him of his recent trip through

the newly emerging countries of Central Europe, Poland, and Czechoslovakia.

The people there, he told Wilson, had hung his portraits in many windows,

considered him a ‘‘popular Saint,’’ and told Creel that they wanted Wilson to

‘‘reign over them.’’ All this, Wilson responded, made him ‘‘very nervous,’’
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fearful of the ‘‘revulsion’’ which would come when those people discovered he

could not do all they hoped he would.12 The next day, Wilson, perhaps with

this fear still in mind, amended the draft of the covenant, deleting the clause

that promised the application of the principle of self-determination to future

claims for territorial readjustment. The final text consecrated the rights of

existing states to ‘‘territorial integrity’’ and ‘‘political independence,’’ but it

offered little recourse for ethnic minorities or colonial populations that

demanded self-government.13

WhenWilson emerged on February 14 to present the text of the League of

Nations covenant to the awaiting world press, the term ‘‘self-determination’’

was no longer there. The provisions that he outlined, however, were not entirely

without promise for colonial nationalists. The long article in the covenant on the

‘‘mandate principle’’ for the governance of colonial possessions of the defeated

powers did appear to envision their eventual independence, at least in some

cases. The former Turkish possessions in the Middle East, deemed to be at ‘‘the

highest stage of the development of the people,’’ were declared in the text to be

essentially independent nations subject only to the ‘‘administrative advice’’ of a

mandatory power until they could ‘‘stand alone’’ in the ‘‘strenuous conditions of

the modern world.’’14 In subsequent years, with the league controlled by imperi-

alist powers, themandate system became not muchmore than a shadow ofwhat

it was intended to be.15At the time of its inception, however, it appeared that the

league might exercise effective oversight over colonial territories and guarantee

that they were governed according to the interests of their populations. When

Wilson left Paris for a brief sojourn in the United States immediately after

presenting the covenant, he was no longer the prophet of peace he was received

as two months before, but he still cut a commanding figure in the international

arena. To many colonial nationalists, he remained the world leader most likely

to give effective support to their fight for self-determination.

The four chapters that comprise Part II narrate the responses to theWilsonian

moment of Egyptians, Indians, Chinese, and Koreans down to the begin-

ning of March 1919, tracing in the process how anticolonial nationalism was

internationalized during this period. Internationalization occurred in two

distinct but related spheres, one of principle and the other of practice. First,

the right of self-determination, which Wilson had advocated as a central

principle of legitimacy in the new international order, was appropriated and

interpreted by colonial nationalists as a challenge to the logic of imperialism in

international relations, one that required the recognition of the international

equality and sovereignty of hitherto ‘‘dependent’’ peoples. The principle

of nationalism, which rejected the legitimacy of empire and took the self-

determining nation-state as the sole legitimate entity in international relations

thus became a central component of the new international order that
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anticolonial activists saw emerging. Second, taking the right of self-determina-

tion as now an established principle of international relations, colonial nation-

alists moved to leverage Wilson’s rhetoric, his perceived power in the

international arena, and the opportunities for international action presented

by the peace conference to launch international campaigns for the recognition

of their own right to national independence and sovereignty. In so doing, they

brought the practice as well as the principle of anticolonial nationalism into

the arena of international relations.

Once the peace conference began, however, the advocacy of self-

determination for colonial peoples collided with the stubborn realities of the

imperial international order, in which hierarchies of race and civilization

defined the extents to which different peoples were accorded the right to self-

government. At the center of the anticolonial nationalist wave of 1919

lay the claim that non-European, nonwhite peoples had an equal right to

self-determination—not to be governed without their consent—as did the

peoples of Europe, whom Wilson had largely in mind when he incorporated

the principle enunciated by Lenin into his own wartime rhetoric. Unlike

Wilson, Lenin did attribute the right to self-determination specifically to

ethnically defined nations and used the term with the intention of asserting

the right of immediate secession from imperial rule. But he, too, did not quite

imagine that the implementation of self-determination would extend

much beyond Europe for the time being. Colonial nationalists, however, saw

clearly how the language of self-determination could be used to challenge the

relationships between race, civilization, and sovereignty that underlay

the prewar international order, and moved to do just that. It is to this story

that we now turn.
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3

President Wilson Arrives in Cairo

Some years after the event, Muhammad Husayn Haykal, a prominent Egyp-

tian journalist and intellectual, wrote of an encounter he had with a friend

on the streets of Cairo on a summer day in 1918. The texts of President Wilson’s

addresses had appeared in Egyptian newspapers over the previous months, and

excited talk of postwar possibilities was in the air. ‘‘This is it, Sir!’’ exclaimed

the friend. ‘‘We have the right to self-determination, and therefore the English

will leave Egypt.’’ Why did he think that Wilson’s promises would be imple-

mented? Haykal tells us he asked the friend. Could they not be yet more empty

words from the mouth of a politician? ‘‘No!!’’ came the reply. ‘‘The United

States is the one who won the war. She is not an imperialist country. She

truly wants that there will not be another war. Therefore, she will enforce the

right to self-determination and enforce the withdrawal.’’ Egypt, the friend

explained, now had a forum to make its case against England and a winning

argument: its right, along with all other nations, to self-determination, a

central tenet of the new international order that the peace conference would

establish.1

Haykal’s report reflected common sentiments among Egyptians who

had learned of President Wilson’s views on the postwar reorganization of inter-

national affairs. During the final years of the war, the Egyptian press reported

widely on the U.S. leader’s declarations. When Wilson came before Congress in

April 1917 to ask for a declaration ofwar, the leadingArabic language newspaper,

Al-Ahram, published an extended full-page summary of the president’s speech,

citing, among other quotes, Wilson’s call to make the world safe for democracy

and to fight to defend the rights of small nations. Over the next few days,

additional articles appeared to analyze the meaning and impact of U.S. entry,

emphasizing the ‘‘immense’’ potential contribution of the United States to

the Allied war effort. America, the paper informed its readers, was in the process

of conscripting as many as three million men to fight in the war, and its partici-

pation was bound to have a decisive impact on it.2 Nine months later, Wilson’s

Fourteen Points address also received extensive coverage in the Egyptian press,

with the full text of the points printed in Arabic translation, courtesy of the

Reuters news service. The accompanying analysis put special emphasis on

the positive reactions to the address in the U.S. and world press.3
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Thus, although the Committee on Public Information had no branch or

direct operations in Egypt, the public there hardly lacked information about

the U.S. role in the war or its president’s plans for the peace.4 Wartime

censorship, though in force, had little effect on such reporting; the censors

focused on preventing criticism of the government, and they left the news-

papers largely free to report on international affairs. Moreover, in addition to

the Arabic-language press, educated Egyptians also had access to newspapers

published in the country in European languages—especially French and En-

glish—for the large communities of Europeans resident in Egypt’s major cities.

Copies of European papers, especially from Great Britain and France, were

also widely available.5News items reported not only on the situation in Europe

and the United States but also on events in Asia, such as the desire of Chinese

leaders to contribute to the war efforts and the development of the struggle of

the Indian National Congress for home rule. Egypt, readers could see, was not

alone in expecting the war to transform its international status.6

By the summer of 1918, with Allied victory on the horizon, the reporting

on the United States and its leader in some of the Arabic-language press grew

increasingly laudatory. That year, for example, the press reported extensively

on an event that had not previously aroused much interested in Egypt, the

Independence Day celebrations in the United States on the Fourth of July. A

major item in Al-Ahram noted that while many nations marked their indepen-

dence on a certain date, the American celebrations on the Fourth of July were

unique. Other nations consecrated moments of conquest or violent upheaval,

such as the storming of the Bastille or the taking of Rome, but Americans chose

to mark the signing of the Declaration of Independence, an event characterized

not by violence but by the affirmation of high principles. The implication was

clear: The United States was a nation where high-minded ideals trumped mere

force. Following an extended quotation from the Declaration of Independence

itself, rendered into Arabic, the article noted that, only 142 years since their

independence, the American people had come to lead all nations in freedom,

prosperity, education, and culture. There were also separate items on Wilson’s

Fourth of July address at Mount Vernon, in which he reiterated the ideals for

which the United States had gone to war, and on the Independence Day

celebrations in European capitals.7

Such tributes to American exceptionalism were common in the Egyptian

press during this period, as they were, we will see, in the press in India, China,

and Korea. The United States, especially under Wilson’s leadership, was often

described as motivated by ideals rather than interests and, since it was less

dependent on imperialism than other powers, as more supportive of the

principle of self-determination. Egyptian nationalists, like many of their con-

temporaries the world over, noted the growing prominence of the United States

and its president in the last months of the war and concluded that the peace
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settlement would have to conform to the ideals that Americans celebrated on

the Fourth of July and that Wilson’s wartime rhetoric reflected.8 This percep-

tion gained further credibility when the other Allied leaders, as Egyptians

noted with satisfaction, echoed Wilson’s pronouncements. In early November,

just before the armistice, a joint Anglo-French declaration on the Allied aims in

the Middle East said that they would seek to ‘‘ensure the complete and final

emancipation of all those peoples so long oppressed by the Turks, and to

establish national governments and administrations which shall derive their

authority from the initiative and free will of the people themselves.’’ Though

the declaration named only Syria and Mesopotamia in this context, Egyptians

saw no reason that the same arrangements should not apply to them.9 Egyp-

tian leaders, who before the war focused on fighting for a larger role in the

administration of their country, were now beginning to see as attainable a

more ambitious aim: complete self-determination.

Already in September 1918, several prominent Egyptian politicians began

to discuss Egypt’s status in the postwar world in those terms. They included

Sa‘d Zaghlul, then the vice president of the Legislative Assembly and the future

leader of the 1919 Revolution, and leading politicians and intellectuals such as

the Oxford-educated Muhammad Mahmud, a member of the landowning

elite; ‘Abd al-‘Aziz Fahmi, a liberal politician, jurist, and intellectual; and

Ahmad Lutfi al-Sayyid, a famous lawyer, author, and reformist thinker. Per-

ceiving a window of opportunity that would open in the wake of the war, they

were determined, Lutfi al-Sayyid later recalled, to ‘‘fight for Egyptian inde-

pendence.’’ Others in the Egyptian elite shared this sentiment. Prince ‘Umar

Tusun, a Swiss-educated, cosmopolitan member of the Egyptian royal family,

met several times with Zaghlul in the weeks before the armistice to discuss the

possibility of Egypt sending a delegation to the peace conference to present its

case for self-determination. The idea, he later wrote, had ‘‘occurred to him

after the publication of President Wilson’s famous Fourteen Points.’’ In Octo-

ber 1918, even the Egyptian monarch, Sultan Fu’ad, told the British high

commissioner, Sir Reginald Wingate, who represented British authority in

Egypt, that he wanted ‘‘Home Rule for Egypt along the lines of President

Wilson’s Fourteen Points.’’10 By the time of the armistice, leading Egyptians

were determined to stake their claim in the new world order.

These claims, many Egyptian leaders believed, were in line with Wilson’s

principles and vision for the peace settlement and would therefore have not

only his sympathy but also his support during the negotiations. On the day of

the armistice, the top American diplomat in Egypt, the consul general in Cairo,

Hampson Gary, filed a report that highlighted Egyptian expectations for such

succor at the coming peace conference. ‘‘I have been made aware,’’ he wrote,

‘‘of a tendency in all classes of Egyptians to believe that President Wilson

favors self-government throughout all the world and that he will champion
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the right of the people of this country to govern themselves.’’ Several ‘‘promi-

nent officials’’ had already inquired whether the president did not mean his

principles to apply to countries outside Europe, and he had heard a ‘‘persistent

rumor’’ that a petition asking the president to support an Egyptian demand for

self-determination was being circulated for signatures by the members of the

Egyptian National Assembly. ‘‘All signs,’’ he concluded, ‘‘seem to me to point

to a definite movement to elicit the support of the American Government in

behalf of their claims in the great international clearing house that is now in

process of formation either by a general public appeal or before the Peace

Congress soon to meet.’’11

This was an unsettling development for the British authorities in Egypt,

where only a few years before, British rule, in place since the 1882 military

occupation of the country, had seemed secure. Though Egypt had officially

been a province of the Ottoman Empire since its conquest in the early sixteenth

century by the armies of Sultan Selim I, the real power remained largely in the

hands of its Mamluk elites, a self-perpetuating class of slave-soldiers. A French

occupation led by Napoleon Bonaparte disrupted Mamluk rule between

1798 and 1801, and after the French retreat, the Ottoman sultan appointed

Muhammad Ali, a military commander of Albanian origin, as governor of

Egypt. Muhammad Ali gradually consolidated his rule, eventually destroying

Mamluk power and even threatening to conquer Istanbul itself before British

intervention checked his ambition. Impressed by Europe’s power and prosper-

ity, Muhammad Ali also instituted a series of modernizing reforms in military

organization, industry, agriculture, and education, introducing into Egypt a

variety of European techniques and ideas. After his death in 1849, his successors

borrowed heavily from European bankers to finance modernization projects in

education, industry, and transportation—including the Suez Canal, which

opened in 1869—as well as the increasingly conspicuous consumption of the

royal court. Egypt enjoyed a temporary economic boom during the American

Civil War, when Egyptian cotton was in high demand in the world market to

replace lost cotton exports from the American South.12 But the boom soon

turned to bust, and by 1878, Egypt’s ballooning debt to European creditors led,

in the usual imperialist practice of the time, to the imposition of Anglo-French

control over Egyptian finances.

Modern ideas of Egyptian nationhood first emerged in the writings of

intellectuals in the mid-nineteenth century, but for decades they remained con-

fined to a thin sliver of urban intellectuals. In 1881–1882, growing dissatisfaction

with the increasing foreign influence and court corruption ignited an uprising

spearheaded by a group of disaffected army officers led by Colonel Ahmad

‘Urabi, a man of relatively modest background. Leaders of the uprising used

the slogan ‘‘Egypt for Egyptians,’’ but they also proclaimed their allegiance to the
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Ottoman sultan-caliph in Istanbul and couched their demands for increased

political participation and their opposition to the royal court in Cairo and to

the Europeans in terms that highlighted Egypt’s Ottoman and Islamic identity.

There were no demands made in 1882 in the name of an independent Egyptian

nation and no claims for independence or self-determination. The uprising,

however, exacerbated existing tensions between native Egyptians and the legions

of foreign residents, who controlled much of Egypt’s lucrative foreign trade.

In Alexandria, a cosmopolitan port city of some 230,000 residents, a full fifth of

the population was European. When tensions there erupted into anti-foreign

riots in the summer of 1882, the British government, citing the need to defend

Egypt’s foreign residents, launched amilitary invasion that defeated units loyal to

‘Urabi and established de facto British rule over Egypt.13

From 1882 to 1914, Egypt remained formally under Ottoman suzerainty,

but Great Britain’s diplomatic resident in Cairo, backed by the arms of British

troops permanently stationed in the country, exercised decisive power. The

British occupation aroused resistance and accelerated the development of

Egyptian nationalism. Tensions came to a head in the Dinshawai incident of

1906, when British troops summarily executed a number of Egyptian villagers

who got into an altercation with British officers. Widespread protests erupted,

and the British, seeking to accommodate nationalist sentiments, implemented

political reforms that gave more power to the Egyptian legislative assembly.

Ultimate authority, however, remained in British hands. The founding of the

National party in 1907 consolidated anti-British forces under the charismatic

leadership of Mustafa Kamil, whose international horizons were reflected in a

book he had written praising Japan as a model of modernization for other

Eastern nations. But Kamil’s untimely death the following year and the depor-

tation of his successor, Muhammad Farid, effectively curtailed the National

party’s influence. In 1914, many Egyptian politicians and intellectuals still

advocated a gradualist approach to building the nation, which called for

cooperation with the British as educational and social reforms prepared

Egypt for eventual independence. At the outbreak of the Great War, with

the National party weakened and many leading figures supporting Anglo-

Egyptian collaboration, British rule in Egypt appeared secure.14

In November 1914, three months after the outbreak of the war in Europe,

the Ottoman Empire entered the war on the side of the Central Powers,

and the sultan in Istanbul called on the world’s Muslims to join him in jihad

against the Western allies. The British authorities, who were concerned with

the security of their position in Egypt, immediately declared martial law. The

followingmonth they declared that Egypt was now a protectorate of the British

Empire, formalizing British control there and removing any remaining pre-

tense of Ottoman suzerainty. The announcement presented the protectorate as

a temporary wartime measure and even suggested that, with the Ottoman
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connection now severed, it was a step toward Egyptian self-government. Still,

its new status as a protectorate did little to shield Egypt from the hardships of

the war. The British, who wanted to defend the Suez Canal and establish a

base for operations against the Ottoman territories in West Asia, stationed in

Egypt a large contingent of troops that strained the country’s resources.

Runaway inflation, the requisition of provisions, and the forced conscription

of labor made life increasingly difficult for much of the Egyptian population.

Wartime attempts at land reform alienated landowners, and the urban popu-

lation chafed under the restrictions of martial law. But these hardships,

many Egyptians believed, were only temporary. As the armistice neared, they

increasingly expected an imminent transformation of the Anglo-Egyptian

relationship.15

On November 13, 1918, only two days after the armistice was announced, a

delegation of political leaders visited the British high commissioner in

Cairo, Reginald Wingate. The group, led by Sa‘d Zaghlul, came to demand

that Egyptian nationalist delegates be allowed to travel to London to discuss

demands for independence. Zaghlul, about sixty years old at the time, was

born in a village on the Nile delta to a prosperous family of local standing. His

roots as a ‘‘true’’ Egyptian, not part of the Turkish aristocracy which had

governed Egypt for centuries, were important in his subsequent popularity

with the Egyptian people. His initial education was religious—there was no

modern school in the village—but he later learned French and studied law in a

French school in Cairo. He began his public career as a reform-minded

administrator and served in several ministerial posts in Egyptian governments

between 1906 and 1913. Like many of his associates he espoused liberal ideas,

advocating educational reforms and the devolution of power from the Egyp-

tian court to elected representatives in the Legislative Assembly.16 When the

British authorities resisted his reform proposals, Zaghlul resigned his cabinet

post in protest. Elected to the Legislative Assembly, Zaghlul became its vice

president and the leader of the opposition. He campaigned energetically for

greater Egyptian representation and participation in government, but advo-

cated progress through peaceful negotiations and reforms. Far from a revolu-

tionary radical, Zaghlul was a veteran politician who had for decades worked

within the British-controlled system. Wingate himself, reporting on his

meeting with Zaghlul and his colleagues, described them as ‘‘politicians of

advanced views.’’17

Their views, however, had now advanced further than what London was

prepared to contemplate. The British government, beset with domestic con-

cerns and preoccupied with preparations for the looming peace conference,

was hardly in any rush to reconsider the British position in Egypt; a host of

other issues seemed far more urgent. Wingate, who had no clear instructions
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from London, simply asked the Egyptian delegation that came to see him to

exercise patience, given the ‘‘many important preoccupations of His Majesty’s

Government,’’ but this response only increased the sense of urgency among the

nationalists.18 If officials in London were too preoccupied to see them, they

would go to Paris to present the Egyptian case directly to President Wilson and

the peace conference. Wingate, who had been the longtime commander of the

British army in Egypt and the governor-general of the Sudan, urged the Foreign

Office to show flexibility. But to the old imperial hands who made policy in

London, Zaghlul appeared as a dangerous radical who threatened the core

interests of the empire. British officials had long viewed the Suez Canal as an

essential strategic lifeline for the empire, and they were determined to maintain

full control of Egypt. In the following weeks, despite growing support for

Sa‘d Zaghlul (seated on bench, second from right) led the Egyptian nationalist uprising

against British rule in 1919. Here he is shown with three colleagues in the nationalist

leadership (seated on bench, from left): Hamad al-Basil, a prominent tribal leader;

Isma‘il Sidqi, a lawyer, wealthy landowner, and future prime minister; and the Oxford-

educated Muhammad Mahmud, who would travel to the United States in late 1919 to

advocate for Egyptian independence there. Middle East Centre Archive, St Antony’s

College, Oxford. GB165-0005 Allenby Collection, Ref PA 5/8.
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Zaghlul’s demands in both official and popular circles within Egypt, the British

refused to recognize the delegation that he headed or to allow it to leave for

Europe.19

The nationalists, however, were little inclined to sympathize with British

priorities. Already intent on taking their case to the peace conference, their

determination grew as they received news of the arrival in Paris of various

delegations of oppressed peoples striving for self-determination, including

an Arab delegation headed by Prince Faisal of the Hijaz. Several Egyptian com-

mentators at the time noted that if even the desert Arabs were now candidates for

independent statehood, how could Egypt, with its ancient civilization, possibly

merit any less?20Within weeks, Zaghlul and his supporters organized themselves

into a newpolitical party called theWafd, ‘‘delegation’’ inArabic,whose platform

defined Egyptian independence as its primary aim, and they launched a broad

campaign to mobilize Egyptian public opinion behind their demands. They

circulated petitions among provincial, municipal, and local councils, orchestrated

a press campaign, and convened rallies, all urging that the British authorities

allow the delegation to attend the peace conference to present Egyptian claims.

Zaghlul, tall and distinguished in appearance, displayed his political charisma to

good effect in a series of rallies that winter, announcing the Wafd’s goal of

Egyptian independence and declaring the party’s faith in President Wilson’s

principles and support. Independence, the nationalists argued in many of the

manifestos and petitions that they circulated during this period, had been declared

‘‘a natural right of nations.’’ President Wilson’s principle of self-determination

prohibited the imposition of foreign rule on a people against its will, and

Britain could therefore no longer claim legitimacy for its rule over Egypt.21

In the meantime, the Arabic-language press in Egypt reported in detail on the

fanfare that accompanied President Wilson’s landing on the shores of

Europe. One celebratory item on the president’s arrival, for example, listed a

series of reasons that, in the writer’s view, made the trip unprecedented.Wilson

was the first sitting U.S. president to visit Europe, and the first to show

Americans the extent of their economic and military power. He was the first

statesman to formulate a plan for the world that looked to the future and left

the past behind, and the first to guarantee all humanity its rights ‘‘without

distinction between white, black, yellow, etc.’’ Citing a comment attributed to

the prime minister of Italy to the effect that Wilson’s teachings would be the

new bible of humanity, the writer nevertheless stressed the president’s humility,

noting that he arrived at the gates of Europe carrying a passport, just like a

common citizen. What were his thoughts? the writer asked and, though

admitting that no one knew for sure, expressed confidence that the words

of the president’s ‘‘great addresses’’ would guide his conduct at the peace

conference.22 In subsequent weeks, the Egyptian reading public could keep
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abreast of the schedule of the American president’s triumphant European tour:

visits to Paris, London, and Rome, even to his mother’s ancestral village in the

north of England, and stately receptions with the French president, Raymond

Poincaré; King George V; and Pope Benedict XV, among others.23

The perception of Wilson’s prominence and power in the international

arena led Egyptian nationalists to turn directly to him for support in

their campaign against British intransigence. Over the following months, the

American legation in Cairo received dozens of petitions protesting the British

refusal to allow Zaghlul’s delegation to travel to Paris and calling on the

United States to support Egyptian self-determination. This demand, peti-

tioners noted, was based on the principles of the ‘‘illustrious president, who

stands today in the eyes of the world for full justice for all nations, large

or small.’’24 A full cross-section of the Egyptian upper and middle classes

signed the petitions: legislators, government officials, local political figures,

merchants, lawyers, physicians, and military officers.25 Egyptians, Hampson

Gary reported from Cairo, were ‘‘basing their claims to independence on the

president’s self determination clause,’’ and they would ‘‘endeavor to obtain an

expression of opinion from him during his visit in Europe.’’26 There was one

dissenting petition, which Gary described as having been written by Egyptian

Christians. It repudiated Zaghlul’s leadership and called for continued British

control in Egypt, arguing that the native Christians would not be safe under

the rule of the Muslim majority. This was clearly a minority view, however.

The petition, unlike those that supported Zaghlul, was unsigned, and Gary

admitted that its authenticity could not be verified.27

The United States, Zaghlul reminded Gary in one note, intervened in the

worldwar for no other purpose than ‘‘that of safeguarding the rights of the small

nations,’’ and the time had nowcome for the people of Egypt to control their own

destiny. To ensure U.S. support, Egyptians would be willing, Zaghlul wrote, to

place their independence under the supervision of the League of Nations pro-

posed by the American president.28 In a telegram that he addressed directly to

Wilson in December, Zaghlul assured the president of the support of Egyptians

for his vision. ‘‘No people more than the Egyptian people,’’ he wrote, ‘‘has felt

strongly the joyous emotion of the birth of a new era which, thanks to your virile

action, is soon going to impose itself upon the universe.’’ Wilson’s leadership

would ‘‘spread everywhere all the benefits of a peace’’ no longer ‘‘troubled by the

ambitions of hypocrisy or the old-fashioned policy of hegemony and furthering

selfish national interests.’’29 Egyptians deserved to be heard at the peace confer-

ence in Paris—it was no more than their ‘‘natural and sacred right’’—and the

president should exercise his influence so that the British would permit it.30

A message composed by nationalist leaders in the Egyptian legislature to

welcome President Wilson upon his arrival in Europe expressed similar senti-

ments even more emphatically:
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To the great and venerated President who led the people of the United

States in their disinterested participation in the European conflict to

save humanity and to preserve the world in the future from the

horrors of war, we send our affectionate greetings.

To the eminent philosopher and statesman who occupies today a

preponderant place among the leaders of peoples, and whose high

ideals are imposing themselves upon statesmen of all nations, we offer

our homage and admiration.

To the chief of the great American democracy, who left his country

in order to bring about a durable peace based upon equal justice for

all and guaranteed by the Society of Nations, we submit the cause of

Egypt, which is subjugated to a foreign domination that Egypt unani-

mously rejects.

Long live the United States! Long live President Wilson!31

The message surely aimed to flatter the president and appeal to his sense of his

own importance. But the tenor of the text echoed much of the writing on

Wilson in Egypt during this time, and there is little evidence that would cast

doubt on the sincerity of the sentiments expressed.

By January 1919, as the peace conference got under way, leaders of the

Wafd grew increasingly anxious about missing the opportunity that a voice in

Paris could provide. Representatives of numerous stateless and oppressed

peoples, they noted, were arriving in Paris to present their cases, and self-

determination seemed to be the order of the day, yet the British authorities

continued to ignore their demands for representation and persisted in prevent-

ing them from leaving the country.32 The injustice of the British position was all

the more flagrant, Zaghlul noted, at a time ‘‘when every day brings its echoes

of the claims presented to the conference by the representatives of the Hejaz,

Armenia, Palestine, Syria and the Lebanon, but yesterday Turkish provinces,’’

while Egyptians, with their long history of independence, had to ‘‘swallow our

bitterness in silence and mourn for lost freedom.’’33

With the Egyptian public mobilized to support theWafd in mass rallies and

petition drives, Zaghlul quickly came to dominate the domestic political arena.

The British authorities, however, remained obdurate. Arthur Balfour, the foreign

secretary, was in Paris for the peace conference, and responsibility for Britain’s

Egyptian policy largely fell to the veteran imperial administrator and former

viceroy of India, GeorgeNathaniel Curzon. To Curzon, Zaghlul was a dangerous

extremist with whom Britain could not negotiate; demands for Egyptian self-

determination presented a strategic danger to the empire and had to be decisively

suppressed.When the Egyptian primeminister,HusaynRushdi, whom the British

consideredmoremoderate thanZaghlul, asked to travel to London to negotiate a

compromise that would defuse tensions, the Foreign Office denied his request.
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He would be welcome in London, they said, but only after the conclusion of the

peace conference. For the nationalists, of course, thiswas precisely the point, since

they saw the conference underWilson as a potential ally against the empire. After

this rebuff,Rushdi, under pressure froman irate public, tendered his resignation.34

The Foreign Office blamed the accommodating stance of the high com-

missioner, Wingate, for the mounting problems in Egypt; he should not even

have agreed to see Zaghlul, let alone entertain his preposterous demands. His

judgment in doubt, the dejected Wingate was recalled to London and soon

replaced as high commissioner by the war hero and conqueror of Jerusalem,

General Edmund H. H. Allenby.35 Still, with the political crisis in Cairo

deepening, the British found it impossible to replace the resigning Rushdi

ministry in the face of opposition from the Wafd. Attempting to defuse an

increasingly tense standoff and regain control, Whitehall backtracked and

decided to permit a ‘‘moderate’’ delegation headed by Rushdi—though not

Zaghlul and his ‘‘extremists’’—to come to London for talks. By now, however,

public sentiment against the British was such that Rushdi could no longer

afford to appear to be collaborating with them. He would not go, he said,

unless Zaghlul’s delegation also received permission to travel.36

In the meantime, Zaghlul continued his campaign to enlist international

support for his cause. He wrote Wilson again, beseeching him once more to

apply his principles to Egypt, and he wrote to the French premier, Georges

Clemenceau, who was president of the peace conference, to protest the British

refusal to allow his delegation to travel to Europe.37 TheWafd also circulated a

detailed thirty-three-page memorandum, dated January 25, 1919, and signed by

Zaghlul and the fifteen other members of his proposed delegation, to the

foreign diplomats in Cairo outlining ‘‘The Egyptian National Claims.’’38

Egypt, it argued, was perfectly suited for self-government, as evidenced by

all of the characteristics of its history, politics, and society: its ancient civiliza-

tion, its material development and progress over the preceding century, its

‘‘racial homogeneity, the high culture of her ‘elite,’ her sense of order, love of

liberty and generous tolerance.’’ British rule in Egypt was based on brute force

alone and served interests ‘‘at utter variance with justice, not to mention

civilisation.’’ If the world was to be reorganized according to the principles

of justice and equality, as Wilson had said, Egypt would have to assume its

rightful place among nations.39 The demand for self-determination, then, was

placed squarely in the context of international developments. If before the war

most of the liberal politicians who now led the Wafd could realistically

envision no more than gradual reforms, the new international situation now

made full and immediate self-determination the order of the day.

Even the leadership of the prewar National party, who had spent the war

years in Europe hoping for a German and Ottoman victory that would destroy

British rule in Egypt, were now eager to join the Wilsonian bandwagon.40 In a
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message to the president from his exile in Switzerland, the party’s leader,

Muhammad Farid, lavished praise on the president, outlined the history of

British oppression in Egypt, and made the usual appeal to the president’s

‘‘noble principles’’ to argue that Egyptians should receive a hearing before the

peace conference. Egyptians looked forward to ‘‘the dawnof a new era’’ inwhich

Egypt would be an independent member of the League of Nations. As such, he

added, it would welcome the good advice of powers that ‘‘entertain no imperial-

istic designs.’’41 Farid also described Wilson as ‘‘that great man whose name is

venerated by all Egypt as that of the champion of the liberation of nations.’’42

During this period, dozens of similar petitions arrived at the headquar-

ters of the U.S. peace commission at the Hôtel Crillon from a diverse array of

Egyptian groups both in Egypt and abroad. Most of these texts were similar in

language and content, hailing, as one did, ‘‘with emotional joy’’ President

Wilson’s arrival in Europe ‘‘at one of the most solemn hours of the world’s

history’’ in order to serve ‘‘the cause of justice, right and liberty.’’ All oppressed

nations, the writers typically assured the president, were pinning their hopes

on him in light of his declarations that all nations should control their own

destiny.43 Occasionally, lengthy memoranda and pamphlets also accompanied

the petitions, explaining in detail the nationalist case for self-determination.

A thirty-one-page pamphlet entitled Egypt and the Peace Congress,

prepared by an ad hoc group of activists living abroad who called themselves

the Egyptian Committee in Geneva, recounted the country’s modern history

and outlined its demands for the future. The opening section, entitled ‘‘Egypt

and the Wilsonian Principle,’’ stated succinctly the nationalists’ perceptions of

the transformation thatWilson’s emergence had effected in world affairs: ‘‘The

principle of the rights of nations which, only yesterday, was in the eyes of many

a chimera, has to-day become a reality.’’ Arguing their case, the authors

described Egypt’s de facto autonomy prior to the British occupation as evi-

dence that Egyptians were fit to govern themselves, and vigorously challenged

the notions that British rule had made Egypt prosperous and that Egyptians

acquiesced in it. Citing extensively from the president’s wartime utterances as

support for the demand for Egyptian independence, the document, like many

similar ones, also tried to appeal to U.S. interests and assuage its fears,

offering, for example, to submit the question of control over the Suez Canal

to a decision by the League of Nations.44

In Paris, however, the British representatives worked assiduously to

neutralize the Egyptian campaign for self-determination. The British delega-

tion used its influence in the conference secretariat, run by the French, to

ensure that it would simply file away Egyptian petitions addressed to the

conference rather than circulate them among the delegations.45 Petitions

addressed directly to the American delegation, though not intercepted by the

British, did not fare much better. The delegation’s secretary, Joseph C. Grew,
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referred them for the consideration of ‘‘the proper persons in the Commis-

sion,’’ who were ill inclined to favor the Egyptian demands.46 The secretary of

state, Robert Lansing, was a staunch Anglophile who strongly supported the

British position in Egypt, and other U.S. diplomats generally agreed.47 In one

of the few official exchanges on the Egyptian demands, Allen Dulles, then at

the State Department’s Division of Near Eastern Affairs (and later director of

the Central Intelligence Agency under President Dwight Eisenhower) sug-

gested that communications from Egyptian nationalists ‘‘should not even be

acknowledged.’’ George Louis Beer, the Inquiry expert on African affairs under

whose purview the Egyptian question fell, concurred: ‘‘Such a step would serve

no good purpose,’’ since it would only invite ‘‘similar appeals from factions in

all parts of the world.’’ Brief, polite acknowledgments from Wilson’s private

secretary, Gilbert Close, were the only direct replies Egyptian nationalists ever

received from the president.48

In Cairo, the U.S. consul general, Hampson Gary, refused to receive

Zaghlul or other Egyptian leaders at the legation and advised his superiors

in Washington and Paris to reject out of hand Zaghlul’s pleas for support

against the British.49 The nationalists, he opined, were not authentic represen-

tatives of the Egyptian people. Rather, they constituted a ‘‘native autocracy as

foreign to the autonomous peasantry as the British,’’ which was not ‘‘conver-

sant with American and European ideals’’ and ‘‘incapable as yet of efficient

government.’’ The Egyptian masses, on the other hand, were ‘‘politically

undeveloped,’’ ignorant, and timid; having long suffered under the heavy

hand of native officials, they ‘‘really prefer British protection to native autoc-

racy.’’ The application of the principle of self-determination to Egypt was

therefore ‘‘manifestly impracticable,’’ since its people were ‘‘as yet not fitted

for self-government.’’ It was best to support ‘‘the continued political education

of the Egyptian people under British protection,’’ which would protect the

interests of the masses and those of foreign residents. The United States, Gary

recommended, should recognize forthwith the British protectorate over

Egypt.50 But it had not yet done so, and Wilson, though remote and unrespon-

sive, had not definitely rejected the nationalists’ pleas. As long as the peace

conference remained in session, there was still a possibility that it would take

up their case. The Egyptian people, one nationalist pamphlet asserted, were

entitled to decide their own destiny. ‘‘Are we to believe,’’ it concluded, ‘‘that

such a plain and natural aspiration can be deliberately put aside?’’51
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4

Laying India’s Ailments before Dr. Wilson

The growing unrest in Egypt was by no means the only threat facing the

British Empire in the crisis year of 1919. In India, the crown jewel of the

empire, Wilson’s call of self-determination had also found an audience. A few

years later, in a preface to a collection of the president’s wartime addresses

published in India, the prominent liberal politician and intellectual V. S.

Srinivasa Sastri noted the ‘‘unparalleled demonstration’’ that had met Wilson

in Europe and added that he would have met a similar reception in Asia, had he

come there. Sastri’s description of Wilson as an ancient Asian sage, a ‘‘Christ

or Buddha’’ returning to his ancestral home, was rather far-fetched, but his

appraisal of the U.S. president’s importance was not an unusual one in India

and across much of Asia.1 From early in the war, Indian nationalists, already

mobilizing in the cause of home rule, had recognized the importance of the

Wilsonian rhetoric of self-determination for their campaign, appropriated

it in redefining the goals of their movement, and made concerted efforts to

take advantage of the new opportunities and forums that emerged in the

international arena to advance those goals.

Indian nationalists began to view the United States and its president as

potential allies in their struggle for home rule in the spring of 1917, after Wilson

announced that the United States would declare war on Germany in the name

of democracy, popular government, and ‘‘the rights and liberties of small

nations.’’2 Wilson’s ‘‘noble and moving utterance’’ received full and favorable

coverage in India’s leading nationalist dailies. In addition to a detailed sum-

mary of its contents and extensive verbatim excerpts, Indian readers learned

that crowds outside the U.S. Capitol building in Washington ‘‘cheered franti-

cally’’ as the president entered and left and that, inside the chamber, members

of Congress, even the few ‘‘supposed Pacifists,’’ greeted his words with ‘‘deaf-

ening’’ cheers. The speech, one paper reported, was also hailed abroad as ‘‘a

new declaration of rights’’ and ‘‘a new gospel in the governance of mankind.’’

Perhaps the most intriguing comment described the president’s address as a

‘‘fitting sequel to the Russian Revolution,’’ since both events were ‘‘bound to

have the most profound influence on the destinies of nations.’’ The revolution

in question, of course, was the one that took place in March 1917, not the

Bolshevik revolution, which was more than six months in the future. The rise
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of Wilson’s principles and the democratic revolution in Russia both appeared

as part of the advance of the same progressive spirit in world politics.3

The initial press reports on Wilson’s address focused on the boost that

American belligerency would give to the Allied war effort. But Indian home-rule

activists also quickly saw that Wilson’s rhetoric would be useful for India’s own

struggle against autocracy—not German, but British. One of the first to use

Wilson’s words for that purpose was Annie Besant, the Anglo-Irish advocate of

Indian home rule. Besant, by then seventy years old and a veteran activist for

radical causes, was president of the Theosophical Society, an international

religious-philosophical movement heavily influenced by Hindu thought. She

had moved to India in 1893 to propagate theosophy, settled near Madras, and in

1914, influenced by rising Irish resistance to the British, she began to work for

Indianhome rule.WhenWilson’swarmessage, inwhichhe called for democracy,

government by consent, and respect for the rights of all nations, appeared in the

Indian press, Besant printed and circulated copies of the text as part of her

campaign.4

When Besant was jailed soon thereafter for her ‘‘seditious’’ activities, her

supporters launched a campaign for her release. A prominent Besant ally, Sir

S. Subramanya Aiyar, decided to appeal directly to the U.S. president to inter-

vene on her behalf. Aiyar, a retiredMadras judge and the honorary president of

Besant’s All-India Home Rule League, warned Wilson that he, the president,

had been ‘‘kept in ignorance of the full measures of misrule and oppression in

India,’’ of which Besant’s arrest was but one example:

At present we are a subject nation, held in chains, forbidden by our

alien rulers to express publicly our desire for the ideals presented in

your famous War Message. . . . It is our earnest hope that you may so

completely convert England to your ideals of world liberation that

together you will make it possible for India’s millions to lend assis-

tance in this war. . . .Honoured Sir, the aching heart of India cries out

to you, whom we believe to be an instrument of God in the recon-

struction of the world.5

In addition to the appeal to Wilson’s religious sensibilities, Aiyar sought to

convince the president that a free India would also help the Allied war effort:

If India had home rule, he said, it would be able to contribute no fewer than

ten million men to the Allied forces.

In order to circumvent the British censor, Aiyar gave the letter to a

visiting American theosophist, Henry Hotchner, who brought it to the United

States and delivered it in person to the White House. We even know that the

president read it, since he instructed his personal secretary, Joe Tumulty, to

check with the Department of State ‘‘whether anything properly can be done’’

in the matter of Besant’s arrest. The department, however, advised that the
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writer be ignored, since the letter was clearly ‘‘an attempt to use the President

to assist the propaganda’’ of the Indian nationalist cause.6 Nevertheless, copies

of the Aiyar letter circulated in Washington among lawmakers and journalists,

and it was eventually published in full in the Hearst newspaper Chicago

Examiner in October.7 Hotchner also tried to smuggle copies past the British

censors back into India, and in May 1918, it was finally published there and,

shortly thereafter, in the Times of London. The publication aroused a great

furor among the British political class. Aiyar’s letter was roundly condemned

in the British Parliament, where the secretary of state for India, Edwin Samuel

Montagu, called it ‘‘disgraceful,’’ a response that prompted, in turn, a wave of

criticism and derision in the nationalist press in India.8

Nor did the ‘‘Aiyar affair’’ end there. When the viceroy of India, Lord

Chelmsford, visited Madras with Montagu during the latter’s tour of the sub-

continent that year, he met the elderly judge and rebuked him for his imperti-

nence in writing the letter toWilson. Aiyar, in turn, defended himself with gusto

and soon after publicly renounced his knighthood in protest.9 The affair even

came to the attention of King George himself, who inquired of the government

whether Aiyar’s pension could be terminated and his knighthood officially

withdrawn as punishment for his actions. Both Montagu and Chelmsford,

however, agreed that this would ‘‘make a martyr of this silly vain old man’’

and that the proper response was a display of ‘‘thinly veiled contempt’’ for his

actions.10 The unfolding of the Aiyar affair reflected the common perception

among Indian nationalists that Wilson could be a potential champion for their

cause. It also showcased British fears about the danger that Indian ‘‘propagan-

da’’ in the United States might harm the interests of the empire with a crucial

ally, and, more generally, of the potential embarrassments that could come from

the internationalization of the Indian struggle for home rule.

Internationalization threatened to reverse the gains the British had made in

legitimating their rule in India since the eighteenth century. British influence

in the subcontinent initially expanded under the semi-private aegis of the East

India Company, but the British Crown assumed direct control after the great

revolt of native troops in 1857, ruling through an appointed viceroy. The

politics of an all-Indian national identity began to develop in the ensuing

decades, and in 1885 a small group of Western-educated lawyers and profes-

sionals met in Bombay and established the Indian National Congress (INC).

The INC was the first all-India political organization that had recognizably

nationalist aims, but for the first two decades of its existence, it lacked a base

of popular support and concentrated its efforts on defending and expanding

the rights of Indians within the framework of the British Empire, rather than

challenging the legitimacy of British rule itself.11
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In their keynote addresses at the organization’s annual gathering each

winter, INC presidents—a new one was elected every year—often criticized the

Raj for inefficiency and misrule. At the same time, they often reaffirmed India’s

loyalty to the British Crown. Their demands for reforms did not go beyond

calling for a measure of self-government for India within the empire, asking

for more ‘‘freedom’’ for Indians as ‘‘British citizens’’ under the ‘‘British flag,’’

rather than for an independent Indian nation-state.12 In his 1905 presidential

address in the holy city of Banaras, Gopal Krishna Gokhale, perhaps the most

prominent INC leader of the prewar era, described the ultimate goal of the

organization as ensuring ‘‘that India should be governed in the interests of

the Indians themselves, and that, in the course of time, a form of Government

should be attained in this country similar to what exists in the Self-Governing

Colonies of the British Empire.’’13 During the prewar decades, then, the INC

never attempted to challenge the legitimacy of the empire itself, and its aims

were limited to modifying the terms of British rule rather than eliminating it.

The last years of the nineteenth century, however, saw a more radical

sensibility emerge among some Indian intellectuals. Initially developing in local

or regional contexts, this ‘‘extremist’’ position, as it was known at the time,

burst onto the national all-India scene in 1905 with the Swadeshi movement—

the term is usually rendered as ‘‘self-reliance’’ or ‘‘self-sufficiency.’’ Occurring at

around the same time of the Dinshawai incident that saw the intensification of

resistance to the empire in Egypt, the Swadeshi movement erupted to protest

the decision of the viceroy, Lord Curzon—who would later resist accommo-

dating Zaghlul in Egypt—to partition the province of Bengal. The movement

saw the rise to national prominence of radical leaders, known at the time as the

‘‘extremists,’’ who unlike the INC ‘‘moderates’’ set out to challenge the very

legitimacy of British rule in India. The trio who came to symbolize the move-

ment reflected its national scope: Bal Gangadhar Tilak, popularly known as

Lokamanya, or ‘‘revered by the people,’’ a scholar and journalist from Poona

(Pune) who had long been a prominent figure in the Marathi-speaking regions

of western India; Lala Lajpat Rai, a Hindu lawyer from the Punjab; and the

Bengali intellectual Bipin Chandra Pal. The three, often collectively known as

Lal-Bal-Pal, mobilized Indians across the country against the Bengal partition,

and the demonstrations, strikes, and boycotts of English goods that began in

Bengal soon spread to other regions in a broader protest against the Raj.14

The British authorities, initially taken by surprise, met Swadeshi with an

effort to divide the movement, combining limited concessions to INC moder-

ates with the forcible suppression of the extremists. An open split in the ranks

of the Congress in 1907 vindicated this policy, as the extremists, led by Tilak,

broke off to form a separate party. With the moderates proclaiming their

commitment to remain within the ‘‘constitutional’’ framework of the empire,

the extremists were effectively curtailed by the deportation or imprisonment
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of several of their prominent leaders. Both Pal and Lajpat Rai went into

prolonged exile, while Tilak, whom the British authorities saw as the ring-

leader of extremist agitation, was tried and sentenced to a six-year prison term

for ‘‘sedition.’’ Popular demonstrations over Tilak’s arrest and conviction in

Bombay and elsewhere were brutally put down by the police. Soon after, the

reforms of the Indian Councils Act of 1909, implemented by the new Liberal

government of Herbert Asquith, cemented moderate control of Congress. The

Morley-Minto reforms, named after the Liberal secretary of state for India,

John Morley, and the then-viceroy, Lord Minto, were hardly radical. They

allowed for the increased participation of Indians in provincial legisla-

tive councils, but the councils had limited powers and executive authority

remained firmly in the hands of the viceroy and the provincial governors, all

British officials. Two years later, the new viceroy, Lord Hardinge, reversed the

partition of Bengal province, which had been the original reason for the

Swadeshi protests.15

By 1914, the rulers of the Raj, through a combination of co-optation and

coercion, had largely managed to quell dissent. With the INC firmly in the

hands of Gokhale and the moderates, Indian politics remained, as Jawaharlal

Nehru later wrote, ‘‘very dull.’’16 A scattering of revolutionary groups made

sporadic efforts to attack British targets, and they found some support in

Indian communities overseas, especially in North America. The revolution-

aries, however, lacked arms and organization and failed to build a significant

base of support within India itself, and the British security forces suppressed

them without much trouble.17 The customary Delhi durbar of 1911, where the

new British sovereign, King George V, held audience for his Indian subjects,

was a spectacular success, by some accounts marking the high point of British

imperial authority in India. Prewar India, as historian Percival Spear has

written, ‘‘was proceeding in growing trust between government and popular

leaders, in increasing prosperity, and gathering self-confidence.’’18 The British

Raj, it seemed to most contemporaries, would last for many years to come.

The outbreak of war at first gave contemporaries little reason to revise this

assessment. Despite the siphoning of British troops from India to distant

battlefields—for a time, only 15,000 British troops remained in the country—

few Indians tried to seize the opportunity to cast off the British yoke. Quite the

opposite, in fact, occurred. In December 1914, only a few months into the war,

the INC resolved ‘‘to convey to His Majesty the King-Emperor and the people

of England [India’s] profound devotion to the throne, its unswerving allegiance

to the British connection, and its firm resolve to stand by the empire at all

hazards and at all costs.’’19 Indian support for the war effort, moreover, was

not merely rhetorical: 1.2million Indian men, 800,000 of them in combat roles,

fought for the empire in France, Egypt, and Mesopotamia. Practically all
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prominent Indian politicians supported the military recruitment effort. One of

its most enthusiastic advocates, in fact, was Mohandas K. Gandhi, then in his

late forties and recently returned from twenty years in South Africa, where he

had found renown as a fighter for the equal rights of Indians as subjects of the

British Crown.20

Many nationalist leaders were vocal supporters of the efforts to recruit

Indians into the military, since they saw it as an opportunity to prove the value

and loyalty of Indians to the empire and thus establish their right to equality as

its citizens. Tilak himself, released from Mandalay prison in June 1914 after

serving his six-year sentence, publicly expressed in February 1917 his great

satisfaction at the intention of the government to enroll Indians in the Defence

of India Force and urged the people to respond wholeheartedly to this call to

the defense of motherland and empire. Their status, he said, would have to be

made equal to ‘‘European British subjects in India’’ and it would therefore

have to remain so after the war.21 A handful of revolutionaries attempted to

organize violent anti-British uprisings in Bengal and the Punjab, but they failed

to excite significant popular support. Their efforts were easily thwarted by

the security forces, which were aided by the wartime measures of the 1915

Defence of India Act that gave them extraordinary powers of arrest and trial.

By one estimate, forty-six revolutionaries were tried and executed under the

provisions of the act during the course of the war, while sixty-four received

sentences of life imprisonment.22

As the war drew on, the burden it put on the economic resources of the

empire increased. While the virtual disappearance of European manufactured

goods from Indian markets stimulated industrial growth in some sectors, most

notably textiles, this development had immediate benefits only for a select few,

while the effects of wartime inflation and economic dislocation were widely

felt.23 In India, as in Egypt, such wartime hardships fostered a general mood of

restlessness and anticipation, and this, combined with the tremendous Indian

contribution of men and materiel to the war effort, led many Indians to expect

Britain to reward them, after the end of the war, with a greater voice in their

own government. Already in 1916, one prominent moderate leader noted that

the enormity of the war meant that the world was ‘‘on the eve of a great

reconstruction,’’ and ‘‘England and India will participate in that reconstruc-

tion.’’24 The war, observed another leading politician, ‘‘has put the clock . . .

fifty years forward.’’ When it ended, Indians would have to begin ‘‘to take their

legitimate part in the administration of their own country.’’25

Nothing was yet said of full independence or self-determination, but the

position of the INC on India’s place within the empire was clearly in flux. The

deaths in 1915 of two of the most prominent moderate leaders, Gokhale and

Pherozeshah Mehta, had cleared the way for the triumphant return of the

extremists, led by Tilak, to the center of Congress politics. In 1916, Tilak began
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to organize the movement for Indian home rule, establishing a Home Rule

league with branches across the country in order to mobilize the Indian masses

around the goal of self-government. Annie Besant, who though not a native

Indian served in 1917 as the INC president, also established a home rule league

of her own, which sometimes collaborated and sometimes competed with

Tilak’s as it also set out to enlist grassroots support for self-government. But

Besant stopped short of advocating Indian independence, asking only that

India be a ‘‘Free Nation within the British Empire, under the Imperial Crown

of His Majesty the King-Emperor George Vand His successors.’’26 Even as the

demand for home rule was growing more urgent, the goal of most home rulers

still remained reforms within the imperial system—Indian self-government

within the empire—rather than challenging the legitimacy of empire itself.

Faced with this growing activism for home rule, London grew increas-

ingly concerned with preserving the stability of British rule in India. In order to

ensure the continued loyalty of INC moderates and defuse the demands of the

extremists, the British cabinet decided that it would be prudent to declare

Britain’s intention to allow Indians a greater measure of self-government after

the war. In August 1917, Secretary of State for India Montagu officially an-

nounced the government’s policy to promote ‘‘the increasing association of

Indians in every branch of the administration and the gradual development of

self-governing institutions with a view to the progressive realisation of respon-

sible government in India as an integral part of the British Empire.’’ This was

London’s gambit to regain the initiative in Indian politics, and for a brief while

it seemed to work. The Montagu declaration, as it came to be known, was

initially well received by many of the INC moderates.27

As the rhetoric of the U.S. president echoed more loudly in the interna-

tional arena over the following months, however, the Montagu declaration

quickly began to appear inadequate in the new international environment that

was taking shape. As in most other regions of the colonial world, the Indian

press played a crucial role in informing Indians about world events. News-

papers first began to spread in India in the latter half of the nineteenth century.

By the time of the war, they numbered in the thousands, published in English

and in numerous Indian languages. An estimate on the reach of the Indian

press reckoned that already in 1905 newspapers reached some two million

subscribers as well as ‘‘an innumerable number who received them at second

hand or heard them being read aloud.’’28 The authorities tried to monitor and

control the press to prevent the publication of writings that they considered

politically inflammatory, and some journalists and publishers were jailed for

‘‘seditious’’ publications. There were simply too many publications, however,

for the government to maintain full control of the information flows in India,

and in any case, reports and discussions concerning declarations of Allied

statesmen were not typically censored.29
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Thus, though India, like Egypt, was not in any direct way a target

of George Creel’s propaganda operations, knowledge of Wilson’s pronounce-

ments was spread widely there by international news agencies, foreign and

domestic newspapers, and political discussions. Indeed, one study of the

Indian press during the war has concluded that native Indian editors and

publicists saw Wilson’s declarations of support for self-determination as the

most significant wartime international development as far as India was

concerned, and viewed the many other international concerns commonly

voiced by British officials—threats to India’s security from Afghanistan,

Turkey, Germany, or the Bolsheviks—as excuses for tightening the British

grip on the subcontinent.30 The usefulness of Wilson’s rhetoric for Indians

was reflected in the response of Lala Lajpat Rai, the erstwhile Swadeshi leader,

to the Montagu declaration. Welcoming Great Britain’s willingness to move

India toward self-government, he rejected its claim that the British government

alone possessed the right to determine the nature and pace of political progress

in India. The new principles of justice recently introduced in the international

arena with ‘‘the declaration of President Wilson that every people must be free

to determine their own form of government’’ rendered such claims untenable.31

The declaration, though it promised more than Britain had ever done before,

fell short of fulfilling the basic right of self-determination, destined to become a

central tenet of the postwar international order. In this new world, London

would have to do better.

W ith the emergence of the Wilsonian moment, Indian nationalists

launched concerted efforts to enlist the support of ‘‘world opinion,’’

and especially American opinion, on behalf of their cause. Besant’s arrest

for circulating copies of Wilson’s war address helped their efforts, since it

raised a furor among American theosophists, who launched a public campaign

for her release and denounced Britain’s ‘‘jailor’s regime’’ in India. This cam-

paign prompted Sudhindra Bose, an Indian scholar teaching in an Iowa col-

lege, to rejoice: ‘‘All America is now aware of India’s demand for Home

Rule . . . self-government for India has become the live subject of discussion

in the American press.’’32 The pro-Besant campaign also caused some conster-

nation at the British embassy in Washington, which attempted to neutralize it

by telling the U.S. authorities that Besant’s support for Indian home rule was

not genuine, but rather little more than a ploy calculated to attract Indians to

the religion of which she was a ‘‘high priestess.’’33 Though the condition of

India never became a major topic of interest for the American public, the

growing turmoil on the subcontinent toward the end of the war did spur

Secretary of State Lansing to instruct the U.S. consul general in Calcutta in

April 1918 to report ‘‘promptly and frequently’’ on the political developments

in India.34
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Indian revolutionaries, who advocated violent action to liberate India

from British rule, also hoped that Wilson’s international leadership would aid

their cause. Ram Chandra, a leading activist in the revolutionary Ghadr (‘‘Mu-

tiny’’) party who resided in the United States, wrote the president shortly after

the publication of his war address to note the applicability of Wilson’s princi-

ples to India and express his hope that their implementationwould quickly lead

to the establishment of self-government there. ‘‘In view of the fact that theAllies

have all accepted in principle your declaration of the purposes of the present

war,’’ he concluded, ‘‘we do not see howGreat Britain can refuse [any] longer to

grant self-government to India.’’35But though activists likeChandra operated in

relative safety while the United States remained neutral, once it joined the war

their German sympathies and contacts attracted official suspicion, and dozens

of Ghadr activists, including Chandra, were arrested and prosecuted in what

became known as the ‘‘Hindu conspiracy’’ trial. In May 1918, a federal jury in

San Francisco convicted twenty-nine of the defendants for conspiring to foment

revolution in India in violation of U.S. neutrality (since the acts in question

occurred before the United States entered the war), and they received a total of

twenty-three and two-thirds years in prison and $64,000 in fines. Chandra

himself did not survive the trial: he was gunned down in the courtroom by a

fellow Indian with whom he had a feud, who was in turn shot and killed by

a U.S. marshal.36

Lala Lajpat Rai, however, rejected revolutionary methods and steered

clear of German connections, and so was able to continue to propagate his

message in the United States with some measure of success. Born in 1865 in a

village in British-ruled Punjab, Lajpat Rai, unlike many Indian nationalist

leaders of his generation, was not a Brahmin. His father belonged to a mer-

chant caste and his family background epitomized the shifting, kaleidoscopic

nature of religious and communal identities in the region. His paternal grand-

father was a practicing Jain, but his father, influenced by a Muslim teacher,

observed Islamic practices for much of his life. He encouraged his son to study

Arabic, read the Quran, and fast on Ramadan. Lajpat Rai, however, was more

strongly influenced by his mother, who, though born into a Sikh family,

became a devout Hindu. A brilliant student, Lajpat Rai studied law at the

Government College in Lahore, where he joined the Hindu revivalist move-

ment Arya Samaj. During the Swadeshi struggles, he emerged as a national

figure and he was briefly imprisoned, though never prosecuted. When Tilak,

with whom he was closely associated, split away from the INC in 1907, Lajpat

Rai joined him in the extremist camp. In England when the war broke out and

unable to return to India, Lajpat Rai decided to sail for the United States,

where he landed in November 1914.37

Like many nationalist leaders across the colonial world at the time,

Lajpat Rai saw the struggle against imperialism as part of a broader quest to
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The Indian nationalist leader Lala Lajpat Rai spent most of the war years in the

United States, researching U.S. society as a model for reforms in India and promoting

the cause of Indian home rule in U.S. public opinion. Nehru Memorial Museum

and Library.



reform and modernize Indian society along progressive lines. In his writings

on educational reform, he advocated an emphasis on science and foreign

languages, the education of women, and the banning of corporal punishment,

and called for making education Indian, rather than British, but also thor-

oughly modern.38 The United States fascinated him as a model that, he

thought, had much to teach Indian reformers, and his evolving views on it as

he studied it during the war years can serve to illuminate common perceptions

of the United States among anticolonial nationalists at the time. It was, he

wrote upon his arrival, ‘‘the freest of all the countries of the world,’’ a place

‘‘where equality, liberty and fraternity reigned and where people were inspired

by goodwill and friendship for all peoples of the earth without distinction of

colour, creed and caste.’’ He wanted to study the workings of U.S. society and

government so that India could ‘‘assimilate such of the American idea[s] and

ideals as were likely to help her in her aspirations toward freedom, and in her

efforts toward national efficiency.’’39

He set to work immediately upon arrival, traveling the country from

Boston to New Orleans to Chicago to San Francisco. Armed with letters of

introduction from the British social reformer Sidney Webb, Lajpat Rai visited

with progressive intellectuals at Columbia, Harvard, Stanford, and the Universi-

ty of California, Berkeley, as well as with Indian émigrés in each locale. Lajpat

Rai reported his impressions of the United States to readers in India in a book

entitledTheUnited States ofAmerica: AHindu’s Impressions and a Study, which

was published in Calcutta in 1916. The book was received with acclaim in India,

but it was also favorably reviewed in theUnited States. An extensive review in the

New York Times noted that, though Lajpat Rai was already known to some

readers, this book would probably make him ‘‘far better known to America.’’

It judged the book to be ‘‘the scrutiny of a seeing man,’’ which was ‘‘well worth

the attention of American citizens.’’ Going far beyond the expected ‘‘contrasts

between East andWest,’’ it provided a ‘‘quiet, careful study’’ of the United States

as a ‘‘great and growing nation, on the threshold of imperialism, to find her

problems unique and difficult, to behold her as something complex and interest-

ing in the present and full of strange promise and portent for the future, to study

her thus as a thing worth studying.’’ Still, the review found, the author’s ‘‘obser-

vations on civilization remainOriental, and somewhat depressing forOccidental

readers.’’ Lajpat Rai, though a committed reformer, found modern civilization

too drawn to the pursuit of material things and neglectful of the spirit, and the

book and the review both concluded with his lament: ‘‘I have not yet found

a reply to the question, ‘What is real civilization?’ ’’40

Despite such occasional reflections, Lajpat Rai’s first impressions of the

country, he recorded, were that it was ‘‘beautiful, grand, and up-to-date,

according to the best standards of modern life.’’ The buildings were ‘‘magnifi-

cent,’’ and everything was ‘‘on the grandest possible scale.’’ But Lajpat Rai was
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not a mere tourist. He was an indefatigable researcher who wanted to glean

from U.S. society useful lessons for Indian reformers. Long interested in edu-

cational reforms, he was keen to study American education, particularly its

role in improving the condition of women and minorities, which was a task

that he considered of central importance for Indian reform. He described the

American educational system’s achievements as ‘‘monumental’’ despite the

many challenges before it, and found the system far more inclusive, in terms

of class, than what he knew from Britain or India. He also reported favorably

on the significant role played by women, both as teachers and students, and

concluded that although the United States had as much ‘‘sin and immorality’’

as other communities, it had less poverty and physical degradation due to its

emphasis on education and the physical welfare of children.41

Well aware of the problem of race relations in the United States, Lajpat

Rai showed great interest in the education of ‘‘coloured people’’ in America

and met with the leading African-American educators of the day, including

Booker T. Washington at the Tuskegee Institute, President John Hope of

Morehouse College in Atlanta, and W. E. B. Du Bois. In a lengthy section in

his book on the condition of the ‘‘Negro’’ in the United States, Lajpat Rai drew

parallels both to the status of the lower castes in Indian society and to the

status of all Indians under British rule. At the same time, impressed with the

‘‘magnificent’’ black colleges he visited, such as the Tuskegee Institute and

Spellman College in Atlanta, he concluded that, despite widespread discrimi-

nation, especially in the South, blacks in America were better off educationally

than were Indians under British rule.42

Another topic of special interest for Lajpat Rai was U.S. rule in the

Philippines, to which he devoted another chapter in his book. The initial

U.S. conquest of Cuba and the Philippines, he conceded, was imperialistic,

but it was an aberration. Cuba had since gained independence and the Philip-

pines ‘‘have made wonderful progress politically and educationally.’’ The U.S.

rule in the islands, he emphasized, had ‘‘for its sole object the preparation of

the Philippines peoples for popular Self-Government in their own interests and

not in the interests of the United States.’’43 Mindful that his book would have

to muster the approval of the British censor in order to circulate freely in India,

Lajpat Rai avoided explicit comparison to British rule in India, but his discus-

sion of the details of U.S. rule in the Philippines left little doubt as to what he

had in mind. He would leave it to the reader, he concluded, to compare the

conditions just described to those in British India.44 Here, too, Lajpat Rai

found the American example useful for emphasizing the iniquities of British

rule in India and outlining possible paths for progress.

Traveling across the United States, Lajpat Rai also met numerous Indian

revolutionaries but found most of them, with a few exceptions, uncouth,

misguided, or simply corrupt. He was especially critical of their efforts to
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establish contacts with German agents, who they hoped would supply them

with funds and arms to organize resistance against the British. He had no faith

in the Germans, Lajpat Rai wrote, and did not believe that they could help to

liberate India from British rule.45 The future of the Indian movement lay not in

seeking support from reactionary regimes that happened to be at war with

Great Britain, but in joining the rising global tide of resistance to colonialism.

Indian nationalism was no longer merely an anti-British movement. It was

becoming part of an international resurgence of subject peoples—Egyptians,

Irish, Persians, and others—and ‘‘entering on an international phase which is

bound to strengthen it and bring it into the arena of world forces.’’46

The United States, Lajpat Rai thought, had a leading role to play in this

trend, and in October 1917 he established, in coordination with Tilak, the India

Home Rule League of America in order ‘‘to spread correct knowledge of Indian

affairs in America.’’ The nationalist press on the subcontinent reported enthu-

siastically on this development: It was ‘‘bound to secure for the cause of Indian

Home Rule the sympathy of America, which has always made common cause

with thosewho are ready to fight for freedom.’’47During his wartime stay in the

United States, Lajpat Rai wrote numerous books, pamphlets, and articles, often

published with the help of his progressive contacts, including the Nation’s

editor, Oswald Garrison Villard, and the journalist and presidential adviser

Walter Lippmann.48LajpatRai andhis right-handman,N. S.Hardikar,went on

speaking tours across the country, appearing before a diverse array of audiences

at colleges, labor unions, women’s groups, Fabian societies, and Unitarian

churches. The league also worked in Washington, where it received sympathy

from anti-imperialist and anti-British lawmakers, like the Democratic Speaker

of the House, Champ Clark, and the Republican congresswoman and pacifist

Jeanette Rankin.49

Initially, Lajpat Rai received ample exposure in mainstream media

venues such as the New York Times, whose Sunday Magazine twice profiled

him in full-page illustrated features as an effective advocate for Indian self-

government.50 After the United States joined the war, however, the Times

banished Lajpat Rai from its pages. The British complained that his propa-

ganda work in the United States was ‘‘seditious’’ and ‘‘mischievous’’ and asked

the U.S. authorities to put a stop to them, and at one point in late 1917

Lajpat Rai received a letter from the U.S. Justice Department warning him

not to circulate an anti-British pamphlet he had written.51 He was otherwise

left alone, however, and still found outlets for his writing in progressive

publications like the New York Evening Post and the Nation, both owned

at the time by his friend Villard, and in Herbert Croly’s The New Republic.52

In 1918, Lajpat Rai’s Home Rule League of America also established its

own monthly publication, Young India, much of whose content he wrote or

edited himself until he returned to India the following year.
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WhenWoodrowWilson emerged as an eloquent spokesman for the expec-

tations of a postwar transformation of international relations, Lajpat Rai was

thrilled. Soon after the Fourteen Points address, he wrote in Young India that,

reading the president’s messages with their lofty principles, ‘‘one begins to wish

that the whole world could be constituted into a single republic, with President

Wilsonas its head.’’ The president’s utterances ‘‘were bound tohelp all the subject

peoples of the world in their fight for the right of self-determination’’ and so

constituted a great step toward ‘‘real democracy’’ in international affairs and

an educational and political tool whose value was ‘‘simply incalculable.’’53

The following month, after Wilson declared that the war ‘‘had its roots in the

disregard of the rights of small nations and of nationalities which lacked

the union and the force’’ to determine their political lives, Lajpat Rai cabled the

president personally to thank him for his words. They were bound, he said, to

constitute ‘‘a new charter of [the] world’s freedom’’ and ‘‘thrill the millions of

the world’s ‘subject races.’ ’’ Wilson had ‘‘put the whole thing in a nut shell,’’ and

the future of the world depended on the willingness of the great powers to

implement his principles.54

Lajpat Rai was not naive, and he knew well that India was not foremost

on Wilson’s mind when the president spoke of self-determination. But he

argued that it mattered little, since the president’s forceful statements of his

vision for the postwar order would serve as a powerful tool for the advance-

ment of Indian self-rule regardless of his intentions. Wilson said nothing, he

noted, that suggested his principles were limited to Europe alone. Quite the

opposite: The discussion among the Allies about applying the principle to the

German colonies in Africa proved they were valid outside Europe. Even more

important, the force of universal principles, once asserted and accepted, could

not be confined only to certain regions for long:

Ideas—universal ideas, have a knack of rubbing off all geographical

limitations. It is impossible that the noble truths uttered by President

Wilson in his War Message, could be limited in their application.

Henceforth, his words are going to be the war cry of all small and

subject and oppressed nationalities in the world. He has conferred a

new charter of democracy and liberty on the latter and the people of

Asia are going to make as much use of this charter, if not even more, as

are those of America and Europe.

American participation in the war had thrown ‘‘the Imperial Powers of Europe

into the shade,’’ and they would have no choice but to go along with Wilson’s

plan for the postwar international order.55

Not all Indian activists shared Lajpat Rai’s optimism about Wilson’s

importance for the Indian struggle. One who did not was Narendra Nath

Bhattacharya, who had been active in the revolutionary movement in Bengal
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before the war. After its suppression, he escaped India and eventually arrived

in California in the summer of 1916. Wary of British agents, he adopted the

name M. N. Roy, and later fled to Mexico, then in the midst of its own

revolution, and remained there for the duration of the war.56 In an open letter

addressed to Wilson from Mexico in late 1917, Roy chastised Wilson for

describing Indian unrest, in an address in June 1917, as German-inspired, and

detailed the brutal nature of British rule in India. Wilson’s proclamations in

favor of democracy and freedom, he noted, were at odds with the U.S. support

for Britain and France, whose oppressive colonial regimes in India and Indo-

china ran contrary to the president’s calls for government by consent. Only

‘‘the complete liberation of all dominated peoples and countries, not only in

Europe but also in Asia and Africa’’ would cure the world’s ills, and Roy hoped

that Wilson would find the sincerity and courage to implement his ideas

there.57 Roy clearly saw the implications of Wilson’s rhetoric for the Indian

national struggle, but his letter suggests that, perhaps influenced by his Mexi-

can revolutionary contacts, he was skeptical ofWilson’s commitment to Indian

self-determination.

However they estimated Wilson’s intentions, Indian home-rule campaigners

incorporated his principles into their rhetorical arsenal as they redefined

their own goals and adjusted their expectations and demands to keep pace

with the transformation they perceived in the international arena. In the

summer of 1918, when the British government published a report that laid out

its plans for implementing the promise of theMontagu declaration for political

reform, it became clear that Indian expectations now went far beyond the

gradual reforms proposed in the report. By now, INC leaders and the nation-

alist press frequently were raising the call for ‘‘the immediate grant of self-

determination to India,’’ and they condemned the British report as ‘‘inade-

quate, unsatisfactory and disappointing.’’58 In a pamphlet about the reform

proposals, INC leader Pandit Madan Mohan Malaviya noted that since the

war had been fought for the rights of small nations to control their own

destinies, Britain could not now deny the people of India those same rights.

What was now needed was the ‘‘introduction of a substantial measure of

responsible government in India, which would mark a clear recognition of her

higher status and also of the principle of self-determination.’’59

Most Indian intellectuals, moreover, did not share Roy’s skepticism of

U.S. intentions at the time. The credibility of Wilson’s pronouncements was

bolstered by the common perception of the United States as a society that

reflected a more progressive version of Western modernity than the aggressive

imperialism of the European great powers. The Bengali poet and Nobel

Laureate Rabindranath Tagore, a trenchant critic of European imperialism,

wrote in 1913 that the United States was ‘‘rich enough not to concern itself in the
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greedy exploitation of weaker nations’’ and was therefore free, and perhaps

ready, to ‘‘hold up the torch of freedom before the world.’’60 The United States

was ‘‘the best exponent of Western ideals of humanity’’ and had the potential

of achieving ‘‘some higher synthesis’’ of the best of both East and West and

holding up ‘‘the banner of Civilization.’’61 During the war, Tagore professed

great admiration forWilson himself and even wanted to dedicate his 1917 book,

Nationalism, to the president. When his publisher wrote to Wilson to obtain

his permission, however, Colonel House ruled against it since Tagore, his

British contacts told him, was involved with Indian revolutionaries in the

United States. When news of this accusation reached Tagore, he was outraged,

writing Wilson a long letter to protest against such ‘‘lying calumny.’’ Officials

at the Department of State received the letter and shuffled it around, but

Wilson probably never saw it.62

Wishing to see in the United States a potential path away from imperial-

ism and racism and toward the unity of humankind, Indian and other anti-

colonial leaders and intellectuals were willing to downplay even the most

glaring contradictions between Wilson’s avowed principles and U.S. practices

at home and abroad. Tagore, who made extensive lecture tours in the United

States during the war, noted the rampant presence of racial prejudice in the

United States, but believed that it would eventually be alleviated. America,

Tagore wrote, was ‘‘the only nation engaged in solving the problems of race

intimacy’’ and could eventually solve ‘‘the problems of the human race, na-

tional, political, religious’’ to bring about ‘‘the nationality of man.’’ And as we

have seen, Lajpat Rai, too, held a hopeful view of the future of race relations in

the United States, comparing the conditions of African Americans in U.S.

society favorably to those of the lower castes in Indian society and of Indians

in general under British rule. The United States, Indian readers of his book on

his experiences there would have learned, was not free of problems and

contradictions, but the progress that it had made toward solving them could

show the way for reform in India.63

Like other colonial nationalists, Indians also commonly held up U.S.

colonial rule in the Philippines at the time not as a blemish on the American

record but as a model, which the British would do well to follow. Already in

1916, a review of Lajpat Rai’s book on the United States published in Tilak’s

nationalist weekly, Mahratta, recommended that every patriotic Indian, as

well as British colonial officials, study the chapter in the book that dealt with

U.S. rule in the Philippines as an example of colonial benevolence. The re-

viewer, no doubt wary of the censor, added that the point did not need further

elaboration, since it was already very familiar to ‘‘our readers.’’64 And shortly

after the armistice, Lajpat Rai wrote Wilson that India should be granted ‘‘at

least such progressive measures of Home Rule as the present administration

has established in the Philippines.’’ If the United States could prepare the
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uncivilized Filipinos for self-government in less than twenty years, so went a

common refrain in the nationalist press at the time, how could the British

claim that an ancient civilization such as India was unfit for it after a century

and a half of British rule? Surely, such a claim reflected most poorly on the

British themselves.65

When the armistice came, therefore, Indian expectations for the coming

peace conference were high. In congratulatory telegrams to President

Wilson and to the British government, which Lajpat Rai reproduced in his

journal, Young India, he expressed the hope that the victory would be followed

by the ‘‘immediate grant of autonomy to India and other countries under the

rule of the Allies.’’66 In the following issue, in January 1919, he published yet

another appeal that he had sent directly to Wilson, in which he succinctly laid

out his hopes that the president would take up the role of a liberator of colonial

peoples at the peace table. ‘‘Your deep historical learning,’’ he wrote, ‘‘equips

you most fully to understand India’s problem,’’ and ‘‘your moral outlook, the

farthest and noblest of our generation, assures us of your sympathy; your

position, the most commanding in the world to-day, gives you the power,

as you have the right, to protect all who suffer under alien and undemo-

cratic rule.’’67

Shortly after the armistice, Ganesh & Co., a well-known nationalist

press, prominently published a collection of Wilson’s addresses under the

title President Wilson: The Modern Apostle of Freedom. Advertisements for

the book in leading Indian papers described the president as ‘‘the most striking

personality in the world’’ and a ‘‘man of destiny,’’ whose addresses, ‘‘one of the

finest and sweetest fruits of the deadly war,’’ would bring ‘‘hope to small and

weak nationalities’’ and ‘‘a new spiritual vision of human progress.’’68 The

publisher clearly considered the Wilson volume one of the most attractive

items on its list. In numerous advertisements that ran in the Indian press in

early 1919 the book prominently headlined an impressive selection of patriotic

publications, which included books with titles such as India for the Indians,

India’s Claim for Home Rule, andHeroes of the Hour, a volume of biographies

of prominent nationalist leaders, including B. G. Tilak and Gandhi. ‘‘The

eloquent addresses of this great inspiring apostle of Modern Freedom,’’ one

Indian reviewer of President Wilson exclaimed, ‘‘must find a place in every

household of a true patriot’’ and would ‘‘enormously help the itinerant Home

Rule propagandist to advocate, in sober but clear and emphatic terms, the

cause of liberty before his countrymen.’’69

With the peace conference looming near, Lajpat Rai began reminding

the readers of Young India of their nation’s stake in the new international

order by adopting a new motto, printed on the penultimate page of every issue

beginning January 1919: ‘‘Europe is not the only place that is to be made safe for
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One indication of the popularity of Wilson’s wartime addresses in India was a

collection, entitled PresidentWilson: TheModern Apostle of Freedom, produced by the

Madras publishing house Ganesh & Co. The volume, billed in this January 11, 1919,

advertisement as ‘‘a welcome addition to the world’s classics,’’ headlined the publisher’s

list of patriotic publications. New India (Madras), January 11, 1919, p. 11.



democracy.’’ To illustrate this vision in detail, the same issue also displayed on its

first page a world map entitled ‘‘Here Are the Oppressed Nations of the World;

What Will the Peace Conference Do for Them?’’ which showed the status of

every territory in relation to the ideal of self-determination. The map designated

East-Central Europe, Ireland, and practically all of Asia and Africa as

‘‘oppressed nations.’’ China was described as ‘‘nominally independent, really

dependent,’’ and southern Africa was marked as ‘‘nominally republics. Whites

free; natives dependent.’’ India, together with Ireland, Korea, Southeast Asia

(excluding Siam), and much of Africa was shaded black and marked simply as

‘‘dependencies.’’70 The Indian struggle against Britain, the map clearly sug-

gested, was an integral part of a global struggle against imperialism, a struggle

in which the peace conference was now expected to play a pivotal role.

The Indian nationalist press often reminded is readers that India’s expec-

tations at the peace conference were intimately tied to the recent ascendancy of

This map, which the India Home Rule League of America published in January 1919,

illustrates how broadly many anticolonial nationalists viewed the mission of the peace

conference in liberating dependent peoples. It includes nations that were nominally

sovereign, like China, and those subjugated within other self-governing entities, like the

native populations in the republics of southern Africa. Young India, Vol. 2, No. 1

(January 1919), p. 2.
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the United States and its president in world affairs. If Wilson’s declaration that

the war was about ‘‘nothing but the freedom of nations, their right of self-

determination’’ was to provide the basis for the conference, then England had

‘‘no other go but to frame her policy of governing India in accordance with

them.’’71 Some commentators noted with concern that Wilson’s specific atti-

tude toward Indian demands for self-determination remained unclear, and that

the president never explicitly mentioned India in his calls for the establishment

of democracy all over the world despite naming ‘‘petty States’’ such as Serbia

and Romania as eligible for it. Perhaps this could be remedied if delegations of

Indian leaders headed to England and America to ‘‘apprise the British and the

American public of India’s demands,’’ wondered one writer.72 Despite such

uncertainties, however, on one thing there was general agreement: A window

of opportunity was now open, and Indians had to stake their claim. ‘‘We

should put forward our demands,’’ declared another editorial. ‘‘It will be a

sin if India does not lay her ailments before Dr. Wilson.’’73

In December 1918, when the Indian National Congress convened in Delhi

for its annual session, it adopted a resolution that called for the application of

the principle of self-determination to India. ‘‘In view of the pronouncements of

President Wilson, Mr. Lloyd George, and other British statesmen, that to

ensure the future peace of the world, the principle of Self-Determination

should be applied to all progressive nations,’’ the INC demanded that India

be recognized by the powers as ‘‘one of the progressive nations to whom, the

principle of self-determination should be applied.’’ The Congress further urged

that elected delegates represent India at the peace table, and it proceeded to

nominate Tilak, Gandhi, and the Muslim leader Syed Hasan Imam as its

delegates to the conference.74 Other organizations involved in the home-rule

movement, such as Annie Besant’s All-India Home Rule League, also joined

in the call, congratulating the British sovereign on the Allied victory and

demanding as ‘‘absolutely essential’’ the immediate implementation of home

rule in India.75

TheMuslimLeague, too, though established in 1906 as a counterweight to

the Hindu-dominated INC and hitherto generally a staunch supporter of

the Raj, now declared in favor of Indian self-determination. ‘‘In view of the

announcements of President Wilson and the British and Allied Statesmen . . .

India’s right to Self-Determination [should] be recognised by the British gov-

ernment and the Peace Conference,’’ and India should have the ‘‘immediate

opportunity of freely exercising that right.’’ The league also welcomed the

proposal to establish a League of Nations for deciding international questions

through arbitration and urged that India receive its proper place in it. ‘‘The

rights of the non-White races,’’ it added, should receive equal consideration

at the hands of the League of Nations ‘‘as those of the White races.’’76 This

Muslim demand for racial equality in the League of Nations reflected not
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only concern for the international rights of India. It also echoed the rising

indignation among IndianMuslims about the rumors that the victorious Euro-

pean powers intended to dismantle the Ottoman Empire and dethrone the

sultan in Istanbul, whom many Indian Muslims saw as the symbolic head of

the Islamic world.77

British officials were gravely concerned about the effect that U.S. influ-

ence at the peace table would have on the future of British rule in India. It

would be very difficult for the British, Montagu had noted even before the

armistice, not to ‘‘fall in line’’ with the U.S. program at the war’s end given

Wilson’s preponderant power. ‘‘We have been so long accustomed to dictate to

the world . . . our position,’’ he wrote, that it was ‘‘rather galling now that we

find ourselves playing second fiddle to the autocratic ruler of the United

States.’’78 Privately, Montagu thought that Britain would eventually have to

move India toward significant self-government, but he still rejected as extreme

the INC demands that its elected delegates represent India in Paris. In the

Congress, he wrote to the viceroy, there was no longer, as there had been before

the war, a division between moderates and extremists. Now, there were only

‘‘Extremists and super-Extremists,’’ since both factions wanted to move much

further, and much faster, toward self-government than the British were willing

to concede.79 Chelmsford, who was more conservative than Montagu was and

unenthused even about mild reforms, was quick to agree that the session in

Delhi was an unqualified triumph for the most extreme elements in the

Congress.80

In India, as in Egypt, then, the battle lines between the empire and its

nationalist opponents were drawn by the time the peace conference began

meeting in Paris in January 1919. For nationalist leaders, the gathering in Paris

presented an opportunity they could not miss for advancing their cause. They

hoped that Wilson’s influence there, and his apparent determination to recon-

struct theworld according to the principles of self-determination and the equality

of nations, would force the hand of the British and other imperialists and compel

them to give their colonial possessions, if not complete independence, then at

least a much greater measure of self-government. British officials, on the other

hand, remained determined to prevent any discussion of issues related to their

empire at the peace conference, where the United States and its president could

meddle with them.Wilson, theywould all soon discover, was neither as powerful

in Paris nor as committed to the universal application of self-determination as his

popular image suggested.
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5

China’s Place among Nations

As the Great War ended in November 1918, many Chinese, too, contemplated

the opportunities that the postwar world would hold. Though China was

not ruled by any one power, its sovereignty was severely circumscribed by a

web of unequal arrangements with foreign powers. China had become, as Lala

Lajpat Rai’s map frankly put it, a ‘‘nominally independent, really dependent’’

state, and like Egyptians and Indians, Chinese nationalists looked to the U.S.

president to usher in a new era of international equality. Wilson, wrote the

veteran journalist Hollington K. Tong, respected both abroad and at home,

was ‘‘the best qualified statesman to assume the role of champion of human

rights generally and of the rights of China in particular.’’ Tong informed his

readers that Wilson was equal to the task, quoting the impressions of a former

Chinese prime minister:

[President Wilson] is a wonderful man, having a firm grasp of the

world situation and knowing exactly how to deal with it. That is why

he is to-day heading the movement to make the world safe for democ-

racy. President Wilson is kind hearted in dealing with a weak and

oppressed nation; just in his relationship with a strong power; and

extremely severe in his treatment of predatory countries. I have not

met him, but his picture as thrown on the screen or shown in the

magazines—serene, resolute, fearless, and yet gentle, reasonable and

friendly—shows that he is not a man who temporises. On the con-

trary, he is spiritual, fair-minded and firm in his determination.1

This image of Wilson was widespread in China at the time. During the

war, the Chinese-language press published Wilson’s important speeches, often

verbatim, and their credibilitywas buttressed, as among Egyptians and Indians,

by an indulgent view of the United States and its motivations. When a major

Shanghai daily reproduced the full text of the Fourteen Points in January 1918, it

appended an editorial comment reflecting this exceptionalist view. The U.S.

president’s ideas for peace were ‘‘a beacon of light for the world’s peoples.’’ The

United States already had enough economic and military resources to become

the most powerful nation in the world, and therefore Wilson could not be

promoting these ideals for ulterior motives. He had only the good of the
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world in mind.2 Another writer lamented that China had suffered through

countless civil wars and political turmoil during the past three thousand years,

and not once did a Chinese visionary raise a notion akin to Wilson’s ideal of

permanent peace. Chinese politicians should, therefore, abandon their struggle

for power and personal gain and instead work to create a society ruled by law.3

This was a dig at China’s corrupt, squabbling political class; as wewill see, other

writers took a different tack, locating Wilson’s ideas on world peace squarely

within Chinese tradition and even comparing them to those of Confucius.

Unlike in territories under the direct control of other Allied powers, in

China George Creel’s Committee on Public Information did launch direct

propaganda operations, though only in the last months of the war. The CPI’s

foreign propaganda efforts were initially concentrated in the European arena,

and the U.S. minister in Beijing,4 Paul S. Reinsch, along with several resident

American journalists, complained to Washington that all the news about

the United States was coming to China through the British agency Reuters

and its Japanese ally, the Kokusai news agency. They felt that their reporting,

though not unfavorable to the United States, did not sufficiently highlight

the American contributions to the war effort and the president’s vision for

the postwarworld. At first, Reinsch and theCPI tried to fix the problem cheaply

by using Reuters to distribute copy from the CPI wireless service. That method,

however, was soon judged to be inadequate, and in the summer of 1918,

Creel authorized the establishment of a full-fledged CPI branch in China.5

In order to compete with the direct subsidies that the British, French, and

Japanese propaganda operations paid to Chinese-language newspapers to

print their materials, the CPI concluded that the United States needed its

own news service, which would employ Chinese journalists and solicit Chi-

nese-language newspapers as clients.6 Reinsch obtained the necessary funds

from Washington in June 1918, and the CPI recruited Carl Crow, a veteran

China hand and former muckraking journalist, to lead its China branch.7

Upon arrival in Shanghai, Crow began by studying the British propaganda

operation there. The British consulate in the city had set up its own Chinese-

language paper to publish British war news and had pressured British busi-

nesses to pull their advertising from the Chinese papers and move it to their

official gazette instead. This method, Crow concluded, was ‘‘stupid,’’ since the

British paper, as a quasi-official organ, had little credibility with Chinese

readers. In addition, the operation antagonized the local Chinese press by

cutting into its advertising revenues.8

Crow decided to do things differently. Rather than setting up his own

organ, he would translate American news dispatches and offer them to the

Chinese press. Charging a nominal fee for the service, he decided, rather than

providing it free of charge, would help present it as ‘‘real’’ news rather

than propaganda. The Chinese-American News Agency, also known as the
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Zhong-Mei News Agency, was established under CPI’s aegis that fall. The news

dispatches, broadcast by the U.S. Navy to the French wireless station in Shang-

hai, were translated into Chinese, and by October, the agency was supplying

news and articles to dozens of Chinese-language newspapers. ‘‘American news,’’

Crow boasted, ‘‘now predominates in the Chinese papers, and this American

agency. . . is now supplying the bulk of foreign news and comment published in

the Chinese press.’’9 It was a wide field: In 1919, there were some three hundred

daily newspapers in China. Not everyone, of course, could read them, since only

about ten percent of the Chinese population was fully literate at the time. This

group, however, represented the most influential segment of public opinion.10

The print medium, moreover, was only one venue for CPI propaganda.

Borrowing from the techniques of American election campaigns, Crow ordered

some twenty thousand large photographs ofWilson to distribute and display in

sympathetic institutions such as missionary schools, as well as buttons and

engravings sporting the president’s image.11He recruited hundreds of volunteer

agents throughout China, usually representatives of American corporations

or Christian missionaries, who helped to distribute CPI news summaries,

newsreels, posters, maps, and other materials. Window and wall posters were

plastered on the local branches of American companies, such as Standard Oil,

Singer Sewing Machine, and British-American Tobacco, and in churches and

schools. Crow also compiled mailing lists of some twenty-five thousand prom-

inent Chinese—intellectuals, local politicians, officials, and business leaders—

to whom he sent articles and pamphlets extolling the progress and successes of

American society and industry. In order to achieve themaximum impact, Crow

had the texts, selected from the stock of CPI propaganda material, rendered in

the literary Chinese idiom that would appeal to such a well-educated audi-

ence.12 In addition, American propaganda movies, such as Pershing’s Crusad-

ers, were shown in Shanghai and other Chinese cities, though the audiences

seemed to include many more foreign residents than native Chinese.13

For the CPI efforts in China, as elsewhere, Wilson’s wartime speeches

served as central texts. Already in mid-1917, more than a year before CPI

operations in China officially began, Reinsch had recruited missionary volun-

teers to translate the speeches into Chinese so they could be distributed to the

press or published in pamphlet form. Later, shortly after the armistice, Crow

arranged the publication of the full texts of Wilson’s wartime speeches trans-

lated into Chinese and used the royalties to advertise the volume widely.14

The venerable Commercial Press in Shanghai published two editions of the

book: one in Chinese translation only and a second, more costly edition

containing both the original English texts and their Chinese translations side

by side. The collection was widely advertised in the Chinese-language press as

a ‘‘must-read book’’ for everyone who wanted to know ‘‘how the world’s most
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important problems are to be settled.’’ The volume became something of a best

seller, going through several printings.15

The English-language Shanghai weekly Millard’s Review, in its Novem-

ber 23 issue, reported this publishing event on its front page:

One of themost timely publications of the hour is an editionof President

Wilson’s principal War Addresses which has just been issued by the

Commercial Press of Shanghai. They have printed in one volume all of

the addresses in which President Wilson interpreted the Allied policy

and laid down the principles on which a permanent peace could be

secured. One edition contains these addresses in Chinese with explana-

tory notes and the other edition, which is intended for use in Chinese

schools, contains the addresses in both Chinese and English. The trans-

lation was done byMr. Monlin Chiang [Jiang Menglin], who has done

the work so well that little of the eloquence of President Wilson’s

utterances have been lost in the Chinese version. If the Chinese are to

understand the causes of the Great War which has just ended they will

find this understanding through reading the addresses of President

Wilson.

The writer recommended that Americans in China purchase these books as

gifts for Chinese friends.16

Crow attributed the volume’s success partly to his vigorous advertising,

but added that the book would have probably done well in any case because

the ‘‘Wilsonian philosophy’’ had great appeal for the Chinese ‘‘who, while

utilitarians in practice, take great pleasure in discussions of high ideals and

finely spun theories of ethical conduct.’’ Crow sent the volume directly to his

mailing list of influential Chinese, with a cover letter suggesting that, if readers

wished to communicate with President Wilson, they should send their mes-

sages to Crow, and he would have them translated and relayed to the presi-

dent. Some five thousand letters soon poured in, expressing ‘‘an air of

confidence in the future, a faith in the idea that President Wilson’s words

would prevail and that China, as well as all other oppressed nations, would

be liberated.’’ Many also wrote to order more copies of the book. The power-

ful warlord Feng Yuxiang, a convert popularly known as the ‘‘Christian

General,’’ bought five hundred copies, which he distributed among his officers

as required reading.17 Some missionary schools used the bilingual edition,

which printed the original English text side by side with the Chinese transla-

tion, as a textbook for English instruction. By the time the peace conference in

Paris opened in January, many Chinese students could recite the Fourteen

Points by heart.18

Thus, when Crow reported that the U.S. president had become ‘‘one of

the idols of the Chinese’’ and ‘‘the most popular and revered man in China,’’ it
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was not entirely the empty boast of a seasoned ad man.19 The CPI’s efforts to

disseminate Wilson’s message in China, moreover, were helped by the domi-

nance of pro-Allied news agencies, especially Reuters, in supplying interna-

tional news to the Chinese press. With Reuters as the primary source of

international news for the vast majority of Chinese readers during the war,

most of the news items that they read were sympathetic to the Allied cause.

At the same time, the Bolsheviks and their revolution, which might have

competed with Wilson for the attention of Chinese intellectuals trying to

discern the direction of international developments and the opportunities

they held for China, appeared through the Reuters lens as anarchic and

menacing. Though interest in socialist ideas in general was common among

Chinese intellectuals even before the war, it was not until the consolidation of

the Bolshevik regime in Russia and the beginnings of the outreach efforts of the

Third International in the early 1920s that Chinese nationalists began to look to

Lenin for inspiration and assistance.20

In the fall of 1918, Chinese interest was still focused squarely on the

American president and his plans for the postwar world, especially as Allied

victory grew imminent and news arrived that Wilson’s Fourteen Points would

serve as the basis for peace. Upon the announcement of the armistice, the

Beijing government declared a three-day celebration and some sixty thousand

people took part in the victory parade in the city. Participants carried signs

calling for the world to be made ‘‘safe for democracy,’’ and throngs of students

gathered in front of the American embassy to chant: ‘‘Long live President

Wilson!’’21 Over the following weeks, the fanfare of Wilson’s arrival in Europe

was reported in the Chinese press on a daily basis and in detail.22 AWestern

journalist reported that an ‘‘intelligent Chinese gentleman’’ in Shanghai told

him that ‘‘all the Chinese in Shanghai are greatly excited over President

Wilson’s speech on the fourteen principles on which peace is to be based.’’

When the journalist noted that Wilson’s points referred to Europe, his Chinese

interlocutor countered that this did not matter since ‘‘the principle is there.’’23

Pictures of GeorgeWashington, Abraham Lincoln, andWoodrowWilson were

on display in many schools in the city, and Lincoln and Wilson especially were

‘‘well known among the students of China, and by many. . . ranked above their

own heroes and leaders.’’24 The British minister in Beijing, Sir John Jordan,

reported that the Chinese were eager to use the opportunity to carve a place in

the world for their country: ‘‘They are waiting for a sign from the allies as to

whether their declared principles will be applied to China.’’25

China in 1919was not under the colonial rule of a single power, as Egypt and

India were. Since the mid-nineteenth century, however, a growing list of

foreign powers had inflicted upon it a long string of defeats and humiliations

and increasingly encroached on and diminished its sovereignty. China’s defeats
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in the First (1839–1842) and Second (1858–1860) OpiumWars resulted in a series of

‘‘unequal treaties’’ that gave foreign powers—Britain, France, theUnited States,

and somewhat later Russia, Germany, and Japan—increasing control over

Chinese trade, industry, resources, and infrastructure, as well as of patches of

territory in designated ‘‘treaty ports’’ and around mining and rail concessions.

A crowd in Beijing celebrated the announcement of the armistice in November 1918with

banners that carried Wilsonian slogans. They proclaimed support for a League of

Nations and for making the world ‘‘safe for democracy.’’ Sidney Gamble Collection,

Rare Book, Manuscript, and Special Collections Library, Duke University.
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After the ruling Qing dynasty barely escaped collapse in the great Taiping

Rebellion of 1851–1864, a group of reform-minded officials launched a ‘‘self-

strengthening’’ program that sought to empower the Chinese state by adopting

Western techniques, first in arms manufacturing and later in other branches of

industry and communications. This approach, however, suffered a serious blow

when China lost a war against France in 1884–1885 and was finally exposed as

an utter failure when, to the horror of Chinese officials, their new army and

navy were crushed by a rising Japan in the Sino-Japanese war of 1894–1895.26

This humiliating defeat by a people whom Chinese elites had long consid-

ered to be inferior was a significant turning point. When they learned the terms

of the Treaty of Shimonoseki, imposed by Japan at the war’s end, a group of

several thousand young literati submitted a long memorial to the throne to

protest its terms and urge the implementation of a series of economic and

administrative reforms to strengthen the state.27 It was, historian Andrew

J. Nathan has noted, the first instance in which significant elements of Chinese

society outside the official bureaucracy ‘‘began to claim a regular right to influ-

ence government policies’’ on a national level, constituting an incipient public

opinion concerned with both domestic and international affairs.28 At the same

time, telegraph technology spread across China, and the burgeoning press

printed increasingly up-to-date news, both national and international, in tandem

with the expansion of literacy beyond the official classes.29 Though the literate

audience still represented a small percentage of the overall population, it was a

far broader and more diverse group than ever, comprising not only intellectuals

and university students but also members of the expanding mercantile and

professional middle classes. They became a nationally aware, articulate public

interested in questions of foreign relations and China’s position in the world.30

The imperial bureaucracy ignored the protest memorial, but the group’s

leader, the accomplished Confucian scholar Kang Youwei, continued his cam-

paign for reform. By 1898, Kang, who came from a prominent family of

scholar-officials from the southern Guangdong Province, had managed to

convince the young Guangxu emperor to issue a series of edicts promulgating

reforms similar to those Kang and his group had advocated in 1895. Conserva-

tive elements in the court, however, soon quashed the experiment, known as

the ‘‘Hundred Day Reform.’’ The young emperor was sidelined, and the

intellectuals and bureaucrats who had supported the reforms were either

arrested and executed or forced to flee. Kang barely managed to escape to

Japan, as did his most prominent student and supporter, Liang Qichao.31 The

imperial court finally implemented some reforms after the failed Boxer Upris-

ing against foreign encroachment in 1900, but failed to satisfy those who were

now calling for a more radical approach: not reform, but revolution. To many

of the revolutionaries, the Qing emperors were foreign tyrants responsible for

China’s backwardness and its failure to achieve ‘‘wealth and power.’’32 In 1905,
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several revolutionary groups joined to form the Revolutionary Alliance under

Sun Yat-sen, China’s future ‘‘Father of the Nation,’’ a Christian convert who

was educated in British Hong Kong and had spent much of his life abroad as an

itinerant revolutionary.33

The dynasty finally fell to a military insurrection in late 1911, and China

became a republic in early 1912. However, Sun and his band of revolutionaries,

now known as the Guomindang (Kuomintang), or Nationalist party, failed to

hold national power for long. Yuan Shikai, a top general under the Qing, seized

control of the Beijing government, and Sun established a rival government in the

southern city of Guangzhou (Canton) in his home province of Guangdong,

supported by the local military commanders. Control of much of the rest of

China fell to numerous regional warlords. At the same time, new cultural, social,

and intellectual trends spread, and the rapidly expanding press, which had been

instrumental in setting the stage and defining the aims of the 1911 revolution,

continued to play a central role in the nationalization and politicization of

China’s literate, educated elites.34 The widening horizons of educated Chinese

shaped a new consciousness of both national and international spaces, and the

spread of nationalism among Chinese elites at the time marked a shift from the

traditional perception of China as the civilization—‘‘China as the world’’—to

imagining it as one of numerous, notionally equivalent ‘‘national’’ units: ‘‘China

in the world,’’ aspiring to become an equal member in the family of nations.35

For many Chinese, the United States appeared to hold a unique position

within this world of nations, and the political classes of the fledgling republic

generally held a positive, though not uncritical, view of the United States.

The American record toward China was not unblemished. Chinese had long

deplored and protested the ill treatment and exclusion in the United States of

Chinese migrants, which had already in 1905 led to a movement to boycott

U.S. goods. The U.S. conquest of the Philippines, too, was well known in

China and often criticized by Chinese writers. Even here, however, the tone

was sometimes ambivalent, with criticism of U.S. practices framed in the

context of perceptions of the country’s high ideals and relative benevolence.

Discussing U.S. rule in the islands, Kang Youwei wrote that if even the United

States, with its long tradition of ‘‘equality’’ and ‘‘justice,’’ could do such things,

what could one expect of other imperialist powers?36 The United States, went

another analysis, was a colonial power, but it had far fewer colonies than did

others, ruled them more liberally, and did not depend on them economically;

therefore, it could remain a plausible champion of colonial freedom.37

Chinese intellectuals often cited the American Revolution and American

political and economic institutions as models for China. In addition, they

thought that the United States under Wilson, alone among the major powers,

wanted to help the nascent Chinese republic overcome decades of defeat and

humiliation and achieve a position of respect in the international community.38
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The rhetoric and policies of the Wilson administration seemed to bear out this

view. In March 1913, only two weeks after taking office, Wilson hailed the

‘‘awakening of the people of China to a consciousness of their possibilities

under free government’’ as ‘‘the most significant, if not the most momentous

event of our generation.’’ When, in order to attract foreign support for his

fledgling regime, Yuan Shikai publicly asked Christians in the United States to

pray for China, Wilson and his cabinet responded with unbridled enthusi-

asm.39 Several years later, as the Wilsonian rhetoric of self-determination and

the equality of nations echoed around the globe, this view of the United States

and of Wilson in particular as friends of China bolstered the president’s

credibility among Chinese nationalists.

By the time of the armistice, then, the mood among Chinese opinion

leaders was one of excitement and anticipation. China had declared war on

Germany in August 1917, after a long and contentious internal debate, in the

hope that joining the winning side would improve its international status, and

though the country saw little combat it contributed some 200,000 laborers to

the Allied war effort in the European theater.40 Now that the war was won,

they hoped, the powers would no longer treat China as a second-class citizen in

international society. The feuding governments in Beijing and Guangzhou,

though they agreed on little else, both saw the moment as one of opportunity,

and newspapers across the country carried editorials in praise of the new

international order and its prophet. A Guangzhou newspaper exclaimed that

‘‘during the present time, no words of any person would carry such great

weight’’ as those of President Wilson, and in Beijing, the recently inaugurated

president of the republic, Xu Shichang, called on his countrymen ‘‘to help

realize the consummation of President Wilson’s scheme of world peace.’’41

Many leading Chinese intellectuals saw an unprecedented opportunity

for China in the coming world settlement. Cai Yuanpei, president of Beijing

University and one of the most influential intellectual figures of the period,

welcomed the armistice as marking the end of the age of inequality and the

coming of a new era of openness in international affairs.42 His colleague Chen

Duxiu, dean of letters at the university, wrote at the time that the American

president stood poised to transform the nature of international affairs. Chen,

who a few years later would cofound the Chinese Communist party with Li

Dazhao, explained that the meaning of Wilson’s principles was the triumph of

right over might, both in relations between states and in relations between

peoples and their governments; this was the connection between domestic and

international progress that colonial leaders like Zaghlul and Lajpat Rai, and

Wilson himself, also saw as crucial. For his achievement, Chen hailed the

president as the ‘‘number one good man in the world.’’43 Even the veteran

reformist Liang Qichao, a prolific and influential public intellectual who had

long been skeptical of America’s good will toward China, was caught up in the
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spirit of the time. Allied victory, he wrote, would augur a ‘‘new age’’ and help

bring about ‘‘permanent peace for the world.’’44

Perhaps the most ardent Wilsonian among China’s intellectual leaders

was Hu Shi, a philosopher and educator best known as the foremost champion

of Chinese literary reform, who called on intellectuals to abandon the classical

style and write in a more accessible, spoken idiom. Hu, a Shanghai native,

received a classical Chinese education before traveling to the United States

to continue his studies. He graduated from Cornell University and went on

to receive a Ph.D. from Columbia University, where he studied under the

celebrated pragmatist philosopher John Dewey, who was a strong supporter

of Wilson during the war. Hu, who believed passionately in the classical

Confucian ideal of the scholar-official who combined high principles with

practical politics, thought that Wilson could achieve that ideal on a global

scale. The American president was a man who made ‘‘philosophical ideas the

basis of politics, so that although he enters into the political arena, he main-

tains his uprightness and stresses humane principles in all things.’’ Indeed, Hu’s

admiration for the president’s ‘‘idealistic’’ and ‘‘humanitarian’’ approach to

politics was such that he characterizedWilson, in a phrase that unintentionally

echoed Rabindranath Tagore’s view of the United States, as ‘‘the supreme

product of Western civilization.’’45

Kang Youwei, the leader of the reform movement in the 1890s, was also

fascinated by the possibilities of the moment. Early in the war, Kang had

believed that Germany would win, and advocated that China should remain

neutral, since it was too weak to gain anything from joining the fray.46 By the

time of the armistice, however, Kang had grown intrigued with the potential of

Wilson’s peace plan, especially Wilson’s plan for the League of Nations. The

league, he thought, would unite all of humanity under its covenant, and thus

promote the realization of the traditional Confucian notion of datong, a

utopian vision of universal peace, on which Kang had elaborated in a manu-

script he had written some years earlier.47 This connection was hardly unique

to Kang, and other Chinese who wrote about the League of Nations at the time

also typically rendered it into Chinese using the term datong. Kang believed

that through Wilson’s global leadership, his own datong vision could now be

on the verge of fulfillment. The United States had ‘‘achieved a great victory,

and sponsored a peace conference based on right and justice,’’ where it ‘‘would

support the weak and small countries.’’ China should consider itself fortunate

to participate in this conference, an opportunity ‘‘of one thousand years’’ to

recover its lost sovereignty and to achieve equality among nations. ‘‘I have

never dreamed of the good luck to see the formation of a League of Nations in

my own days,’’ Kang wrote to his son-in-law in early 1919. ‘‘The impossible is

about to happen. You can’t imagine my happiness.’’48 Thus, Kang and others

hoped that Wilson’s vision would transform the conduct of international
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relations and bring about, through the League of Nations, a just and peaceful

community of nations in which China would be an equal member.

Chinese students living and studying abroad were among the loudest

voices advocating for China in the international arena. Intensely political and

closely attuned to world affairs, overseas student groups swung into action as

the peace conference drew near. A number of Chinese student organizations in

Britain and France, for example, addressed a lengthy petition to Wilson upon

Veteran reformer and scholar Kang Youwei believed that the world in 1919 was

on the cusp of far-reaching transformation. He likened Wilson’s plan for a League of

Nations to the traditional Confucian ideal of datong, or universal peace. Library of

Congress.
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his arrival in Europe, making clear that the president’s principles would have to

apply universally, rather than be limited to a specific geographic region. Since

‘‘the principles of humanity and justice for which the allies have fought are now

securely established,’’ issues relating to European and non-European matters

alike should be resolved according to ‘‘the principles of self-determination and

the right of every nation, great or small, to work out its own destinies unmo-

lested. East or West, the same doctrines must hold good.’’ The United States,

therefore, must support China’s claims at the peace conference. Only this

would bring about the ‘‘millennium,’’ when China, the United States, and all

the other countries would ‘‘join hands in true brotherhood in the onwardmarch

of civilization.’’ Echoing a common notion among Chinese intellectuals—and,

more generally, among Asian intellectuals at the time—the petition called the

League of Nations a ‘‘meeting point of the Western and Eastern civilization’’

and therefore a sound basis for a comprehensive world peace.49

Even at the height of Wilson’s popularity in Chinese public opinion,

some remained skeptical. Li Dazhao, the head librarian at Beijing University,

who a few years later would co-found the Chinese Communist party together

with Chen Duxiu, had earlier praised the American president for ‘‘his deep

love of world peace.’’50 But by late 1918 he was far more impressed with the rise

of Bolshevism in Russia and, it seemed at the time, elsewhere in Europe, and

saw Lenin, not Wilson, as the true visionary of the future. Li was critical of his

compatriots’ celebration of the war as a victory of the Allied powers over

Germany. It was not, he argued, Allied power that had defeated German

militarism, but rather the power of the German people and German socialism.

Victory, therefore, belonged not to Wilson but to revolutionary leaders like

Lenin and Trotsky, Karl Liebknecht and Philipp Scheidemann.51 Over the next

several months, the cutting-edge literary magazine New Youth published a

number of articles, most of them authored by Li himself, which analyzed

various aspects of Marxist theory or offered translations of key Marxist

texts. Still, though Li celebrated the spread of socialism in Europe and

predicted that ‘‘the world of the future’’ would be ‘‘a world of red flags,’’ he

did not yet relate these developments explicitly to the future of China.52

Li’s position on these issues, however, remained at the time at the

margins of Chinese public discourse. For the mainstream Chinese press and

the great majority of opinion leaders, Wilson, not Lenin, was the world

figure who appeared to offer the most promising path for China’s future in

international affairs.53 Wilson seemed to offer China an escape from the

Darwinian logic that had dictated China’s relationship with the world in

the previous decades. In the prewar period, many intellectuals in China and

elsewhere thought of international relations as an arena of Darwinian strug-

gle in which only the ‘‘fittest’’ nations would survive. This logic had propelled

the reform efforts designed to bring China ‘‘wealth and power,’’ so that it
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could compete and win in the struggle for national survival. As Chinese

opinion leaders were painfully aware, however, China had done poorly in

this arena, and the removal of the Qing dynasty and the establishment of a

republic had failed to change its course. Wilson’s principles offered an escape

from this dilemma, since they stated that, as a matter of right, all nations,

‘‘those that are powerful and those that are weak,’’ should be equal in

international affairs. Wilson had said that the postwar settlement must reflect

‘‘the principle of justice to all peoples and nationalities and their right to live

on equal terms of liberty and safety with one another, whether they be strong

or weak.’’54 If this were so, and full international sovereignty and equality

were no longer a prize to be won or a privilege to be earned but a basic right

that any nation could claim, China would no longer have to wait until it was

strong and prosperous in order to enjoy it. It could do so immediately.

Such expectations among Chinese for a revolutionary transformation of

international affairs left Paul Reinsch, the American minister in Beijing, with a

growing sense of trepidation. Before his appointment to Beijing, he had been

a professor of political science at the University of Wisconsin at Madison, a

leading expert on international affairs in East Asia, and among the founders,

together with Woodrow Wilson himself, of the American Political Science

Association. A devout Christian and long-standing critic of European imperi-

alism on moral grounds, he believed strongly in the righteousness of the

Wilsonian mission in the world, and in China in particular, and in his public

declarations he remained steadfast in promoting the Wilsonian gospel in

China.55 ‘‘Perhaps in all the world,’’ he told a Chinese journalist around the

time of the armistice, ‘‘President Wilson is the only man who will raise a strong

voice in pleading for international justice and individual rights. . . . I am proud

that I work in China chiefly because of the propagating of the gospel which

I rightly call ‘Wilsonism.’ ’’56

In his correspondence with Washington, however, Reinsch sounded

notes of alarm. Wilsonian principles, he reported, had ‘‘found a deep response

throughout China’’ and entered ‘‘deeply and directly into the hearts of

the Chinese people.’’57 As a result, the Chinese were pinning their hopes on

Wilson and the United States to help them erase the humiliations of the past

and to gain acceptance and equality among nations. Should these hopes be

disappointed, he warned Wilson, the consequences would be dire:

The eager attention which has been paid to your words, the trust and

confidence which the Chinese feel in your policies and aims, are

evidence of a spontaneous desire to follow along the path of American

action and aspiration which you have made so clear to the world. If

China should be disappointed in her confidence at the present time,

the consequences of such disillusionment on her moral and political
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development would be disastrous, and we instead of looking across

the Pacific towards a Chinese Nation sympathetic to our ideals would

be confronted with a vast materialistic military organization under

ruthless control.58

Reinsch knew that many U.S. officials, including Wilson himself, harbored a

genuine if somewhat condescending sense of sympathy toward the young

Chinese republic. He was clearly worried, however, that its problems and

hopes would receive low priority compared to the pressing issues of Europe

and in the face of competing U.S. interests in East Asia, particularly its

relationship with the regional power, Japan. Achieving China’s goals at the

peace conference, he suspected, would prove more elusive than the heady

mood of the moment implied.

As the Chinese prepared to stake their claim for a place in the new world

order, they enjoyed a distinct advantage over other marginalized groups in

the international arena. Koreans, Egyptians, Indians, Vietnamese, and many

others who rushed to Paris to stake their claims were simply turned away at the

gates of the peace conference, and their claims, petitions, and requests for

audiences were rejected or ignored by its principals. China, on the other hand,

seemed to have a much stronger position. As a sovereign state that had fought

in the war on the Allied side, surely it would be entitled to reap the fruits

of victory. For much of the war, Chinese diplomats had been worried that

the powers would exclude China from the general peace conference and

considered, as an alternative, proposing a separate conference that would

deal only with the settlement of Far Eastern questions. In the last months of

the war, however, when it appeared that President Wilson and his principles

would dominate the peace conference, Chinese confidence in their chances for

success in the negotiations increased substantially.59

Hoping that Wilson’s leadership at the conference meant that a thor-

oughgoing revision of international practice was imminent, China’s diplomats

formulated far-reaching goals for China’s participation in the peace confer-

ence, drawing up memoranda containing sweeping claims for the application

of Wilson’s ideals of self-determination and equality to China. They called for

the abrogation of all of the unequal treaties that had been concluded with

foreign powers and that abridged Chinese sovereignty. They proposed the

phasing out of the system of extraterritorial jurisdiction, which exempted

foreigners in China from prosecution by the local legal system. And they

asked for the return to Chinese hands of leased territories and foreign conces-

sions in Chinese railroads, mines, and communications. Such a restoration of

China’s sovereignty, territorial integrity, and economic independence, they

argued in the documents they submitted to the conference, would fulfill ‘‘the
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great design set forth by President Wilson,’’ which guaranteed ‘‘political inde-

pendence and territorial integrity to great and small nations alike.’’60 In the

new world order, they expected nothing less.

The Chinese delegation in Paris comprised five plenipotentiary represen-

tatives and several dozen support staff, including advisers and secretaries. At

its head was the Beijing government’s foreign minister, Lu Zhengxiang. Lu, a

veteran diplomat with long experience in foreign capitals, has sometimes been

depicted as ‘‘a product of the classical training of the Chinese Empire’’ who

represented the ‘‘conservative point of view’’ on the delegation. His back-

ground, however, was far removed from that of the traditional Chinese offi-

cial.61 Born in 1871 in Shanghai to a father who worked for Protestant

missionaries, Lu was educated in special foreign-language schools in Shanghai

and Beijing. In 1899, while working as an interpreter at the Chinese legation in

St. Petersburg, he met and married a Catholic woman from Belgium, and in

1911, he joined the Roman Catholic church himself. An advocate of modern-

ization, he supported the 1911 revolution, and, as minister to Russia, he was the

first Chinese minister abroad to advise the emperor to abdicate. He then held a

number of top posts in the new republican government, including foreign

minister and, briefly, prime minister.62 Lu was fluent in French and other

European languages and believed fervently in China’s need to modernize and

join the family of nations.63

The other Chinese plenipotentiaries included Sao-Ke Alfred Sze (Shi

Zhaoji), the minister in London and a graduate of Cornell University, and

Suntchou Wei (Wei Chenzhou), the Chinese minister in Brussels. The two

delegates who were most active and influential in Paris, however, were

V. K. Wellington Koo (Gu Weijun), the youthful but highly regarded Chinese

minister to Washington, and Chengting Thomas Wang (Wang Zhengting).

Wang was close to the Guomindang regime in the south and was named to

the delegation in order to present a united front in Paris and advance the efforts

to achieve unity at home.64 Though Koo and Wang represented rival regimes

and frequently clashed personally, they shared similar aspirations for China’s

future and agreed on their overarching goal in Paris: the establishment of

China as a fully sovereign, equal member of international society.

Koo was a rising star of China’s diplomatic corps. Born into a prosperous

family in Shanghai, he had studied at St. John’s College, an American mission-

ary school in the city, before moving to the United States to continue his

education.Matriculating at ColumbiaUniversity inNewYorkCity, he received

a bachelor’s degree in 1908 and a doctorate in international law in 1912, having

studied under the renowned scholar John Bassett Moore. At Columbia, Koo

was a master debater, a skill he would display when presenting China’s case at

the peace negotiations. Upon graduation, Koo was immediately recruited into

the foreign service of the fledgling Chinese republic. By 1919, he had already
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become one of China’s leading diplomats and had received honorary doctorates

from both Yale and Columbia universities. Barely thirty-one years of age at the

time of the conference, he was described by one American expert as ‘‘elo-

quent . . . polished, diplomatic, tactful, amiable, and of keen intelligence.’’

Shortly before he left for Paris, Koo’s wife died in the influenza pandemic that

swept the globe in the fall of 1918, leaving him with two infant children. In his

grief, he asked to resign his post, but stayed on at the urging of Beijing officials,

V. K. Wellington Koo (Gu Weijun), a Columbia Ph.D., was the Chinese minister

to Washington and a leading member of China’s peace commission in 1919. He was

the most eloquent advocate for Chinese self-determination at the peace negotiations

in Paris. Library of Congress.
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who asked him to consider his country’s need for his talents. Wang, too, had

been educated in the United States. A 1910 graduate of Yale College with highest

honors, he spoke English fluently ‘‘in the American manner.’’65

Despite—or perhaps due to—their cosmopolitan backgrounds, both Koo

andWang were ardent Chinese nationalists. Acculturated and accomplished in

both the Chinese and Western worlds, they wanted to see China accepted as a

full member of a broader international society in which they themselves moved

comfortably, and imagined Wilson’s League of Nations as the ideal vehicle to

achieve this goal. In a pamphlet entitled China and the League of Nations that

Koo and Wang coauthored during their time in Paris, Koo, echoing Kang

Youwei’s view of the league as embodying the classical Confucian ideal of

datong, drew a parallel between Wilson and the ancient sage:

Confucius saw, just as the illustrious author of the present League of

Nations has seen, the danger to civilization and humanity involved in

the continued existence of such a sad plight [of constant war], and

therefore spared no effort in emphasizing the need of creating and

preserving a new order of things which would ensure universal peace.

Although his appeals to the princes and the people did not succeed in

bringing about many concrete results in his own age, his ideals and

principles have survived him from generation to generation, and been

deeply inculcated on the minds of the Chinese people.66

Wilson’s project of fashioning a more harmonious international order, Koo

suggested, was in fact the culmination of thousands of years of Confucian

teachings, and the establishment of a League of Nations would be the fulfill-

ment of Confucian ideals.

From the outset, however, such aspirations came up against the realities

of power and the persistence of the old international regime, dominated by the

great powers. The first disappointment for China came at the preliminary

discussions in Paris, when the great powers decided that it would have the

status of a minor power. It could seat only two representatives at the confer-

ence plenary and would only participate in sessions that dealt with questions

that directly concerned it. This, the Chinese delegates noted with dismay, put

China, with its vast territory and population, on the same level as Greece,

Poland, and Siam and below Brazil, Serbia, and Belgium, which received three

seats each. The issue was merely symbolic, since the real decisions would be

taken by the great powers and not in the plenary, but for the Chinese the

symbolism was significant, since it meant that China would remain inferior at

a forum that they had hoped would institute the recognition of their equality

on the international stage.67 The decision was even more insulting since Japan,

China’s nemesis in Asia and in Paris, was recognized as a great power, allotted

five plenary seats, and invited to participate in all sessions of the conference.68
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Internal conflict and dissension further exacerbated China’s weakness in

the international arena. The regime in Beijing was the internationally recog-

nized government of China, but domestically its legitimacy was contested by

Sun Yat-sen’s rival government in Guangzhou. Its writ was limited to north

and central China, and even there it was dependent on fragile alliances with

numerous regional warlords. Xu Shichang, the new president who came into

office in Beijing in October 1918, was determined to end the north-south split,

and he called for an internal peace conference to restore national unity that

would run in tandem with the international peace conference in Paris. The

internal peace conference met intermittently in Shanghai from February until

May 1919, but the possibility of success of the negotiations depended on the

general atmosphere of optimism and possibility for China’s international

future in the immediate postwar months.69 Intimately tied to China’s struggle

for self-determination in the international arena, the efforts at internal unity

would not survive its failure.70

The factionalism and indecision that plagued their putative political

masters left the peace delegates in Paris largely lacking clear instructions for

shaping Chinese strategy at the conference.71 This did not mean, however, that

the delegates did not face external pressures in their work. In stark contrast to

the feebleness of official Beijing, many Chinese civic groups both at home and

abroad, some long-standing organizations and others established ad hoc, dis-

played passionate commitment and fiery activism on the issues related to

China’s goals at the peace conference. Chinese student groups overseas, nota-

bly in Britain, France, and the United States, led the charge, but other types of

organizations also followed the negotiations closely and worked to influence

their outcome: merchant associations, chambers of commerce, local and pro-

vincial assemblies in China, and a range of nationalist organizations in Chinese

communities around the world. All frequently cited Wilson’s principles and

were anxious to see their implementation for China. They followed the news

that emerged from the negotiating chambers and prodded the Chinese dele-

gates to take a firm stand in demanding that China enjoy full sovereign rights

under the new order.72 At the same time, they sought to bring China’s case

before world opinion, producing a stream of petitions and pamphlets that

explained China’s position and demanded the application of the principles of

self-determination and national equality to it. The Chinese delegates in Paris

made frequent use of this public mobilization to show popular support for

their demands, at one point producing and circulating a pamphlet that com-

piled some one hundred of the messages they had received from such Chinese

organizations across the world.73

Many of the petitions warned the Chinese delegates to stand firm for

China’s rights. Others addressed the leaders of the great powers directly—

Clemenceau, as president of the peace conference, Lloyd George, and, of
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course, Wilson himself. A typical text, signed by ‘‘the European and American

returned Students of China,’’ asserted that ‘‘during the period of the war there

has grown up throughout the world a new sense of the equality of nations.’’

This sentiment ‘‘has become more and more dominant,’’ and ‘‘it is now

axiomatic that the final peace treaty shall be framed so as to give the world,

as far as is humanly possible, a just settlement.’’74Another petition, signed by a

number of Chinese student organizations in Britain and France, called for ‘‘the

establishment of a new international order’’ based on ‘‘the exalted ideas

inspiring the immortal message of President Wilson.’’75 In many of these

texts, Wilson appears not as a flesh-and-blood politician but as a prophetic

icon of the coming new era in international relations, with his words, often

cited verbatim, serving as a central reference point in their articulation of

China’s rightful place in the international arena. One group of Chinese stu-

dents in Britain established a League of Nations Society, complete with an

elaborate charter stating its rules and goals, to study and promote the pres-

ident’s brainchild. The league, they emphasized, must not be ‘‘a League of

great Nations with smaller Nations as satellites, but a League of all Nations

with equality of rights before the Law.’’76

As the negotiations proceeded, such groups of patriotic Chinese kept a

vigilant eye on developments. When Liang Qichao, the veteran reformer and

public intellectual, arrived in Paris to observe the peace proceedings, some

Chinese students in Europe were alarmed. Liang had spent many years in exile

in Japan before the 1911 revolution and had ties with pro-Japanese factions in

Beijing. Could he be an agent of pro-Japanese interests, sent to Paris to watch

over the Chinese delegates and prod them to compromise? Leaders of the

Chinese student union in the United Kingdom sent Liang a sharply worded

message in February 1919, soon after his arrival, warning against such an

attempt. The world, they reminded him, was now ‘‘completely different from

that of the past.’’ Russian and German ‘‘tyranny’’ had collapsed, and the

‘‘righteous United States’’ had, along with democratic Britain and France,

established the League of Nations. Hereafter no treaties could stand that did

not pass muster with the league, and the Chinese must do all in their power to

advance their claims: ‘‘If this opportunity is lost, the political evils will be

firmly established [with] no hope for repeal.’’ They called on Liang to use his

influence to convince public opinion that all previous Sino-Japanese treaties,

which gave the Japanese various concessions in China, were unjust and had to

be voided.77 At the peace conference in Paris, Chinese nationalists demanded

that the infrastructure of imperialism in China be dismantled and that China’s

full membership in the expanding family of nations be recognized. As winter

turned to spring in 1919, they remained confident that, with the influence of

President Wilson on their side, they would succeed.
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Seizing the Moment in Seoul

In the spring of 1919, as Chinese nationalists in Paris and across the world

worked in the international arena to establish China’s place among nations,

patriotic Koreans were also stirred to action. The Korean peninsula had been

under increasingly oppressive Japanese rule since 1905, and during the war

the censors tried to keep the language of self-determination out. But during

the last months of the war, Koreans seized on Wilson and his principles as

they began to contemplate the possibilities of the postwar world. As the peace

conference began, they resolved to ensure that Korea would be part of the

transformation that Wilson’s declarations promised. On the morning of

March 1, 1919, thirty-three prominent religious and civic leaders in Seoul

gathered to sign a document they called Korea’s Declaration of Independence.

The declaration, which adopted Wilsonian language to assert Korea’s right to

liberty and equality within the world of nations, launched a broad popular

movement against Japanese rule. Over the following months, more than

a million people across the peninsula participated in demonstrations and

protests for independence, which involved Koreans of every province, religion,

education, age, and occupation. The March First movement, as it came to

be known, was an unprecedented manifestation of Korean nationalism as a

mass phenomenon, no longer limited to intellectual elites, and it marked

a watershed in the evolution of the Korean movement.1

Unlike in Egypt, India, and China, the war had little direct impact on the

population of the Korean peninsula. Koreans did not participate in the fighting

in any sizable numbers, nor did the war cause them significant economic

hardship. For the Japanese empire, of which Korea was a part, the war years

were a period of relative prosperity and, indeed, opportunity. But if Japanese

leaders wanted to use the war to expand Japan’s power in Asia and raise its

standing in world affairs, Korean nationalists hoped it would help them to

throw off Japanese rule. Early in the war, when Japan declared war on

Germany and launched attacks on German colonial possessions in Asia,

some Korean nationalists, like their Chinese counterparts, entertained hopes

that the Central Powers would win and so help Koreans throw off Japanese

rule. After the United States entered the war, however, and especially after

Korean nationalists learned of President Wilson’s Fourteen Points address and
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his subsequent declarations, they adopted the Wilsonian vision of a new

international order as an unprecedented opportunity for Korea to emerge—

or to reemerge, as they saw it—as an independent, equal member in the

expanding community of nations.

The March First uprising was the culmination of several decades of rapid

political and social change in Korea, which followed its ‘‘opening’’ by

Japanese forces in 1876. For centuries, the Korean peninsula had been largely

isolated from the external world, with no formal relations with other states

except for the annual tribute missions that the kings of the Yi (Choson)

dynasty, in power since 1392, dispatched to the imperial court in Beijing to

pay obeisance to the Son of Heaven.2 By the mid-nineteenth century, the

dynasty was in perceptible decline and peasant revolts broke out frequently

in the outlying provinces, but the Korean court, which learned of China’s

difficulties with ‘‘Western barbarians’’ following its defeats in the Opium

Wars, resolved to repulse any attempts at foreign encroachment. In

1866, when the General Sherman, an American trading vessel, attempted to

sail upriver to Pyongyang, the local population attacked and burned it, killing

all twenty-four members of its crew. In response, Washington ordered the U.S.

Asiatic Squadron to dispatch an expeditionary force to retaliate for the outrage

and incidentally to open Korea to American trade, as CommodoreMatthewC.

Perry had famously done in Japan in 1853. Five U.S. warships arrived on the

Korean coast in 1871 but met with stiff resistance and eventually returned to

their base in China without achieving their purpose.3

Such minor clashes notwithstanding, the Western powers paid little

attention to Korea during this period, focusing their efforts of commercial

expansion in the Far East on China. Thus, it was Japan rather than one of the

Western powers that opened the ‘‘hermit kingdom’’ to the external world a few

years later. Japan, then in the midst of the Meiji Restoration, sought opportu-

nities for territorial and commercial expansion to build up its national power

and prestige and saw Korea as a natural target. Taking a page from the British

imperial playbook in Asia, the Japanese provoked a naval incident with

Korean forces, and their victory in the ensuing conflict resulted in the conclu-

sion of the Treaty of Kanghwa on February 22, 1876. The treaty, modeled

closely on the unequal treaties that the Western powers had earlier forced on

China and on Japan itself, opened several Korean ports to foreign trade and

allowed for the establishment of extraterritorial Japanese settlements in those

ports. Japan, seeking to pry the peninsula loose from its traditional place

in the Chinese orbit, also inserted an article that declared Korea to be an

independent nation possessing full sovereign rights.4 The Japanese would

ignore that declaration three decades later, when they annexed Korea to their

expanding empire.
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Beijing, concerned with the rise of Japanese power in its traditional

sphere of influence, encouraged Seoul to seek bilateral treaties with the

Western powers in order to balance them against Japan. The first such treaty

was signed with the U.S. representative Commodore Robert W. Shufeldt in

1882, followed closely by treaties with Britain, Germany, Italy, Russia, France,

and Austria. The 1882 U.S.-Korean treaty recognized Korean sovereignty and

promised to provide the ‘‘good offices’’ of the United States if Korea became

the target of the aggression of another nation, and in 1919 Korean nationalists

demanding self-determination would cite these clauses in their appeals to

Wilson.5 Despite the recognition of Korean sovereignty that these treaties

suggested, however, Korea remained an arena of contestation between foreign

powers, especially China and Japan. In 1884, Chinese troops helped suppress a

Japanese-supported reformist coup against the conservative Korean court,

escalating Sino-Japanese tensions. The decade that followed also saw the

growth of Russian influence there as the Romanov empire sought to expand

eastward, as well as the arrival of Protestant missionaries, many of them

American, who began to work in the peninsula around that time and would

play significant roles in its subsequent history.6

Tensions reached a breaking point in 1894, when followers of Tonghak

(literally ‘‘Eastern learning’’), a syncretic religious movement that had recently

emerged in the Korean countryside and combined elements of Eastern religions

with Roman Catholicism, launched a popular uprising that threatened the

stability of the Yi regime. The Tonghak uprising gathered force on the wave of

peasant discontent with worsening economic conditions, corrupt officials, and

foreign encroachment. Both China and Japan rushed significant military forces

to the peninsula to protect their interests and extend their influence there.

Fighting soon broke out between them, quickly escalating into a full-fledged

war. Japan’s decisive victory in 1895 put an end to centuries of Chinese suzer-

ainty over Korea, though the intervention of European powers led by Russia

frustrated Japanese attempts to wrest far-reaching concessions from China in

the wake of the war. With China no longer a significant force in Korea, rising

Russo-Japanese competition became a central feature of its politics for the next

decade.

In 1896, soon after the Sino-Japanese war ended, a group of Western-

educated Korean intellectuals and professionals established the Independence

Club, the first Korean organization to espouse a recognizably modern nation-

alist ideology. Members of the club were frustrated with Korea’s weakness in

the face of increasing foreign pressures and advocated political and economic

reforms alongWestern liberal lines in order to strengthen Korea against further

encroachment and launch it on the path to modernity. The club’s founder,

Philip Jaisohn (Sŏ Chaep’il), was an early convert to Christianity and a veteran

reformer who had been one of the leaders of the reformist coup attempt of 1884
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and went into exile in the aftermath of its failure. Settling in the United States,

Jaisohn studied medicine and eventually became a naturalized citizen by

marriage, the first U.S. citizen of Korean extraction. Another prominent club

member was Syngman Rhee, later the first president of the republic of South

Korea from 1948 to 1960. Rhee, born in 1875 to a family of scholar-officials,

studied the Confucian classics before entering an American missionary

school in 1894.7

Tohelp propagate the programof the IndependenceClub, Jaisohn founded

a Korean-English bilingual newspaper, the Independent (Tongnip Sinmun). In

the period between 1896 and 1898, the club and its paper advocatedmodernization

and ‘‘self-strengthening’’ reforms in education, government, and the economy,

citing both Japan and the United States as models for Korean development.

Conservatives in the court, who feared that reforms would undermine their

power, strongly opposed the club and its agenda and soon banned the club and

its paper. Jaisohn left Korea once again for the United States, and Rhee was

arrested and imprisoned for six years, duringwhich he converted to Christianity.

The Independence Club episode was similar in many respects to the contempo-

raneous ‘‘Hundred Days’’ reform movement in China, led by Kang Youwei,

which also advocated modernizing reforms and which was suppressed in 1898

by court conservatives. The Korean movement, however, was more radical in its

ideas and more directly influenced by Western, and specifically American, ideas

of popular sovereignty and economic progress, which Jaisohn had absorbed

during his time in the United States.8

By 1904, Russo-Japanese tensions finally exploded into full-scale

and brutal war, often seen, with its widespread use of defensive trenches,

barbed wire, and machine guns, as a dress rehearsal for World War I. Japan’s

surprising victory in the war cemented its power in Korea and increased its

sway in China. But it also echoed more broadly in the colonial world, where

many saw it as a challenge to Europe’s claim to superior civilization, a claim

that underlay the imperial order in international affairs. The sense of an

‘‘awakening East’’ that the victory produced helped spur the challenges that

appeared around that time to the legitimacy of empire and its embedded

assumptions of Western superiority. The Swadeshi movement in India, the

founding of the National Party in Egypt, and the constitutional movements

in China, Persia, and Turkey, all occurred within a few years of 1905.9 But the

Japanese victory, though it undermined the legitimating claims of Western

imperialism in the eyes of colonial nationalists, offered no new levers or venues

that could help them to challenge imperialism in practice. Efforts to adopt the

Japanese model in order to construct stronger, wealthier, more ‘‘modern’’

societies, while potentially attractive, were long-term projects. And Japan

itself—as an actual state rather than as a model—showed little interest in
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using its growing international clout to challenge the logic of the existing

order. On the contrary, it strove to join it as an imperial power itself.

This was made plain in the Russo-Japanese negotiations to end the war,

in which U.S. president Theodore Roosevelt provided his good offices as

mediator. In the resulting Portsmouth Treaty, named after the Maine naval

shipyard in which it was signed in September 1905, the Russians effectively

recognized Korea as a Japanese protectorate. Korean groups in the United

States tried to forestall the protectorate through diplomatic action, and

expatriate organizations based in Hawaii collaborated to send emissaries to

petition Roosevelt for the preservation of an ‘‘autonomous government’’ in

Korea. Roosevelt gave the two emissaries—Syngman Rhee, recently released

from prison in Korea, and P. K. Yoon (Yun Pyŏnggu), a Protestant minister—a

hearing in New York City, but told them that he could do little to help them. If

they wanted to attend the peace conference themselves, he said, they would

have to take the matter up officially with the Korean minister in Washington.

When they did, the minister pleaded a lack of instructions from Seoul and

refused to take action.10

The Rough Rider later defended his failure to support the preservation of

Korean independence despite the U.S. commitments in the U.S.-Korea treaty of

1882 by noting that, if Koreans were unable to protect their own independence,

‘‘it was out of the question to suppose that any other nation without any

interest of its own at stake would attempt to do for the Koreans what they

were unable to do for themselves.’’ This statement of foreign policy realism

would return to haunt him during the world war, when, as a fierce opponent of

Wilson’s neutrality policy, he exhorted the administration to intervene in

the war immediately in order to defend the independence of Belgium, so

callously trampled on by the Germans. Clearly, chuckled Wilson’s supporters

in the press as they compared this statement with his earlier one on Korea,

Roosevelt had one standard for Belgium and another for Korea.11

In conjunction with its role in negotiating the Portsmouth Treaty, the

Roosevelt administration, concerned with containing the rise of Japanese

power in East Asia, also helped to secure Japanese control over Korea with

the secret Taft-Katsura agreement, signed in July 1905. In the agreement, signed

between William Howard Taft, who was then Roosevelt’s secretary of war,

and the Japanese prime minister, Katsura Taro, the United States effectively

acknowledged Korea as a Japanese protectorate in return for Japanese recog-

nition of its own rule over the Philippines. The U.S. legation in Seoul, along

with the other foreign missions there, closed its doors soon after as the

Japanese government took over the conduct of Korea’s foreign relations,

though the fact that the full text of the memorandum did not become public

until 1922 helped keep alive the hopes of Korean nationalists for U.S. support.

Koreans continued to argue that Roosevelt’s recognition of the Japanese
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protectorate inKorea, aswell as theTaft administration’s subsequent recognition

of Korea’s annexation to the Japanese empire in 1910, contravened the 1882

U.S.-Korea treaty, which had recognizedKorea as a sovereign state and promised

American ‘‘good offices’’ in the case of aggression against Korea by a foreign

power. The official position of the U.S. State Department, however, employed

a piece of circular logic similar to Roosevelt’s: once Korea ceased to be a

sovereign state with the Japanese annexation, all previous treaty obligations

that might have required the United States to defend its sovereignty became

moot.12

The years after 1905 saw the rapid spread of nationalist consciousness

and activities in Korea, as its people came under increasingly repressive

Japanese rule. Armed groups engaged Japanese forces in guerrilla warfare in

the countryside, while in the cities patriotic societies were established and then

disbanded by the Japanese in quick succession. This period also saw a sharp

rise in the activity and success of Protestant missionaries in Korea, mostly from

the United States. Although the missionaries themselves were careful not to

offend the Japanese authorities by showing open support for Korean national-

ism, an increasing number of Korean Christians became prominent in nation-

alist activities as new ideas about progress, modernity, and nationhood spread

among the growing ranks of intellectuals and professionals. Korean Buddhists

and adherents of Ch’ondogyo, or ‘‘heavenly way,’’ as the Tonghak sect was

now known, were also prominent in nationalist organizations and activities.

A modern discourse of Korean national identity, which had begun to emerge in

the 1890s borrowing from Western models, continued to expand and develop

in those years. Korean intellectuals studied Korean language and mythology,

as well as world history, in their quest to develop their ideas on the nature

and significance of the nation. They often concluded, as was typical in

other emerging national movements in Europe and elsewhere, that the

Korean nation was born in the ancient mists of time and that it possessed

a well-defined and homogeneous ethnic character.13

In the meantime, Korean nationalists continued their efforts to appeal to

international opinion in order to resist Japanese rule. In 1907, as the Second

International Peace Conference was convening at the Hague (the first

had occurred in 1899), the Korean emperor Kojong secretly sent envoys to the

conference to ask for the restoration of Korean independence.14 The envoys

were admitted to the conference through the good offices of the Russian

representative, who, naturally enough, was more than happy to use them to

embarrass Japan in an international forum. The envoys claimed that the

Japanese-Korean protectorate treaty of 1905 was void since Korea had signed

it under duress and asked that the powers intervene to restore Korean sover-

eignty. The Korean representatives, however, failed to sway the diplomats at

the Hague. They were quickly ejected from the conference under Japanese
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pressure, and the head Korean envoy, devastated by this failure, committed

ritual suicide. Still, the episode caused great embarrassment to the Japanese

authorities in Korea, and when Kojong’s role in it was discovered he was

forced to abdicate. Far from advancing Korean independence, the Hague affair

led the Japanese to tighten their hold over Korea and set the stage for the full

annexation of the peninsula to Japan three years later, in August 1910.15

Korean historiography often describes the period of direct military

rule that lasted from 1910 to 1919 as the ‘‘Dark Period’’ of Korean history.

The Japanese authorities, adopting a policy that called for the complete

assimilation of Koreans into the Japanese nation, suppressed all political

and cultural activities. The Korean press, hitherto relatively free, came under

heavy censorship, and all nationalist organizations were outlawed. The dis-

covery in 1911 of a plot to assassinate the Japanese governor general, General

Terauchi Masatake, led to dozens of arrests, including most of the nationalist

leaders still in Korea. In this repressive environment, religious organizations

remained one of the sole venues for organized activities, and the influence of

the Protestant churches continued to grow.16

With a complete ban in place on nationalist activities within Korea,

many activists left the country, spurring the growth of patriotic organizations

in Korean expatriate communities, especially in Russia, China, Japan, and the

United States. Japan, ironically, became a major incubator for Korean national

sentiments in this period, since Korean students, encouraged to attend

Japanese universities as part of the assimilation policy, had access to literature

promoting liberal ideas and criticizing Japanese rule that the military

authorities had banned from Korea itself. One of the most important expatri-

ate nationalist organizations emerged in 1909, when two existing groups

merged to form the Korean National Association (KNA), under the leadership

of An Ch’angho. An, a tireless organizer and a major figure among Korean

activists abroad, had been educated by missionaries and immigrated to

the United States in 1902, settling in California but traveling extensively to

expatriate Korean communities in Hawaii, Mexico, and China. Syngman

Rhee, who had remained in the United States following his failed mission

to Theodore Roosevelt to pursue graduate studies at Harvard and then at

Princeton, also began to play a leading role in the KNA after 1912.17

The presence of so many Korean patriots abroad mattered, among other

things, because during the war years they had easy access to information

that the Japanese censors worked hard to prevent from circulating in Korea

itself. Though the KNA had begun to try to propagate the cause of Korean

independence in American public opinion even before the war in Europe

began, Korean activists in the United States recognized early the potential

usefulness of Wilson’s rhetoric for their cause and took the lead in preparing
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to present the Korean claim for self-determination before world opinion. The

Korean community in the United States, including Hawaii, was small, num-

bering only about six thousand at the time. It was, however, well educated,

politically active, and well organized, and its role in the Korean response to the

Wilsonian moment was therefore disproportionately large. (This was also true

for the small groups of educated Koreans in Shanghai and Tokyo, each no

more than seven or eight hundred strong, which played, as we will see, an

important role in the nationalist movement.18 ) In December 1918, the KNA

published an open letter to Korean residents in the United States and Mexico,

calling for unity in the fight for national independence. A ‘‘unity meeting’’

then convened in San Francisco and resolved that, in light of Wilson’s vision

for the postwar settlement, Koreans should submit a petition to the peace

conference after the war and make an appeal to the United States and to

Wilson himself to recognize Korean independence.

The meeting elected Syngman Rhee, Min Ch’anho, an ordained

Methodist minister, and Henry Chung (Chŏng Hangyŏng) as delegates for

this task. Chung, who was twenty-nine at the time, was born, like Rhee, into a

scholarly family and trained in classical Chinese texts and Confucian classics.

Under the influence of the stories about the wonders of the West that he heard

from a local teacher who had returned from the United States, however, he cut

off his traditional topknot at fourteen and decided to emigrate, on his own, to

the new world. He arrived on the West Coast and soon thereafter accepted an

invitation from a sympathetic American couple in a small town in Nebraska to

come live with them. Though there were few other Koreans living in the area,

Chung did well in his studies, graduating from his Nebraska high school

as valedictorian. He later studied at Northwestern University and received

a Ph.D. from American University in Washington, D.C. Even in Nebraska, he

had already begun his involvement with the Korean national cause; like many

Korean and other colonial nationalists at the time, Chung’s opposition

to colonialism was rooted in a worldview that was both liberal and cosmopol-

itan, part of a broader vision of bringing progress and modernity, as he saw

them, to his land of origin and integrating it as an equal member within a

progressive international order.19

Rhee and the others set out for Washington in December 1918 to apply

for passports and prepare for the trip to Paris. In a message addressed to

President Wilson, they informed him of their appointment to the peace

conference as representatives of the 1.5 million expatriate Koreans living in

America, Hawaii, Mexico, China, and Russia, and attached a memorandum,

which they intended to present to the peace conference upon arrival in Paris.

The text told the story of the Japanese conquest of Korea and the subsequent

suppression of the local economy, culture, and religion, including, the docu-

ment emphasized, Christianity. They expected Wilson, as ‘‘a champion of
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equal rights for all peoples, strong or weak,’’ to help them get justice at a

time when, as he had said, ‘‘the particular purposes of individual States are

about to submit to the common will of mankind.’’ The text also noted

the contributions of Korean expatriates to the Allied effort: some had joined

the U.S. military, others fought against the Bolsheviks in the Russian East.

Japanese aggression in Asia threatened not only Korea but also U.S. interests,

and the world could not be made ‘‘safe for democracy’’ as long as the 15

million Koreans on the peninsula remained under ‘‘alien yoke.’’ Citing, like

so many petitioners at the time, Wilson’s words back to him, the text assured

the president that the Korean movement met the standard of ‘‘well-defined

national aspirations’’ stated in his February 11, 1918, address, since Koreans

were an ethnically and linguistically distinct people and had a long history of

civilization. Therefore, they should have the opportunity to ‘‘choose the

government under which they wish to live.’’20

As with other anticolonial activists, Korean perceptions of Wilson and

their hopes for his support drew on long-standing views of the United States as

an exemplar of modern civilization and the power most sympathetic toward

colonial aspirations for independence.21 Among Korean nationalists, more-

over, such perceptions of the United States were more common and more

deeply entrenched than among other colonial peoples, given the impact of

Protestant missions in Korea and the prominence among expatriate activists

of men who studied and lived in the United States. Like many educated

Egyptians, Indians, and Chinese, they considered the United States wealthy

and powerful enough not to depend on colonial exploitation, and Wilson’s

rhetoric seemed to confirm this impression. Even after the Japanese annexed

Korea with U.S. acquiescence, Korean nationalists, encouraged by resident

American diplomats and missionaries, continued to believe that the United

States supported their independence. Wilson’s declarations on the establish-

ment of new universal principles for international relations, they thought,

would apply to Korea as well.22 Eager to seize the opportunity, Koreans

moved to frame their demands for independence in the new Wilsonian lan-

guage and to take them before the president himself in Paris.

Shortly after the armistice, a group of Korean activists wrote to Wilson

to help convince him that his wartime rhetoric applied to Korea. The presi-

dent, they wrote, had ‘‘said very truly that all homogeneous nations that have a

separate and distinct language, civilization and culture ought to be allowed

independence.’’23 Wilson, of course, had never defined the prerequisites of

nationhood in such a detailed fashion in his wartime rhetoric. The authors

of the petition read into his advocacy for self-determination the characteristics

that Koreans and other nationalists commonly considered as defining national

identity—ethnicity, language, cultural tradition, history—and sought to make

the case that Korea met the standard. While this approach implied that not
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all claimants deserved satisfaction if they did not meet the criteria, other

petitioners were less circumspect. A group of Koreans residing in New York

City, for example, treated Korean nationhood as self-evident and simply asked

that the postwar settlement grant Korea the same rights promised to other

small nations. The United States and its allies have ‘‘endorsed the grand

principle of self-determination of weaker and smaller nations, so nobly advo-

cated by president Wilson,’’ and Korea, like other small nations, had the right

‘‘to regulate her national life according to her own standards and ideas.’’

The United States, therefore, should work to secure for Korea the right of

self-determination.24

Koreans living in China and Japan, in the meantime, also paid close

attention to the wartime developments in the international arena. For them, an

important watershed came in the summer of 1918, when news reached them of

Wilson’s Independence Day address. In it, he had said explicitly for the first

time that his principles would apply not only to the peoples actually engaged in

the war but to ‘‘many others also, who suffer under the mastery but cannot act;

peoples of many races and in every part of the world.’’ Korean students in

Japan understood this reference as a direct assault on Japanese rule of the

peninsula and decided that it was time for them to act.25 Chang Tŏksu, a

Korean student leader in Japan, traveled to Shanghai that summer and, to-

gether with Yŏ Unhyŏng, the principal of a Korean school in Shanghai,

founded the New Korea Youth Association (NKYA) and began to plan their

campaign.26

When Charles R. Crane, an American businessman and Wilson confi-

dant, arrived in Shanghai in November, the two thought they had found their

opportunity. Crane, the heir of a plumbing supplies fortune, was an amateur

diplomat and backroom political operator whom Wilson sent on various fact

finding missions, most famously the King-Crane commission to the Middle

East the following year. In Shanghai, Crane received the VIP treatment from

both the local Chinese authorities and the foreign diplomatic corps, and he

gave numerous speeches praising Wilson and his principles and hailing in

rousing terms the coming new era in world affairs. Yŏ, who attended a

reception in Crane’s honor, was ‘‘inspired by Crane’s speech on the principle

of self-determination.’’ He approached the American after his speech and, he

later testified, had an exchange with Crane that encouraged him to believe that

the principle of self-determination would be applied to Korea at the peace

conference.27 Excited, Yŏ and his colleagues quickly drafted a petition calling

for Korean independence and gave a copy to Crane to deliver to Wilson

personally. A second copy was handed to Thomas Millard, publisher of the

popular English-language Shanghai magazine Millard’s Review, who was

leaving for Washington and then Paris, to deliver personally to the peace

conference.28
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In addition, the NKYA selected Kim Kyusik (Kim Kiusic), a young

Korean Christian, to travel to Paris in person as their official representative

to the Paris Peace Conference.29 Kim was an orphan who had been raised by a

well-known American missionary to Korea, Horace G. Underwood, and later

traveled to the United States to attend Roanoke College in Virginia and

Princeton University. He returned to teach at several Christian schools in

Korea, but left for China in 1913 to escape Japanese rule. Kim’s first challenge

on his mission was transportation, since all boats from Shanghai to Paris

were fully booked until March. After considerable effort, he managed to

arrange passage with members of the Chinese delegation to the peace confer-

ence, making the trip with a Chinese passport and under a Chinese name in

order to evade the Japanese police. The Chinese, of course, were eager for the

opportunity to embarrass Japan at the international forum, and several top

Chinese leaders at the time, including Sun Yat-sen, told U.S. diplomats that the

peace conference should take up the question of Korean independence.30

Beyond that, however, the Chinese, themselves locked in a struggle against

Japanese designs in China, could do little for Korea.

As the delegates assembled in Paris and the peace conference opened over

the winter, a group of Korean students in Tokyo, who organized themselves as

the Korean Youth Independence Association, decided they must do something

dramatic to bring Korean claims to the attention of ‘‘those nations of the world

which have secured victory for Freedom and Justice.’’ The method, they de-

cided, would be a ‘‘declaration of independence’’ in the name of Koreans

everywhere. Yi Kwangsu, a young novelist who would become a pioneer of

modern Korean literature, was asked to draft the declaration. Yi himself

believed that independence required the gradual evolution of Korean ‘‘national

character,’’ and confessed privately that he was unsure whether Korean society

was actually ready for independence, but he concluded that Koreans could not

pass up the opportunity that Wilson’s presence at the peace conference of-

fered.31 The declaration was prepared in Korean, Japanese, and English ver-

sions, and the students dispatched copies to Wilson, Clemenceau, and Lloyd

George in Paris, to politicians, scholars, and newspapers in Japan, and even to

the governor general of Korea. On February 8, the declaration was read with

much fanfare before a large crowd at the Tokyo YMCA. In the name of ‘‘the

twenty million Korean people,’’ it declared ‘‘before those nations of the world

which have secured victory for Freedom and Justice, the realization of our

independence.’’ Soon after, the Japanese police broke up the meeting, arresting

twenty-seven of those present.32

W ithin the peninsula itself, even the strict Japanese censorship—banning,

for example, the showing of a foreign film on the grounds that it

included some images of President Wilson—could not prevent the spread of
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interest in Wilsonian principles. Korean exiles living in Shanghai, who were

headquartered in the French concession to stay outside the reach of the

Japanese police in the city, sent the news and texts of his addresses to nation-

alists inside Korea through a network of couriers who crossed the border from

China on foot. One young schoolteacher who was active in the nationalist

underground in Korea remembered the excitement she felt when the

message came from Shanghai: ‘‘President Wilson of the United States has

proclaimed a fourteen point program for world peace. One of those points is

Kim Kyusik was the representative in Paris of the newly declared Provisional

Government of the Republic of Korea, which operated in exile since Korea was

then part of the Japanese empire. Kim labored to bring Korean demands for

self-determination before the peace conference. Seomoondang.
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the self-determination of the peoples. You must make the most of this

situation. Your voice must be heard. President Wilson will certainly help

you.’’33 Though the term ‘‘self-determination’’ was actually nowhere to be

found among the Fourteen Points, this technicality mattered little at the

time, since the term ‘‘Fourteen Points’’ had come to stand for the sum total

of Wilson’s vision, as it was perceived through the eyes of Koreans and others.

By year’s end, with news of the international situation trickling into

Korea through such clandestine contacts with Korean nationalists abroad as

well as with Westerners living in Korea, anticipation for the application of the

doctrine of self-determination to Korea became increasingly widespread, espe-

cially among the young and the educated.34 The American consul general in

Seoul reported in January 1919 on the new mood among Koreans:

There can be no doubt that the present general movement throughout

the world looking towards the self-determination of peoples, and

particularly of the subject races, has produced its effect on the thought

of the people in this country. At the outset of the war there was a

strong undercurrent among the Koreans of hostility to the Allies,

a feeling that arose from a not unnatural antagonism to Japan, one

of the Allies. As the war progressed, however, and the ultimate aims of

the Allies were more carefully and fully stated, those Koreans who are

accustomed to look beyond immediate conditions in their own coun-

try and to view affairs here in light of world conditions began to see

that they might also be affected in no adverse manner by the victory of

the Allies.35

By now, activists inside Korea had also begun contemplating action. Since the

colonial authorities had outlawed all political groups, religious organizations,

which remained the only venues for community action, were prominent in

these activities. Religious leaders, who had a broad following among the

populace, could help mobilize Koreans against colonial rule, and nationalist

activists therefore worked to convince them that they must follow the lead of

the Tokyo students and launch a campaign for independence on the peninsula

itself. Both Christian and Buddhist leaders were prominent in the movement,

as was the leadership of Ch’ondogyo. Upon learning of the student declaration

of independence in Tokyo, Son Pyŏnghi, the Ch’ondogyo supreme leader,

reportedly said: ‘‘At a time when young students are carrying out this kind of

righteous action, we cannot just sit and watch.’’36 At the same time, the

Shanghai group dispatched Sonu Hyok, a Protestant Christian, to Korea to

help convince Christian leaders to hold peaceful demonstrations in support of

Kim Kyusik’s mission in Paris. Such demonstrations, they said, would show

the world that the Korean population, despite Japanese propaganda to the
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contrary, was unhappy under Japanese rule and was rallying to the cause of

independence.37

In the meantime, an unexpected event occurred that afforded the nation-

alist activists an unprecedented opportunity to mobilize the masses around the

call for self-determination. On January 22, the former emperor Kojong, whom

the Japanese had deposed in 1907 in the wake of the failed Korean mission to

the Hague, died suddenly. Rumors quickly spread that the Japanese had

poisoned the former emperor because of his opposition to their rule. As the

preparations for the royal funeral procession began, the military authorities

felt compelled to relax restrictions on travel, and as many as 200,000 people

streamed from the provinces into Seoul to pay their respects to the departed

monarch. As the people gathered, nationalist leaders debated whether they

should petition the Japanese for independence or simply declare it unilaterally,

and finally decided on the latter course. They would draft a declaration of

independence and hold nonviolent demonstrations across the country to show

the world their desire for self-determination. They would also present petitions

to the representatives of foreign powers in Tokyo, and send a letter to President

Wilson himself asking for his support. To circumvent the Japanese censors, the

petitions addressed to Wilson and the peace conference were to be smuggled

across the border to Manchuria and sent by the Chinese postal system to

Shanghai and thence to Paris.38

The date of the proclamation was set for March 1, to take advantage of

the crowds gathered for the imperial funeral proceedings in Seoul scheduled

for that day. On that morning, a group of thirty-three eminent religious

leaders—Christians, Ch’ondogyo, and Buddhists—gathered in a Seoul restau-

rant to sign and proclaim the Declaration of Independence. To emphasize the

pacific nature of their movement, they sent a copy of the declaration to the

governor general and notified the colonial police of their intentions to stage

nonviolent protests.39 The text of the declaration, which recounted the history

of Japanese injustice in Korea, drew heavily on Wilsonian imagery as the

authors associated themselves ‘‘with the worldwide movement for reform,’’

which was ‘‘the central force of our age and a just movement for the right of

all peoples to determine their own existence.’’ A new dawn, they said, was

upon the world, and justice would henceforth replace force as the arbiter of

international affairs. This offered Koreans ‘‘a great opportunity’’ to recover

their country and ‘‘move with a new current of world thought,’’ with ‘‘the

conscience of mankind’’ on their side.40

That same morning, copies of a second manifesto, also calling for

Korean independence, were posted along the main streets of the city. This

manifesto, whose authors remain obscure, was not the work of the same

leaders who had signed the declaration of independence, but rather was

most likely prepared and circulated by a group of students who had learned
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of the plan to issue the declaration and wanted to show their support for it.41

Its style was very different from the official declaration, far sharper and more

confrontational, but its message was similar: A new age of self-determination

had come in world affairs, and Koreans must have their independence. Reflect-

ing the rumors that had been circulating since the emperor’s death, the

text blamed the Japanese for poisoning him in order to subvert the efforts

of Korean nationalists to make their case in the international arena. ‘‘As

we advocated the national independence in the Paris Peace Conference, the

cunning Japanese produced a certificate stating that ‘The Korean people are

happy with Japanese rule and do not wish to be separate from the Japanese,’ in

order to cover the eyes and ears of the world.’’ When the Japanese submitted

this statement to the emperor for the affixation of his royal seal, the student

manifesto speculated, he refused to sign it, and the Japanese therefore decided

to assassinate him. The text concluded with a rousing call to action that

placed Korean aspirations squarely within the context of recent international

developments:

Since the American President proclaimed the Fourteen Points, the voice

of national self-determination has swept the world, and twelve nations,

including Poland, Ireland, and Czechoslovakia, have obtained indepen-

dence. How could we, the people of the great Korean nation, miss this

opportunity? Our compatriots abroad are utilizing this opportunity to

appeal for the recovery of national sovereignty. . . . Now is the great

opportunity to reform the world and recover us the ruined nation.42

With copies of the student manifesto posted in the streets, the ‘‘official’’

declaration of independence was read aloud in Pagoda Park in the heart of

downtown Seoul before a large cheering crowd. When the reading ended, the

masses poured into the streets, with many shouting ‘‘Long live Korean inde-

pendence!’’ One young participant recalled how he learned of the movement at

his school on the morning of March 1, when the student representative rose to

address his fellow students: ‘‘Today we Koreans will declare our indepen-

dence,’’ he told them. ‘‘Our representatives have gone to the Paris Peace

Conference. To show our desire for independence to the world we must

shout ‘manse’ [long live] for Korean independence.’’43 For the organizers of

the movement, then, the most important audiences for their declarations and

demonstrations were not the Japanese authorities but the world leaders gath-

ered at the other end of the Eurasian land mass. With this audience in mind,

one of the signatories of the declaration of independence asked a Canadian

missionary and amateur photographer, Dr. Frank Schofield, to take photo-

graphs of the reading in Pagoda Park so that they could be sent to the

peace conference. Schofield, alas, was stampeded by the throng of excited

demonstrators that came streaming out of the park and failed to carry out
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his mission, though he followed the demonstrators with his camera in hand

and managed to take some photos later that day.44

Over the following months, more than one million Koreans participated

in the March First protests as they spread over the entire peninsula. Store

owners closed their shops and workers went on strike in shows of support

for the movement.45 The uprising was also fueled by the spread of rumors—a

major source of information since Japanese censorship largely prevented

the circulation of more reliable news—that the United States and President

Wilson himself supported the Korean demands for self-determination.

Among other things, rumors circulated that ‘‘President Wilson was to come

to Korea by airplane to assist Korean independence; that scores of United States

battleships had been dispatched for Korea; that American troops had already

landed at Inchon; that the peace conference had recognized the independence of

These Korean women marching in Seoul were part of a mass movement for

independence that erupted across the Korean peninsula in March 1919. Many organizers

and participants believed that once the powers in Paris, led by Wilson, learned that

the people of Korea rejected Japanese rule, they would grant Korea independence.

Seomoondang.
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Korea.’’46 Another widespread story was that shortly before Wilson left for

Paris, he was approached by a Korean who asked him if Korea would be

discussed at the peace conference. The president, the rumor went, replied that

if Koreans remained quiescent they would not be heard, but if they protested

they would get a hearing.47 An American missionary in Pyongyang reported

that, with Wilson’s advocacy of self-determination well known among

‘‘educated Koreans,’’ they believed that they had to act immediately. The

peace conference would hear and rectify ‘‘every political ‘sore’ and difficulty

throughout the whole world.’’ After it adjourned, no further adjustments

would be possible.48 But even as Koreans moved to seize the opportunity they

perceived in Paris, Wilson’s own fortunes there were beginning to wane.
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PART

III

The Failure of Liberal

Anticolonialism

Wilson in Paris was like an ant on a hot skillet. He didn’t know what to

do. He was surrounded by thieves like Clemenceau, Lloyd George,

Makino, and Orlando. He heard nothing except accounts of receiving

certain amounts of territory and of reparations worth so much in gold.

He did nothing except to attend various kinds of meetings where he could

not speak his mind. One day a Reuter’s telegram read, ‘‘President Wilson

has finally agreed with Clemenceau’s view that Germany not be admitted

to the League of Nations.’’ When I saw the words ‘‘finally agreed,’’ I felt

sorry for him for a long time. Poor Wilson!

—Mao Zedong, July 1919



W ilson left Paris for a few weeks in the United States immediately after

presenting the league covenant on February 14. He landed in Boston on

the twenty-third to a thunderous reception, but the cheers were deceptive.

Wilson’s visit was a difficult one. A new Congress, which his Republican

opponents would control, was about to come into session, and Wilson’s

nemesis, Massachusetts senator Henry Cabot Lodge, was set to become

chair of the Senate Foreign Relations Committee. In that role, Lodge, a leading

Republican critic of the president and his plans for the peace, would have a

decisive influence on the Senate deliberations on the ratification of the peace

treaty, including Wilson’s crowning achievement, the League of Nations cove-

nant. OnMarch 3, just before midnight, Lodge made his move, introducing on

the Senate floor his famous ‘‘round robin’’ resolution. Signed by thirty-seven

senators—enough to block the required two-thirds majority for ratification—

the resolution declared that the United States should reject the covenant of the

League of Nations ‘‘in the form now proposed.’’ Though the league still

appeared to have strong support among the American public, the president’s

domestic opponents were clearly gaining ground, and this development was

not lost on his negotiating partners back in Paris.1

The president arrived back in France on March 14. He again landed in

Brest, but in a reflection of the precipitous decline in his international stature

since his last landing there only three months and one day earlier, this

time ‘‘there was little or no ceremony connected with his return.’’2 During

his absence, the focus of the negotiations had moved away from the abstract

ideals of the league covenant to the hard details of territorial changes, repara-

tion payments, and limitations on German rearmament. Indeed, Wilson,

whose health was already beginning to fail under the great strain of his

task, was so concerned that the league had been cast aside in his absence

that his first act upon his return was to announce that the covenant remained

an inseparable part of the peace treaty. Still, sharp disagreements among the

Allies over the terms of the peace with Germany continued to drag the discus-

sions on, and in late March a full-fledged crisis broke out in Paris over

the Italian demand for the city of Fiume (now Rijeka), on the eastern

coast of the Adriatic Sea. Wilson, citing the largely Slavic population of the

surrounding region, rejected the demand as contradictory to the principle of

self-determination and insisted that the area should be part of the new Yugo-

slav state. The president, hoping to call on the support of the cheering crowds

that had greeted him during his Italian sojourn less than three months earlier,

released a public statement making his case to the Italian people over the heads

of their leaders. The main result of his public plea, however, was to make the

Italian delegates livid. PrimeMinister Orlando and his foreign minister, Sidney

Sonnino, withdrew from the conference and left Paris in protest. They did not

return for several weeks.3
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By late April, an atmosphere of general crisis engulfed much of the

continent. Armed conflicts had broken out across Eastern and Central Europe

as the new states that were emerging from the ashes of the Habsburg and

Romanov empires jockeyed for territory, and radical governments had recently

come to power in Bavaria and Hungary amid the general chaos in the defeated

countries. Deprivation and hunger were growing inmuch of the region, and the

peace treaty with Germany was still not ready. It was not until May 4, several

months later than the original projections, that the Big Three managed

to resolve their final differences on the most difficult issues, including the

territorial settlements in Europe and the question of German reparations,

and to submit the treaty to the German delegates. By then, it was clear that

the preliminary consultation among the Allies, which was to have lasted only

several weeks at most, had become the peace conference itself, and the condi-

tions on the continent left little time or desire among the Allied leaders for

substantial negotiations with the defeated enemy. The German representatives

who arrived at Versailles, led by the foreign minister Ulrich von Brockdorff-

Rantzau, were presented simply with the treaty as the Allied leaders had

prepared it. They objected strenuously that it was not the Wilsonian peace

that the terms of the armistice had promised, but their objections were brushed

aside. On June 28, 1919, with their country near collapse and under the threat of

an Allied invasion if they rejected the treaty, the Germans had little choice

but to sign.4

In much of the colonial world, too, the spring of 1919was a time of crisis.

The uprising that had erupted in Korea on March 1 was still a hopeful one,

predicated on the belief that if Koreans rose to claim their right to self-determi-

nation, the peace conference, under Wilson’s influence, would grant it to them.

But at the same time, Egyptians and Indians both found Britain adamantly

opposed to any attempt to bring their claims before the peace conference, and

saw the British moving to tighten rather than loosen their grip on their lands.

The promise of self-determination appeared to grow increasingly distant, and

Wilson, the hero of the Fourteen Points, appeared unable—or unwilling—to

help. The Chinese, who, unlike the Korean, Egyptian, and Indian nationalists

did have representation at the peace table, held on the longest to hopes of

success, but they, too, could not sustain the mood of high optimismwith which

they arrived in Paris. With the peace conference in profound crisis and Wilson

so clearly weakened and isolated, the prospects that right would triumph over

might at the peace table began to look increasingly distant. Before the treaty

was signed, upheaval would break out among all of these groups.

Wilson left Paris immediately after the signing ceremony in June, but he

could have very little satisfaction in a job well done. Even the League

of Nations covenant, the last, deeply compromised remnant of the great

Wilsonian promise of the previous fall for a new international order, was in
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danger. In his efforts to find a progressive middle ground between the forces of

revolution and the forces of reaction, the president had made no one happy.

Liberals and radicals thought he had not gone nearly far enough to implement

the ideals of international equality and justice, while conservatives and imperi-

alists thought he had gone much too far, with Europeans blaming him for

fomenting upheaval in the colonies and Americans for compromising the

sovereignty of the United States and dragging it into the swamp of European

intrigue. Moreover, Wilson’s own physical fate that fall seemed to mirror that

of his ambition to transform the world. On October 2, after months of strain-

ing to convince the American people to support the treaty, he suffered the

incapacitating stroke that effectively ended his political career, though his wife

and a few close aides did manage to keep up the appearances of presidential

competence until the end of his term in office in March 1921.

The Versailles Treaty was now before the U.S. Senate, which needed to

ratify it by a two-thirds majority, and with Wilson’s Republican opponents at

the helm it was bound to be a difficult struggle. As the Senate debates on

ratification continued over much of the next year, Wilson’s political opponents

occasionally pointed to the demands that colonial peoples had raised for self-

determination and attacked the treaty for failing to stem the power of

imperialism, accusing Wilson of collusion with the imperialist interests of the

British and the French. In these discussions, as we will see, the unmet claims of

Egyptians, Indians, Chinese, and even Koreans were raised, and the senators

heard a number of representations on their behalf. But for the vast majority of

senators, as forWilson himself and for most Americans, the fate of the colonial

world was never a central issue in 1919. For the colonial nationalists who had

responded to the call of self-determination, however, nothing was more

important. The liberal anticolonial vision that Wilson had conjured was

rapidly fading, but anticolonial movements had now emerged as a force in

international affairs, with the right of all peoples to self-determination as their

rallying cry.
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7

The 1919 Revolution

By March 1919, as Koreans rose in protest against Japanese rule, events were

coming to a head in Egypt as well. With tensions rising in Europe and

across the empire, the British authorities in Egypt grew increasingly anxious

over the Wafd’s success in mobilizing the Egyptian public behind its program

of resistance to British rule. It was time, they decided, to move forcefully

against its leadership. On March 6, the commander of the British forces in

Egypt, General Watson, summoned Zaghlul and several of his lieutenants for

an interview and warned them to stop their campaign against the British

presence in Egypt. Martial law, he reminded them, had been proclaimed in

1914 at the outset of the war and remained in effect. If they persisted in their

attacks on the legitimacy of the protectorate and continued to block efforts to

put together a new Egyptian cabinet to replace the resigning Rushdi ministry,

they would face serious consequences. Zaghlul began to protest, but Watson

would not let him speak. ‘‘No discussion,’’ he said, and immediately left the

room.1

This imperious display, nodoubt designed to impress theWafd leaderswith

British resolve, only served to strengthen the nationalists’ determination. Con-

spicuously ignoring Watson’s warning, Zaghlul shot off a defiant telegram to

Lloyd George immediately after this encounter. In the telegram he again con-

demned the protectorate as ‘‘illegal’’ and reiteratedhismission to secure complete

independence for Egypt. For the British, this was the last straw. Two days later,

a contingent of British troops arrived at Zaghlul’s house and placed him under

arrest, together with three of his leading colleagues in the Wafd leadership:

Oxford-educated landowner Muhammad Mahmud; the tribal leader Hamad

al-Basil, who was prominent in organizing Wafd propaganda in Egypt;

and Isma‘il Sidqi, also a wealthy landowner and a future prime minister. The

nextmorning,March 9, the fourwere loadedonto aBritish steamer anddeported

to the Mediterranean island of Malta. According to one biographer, a search of

Zaghlul’s person upon his arrest turned up a clipping from a British newspaper,

theDaily Express, which listed Wilson’s Fourteen Points.2

The arrests were a fateful move, sparking a massive wave of popular

demonstrations and strikes across Egypt and precipitating a period of violent

clashes known in Egyptian historiography as the 1919Revolution.Over the next
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several months, Egyptians of all classes took part in the upheaval: students and

urban laborers, middle-class professionals and Delta peasants.3 Members of

religious and ethnic minorities, in particular leaders of the Christian Coptic

Orthodox minority, expressed their solidarity with the movement and, in a

conspicuous departure from tradition, Egyptian women also took to the

streets. The protests began with peaceful student demonstrations but quickly

deteriorated into violence as British troops tried to suppress the uprising. As

railway and telegraph lines were sabotaged, the British countered with strict

enforcement of martial law. Some eight hundred Egyptians and sixty British

soldiers and civilians died in the clashes that spring, and thousands more were

wounded.4

The 1919 Revolution was a major watershed in the development of the

Egyptian national struggle, forming, according to the prominent Egyptian

historian ‘Abd al-Rahman Rafi‘i, ‘‘the basis for all the developments that

followed.’’5 Zaghlul himself noted in his diary on April 2 that ‘‘the events

that occurred in Egypt following our departure’’ were ‘‘more cataclysmic

than anyone could ever have predicted. They have turned the tables against

the colonizing power and alerted the entire world to the fact that there is an

oppressed nation calling out for justice.’’ It was the first truly popular revolu-

tion in Egypt, which included all regions, age groups, classes, and religious

communities. It augured, another Egyptian historian, ‘Abd al-‘Azim Rama-

dan, has written, ‘‘a new age in Egyptian history—the age of Egyptian nation-

alism—which replaced the idea of the Islamic community that made Egypt

part of the Ottoman state.’’6 The violent clashes of that period escalated

Anglo-Egyptian tensions and fostered mutual fear and mistrust. They

hardened attitudes and positions on both sides and cast a long shadow over

all subsequent attempts at negotiation.

As the revolution unfolded in the streets, Egyptian protesters strove to

obtain the support of the United States for their cause. One group of demon-

strators attempted to march to the U.S. legation in Cairo with an American flag

at its head, but British troops dispersed the crowd and confiscated the flag.7 A

wide variety of organizations, professions, and religious groups within

Egyptian society, as well as Egyptian organizations and individuals abroad,

produced the telegrams, letters, and petitions that poured into the U.S. lega-

tion. Most of the messages shared a similar thrust: They protested strongly the

arrest of Zaghlul and his followers, who only wished ‘‘the Egyptian people to

take its place among the free nations of the earth,’’ and decried the violent

suppression of peaceful demonstrations, appealing to ‘‘the public opinion of

the world’’ to intervene on behalf of Egypt. They declared their faith in

President Wilson and his Fourteen Points and called on the United States to

come to their aid: ‘‘Long live America, liberator of the world,’’ concluded one,

signed by some fifteen notables from Alexandria.8 Petitioners also sought to
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dispel concerns about the possible impact of Egyptian independence on foreign

interests in the country. Egyptians, asserted many of the messages, were

a peaceful and tolerant people, and Egyptian self-government would pose no

danger to foreign lives, property, or interests.9

To emphasize the unity and tolerance of Egyptian society, many of the

authors also took pains to highlight the participation of Egyptians of all classes

and of religious minorities and women in the nationalist movement. Leading

Egyptian Copts wrote to express their solidarity with the movement, and

the Egyptian Association, a group formed soon after Wilson’s arrival in Paris

to advocate independence, adopted a flag displaying the symbols of Egypt’s

three main religious communities—a crescent, a cross, and a star of David—on

a red background to signify the unity of Egyptians of all faiths in the national

struggle.10 The brutality of British rule was also emphasized. A widely

distributed pamphlet that recorded the results of the suppression of protests

in one Nile Delta village displayed graphic photographs of Egyptian men with

whip marks on their exposed torsos. The name and social position

of each man—peasant, student, religious scholar, notable—was noted below

each photograph to provide evidence of the broad support for the independence

movement.11 A group of Egyptian women, appealing to a presumed American

sensitivity to the mistreatment of women, testified that British troops ‘‘leveled

their weapons at us and kept us standing thus for two hours under a burning

sun.’’ The women suggested that ‘‘this fact alone without commentary of any

sort shows clearly the persistence of the British in employing brute force even

toward women, in order to stamp out our unanimous movement.’’12 The

participation of women in the movement was unprecedented, and historians

have often cited the 1919Revolution as a transformative moment in the place of

women in Egyptian society, taking them, as one Egyptian historian put it, from

the harem to the public arena and the labor market.13

Though the British authorities attempted to quell the revolt by military

force, they also realized that their earlier obstinacy in the face of Zaghlul’s

demands had been ill advised and was partly to blame for the conflagration.14

The high commissioner, Reginald Wingate, in London since January, had tried

to impress upon the British government the severity of the Egyptian situation,

but he was out of favor with the Foreign Office bureaucracy and had been

largely ignored. With the eruption of large-scale upheaval in March, however,

officials in London began to appreciate the seriousness of the situation. In

late March, General (soon to be Lord) Edmund Allenby, commander of the

Egyptian Expeditionary Force during the war and the conqueror of Palestine

and Syria, was named as the new high commissioner. Allenby arrived in

Egypt determined to restore order and reestablish British control, but he was

prepared to make some concessions to the nationalists in order to do so, and

invested his prestige in order to overcome Curzon’s continued opposition to
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any concessions. One of Allenby’s first acts was to announce, on April 7, that

the deportees would be freed from their internment onMalta and permitted to

travel as they wished.15 Egyptians greeted the announcement with demonstra-

tions of joy, and hundreds of thousands filled the streets calling nationalist

slogans. A group of some twenty Wafd members left immediately for Malta,

where they planned to meet Zaghlul and the others and proceed immediately

to Paris to put their case before Wilson and the peace conference.16

Finally, it seemed, Egypt’s representatives would have the opportunity to

bring their case for self-determination before the U.S. president. Zaghlul had

been preparing for this task during his four weeks on Malta, taking English

lessons with an instructor he met there. The Egyptian leader, fluent in French,

wanted to improve his English-language skills in anticipation of a possible

meeting with Wilson, though he noted that the instructor, a German, did not

speak very good English himself.17 Zaghlul had also been following the news

from Paris during his exile, and he was well aware of the troubles that

mounted there by early April. Wilson had recently returned from a difficult

trip to the United States and found only more conflict upon his return, as

This woman, addressing a crowd in a main street in Cairo in May 1919, called for cheers

for country, for liberty, and for President Wilson. Women played an unprecedented

public role in Egypt’s 1919 Revolution, and they often tied the liberation of women in

society to the liberation of the nation from foreign rule. Corbis.
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tensions rose among the Allies over the terms of the German treaty and a crisis

erupting over the Italian demands for Fiume. On April 8, Zaghlul recorded in

his diary his concern with the impact that Wilson’s difficulties might have on

the Egyptian mission: ‘‘The voice of President Wilson, on whose words

we counted and whom we saw as a prophet in his own time, has weakened,

and he has been accused by his people of deferring to the British! Only Allah

knows what will happen!’’18 Soon after, just as Zaghlul received word that he

would be able to travel to Europe, news spread that a severe crisis had

overtaken the conference and that Wilson was threatening to leave Europe

immediately. ‘‘Will he be back?’’ Zaghlul wondered. ‘‘If he does not intend to

return, will an Egyptian trip to Paris have any benefit? . . . Should we fear that

the Egyptians were allowed to go only after the future of Egypt was agreed

upon? I do not believe so! If anything like that had been done, it would have

been reported and heard everywhere!’’19 Though Zaghlul tried to remain

optimistic, the collusion he feared was in fact well in the making.

As Zaghlul waited in Malta and worked on his English-language skills,

British officials worked to ensure that his mission in Paris would fail by

securing American recognition of their protectorate in Egypt. Though the

protectorate had been declared in November 1914, the Wilson administration,

then still pursuing a policy of neutrality, did not formally recognize it and

persisted in this policy even after the United States joined the war to emphasize

his distance from the expansionist war aims of the Allies. This, General

Allenby wrote from Cairo, now had to change. The Egyptian public still

hoped that the Wafd would secure the support of the peace conference for

the nationalist position, and they must be disabused of this notion by clear

statements from ‘‘responsible Allied statesmen’’ to the effect that the great

powers agreed to leave Egypt in British hands.20

The Foreign Office concurred with the general’s position. The situation

in Egypt, Balfour, the foreign secretary, wrote in an April 17 memorandum to

Sir William Wiseman, a British intelligence official and confidential liaison

to the American leadership, was ‘‘daily becoming more serious.’’ The ‘‘extreme

nationalists’’—whom he implausibly described as both ‘‘chiefly paid agents of

the revolutionary party in Turkey and Bolshevists’’—claimed to have President

Wilson’s support ‘‘in their attempts to stir up a Holy War against the Infidels.’’

Having invoked the specters of Egyptian chauvinism, Bolshevism, and Islamic

fanaticism in one fell swoop, Balfour concluded that it was of the utmost

importance that the United States recognize the protectorate immediately.

Only this, he wrote, could ‘‘remove from Egyptian politics the dangerous

religious and Bolshevist appeal’’ that was gaining force there.21 Balfour’s

argument reflected the suspicion, common among British officials at the

time, that Bolshevik agents had a hand in the upheavals that erupted in Egypt
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as well as in India. In fact, there were no organized communist or even socialist

parties in either place at the time, and there is no evidence that the Russian

Bolsheviks were involved in instigating the protests or even served as a signifi-

cant source of inspiration for them. But for effect, if not for veracity, Balfour’s

characterization was quite apt.22 Wiseman transmitted this memo to his close

friend and Wilson confidant Colonel House, along with the request that

the president recognize the protectorate in Egypt without delay. Only this,

Wiseman warned House, could ‘‘steady native opinion and avoid the terrible

consequences which would follow a Holy War.’’23

Most American officials shared the British assessment of the situation

in Egypt. The U.S. delegation’s Africa expert, George Beer, had already recom-

mended in August 1918 that the United States recognize the protectorate.24

Hampson Gary, the consul general in Cairo, who had from the outset warned

against American recognition of nationalist claims, dispatched a string of

increasingly alarming reports after the eruption of violence in March. The

situation in Egypt was ‘‘very critical’’ and American lives and property

there could be in danger. American missionary societies active in Egypt had

already written him asking for the safeguarding of their property and activities

in any new arrangement made in Paris.25 Gary blamed the ‘‘indefiniteness of

the political status of Egypt’’ for the volatile situation and echoed Allenby’s

position by recommending that an ‘‘authoritative source’’ in Paris clarify the

U.S. position on the future government of Egypt immediately. A few days later,

he warned that the British authorities refused to negotiate with the nationalists

and were intent on suppressing the upheaval by force, and suggested that

a discussion of the issue in Paris might help to avert a bloodbath.26

In March, Secretary of State Lansing handed Wilson one of Gary’s

frantic telegrams, which described the situation as ‘‘exceedingly grave.’’

The disturbances in Egypt were ‘‘rapidly developing into Bolshevism’’ and

exhibiting ‘‘an animus against all foreigners and their property.’’ The acting

high commissioner, Milne Cheetham—Allenby had not yet arrived—had

called on Gary to ask that the United States help to restore order, since ‘‘the

warm relationship that all Egyptians feel for the United States’’ guaranteed

that ‘‘an announcement by the American representative here would have great

influence.’’ Even the nationalist leaders, he said, had become alarmed, and they

were trying to help the British restore order; indeed, at least some among

the Egyptian elite were growing concerned about the possible consequences of

a broad popular upheaval on their own fortunes.27 Although Gary had earlier

described the nationalists as an ‘‘autocratic elite,’’ he now admitted that

their demands were ‘‘largely representative of the Egyptian people in their

present state of mind,’’ which had ‘‘steadily progressed to extreme degree

during the past four disastrous months’’ since the war ended. For the first

time, the Copts and the peasants had joined politically with the Muslim
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nationalists. ‘‘Nearly all Britons in Egypt,’’ Gary wrote, ‘‘attribute present

chaotic condition here to what they describe as pernicious American theory

of self-determination.’’ Egyptians had seen the demands of Syria and Mesopo-

tamia come before the conference and failed to understand why their claims

should not also be considered there. A decision regarding Egypt at the peace

conference would therefore be necessary to ‘‘solace Egyptian pride’’ and would

be ‘‘the only decree susceptible of carrying moral weight here.’’28

House took the British request for recognition of the protectorate to

Wilson immediately. Judging by the few lines that House devoted to this

matter in his diary, the decision did not require much deliberation. Among

the plethora of pressing issues that stood before the president at the time, the

Egyptian question had low priority, and when presented with the British

request and the recommendations of his advisers, Wilson quickly agreed to

it, though, he stressed, ‘‘with certain limitations.’’ The United States still

supported the principle of self-determination for Egypt, but wished see it

implemented through an orderly, gradual process of reforms rather than

by revolution against the established order. This was good enough for

the British, and Wiseman reportedly commented with satisfaction that

the British request, raised at breakfast, was granted by lunchtime.29 When

the Egyptian question came up in September before the Senate Foreign

Relations Committee, Senator Philander Knox, himself a former secretary

of state under President Taft, commented upon hearing that the decision to

recognize the protectorate took only a few minutes: ‘‘We never chewed them

up that fast.’’30

On April 19, just as Zaghlul and the Egyptian delegation, who had left

Malta a few days earlier, landed in Marseilles on their way to Paris, House

replied to Balfour that the president had agreed to recognize the protectorate.

The president also had ‘‘no objection to this decision being made public, as

he understands that it may help in the restoration of order and in the preven-

tion of further bloodshed in Egypt.’’ The American announcement, however,

qualified its recognition of the protectorate by reiterating its support for self-

determination achieved through a peaceful, orderly process. ‘‘The President

and the American people,’’ it read, ‘‘have every sympathy with the legitimate

desires of the Egyptian people for a further measure of self-government, but

they deplore the effort to obtain such rights by anarchy and violence.’’31 The

announcement of recognition was officially released on April 21, prompting

Balfour to thank the president profusely for his act ‘‘of friendship and of

humanity.’’ The next day, the note was communicated to Allenby in Egypt,

who was reportedly ‘‘highly pleased thereby.’’ Wilson’s recognition of the

protectorate, Gary rejoiced, met a wholehearted welcome in ‘‘official circles’’

and ‘‘has practically insured the collapse of the Radical Nationalist

program.’’32
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British officials were naturally delighted with the American decision. Cur-

zon believed that such a ‘‘severe rebuff’’ in Paris, most especially one that came

from the president of the United States, was a crucial step in neutralizing

Zaghlul’s dangerous extremism: Wilson’s recognition, he said, was ‘‘a very

important step in the right direction.’’33 George Lloyd, who would serve as the

British high commissioner in Egypt in the late 1920s, later remarked with undis-

guised glee that the United States’ recognition of the protectorate hadmeant that

‘‘Zaghlul’s last hope of effective action in Paris disappeared,’’ a statement that

revealed the depth of British concern with the possibility thatWilson would give

Zaghlul a hearing in Paris.34 The British authorities ensured that the American

announcement received wide publicity in Egypt. The foreign-language press that

served the European residents in the country gave it fulsome praise, and even

some of the Arabic-language papers accepted it, reflecting the concerns of some

Egyptian elites about the growing disorder. One editorial recommended that

Egyptians ‘‘be content with the sympathy of President Wilson and the American

nation for their legitimate aspirations’’ and advised the nationalist leaders to

work to restore order and advance peacefully to achieve those aspirations.35

Reporting on the responses in Egypt, Gary was in a congratulatory

mood. He reserved special praise for the final paragraph of the American

note, which expressed American sympathy for the goals of Egyptian national-

ists but excoriated their violent methods. This paragraph, he reported, suc-

ceeded in fostering ‘‘a slightly diverse interpretation by the European and

Arabic press’’ in Egypt, with the former commending its rebuke of nationalist

violence and the latter comforted by its sympathy for Egyptian aspirations.

The announcement thus managed cleverly to attain the ‘‘dual end’’ of vindicat-

ing British policy in Egypt and rejecting nationalist excesses while at the same

time sparing the nationalists ‘‘an immoderate discomfiture which might have

entailed considerable bitter feeling directed against the United States.’’ In order

to better achieve this effect, Gary inserted some modifications in the text of the

note, such as substituting ‘‘view with regret’’ for ‘‘deplore’’ and eliminating

the reference to ‘‘anarchy.’’ The final text of the paragraph published in Egypt

read: ‘‘The President and the American people have every sympathy with

the legitimate desires of the Egyptian people for a further measure of self-

government, but they view with regret any effort to obtain the realization

thereof by a resort to violence.’’36 The U.S. government, then, would not help

the Egyptians in their struggle for independence, but it did hope, to the extent

possible, to retain their good will and preserve its own image as a supporter of

liberty and self-determination everywhere.

As the public in Egypt learned of the U.S. decision to recognize the British

protectorate, the nationalist delegation, which had landed in Marseilles a

few days earlier, was on its way to Paris to present its case before President
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Wilson and the peace conference.37 According to the memoirs of several

members of the delegation, they were ‘‘shocked’’ when news of the recognition

reached them, and ‘‘despair began to seep into their hearts’’ about the pro-

spects of their mission.38 The nationalists had pinned their hopes on Wilson’s

support for their cause, and the American decision left them with a lingering

sense of betrayal. In his memoirs, Muhammad Haykal recalled that the Amer-

ican decision fell upon the nationalists ‘‘like a bolt of lightning’’:

Here was the man of the Fourteen Points, among them the right

to self-determination, denying the Egyptian people its right to self-

determination and recognizing the British protectorate over Egypt.

And doing all that before the delegation on behalf of the Egyptian

people had arrived in Paris to defend its claim, and before President

Wilson had heard one word from them! Is this not the ugliest of

treacheries?! Is it not the most profound repudiation of principles?!39

‘‘No one could imagine,’’ said delegation member ‘Abd al-Rahman Fahmi,

‘‘that this decision could come from President Wilson, who had entered the

war to destroy colonialism, to abolish the authority of the strong over the

weak, and who proclaimed before the armistice those famous principles of

liberty and justice.’’40

In Switzerland, National party leader Muhammad Farid at first did not

believe the news of the recognition. After receiving confirmation, he noted

bitterly that the United States had left the protectorate unrecognized for almost

five years since 1914, but acknowledged it now just as the Egyptian delegation

was arriving in Paris. It was as if the U.S. intention was ‘‘to kill the hope in the

hearts of Egyptians.’’ This was ‘‘a policy of betrayal and perfidy by Wilson’’ in

the service of British interests. He worried how the news would affect the

movement in Egypt, but also asserted that the recognition did not change

anything in principle, ‘‘since the nation’s right to independence is a natural

right that could not be revoked even if the whole world recognized the British

protectorate in Egypt.’’41 Wilson may have betrayed his own principles, but the

principles themselves remained valid. The president’s failure to uphold and

implement his vision may have dented the faith of Egyptian nationalists

in Wilson, the United States, and the new liberal international order that he

had championed, but they remained committed to self-determination as

the ultimate goal of their movement.

Despite this serious setback, the Wafd representatives arrived in Paris

in April and set to work advocating for Egyptian independence. Though

some members saw the U.S. recognition of the protectorate as a fatal blow

to Egyptian aspirations in Paris, others, including Zaghlul himself, decided to

persevere in their mission. The Egyptian people, Zaghlul wrote in his diary,

have become a ‘‘revolutionary people determined to achieve independence and
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willing to pay a price for it,’’ and they would not accept failure.42 Concerned

that they would face tighter British restrictions on their freedom if they

returned to Egypt in the midst of a popular upheaval there, Zaghlul and

most of the others remained in Paris for almost a year to try to gain support

for Egyptian independence. As conflicts unfolded in the streets of Egypt and

the halls of Versailles, the Wafd organized a campaign to propagate the

Egyptian cause in the French press and among the hundreds of foreign journal-

ists present in Paris. They had some minor successes, especially in socialist

circles and with sympathetic American journalists, though not, as the British

ambassador in Paris noted with satisfaction, with any ‘‘prominent persons.’’43

One delegation member recalled that upon arrival in Paris Zaghlul visited the

headquarters of all of the official delegations and left his calling card, but only

the Italian premier, Orlando, even bothered to acknowledge the courtesy.44

The nationalists also continued their petition drives, dispatching

dozens of messages to members of the diplomatic corps in Cairo and to

the peace delegations present in Paris. Many Egyptians continued to address

petitions to Wilson himself, noting the contradiction between his declared

principles and his recent decision on the protectorate. The recognition of

the protectorate, a petition from the Egyptian Association in Great Britain

reminded him, was ‘‘a complete violation of his well known principles of

justice and fair play to the weak as well as the strong nations,’’ and the

United States must therefore reverse it and aid Egyptians in their struggle.45

Another letter, signed by seventy-two Egyptian physicians, called upon

America, as the ‘‘recognized champion of Right and Justice to the weaker

members of the great family of the Human Race,’’ to offer Egyptians not

only rhetorical sympathy, as the last section of the U.S. announcement had

tried to do. It must also provide them with ‘‘real and active help to realize

their legitimate national aspirations.’’46

Quite a few messages reflected the conviction that President Wilson, the

prophet of self-determination, could not have willingly betrayed the Egyptian

cause and must therefore have been duped by the wily British—a view that,

given Balfour’s implausible characterization of the forces behind the Egyptian

movement, was not entirely without basis. A group of Egyptian university

students presented a lengthy memorandum that called the U.S. decision on the

protectorate ‘‘a thunderbolt from a clear summer sky’’ but emphasized

continuing faith in the president’s ‘‘fidelity to his principles.’’ His decision to

recognize British rule in Egypt, they assumed, was taken because he was

ill acquainted with the true nature of the Egyptian movement and had there-

fore ‘‘allowed himself to be hustled into a course of action,’’ which despite

appearances was ‘‘obviously well-meant and honourably inspired.’’ Seeking to

correct the president’s misapprehensions, the students assured him that the

Egyptian national movement was ‘‘neither religious, nor xenophobe’’ and ‘‘far
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from being bolshevist in any sense.’’ They were certain that the president and

the people of the United States, upon gaining a correct understanding of the

nature of Egyptian nationalism, would not ‘‘withhold their moral weight and

political influence from the side of Right in the present test betweenMight and

Right.’’47

Despite the stream of protests, the British authorities in Egypt reported

that Wilson’s recognition had contributed to calming the situation, and U.S.

diplomats in the country shared their optimism. In Cairo, Gary recognized that

the decision came as a shock and shattered Egyptian hopes, but added that

rather than leading to despair it had met ‘‘a surprising lack of resentment’’ and

‘‘had a most salutary effect upon the general situation,’’ even pleasing a large

number of ‘‘responsible Egyptians.’’ Even Sultan Fu’ad himself, he said, while

regretting the necessity for the president’s announcement, welcomed it ‘‘as

affording a practicable solution of the impasse which had been reached here’’

between the British and theWafd.48 The American consul in Alexandria, where

anti-British protests had also been widespread, reported that the recognition

caused ‘‘dismay among the natives’’ and a ‘‘revulsion of feeling toward the

United States.’’ But he agreed that the ‘‘better class natives’’ were glad that the

declaration had dispelled any illusions on the part of the nationalists that

the United States was backing their violent actions against British rule.49

In Paris, Zaghlul disagreed with these sanguine evaluations. Failure to

apply the principle of self-determination to Egypt, he wrote to Lloyd George,

would only fuel greater despair and unrest in Egypt.50 Still hoping to change

Wilson’s mind, he dispatched a series of emphatic messages requesting an

audience with the president. Like the Indian leader Tilak, however, the only

replies he received were terse notes from Wilson’s private secretary, Gilbert

Close, acknowledging his missives but rejecting his request due to the presi-

dent’s preoccupation with other pressing matters.51 In a letter to Wilson in

June, Zaghlul acknowledged receipt of Close’s replies, noting rather optimisti-

cally that though they did not grant his request for an interview with Wilson,

neither did they exclude such a possibility in the future:

We wish to impress upon you what would be the despair of the

Egyptian people if their delegation failed to get even a hearing before

the Exponent of International Right and Justice.

We do not believe you wish Egypt to be condemned unheard. And

we do not feel that you can form a judgement on the Egyptian

situation without giving a hearing to the Egyptians themselves.

We believe you purposely left open the possibility of a future

audience with us, and we respectfully request that this be granted us

as soon as possible, in order that history may reflect honour on you in

this affair, as in all others connected with the Conference.52
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Wilson, however, never found the time to meet with the Egyptian leader.

Ten days after this letter was sent, immediately after the signing of the peace

treaty with Germany, he left Paris to return to the United States.

Even after the signing ceremony at Versailles and the departure of Wilson and

the other leading statesmen from Paris, the Wafd members abroad

continued to try to advance the Egyptian nationalist cause in the international

arena. Among other efforts, they published and distributed a collection of

documents related to the nationalist campaign, including telegrams sent to

various world leaders and detailed reports about British atrocities in Egypt.53

In an open letter to the British House of Commons published in July, Zaghlul

protested the peace treaty’s recognition of the protectorate and repeated

his plea for the internationalization of the Egyptian question. He demanded

that the peace conference, which remained in session after June 28 to work on

the treaties with the other defeated powers, send a commission of inquiry to

Egypt.54

At the same time, the Wafd, though disappointed withWilson, launched a

campaign to enlist support in the U.S. Congress and in American public opinion,

writing to various politicians and journalists for support. These efforts, one

Egyptian paper reported in the summer, were bearing fruit: American public

opinion, once wholly ignorant of the situation in Egypt, had been enlightened.

Some six hundred newspapers across the United States, it claimed, were now

publicizing and defending the Egyptian case against Britain.55 In Congress, too,

the nationalists thought they had scored a success. In August, the Committee on

Foreign Relations of the U.S. Senate, debating the Egyptian request to put their

case before it, ruled that Egypt was not under Turkish or British authority but

rather ‘‘self-governed.’’ The committee, therefore, could hear its case without

fear of intervening in the internal affairs of another power.56

Zaghlul announced this decisionwithmuch fanfare to the Egyptian public,

and the prospects of having their case heard in the Senate ignited a furor of

discussion and speculation in the press, with many commentators stressing the

importance of the decision for the national struggle. One paper celebrated the

news of the committee’s decision, noting that it ‘‘produced profound emotion in

Egypt’’ and ‘‘filled Egyptianswith joy.’’ Another editorial, reflecting the complex-

ity of the views that some anticolonial nationalists held regarding the basis on

which the right to self-determination could be claimed and recognized, con-

cluded that the decision indicated that Americans recognized the status of

Egyptians as a civilized people, which was a prerequisite for self-determination.

The decision was

proof that the Egyptian Question has attracted the attention of the

New World, and that Egypt has won the sympathy of the supporters
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of liberty. This is the first time our case has ever crossed the Ocean,

and the first time the Americans have come to realize that there are

inhabitants in Egypt who are not barbarians or negroes or red-

skinned, but are rather the heirs of an ancient civilization who are

demanding to occupy their due place under the sun.57

Such implied assumptions of racial and civilizational hierarchy were

hardly unusual among Egyptians and other colonial peoples at the time, and

help explain how they could hope for U.S. support despite its well-known

record of discrimination and imperialism. Even if Americans mistreated

‘‘negroes and red-skinned’’ peoples, went this logic, they would surely recog-

nize that Egyptians—or, for that matter, Indians, Chinese, and Koreans—were

‘‘civilized’’ and therefore deserved their ‘‘place under the sun’’ in the newworld

order. While 1919 saw the principle of self-determination begin to emerge as an

inalienable right in international affairs and a powerful claim to international

legitimacy, at the time many liberal anticolonialists in the West and elsewhere

still accepted that its application in practice depended on what International

Relations scholar Gerrit W. Gong called the ‘‘standard of civilization’’ in

international affairs. Sovereign rights, they held, could only be conferred on

peoples that were deemed fully ‘‘civilized.’’ What such nationalists disputed,

then, was not the perception that hierarchies of race and civilization existed or

that they conferred differential rights depending on a group’s location within

the hierarchy, but only the place of their own groups within those hierarchies.

The notions of racial and civilizational hierarchies that served as a central

legitimating tenet of the imperial order in international affairs were not at the

time limited to Europeans alone.58

The perception that the Senate’s finding that Egypt was ‘‘self-governed’’

amounted to recognition that Egypt was ‘‘civilized’’ and therefore implied the

recognition of its right to self-determination, helps explain the enthusiastic

reactions to it among Egyptian nationalists. According to one press report,

various Egyptian groups and individuals sent more than fifteen hundred tele-

grams of thanks to the Senate for its support. Nationalist Egyptians still pinned

their hopes for undermining the protectorate on the international influence of

the United States, though no longer on Wilson himself. If the Senate rejected

the peace treaty as it stood, they hoped, the rejection could lead to a full

reconsideration of its terms, including its recognition of the British protector-

ate over Egypt. Egyptians who, until recently, had cheered for Wilson’s victory

in Paris were now hoping for his defeat in Washington.59

The Egyptian case, in fact, did come before the Senate Committee on

Foreign Relations that summer in the course of the hearings it held on the

Treaty of Versailles. Since only U.S. citizens could appear officially before the

committee, the Wafd contracted with Joseph W. Folk, a long-time progressive
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who had served as the Democratic governor of Missouri from 1905 to 1909, to

represent them there. Folk had been recommended to the Egyptian delegates in

Paris by Frank Walsh, a leading Democratic labor lawyer and chair of the

National War Labor Board under Wilson who was also the head of the Irish-

American delegation that had come to Paris in 1919 to advocate for Irish self-

determination. Folk, known as ‘‘Holy Joe’’ for his uncompromising crusades

against corruption, earned a reputation as a reformer but also the enmity of

many in the political establishment, even within his own party.60

In the statement he gave before the Senate committee on August 23, Folk

emphasized the Egyptians’ faith in Wilson’s liberal internationalist principles:

They had fought in the war on the Allied side in order ‘‘to make, as they

believed, the world safe for democracy, and for the right of national self-

determination.’’ When the war ended, he said, Egyptians rejoiced because

they thought it would mean independence for Egypt, and they ‘‘did not doubt

that they would have the right of self-determination.’’ Since Great Britain still

persisted on denying Egypt that right, Egyptianswanted theU.S. government to

recognize their right to independence, or at least to rescind its recognition of the

British protectorate so that Egypt could bring its claim before the League of

Nations and have it adjudicated there.61 Zaghlul, after reading a translation of

the testimony, concluded that Folk was an ‘‘open-minded, intelligent, profes-

sional, and perceptive fellow’’ who had studied the issue well and done a good

job. British diplomats had a rather different view, describing Folk as ‘‘a radical

theorist, with very bad judgement and a disappointedman’’ who ‘‘does not now

enjoy much consideration.’’62

Not content to have their case presented in the United States by a hired

hand, the Wafd decided to dispatch its own high-level delegation to the United

States to advocate for their cause. Initially, Zaghlul wanted to go to the United

States himself, telling his advisers: ‘‘I must travel there because my conscience

demands it, my responsibilities demand it, and I feel that if I did not do it I

would be letting my people down.’’63 Zaghlul prepared to make the trip with a

small party of aides. He even visited an American eye doctor in Paris to receive

certification that he was free of trachoma, a highly contagious eye infection

that can cause blindness, as required by U.S. immigration regulations, though

upon arrival he discovered that the doctor was out. But a few days later, news

came that the British government had decided to send to Egypt a commission

of inquiry led by the colonial secretary, Alfred Milner, to investigate the

uprising, and Zaghlul decided to cancel his American trip in order to prepare

his response to the commission. Still, he continued to try to enlist U.S. opinion

in support of his cause, asking an Egyptian Copt living in London to compile

for him summaries of remarks in the American press on the situation in Egypt,

especially anything critical of the Milner commission that he could use to
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attack it. He also wrote to Folk in the United States, asking him to send

relevant clippings from the U.S. press.64

The Oxford-educated Wafd member Muhammad Mahmud was chosen

to head the delegation instead, and the Egyptians arrived in Washington in

November after the State Department initially delayed their visas for fear that

the delegation ‘‘might have a harmful effect upon Anglo-American rela-

tions.’’65 They presented petitions to the secretary of state and to members of

Congress, arguing that American recognition of the protectorate notwith-

standing, it was clearly not the intention of the U.S. government to allow the

British to rob Egypt of its independence. They emphasized Egypt’s contribu-

tion to the war effort and, echoing Wilson’s own language, they asked: ‘‘Is

Egypt to continue to be ruled by might, or are we really in the dawn of a new

day when justice and right shall reign?’’66 They received some expressions of

support from the anti-imperialist Left and from some Irish-American activists

eager to attack Britain, but these had little effect on U.S. policy.67 In November,

Senator Robert Owen, a progressive Democrat fromOklahoma, proposed that

the Senate make its ratification of the treaty conditional on a demand that

Great Britain recognize Egyptian independence. To this, Secretary of State

Lansing replied that the U.S. recognition of the protectorate was already

predicated on British promises of eventual Egyptian independence. In any

case, the Senate rejected Owen’s proposal out of hand.68

By the end of 1919, the hopes of Egyptian nationalists for any effective

support from the United States were clearly waning. In November, Zaghlul,

still in Europe attempting to get a hearing for his case, sent Wilson yet another

telegram, imploring the president ‘‘not to leave Egypt alone in her fight

against England the implacable.’’ But in the same message, he also revealed

the Egyptians’ bitter disappointment and disillusionment with Wilson. The

Egyptian people, he wrote:

hailed you more than any other people as the Chief of a new doctrine

which was to have assured peace and prosperity to the world. This era

which your principles promised would indeed have given satisfaction

to all, to the great as well as the small, the strong as well as the feeble,

and the powerful as well as the oppressed. For having had faith

in your principles . . . the Egyptian people . . . see themselves today

suffering under the most barbarous treatment on the part of the

British authorities.69

By December, Zaghlul had clearly given up on American support. In his diary,

he noted that ‘‘Egypt’s position vis-à-vis England has become delicate and

precarious, since all the governments—even America—have washed their

hands of this region!’’ The Egyptian nation had relied on the support of foreign

governments to rescue Egypt from British rule, but this approach, ‘‘if it has not
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already failed, is bound to fail—at least until there is a transformation in [their]

general policies!’’ Taking a page from Gandhi’s ongoing campaign against the

British in India, Zaghlul concluded that Egyptians must adopt ‘‘passive

resistance,’’ like general strikes and avoidance of taxes.70

Despite the failure to gain American support, Zaghlul, with strong

backing from Egyptian public opinion, refused to compromise on his demands

for independence, a fact that Lord Milner discovered to his detriment when

he arrived in Egypt in December 1919 to study the crisis there and suggest

possible remedies. The commission’s mandate, predicated on the well-worn

British practice of pacifying colonial disturbances by combining firm treatment

of ‘‘extremists’’ with negotiations with ‘‘moderate’’ elements, was to devise an

arrangement that would promote peace and prosperity in Egypt ‘‘under the

Protectorate,’’ but it was ill prepared for the new challenges posed by theWafd.

Zaghlul had rejected the protectorate and insisted on full independence ever

since his initial meeting with Wingate the previous November. He was hardly

willing to settle for minor British concessions that would leave the protectorate

in place, and the commission was met in Egypt with widespread strikes and

protests and effectively boycotted. Given Zaghlul’s exalted status among the

Egyptian public, even those Egyptian officials who were privately inclined to

negotiate with Britain could not afford to be seen cooperating with Milner

against his wishes.71

Zaghlul’s arguments against the Milner commission reflected his sense of

the transformation that the Wilsonian moment had produced and the

importance of the opportunity it presented to internationalize the nationalist

struggle. The commission’s mandate implied that Egyptian demands for inde-

pendence were an imperial issue that should be negotiated between colonized

and colonizer, rather than, as theWafd contended, a conflict between equals that

should be adjudicated by the international community on the basis ofWilsonian

principles. The Milner commission, he said, was ‘‘purely English, and to negoti-

atewith itwouldmake the questionofEgypt one purely betweenus andEngland,

while the Delegation depends on the question being an international one.’’ The

commissionwished to settle Egypt’s internal affairs under the protectorate rather

than discuss the Egyptian demand for independence, and therefore it could not

possibly satisfy nationalist aspirations.72

Zaghlul’s language revealed his conviction that a radical transformation

had come about in the international discourse of legitimacy, one that trans-

formed the relationship between the colonizers and the colonized and rendered

obsolete the old justifications for colonialism. Writing in December to Lord

Curzon, who had recently formally replaced Balfour as foreign secretary,

Zaghlul denounced the protectorate as violating ‘‘the spirit of the age,’’ which

dictated that ‘‘every people shall have the right to self-determination.’’ It

was nothing but annexation, which was formerly accepted in international
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affairs but ‘‘is now condemned, and has given way to the right of nationality.’’

Mocking the British claim that their interests in Egypt justified the protectorate,

Zaghlul wanted to know, echoing Wilsonian language, ‘‘[w]hen it has

been considered that the interests of the strong justify the humiliation and

subjugation of the weak?’’ Quoting directly from Wilson’s Fourteen Points

speech, Zaghlul proclaimed that ‘‘the recent magnificent development in

the outlook of mankind towards right, justice, ‘political independence and

territorial integrity of great and small states alike’ is now so overwhelming

that such a thinly-veiled annexation bearing the name of ‘protectorate’ can no

longer deceive anybody.’’73 Even after the collapse of the Wilsonian moment

and the disappearance of any hope for American support, Egyptian nationalists

continued to draw upon Wilsonian language in defining and defending their

aims.
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From Paris to Amritsar

The men that the Indian National Congress appointed to represent India at

the peace conference—Tilak and Gandhi among them—were not in atten-

dance when the conference convened in January. The government of India did

send a delegation to Paris, which could participate, the powers agreed, in

deliberations that touched upon Indian interests. The delegation, however,

was headed by the Secretary of State Montagu, and its Indian members, Sir

(soon to be Lord) S. P. Sinha and Ganga Singh, the Maharaja of Bikanir, were

handpicked by the British and represented their interests. Bikanir, the ruler of a

small state in northwest India, represented the nominally autonomous Indian

princely states. He apparently ‘‘said very little but gave nice dinner parties.’’1

Sinha, who represented British India proper, was a veteran imperial adminis-

trator who would soon become the first native Indian to rise to the peerage and

the first to serve as undersecretary of state for India in the British cabinet.

A prominent member of the Indian National Congress, Sinha even served as its

president in the 1915 session. By 1919, however, the movement had so changed

with the rise of the home rule leagues and the return of Tilak’s extremists that

Sinha’s support for India’s imperial connection marginalized himwithin it. The

nationalist press criticized Sinha and Bikanir as unrepresentative and

demanded that the conference admit Tilak and the other INC delegates.2

With Tilak’s admission unlikely, some in the nationalist press argued that

‘‘the entire hope of India’’ lay in President Wilson: ‘‘May he strive for the

application of his doctrine of self-determination to India,’’ exclaimed aMadras

newspaper, ‘‘and thereby proclaim to the world the sincerity and inviolability

of his law!’’3

As the deliberations in Paris began, others were more skeptical about

India’s status and chances of success in the halls of international power. One

Delhi paper accused the conference of continuing the practice of racial exclu-

sion in international affairs: ‘‘The black Indians,’’ it reported, ‘‘will not be

allowed to impurify [sic] by their colour the sacred hall where the Peace

Conference will assemble.’’ Bikanir and Sinha would ‘‘only be allowed to sit

at the entrance and not to enter the house.’’4 Montagu, as the official head of

the Indian delegation, took umbrage at this ‘‘infamous statement,’’ retorting:

‘‘Indian delegates are, in every respect, on exactly the same footing as delegates
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of the Powers represented and have the same authority and rights.’’5 The

secretary of state further reported that Bikanir distinguished himself at

the conference by securing for India representation in the new League of

Nations, winning the point and, Montagu added with unconcealed delight,

‘‘even bearding and obtaining the necessary answer from the great President

Wilson himself.’’ The maharaja apparently capped his triumph by inviting the

French premier, Clemenceau—widely known as ‘‘the Tiger’’—to join him on a

tiger hunt. ‘‘That amazing septuagenarian has that one ambition, and you may

find him in your jungles next cold weather,’’ Montagu wrote the viceroy, Lord

Chelmsford. ‘‘The whole proceeding appears to have concluded by Bikanir

displaying to the Big Five the tiger tattooed on his arm, which was inspected

and approved not only by Clemenceau, but by Orlando and Wilson. Thus, we

make peace with Germany!’’6

While Sinha and Bikanir, then, did little to give voice to the demands of

Indian nationalists, the presence at the international forum of a separate

representation for India was symbolically significant. In one of his letters to

the viceroy, Montagu, the scion of a banking family who was given to lengthy,

often melancholy musing, contemplated the presence at the conference of

separate delegations for the British dominions and for India. He pondered

‘‘the profound, irretraceable changes that have been made in the constitution

of the British Empire during the last few months’’ and concluded:

It would seem to me that we are riding two constitutional

horses. From the back of the first we proclaim the unity of the

Empire. . . . From the back of the other horse we proclaim that the

British Empire should be represented by something like fourteen

representatives to everybody else’s five on certain matters; and the

British Empire Delegation agreed yesterday that the Dominions and

India might, if they so chose, on matters of interest to them, put in

memoranda to the Inter-Allied Conference separately from the British

Imperial Delegates, although they took part in the deliberations

which led to the decisions of those delegates. As regards India, I

would only make this observation. Ex-Pro-Consuls and others are

holding up their hands with horror at any substantial efforts towards

self-government, and at the same time we have gone—shall I say

lightly?—into a series of decisions which puts India so far as interna-

tional affairs are concerned on a basis wholly inconsistent with the

position of a subordinate country.7

For Montagu, the presence of separate Indian representation at an

international forum such as the peace conference meant that India’s interna-

tional status had ‘‘soared far more rapidly than could have been accomplished

by any of our reforms.’’ India’s admission to the conference as an entity apart
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from the empire reflected the tension at the center of the imperial discourse of

legitimacy between the unity of the empire, on the one hand, and the emer-

gence of its constituent parts as international actors in their own right, on the

other. In May 1919, noting that the conference had decided that India would be

a ‘‘State Member of the League of Nations,’’ Montagu added that ‘‘the consti-

tutional position which she [India] has achieved for herself in the last few

months is amazing and is wholly inconsistent with an attitude of ascendancy

on our part, either economic or governmental.’’ India’s representation in

international forums, he worried, was at odds with its autocratic governance

and would ultimately render untenable the British insistence on denying

India self-determination. In the terms used later by international legal

scholars, Montagu was concerned that India’s achievement of ‘‘external’’

self-determination, or recognition as an international actor, would eventually

compel Britain to grant it ‘‘internal’’ self-determination, or the right to choose

its own rulers.8As the gap between India’s international status and its domestic

condition grew larger, Indian nationalists moved to redefine the goals, means,

and timetable of their movement as they strove to liberate it from the confines

of British colonial policy and bring it into the international arena.

When Tilak was elected by the Delhi Congress as one of its representatives

to the peace conference, the long-time leader of the extremists was

already in London working to internationalize the Indian struggle. He had

arrived there in October 1918, shortly before the armistice, and would have

been there even sooner had the government not refused him a passport earlier

that year in order to prevent him from spreading ‘‘mischievous propaganda’’ in

Britain. In order to circumvent this refusal, Tilak asked to go to London to

pursue a libel suit against the British author Sir Valentine Chirol, who had

described Tilak as the ‘‘father of Indian unrest’’ in a book he had published in

1910.9And though he did pursue that case—without success—his main purpose

in the trip, according to his close confidant N. C. Kelkar, was ‘‘to impress upon

the world leaders the need for applying the principle of self-determination to

India.’’10 He worked assiduously at this task through the spring, when he was

joined in England by a number of other leading nationalist figures. The peace

conference might not go into details, he reasoned, but it would lay down

the principles of international relations in the postwar world, and Indians

must therefore inform it of their demand for self-determination.11

Initially, Tilak had faith in the good will toward India of Lloyd George

and his government, and he saw the Liberal prime minister as a potential ally

in the struggle against the opponents of Indian self-government in England. He

accused the opponents of Indian self-determination in the Tory press of

hypocrisy. The Times of London and other conservative papers, while granting

the importance of the principle of self-determination in general, claimed that it
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did not apply to India because ‘‘she is not a nation, or she is unfit, or that all

progress must be made ‘step by step.’ ’’ This was a good summary of the

common arguments against extending self-determination to the colonial

world: colonial peoples were not nations, or not sufficiently civilized to

exercise self-determination, or they required gradual reforms rather than

Indian nationalist leader Bal Gangadhar Tilak had long advocated an

uncompromising stand against British rule. During the Wilsonian moment, he traveled

to London and worked to bring the case for Indian self-determination before ‘‘world

opinion’’ and the assembled leaders in Paris. Nehru Memorial Museum and Library,

New Delhi.
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immediate home rule. But these were ‘‘invented arguments,’’ Tilak said. Did

not those very papers call for self-determination for the German colonies in

Africa, which were clearly less advanced than India? Even if India needed

progress, self-determination was now a precondition for it rather than its

ultimate destination. It was imperative, Tilak wrote to his supporters back in

India, that Lloyd George should be informed forthwith, through ‘‘hundreds of

messages from all parts of India,’’ that India wanted self-determination.12

When, in the preliminary discussions that preceded the conference, the

great powers agreed that India should have separate representation at the peace

table, the nationalists’ hopes for effective action in Paris increased. The

appointment of Sinha to the position of undersecretary of state for India in

January 1919, and his subsequent entry into the House of Lords, further stoked

Indian optimism about the intentions of the Lloyd George government. Lajpat

Rai described the appointment as ‘‘of sufficient importance to justify the hope

that a radical change is coming over the spirit of British imperialism,’’13 and

Tilak, too, believed that these developments signaled London’s willingness to

have the Indian nationalist view put before the conference.14 Writing to Lloyd

George directly, Tilak congratulated him on his recent election victory and

asked that the prime minister grant him an interview, as the elected represen-

tative of the INC and the Home Rule League, in order to present and explain

India’s claim for self-government.15 He also wrote to Clemenceau, as president

of the peace conference, to demand for India ‘‘her birth-right . . . the principle

of self-determination.’’16 Tilak reserved the most effusive missive, however, for

Wilson. ‘‘The world’s hope for peace and justice is centered in you as the

author of the great principle of self-determination,’’ he wrote to the president

in January, and the peace conference must apply the president’s ‘‘principles of

right and justice’’ to India.17 Tilak enclosed a copy of his letter to Lloyd George,

hoping no doubt that Wilson would put additional pressure on the premier to

do right by India.

Tilak’s letter to the president also included a handsomely illustrated

pamphlet entitled Self-Determination for India, which was published by the

India Home Rule League’s London office. This pamphlet, part of the interna-

tional propaganda campaign spearheaded by Tilak during this period, made an

eloquent case for India as a nation that was fully deserving and prepared to

govern itself. The pamphlet opened with an illustration that depicted a steam-

ship, the Self-Determination, boarding numerous passengers for its journey on

a ‘‘new route from autocracy to freedom.’’ The passengers, identified by their

‘‘Oriental’’ dress and features, come from all corners of the non-Western

world—there are Jews and Armenians, Chinese and Arabs, and many others.

Only India, represented as a young woman in a sari, is prevented from board-

ing by a ‘‘passport officer’’ in the image of Lloyd George. Standing on the deck,

‘‘Captain Wilson’’ calls out ‘‘What about India?’’ ‘‘No passport, Captain,’’
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comes the reply. A second illustration in the same pamphlet depictedMontagu,

dressed as Father Christmas, offering India, again shown as a young woman in

a sari, a cake labeled ‘‘Indian reform,’’ which India declines as insufficiently

appetizing: ‘‘No Thanks. No sugar in it.’’18

The pamphlet was widely distributed not only in Britain but also in the

United States, and despite the criticism that the illustrations leveled at the

British policy on India, the text itself was a model of reason and moderation.19

The task of the peace conference, the pamphlet opened, was to establish

durable peace by extending the ‘‘rule of right throughout the globe,’’ and

President Wilson had asserted that this could not happen unless powerful

nations were ‘‘ready to pay the price, and the price is impartial justice, no

matter whose interest is crossed.’’ The British approach as laid out in the

Montagu declaration contradicted this principle, since it denied India’s right

to self-determination and left it to London to decide the scope and pace of

Indian reforms. The declaration, however, had been issued before the principle

of self-determination was announced by President Wilson and accepted by

the government and people of Great Britain as the basis for the postwar

settlement. In the new international order, therefore, the declaration should

be considered null and void. It was no longer enough that India should have

reforms toward self-government; Indians must play a central role in deciding

the pace and extent of the reforms.20

The pamphlet then moved to describe the Indian demands of the peace

conference. Emphasizing the moderation of the Indian claims, it noted that

Indians did not demand the ‘‘dismemberment’’ of the British Empire, but

rather wanted home rule along the lines enjoyed by the white dominions.

This, it pointed out, was no more than the ‘‘autonomous development’’ prom-

ised to the various peoples of the Ottoman and Habsburg empires in Wilson’s

Fourteen Points, which the government of Great Britain had accepted. The

‘‘ideals and rights’’ of self-determination, nationalism, freedom of nations,

national dignity, and self-respect were ‘‘immortal principles’’ that had ‘‘infused

a new life into India during the war,’’ and without their implementation, the

world could ‘‘never be made safe for democracy.’’ What Indians wanted, the

pamphlet continued in an explicit gesture to Wilson’s own sensibilities, was a

‘‘Monroe Doctrine for India.’’ Just as that doctrine ‘‘saved the South American

Republics for self-development,’’ so should Great Britain do by India. Indeed,

the same principle should apply to all of Asia and Africa, removing their

peoples from the ‘‘pupilage’’ of the imperial powers for ‘‘the common welfare

of all mankind.’’ This rendering of the intent and impact of the Monroe

Doctrine, of course, elided the long history of U.S. interventions in Latin

America, but the elision is hardly surprising in light of the efforts of Indian

nationalists to enlist Wilson’s support for their cause.21
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This cartoon, representing the world situation from the perspective of Indian

nationalists, appeared in a pamphlet entitled Self-Determination for India, published

by Indian Home Rule League in late 1918. It depicts President Wilson as the captain of a

ship, the Self-Determination, which is boarding numerous non-European passengers

headed for freedom. Only India is held back by a figure representing British prime

minister David Lloyd George. Self-Determination for India (London: Indian Home

Rule League, 1918). Pamphlet found in Library of Congress, Woodrow Wilson Papers,

Series 5F, Reel 446.



The text next took up the common Tory refrain that self-determination

did not apply to the Raj because India was not a nation, but rather a collection

of many different nations: Bengali, Marathi, Punjabi, and so forth. Even if that

were so, were not each of these nations entitled to its own self-determination

rather than being forced under British rule? Moreover, India might be diverse

along lines of race, region, and religion, but its underlying unity in terms of

geography, history, and culture, as recognized by numerous Western scholars,

meant that it was in fact one nation. The idea that a nation as ancient as India,

‘‘the eldest brother in the family of man,’’ should be put under the sort of

indefinite trusteeship envisioned by London was both counter to the principle

of self-determination and a ‘‘deep wound inflicted on Indian sensitiveness.’’22

Indians were quite capable of settling their own affairs, and if the peace

conference did not grant India immediate self-determination, it should at

least fix a definite time limit—no more than fifteen years—to British trustee-

ship in India, within which Parliament would have to enact a democratic

constitution for India. Each province would enjoy internal autonomy, and

together they would be federated as the United States of India, with democrat-

ically elected central executive and legislative bodies, and incorporated as a

self-governing unit of the British Commonwealth with full and equal rights.23

The moderation of the Indian claims, however, failed to move the great

power leaders in Paris. There is no evidence that Clemenceau ever replied to

Tilak’s letter, and President Wilson, the prime target of the arguments made in

the Indian text, did only slightly better. His private secretary, Gilbert Close,

wrote back to Tilak: ‘‘I am instructed by President Wilson, to acknowledge

your letter and express to you his high appreciation of your kind thought of

him and to assure that the matter of self-determination for India is a question

which will be taken up in due time by the proper authorities.’’24 Though there

is little direct evidence of the president’s thoughts on India, we know that he

was in accord with the great power decision that the conference would

consider only questions emanating directly from the war. The League of

Nations, he said, would sort out the rest in due course. Once organized, he

wrote in response to Irish demands for independence, the league would ‘‘afford

a forum not now available for bringing the opinion of the world and of the

United States in particular to bear on just such problems.’’25 For the time being,

therefore, British officials were not much concerned that the president might

support Indian demands. Upon receiving news of Wilson’s exchange with

Tilak, a Foreign Office official commented tartly that its text did not actually

commit the president to support India’s claims and concluded that ‘‘not much

attention need be paid to Pres. Wilson’s acknowledgement.’’26

Tilak and his supporters tried to present the president’s brief, vague reply

in the best light, as an indication of U.S. support for bringing Indian claims,

after the conclusion of the peace treaty, before the League of Nations.27 Indeed,
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throughout the early months of 1919, Tilak and his entourage in London

remained buoyant about their chances of success in Paris. He was doing his

best, Tilak intimated to an aide, to have the subject of self-determination for

India brought before the conference:

I feel sure that we shall succeed therein. . . . The Peace Conference

will not consider the details of the scheme. It is too big a body for that.

But there is a good chance that it may assert the principle of Self

Determination for India. And if this is done our purpose is served any

how. I am sure the question of India will not go unnoticed in the

present sitting of the Conference. It is for us to see that the decision is

in our favour. Government may not like the idea of our appealing to

the Peace Conference. But that is no reason why we should not do so.

Analyzing British domestic politics, Tilak concluded that, in matters related

to India, Parliament would pass whatever Whitehall wished. The difficulty,

then, would be to bring the Lloyd George government to adopt the Indian

view, and the only way to do so would be to have the matter publicly discussed

at the peace table.28

To this end, Tilakmobilized a broad campaign to bring Indian demands to

the peace table. Dozens of organizations at the local and provincial levels in

India—branches of Tilak’s Home Rule League, various provincial committees

of the INC—dispatched petitions to the peace conference and its principals.

They all repeated a similar coordinated message: India wants self-determination

in accordance with President Wilson’s principles.29 Tilak also wanted to work

hard to propagate the Indian nationalist cause among the leading powers,

pressing the INC to set up permanent propaganda bureaus in a number of

locations, including England, France, America, Germany, and Japan. Praising

the work of Lajpat Rai’s Indian Home Rule League of America as a model for

such activity, Tilak said that ‘‘a favourable opinion of the civilised world

towards Indian aspirations is a valuable asset in our struggle for freedom. We

cannot afford to neglect world opinion except at our peril.’’30 Tilak oversaw the

production of a series of pamphlets advocating Indian self-determination that

were circulated in England and India, and in the spring, he joined other promi-

nent figures in the Indian nationalist movement who had arrived in England on

lecture tours to promote Indian home rule.31

Early on, Tilak, citing his appointment by the Delhi Congress as its

delegate to the peace conference, applied for a passport to travel to Paris,

but the British authorities summarily denied his application. ‘‘The idea of our

going to [the] Peace Conference is not relishable to them, and any deputation

coming here after the Peace Conference is over will be . . . not of much use.’’32

Weeks passed without a substantial success, but Tilak did not lose hope. He

was doing all he could, he wrote in early February, to have India’s question
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brought up before the League of Nations, and he remained confident ‘‘that it

will be so brought provided we keep up the cry.’’ In the meantime, he

instructed his followers back home to do all they could to keep the nationalist

camp united behind the demand for self-determination. If the conference took

up the issue and pronounced upon it favorably, he was convinced, the British

government and Parliament would have no choice but to follow suit.33

But Lloyd George and his cabinet were less favorably disposed toward

Indian home rule than Tilak had imagined, and the petition campaign failed to

achieve the desired effect. The British delegation at the conference largely

ignored it, and the petitions that arrived at its headquarters were simply filed

away into oblivion. Indian efforts to circumvent the British by appealing

directly to the peace conference itself also came to naught. When Paul Dutasta,

the French chief of the conference secretariat, received the petitions, he took the

trouble to inquire with the British delegation what should be done with them.

Should they be copied and circulated to other delegations, asked Dutasta, or

merely registered and filed away? The British, not surprisingly, chose the latter

option, thanking Dutasta for his ‘‘friendly action in this matter.’’34 Still, even in

April, when Tilak already knew that the conference would not take up the

Indian question in any formal fashion, he wrote that ‘‘even a suggestion from

the Conference—a hint—would be of great value and I have not yet grown

hopeless about it.’’35 That hint, however, never came.

W ithin India, the tensions that had been rising since the armistice reached a

breaking point in the spring. It came when the British authorities,

concerned with the growing agitation for home rule, moved to enact a series

of bills that extended the government’s wartime powers of internment without

trial. The bills were based on a committee report, submitted in July 1918, which

made recommendations for legislation that would allow the government to

continue to suppress ‘‘conspiracy and political outrage’’ once the war was over.

The report was put before the Imperial Legislative Council in early February

1919 and made into law on March 21, 1919. As historian Judith M. Brown has

noted, the Rowlatt bills—named after the judge who headed the committee—

which dealt with an issue that had ‘‘very limited political appeal’’ and ‘‘barely

impinged on the lives of ordinary people,’’ would seem a curious trigger for the

launching of a broad popular movement against British rule.36 But the response

to the Rowlatt bills must be understood in the context of the anticipation of

far-reaching change that had built up among Indians during the war years,

which now quickly gave way to bitter disillusionment.

The transition is evident in the nationalist press at the time. While the

gathering of the peace conference and the Indian campaign for self-determination

were the most prominent topics in the headlines in December and January,

by early February there was a stark shift to outraged reporting on the Rowlatt
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bills.37 Indians, who had expected an immediate push toward self-government

after the war, were incensed, and Mohandas Gandhi, who had until then

remained ‘‘only a peripheral figure in the politics of nationalism,’’ now moved

to the forefront. Gandhi had been cutting his teeth in Indian politics through

involvement in local issues since his return in 1914 from South Africa, where he

had begun his public career leading the struggle of Indians there for equal rights

as imperial subjects. For Gandhi, this was a moment of transformation, both

in his private views and in his public stature. Throughout the war, he had been

a staunch supporter of the empire and had worked hard to assist in the recruit-

ment of Indians into the military. Now, however, he realized that his hopes

of achieving equality for Indians within the empire had been in vain, and

emerged for the first time as a figure of national stature to lead the movement

to oppose these ‘‘black acts.’’ Denouncing the Rowlatt bills as a ‘‘symptom of

deep-seated disease among the ruling class’’ of the empire, Gandhi announced

his intentions to launch a campaign of nonviolent resistance, or satyagraha,

against the bills, calling for civil disobedience and a nationwide hartal, or general

strike.38

The response to his announcement was unprecedented. Strikes were

declared in many of India’s cities, and, despite Gandhi’s call for the observance

of nonviolence, clashes between protesters and police occurred in several

places. The British officials in India, many of whom saw the movement as

the prelude to revolution in India and across the empire—the Egyptian protests

against Zaghlul’s deportation had broken out almost simultaneously—often

responded, as they did in Egypt, with the harsh enforcement of martial law,

setting curfews and prohibiting public gatherings. The most infamous incident

of the Rowlatt Satyagraha occurred on April 13, 1919, when forces under

General Reginald Dyer opened fire on a large gathering in Jallianwala Bagh,

a walled park in the Punjab city of Amritsar, inflicting hundreds of casualties.

That bloody episode, remembered as the Amritsar Massacre, quickly became a

symbol to Indians of the oppressive nature of British rule and marked a new

stage in the Indian movement. As happened in Egypt, the violence that erupted

in the spring of 1919 dealt a blow to Indians’ faith in British intentions to move

India expeditiously toward self-determination and sealed their disillusionment

with the promise of the Wilsonian moment.39

Both the British and Indians at the time made the connection between the

rhetoric of the Wilsonian moment and the Indian campaign against the Row-

latt bills. The All-India Congress Committee president, Madan Mohan Mala-

viya, wrote shortly after the events at Amritsar that a complete understanding

of Indian discontent and its causes must realize how ‘‘cheered and encouraged’’

Indians had been by Allied declarations that the aims of the Great War

were self-determination for all. Now, Indians felt betrayed by the widespread

opposition of the official and nonofficial British communities in India even
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to Montagu’s ‘‘mild recommendations’’ for political reforms, which were

‘‘regarded as inadequate by the bulk of Indian opinion.’’ The Government of

India itself agreed. A 1920 report on the violence in the Punjab and across India

in the spring of 1919 noted: ‘‘The utterances of European and American states-

men regarding the ideals for which the Allies have fought, the principles of

democracy and self-determination, have been widely discussed and naturally

adopted by enthusiastic Indians as no less applicable to themselves as to other

countries.’’ The atmosphere in India, ‘‘as elsewhere has been affected by the

doctrine that the war was to inaugurate a new era of greater freedom

and happiness for all.’’ Another British report on these events concluded that

‘‘the desire for a larger say in the government of the country was greatly

fostered by the dissemination in the press and otherwise of the doctrine of

self-determination which formed so prominent a subject of discussion at the

Peace Conference in Paris.’’40

Gandhi himself made almost no mention of Wilson in his voluminous

writings, either at the time or later. Wilson’s progressive ideals, which sought

the improvement of modern society, would have held little attraction for the

Mahatma, whose philosophy involved, as he wrote himself, ‘‘a severe condem-

nation of ‘modern civilization’ ’’ in toto, and who sometimes argued for the

abolition of all its manifestations, such as railroads, hospitals, medicine,

law, and government. In his 1908 book Hind Swaraj, or Indian self-rule,

Gandhi enjoined representatives of modern civilization—doctors, lawyers,

industrialists—to give up their professions and take up the handloom.41

At the same time, there is little doubt that the opportunities that Wilson’s

proclaimed support for self-determination seemed to offer India were well

recognized within Gandhi’s circle. C. F. ‘‘Charlie’’ Andrews, a British mission-

ary and a long-time friend of the Mahatma, told the leading liberal politician

Srinivasa Sastri shortly after the armistice that the reform schemes previously

proposed by the British had become moot, since the charter of Indian nation-

alism was nowWilson’s doctrine of self-determination. It would allow Indians

to demand the right of entry not only into the peace conference but also into

the future League of Nations, and thus introduce India as an independent,

sovereign entity in international affairs. Sastri, who thought that India should

remain firmly within the empire, was appalled. ‘‘The idea that this move on the

part of the Indian politicians is nothing short of asserting India’s independence

of the British Empire,’’ he commented, ‘‘does not deter him.’’ Andrews got the

idea, Sastri speculated, from Gandhi when he stayed with him at his ashram at

Sabarmati.42

Sastri’s conjecture aside, Gandhi himself was clearly aware of Wilson’s

rhetoric and international stature. But the few recorded comments he made

about the president were critical of the latter’s failure to go far enough in the

promotion of world peace. Shortly after Wilson presented the League of
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Nations covenant publicly on February 14, 1919, the Mahatma wrote to

Andrews: ‘‘Have you noticed an unconscious betrayal of the true nature of

modern civilization in Mr. Wilson’s speech? . . . Saying that if the moral pres-

sure to be exerted against a recalcitrant party failed, the members of the

League would not hesitate to use the last remedy, viz., brute force.’’43 He

repeated that same point again a few weeks later, in a speech he gave on

satyagraha in Madras:

The message of the West which the Government of India, I presume,

represent[s], is succinctly put by President Wilson in his speech . . . :

‘‘Armed force is in the background in this programme, but it is in the

background, and if the moral force of the world will not suffice, the

physical force of the world shall.’’ We [satyagrahis] hope to reverse

the process, and by our action show that physical force is nothing

compared to the moral force, and that moral force never fails.

Gandhi, however, neglected to cite the sentence that came immediately

after the words he had quoted. ‘‘But that [physical force] is a last resort,’’

Wilson had added, ‘‘because this is intended as a constitution of peace, not as a

league of war.’’44

Wilson himself, unaware of Gandhi’s rebuke, used the fact of Indian

representation in Paris to defend the peace treaty and the League of Nations to

an American public wary of foreign entanglements. In the very last speech he

gave in the fall of 1919, just before he suffered the debilitating stroke

that marked the practical end of his public career, Wilson presented India’s

representation in the League of Nations as a move toward the goal of bringing

non-European peoples into the folds of international society. ‘‘For the first time

in the history of the world,’’ he told a crowd in Pueblo, Colorado, ‘‘that great

and voiceless multitude, that throng hundreds of millions strong in India, has a

voice among the nations of the world.’’ And it was a good thing, too: some of

the ‘‘wisest and most dignified figures in the peace conference at Paris . . . came

from India.’’ They ‘‘seemed to carry in their minds an older wisdom than the

rest of us had, whose traditions ran back into so many of the unhappy fortunes

of mankind,’’ and so ‘‘seemed very useful counselors as to how some ray of

hope and some prospect of happiness could be opened to its people.’’45 Such

musings, though tinged with exoticism, suggest that Wilson saw eventual

Indian self-determination ‘‘among the nations of the world’’ as within the

scope of his vision for the new international order, even if he left unclear

how, or how quickly, that goal would be achieved.

As the struggle in the U.S. Senate over the ratification of the Versailles

Treaty raged in the fall of 1919, Indian nationalists, like their Egyptian

counterparts, continued to work to enlist American public opinion in their
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favor, often with the support of anti-imperialists and anti-British activists. To

advance the cause of Indian self-determination, a group of American activists

joined Lajpat Rai and several other Indians resident in the United States to

establish an organization called Friends of Freedom for India. The group’s

president was the University of Chicago English professor and long-time social

activist Robert Morss Lovett. Its general secretary was the twenty-seven-year-

old Agnes Smedley, a radical feminist and anti-imperialist activist. Smedley

had ties to M. N. Roy and other Indian revolutionaries in the United States—

ties which Lajpat Rai, concerned for her safety, warned her against—and she

was arrested and indicted in 1918 under the wartime Espionage Act for abetting

rebellion against British rule in India, though she was not convicted. The roster

of the national council of the Friends of Freedom for India also boasted such

luminaries as W. E. B. Du Bois, whom Lajpat Rai had met numerous times

during his study of American race relations; Franz Boas, a Columbia University

professor and the founder of modern anthropology; and the author and social

reformer Upton Sinclair.46

Irish-American advocates of Irish independence were especially

prominent among American supporters of Indian and Egyptian claims against

Britain. Appalled by London’s suppression of the Irish independence move-

ment since the Easter Rising in the spring of 1916, they wanted to advance the

cause of Irish self-determination by opening a broad front against British

imperialism and saw the Indian and Egyptian nationalists as natural allies in

that fight.47 When the president of Sinn Fein, Eamon De Valera, arrived in the

United States in June to a hero’s welcome after a daring escape from a British

prison, they arranged for him to meet Lajpat Rai in New York.48 Though little

came of that meeting, or of the Irish-Indian connection more broadly at the

time, Lajpat Rai’s ‘‘pernicious activities’’ and the contacts of Indian national-

ists with other anti-British elements in the United States were nevertheless

sources of irritation for British journalists and diplomats. One report to

London warned of the danger of Indian propaganda in the United States,

supported as it was by ‘‘Hun sympathizers,’’ ‘‘irreconcilable Irish,’’ and the

‘‘long-haired and high-brow people.’’49 This prompted the India Office to

suggest that Indian students wishing to study abroad should be encouraged

to forgo American schools for Canadian universities, where they would get a

more ‘‘truly British point of view.’’50

As the Senate Committee on Foreign Relations began its hearings on

the peace treaty, Lajpat Rai approached Dudley Field Malone, a prominent

Irish-American and Democratic party activist, to present the case for Indian

self-government before the committee. Malone, a NewYork attorney who was

known as a forceful public speaker, had been a close supporter of Wilson, but

fell out with the president in 1917 over the administration’s lack of support for

female suffrage, throwing his support behind the Socialist party.51 In his
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testimony on August 21 before the committee, which Lajpat Rai and his aide

N. S. Hardikar had prepared, Malone pointed out that the Indian delegation

present in Paris was not a representative one, since the British government had

handpicked its members while denying the delegates that the INC had selected

permission to attend. This ran counter to the spirit of the League of Nations,

and the covenant should therefore be amended to require that every signatory

provide democratic institutions to the peoples subject to their rule.52 Malone

also presented the Senate committee with a memorandum, composed by

Lajpat Rai, which laid out the arguments for Indian self-determination based

on its long history, the high level of its civilization, and the new principles of

international legitimacy.

Like Zaghlul in Paris at the time, Tilak followed the Senate deliberations

closely from London. The Indian appearance there, he thought, was another

step in the campaign to internationalize the struggle for Indian home rule. The

Senate appearance, he wrote, was an important follow-up to his own efforts to

bring the Indian case before the peace conference, and should in turn be

followed by an appeal to the League of Nations, once it begins its sessions.53

Upon receiving the news that the Indian memorandum was entered into the

official Senate protocol, one of Tilak’s aides wrote: ‘‘We may thus have the

satisfaction’’ of ‘‘having entered the case of India’s claim for Self Determina-

tion on the official records of the United States.’’54 The senators themselves,

however, showed little interest in the Indian claims that Malone presented to

them. Though the persistence and the brutality of British rule over India, as

well as Ireland and Egypt, was used by some American opponents of the treaty

to denounce it as fig leaf for empire, such denunciations were usually little

more than rhetorical posturing, part of the domestic political struggle within

the United States. Neither the Wilson administration nor the Senate had the

intention, and even less the power, to influence British policy in India in the

direction of self-determination.

T ilak returned to India in November 1919, after more than a year abroad

trying to achieve international recognition for the Indian demands of self-

determination. Despite his failure to gain a hearing for the nationalist cause in

Paris, he continued to exhort the IndianNational Congress to try to advance its

claims in the international arena and work to bring them before the League of

Nations, even if no immediate results could be expected. ‘‘The most important

point’’ to be urged on the upcoming INC session in Amritsar, Tilak’s weekly

magazine declared in December 1919, was ‘‘the arrangement to be made to

represent India’s case before the League of Nations and to put before it the

question of the application of self-determination to India.’’ India’s position

was ‘‘hopelessly anomalous.’’ As a member of the league, India could vote on

the appeals of others for self-determination, but it could not apply the same
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principle to itself. The claim of the Montagu declaration that the time and

manner of India’s progress toward responsible government could only be

determined by Parliament was ‘‘just the opposite of self-determination’’ and

had been rendered illegitimate, since ‘‘President Wilson has plainly said . . .

that all claims to self-determination’’ could be brought before the League of

Nations.55 Echoing almost precisely Zaghlul’s argument against the legitimacy

of the British protectorate over Egypt, Tilak believed that in the postwar

international order, these newly established principles of international legiti-

macy would trump the logic of empire and allow, indeed require, the eventual

emergence of national independence for colonial possessions.

Tilak would not live to see this come about. Soon after his return, he fell

ill with pneumonia and died on August 1, 1920, at the age of sixty-four. His

funeral procession ran a mile and half long on the streets of Bombay, and in his

tribute, Gandhi, who had replaced Tilak as the most prominent leader of the

nationalist movement, called him ‘‘the maker of Modern India.’’56 But Tilak’s

emphasis on internationalizing the Indian struggle did not die with him. Lajpat

Rai, too, believed that the war had transformed the problem of India from ‘‘a

domestic problem of the British Empire’’ into ‘‘an international problem on

which hinges, more or less, the future peace of the world. . . . The world cannot

be made safe for democracy without India being democratic.’’57 He called

repeatedly on Indian leaders to emphasize propaganda work abroad, including

the publication of books and the establishment of information bureaus, news

agencies, and academic exchanges.58

At the same time, by late 1919, Lajpat Rai, like other colonial intellec-

tuals, began to view events in Russia, rather than in the United States, as

standing at the forefront of the movement for global progress. The fall of

autocracy in Russia, he noted, ‘‘has given birth to a new order of society aglow

with the spirit of a new and elevated kind of internationalism. This interna-

tionalism must have for its foundation justice and self-determination for all

peoples, regardless of race or religion, creed or colour,’’ and be based on

cooperation among peoples rather than exploitation of the weak by the strong.

But even with his turn toward Russia, Lajpat Rai remained a Wilsonian,

endeavoring to chart a middle way between imperialism and revolution. The

only alternatives to self-determination, he warned, were ‘‘reaction, with the

certainty of even greater wars in the near future, or Bolshevism,’’ and they

could be averted only if ‘‘the different peoples of the earth, now being bled and

exploited,’’ were conceded their rights. India would have to ‘‘come into its own

soon or else not even the Himalayas can effectually bar the entry of Bolshevism

into India,’’ he wrote in December 1919.59

Finally receiving a visa allowing him to return to India, Lajpat Rai

departed New York City in late 1919. The farewell dinner, organized byMalone

and his League of Oppressed Peoples, hosted numerous anticolonial activists,
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including Oswald Garrison Villard, U.S. socialist leader Norman Thomas, an

Irish representative, and a Chinese delegate who gave a speech hailing Sun Yat-

sen.60 When he arrived in India in February 1920, Lajpat Rai told the Bombay

Chronicle that there was strong support for India in the United States and a

desire to learn more about the situation there. Work in England was impor-

tant, but ‘‘we must supplement this work by an extensive propaganda else-

where, particularly in America.’’ Lajpat Rai remained a prominent figure in the

nationalist movement until his death in 1928, at the age of sixty-three, of

wounds received in a severe beating from police while leading an anti-British

demonstration in Lahore in his native Punjab. Upon his death, Gandhi eulo-

gized him as one of the heroes of the Indian national struggle. Lajpat Rai’s

work for his nation, he said, had to be understood in a broader, global context:

‘‘His patriotism was no narrow creed. He loved his country because he loved

the world. His nationalism was international.’’61

By that time, the Indian nationalist movement had adopted goals and

means that were far more radical than most Indian leaders, including Tilak

and Lajpat Rai, could have imagined as feasible prior to the war. The INC, a

pillar of the empire until 1914, was now its determined enemy. In 1920, it

officially adopted Gandhi’s policy of noncooperation, thus abandoning its

long-standing status of a ‘‘loyal opposition’’ committed to protest only through

constitutional means, and instead set out to undermine British rule through

extralegal campaigns of resistance.62 The INC moderates, who as late as 1915

had been in control, practically disappeared as a significant political force by

the early 1920s, and even some erstwhile extremists found themselves out of

step with the new, radical tone of the Gandhian Congress.63 The newfound

contempt for the empire was promptly reflected in the nationwide protest that

met the visiting Prince of Wales in 1921, a striking contrast with the spectacle of

imperial loyalty and pomp that had greeted King George V in Delhi only a

decade earlier. To be sure, debates and dissent in the Congress about its goals

and means continued in subsequent years, and another decade would pass

before it adopted purna swaraj, or complete independence, as its official aim in

1929.64 The spring of 1919, however, remained a crucial watershed, in which the

national movement swung decisively toward the goal of terminating British

rule in India.
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Empty Chairs at Versailles

On November 26, 1918, shortly before Wilson left the United States for

Europe, Wellington Koo, as the Chinese minister inWashington, came to

see the president at the White House. He wanted, Koo tells us in his memoirs,

‘‘to ascertain the American attitude toward China’s hopes at the conference.’’

Secretary of State Lansing had already assured him of U.S. sympathy, but he

wished ‘‘to get a direct reaction’’ from the president.

When I was received at the White House, President Wilson in reply to

my question confirmed the sympathetic attitude of the U.S. towards

China’s desiderata. He was delighted that I was going to Paris and he

hoped that I would keep in touch with the U.S. delegation. But

evidently he was more preoccupied with his program for the peace

conference. He talked at length about his hopes in the Conference and

he reiterated what he had already stated in his famous Fourteen

Points; if the world was to have permanent peace, he said there

must be a new order.

The Chinese people, Koo told Wilson, had the greatest faith in his principles,

which ‘‘had given expression to the ideals of the world and kindled the hearts

of all.’’ Wilson admitted that applying his principles to the Far East would be

difficult, but added that ‘‘mere difficulty was no good reason for not applying

them there.’’ The meeting was congenial, and though the president gave him

no specific assurances, Koo nevertheless left the meeting convinced that the

president would support China at the peace conference.1

After their arrival in Paris, however, the Chinese delegates discovered

that the political realities there were considerably less accommodating than they

had hoped. In its preparatory work for the conference, the Chinese delegation

had planned to use the international forum to challenge the full gamut of privi-

leges enshrined in the ‘‘unequal treaties’’ that China had signed with foreign

powers over the preceding decades and demand the abolition of such provisions

as legal extraterritoriality and limitations on its tariff autonomy. These practices

abridged China’s political and economic sovereignty, and if the new international

orderwere to be basedon justice and self-determination these arrangements could

not remain in place. Such demands, however, were quickly put aside by the great
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powers in Paris, which were not inclined to forgo the territorial and commercial

advantages that the unequal treaties gave them. They had already agreed at the

outset that only issues directly emanating from the war would be on the table at

the conference, and the broad Chinese claims for the abrogation of the unequal

treaties did not. Any discussion of comprehensive readjustments to China’s

international status, Clemenceau later informed the Chinese delegation, did not

fall within the province of the peace conference. China, if it wished, could bring

them up later for adjudication at the League of Nations.2

The Chinese demands for a general readjustment of China’s international

status toward full sovereignty were accordingly shelved for the time being. The

issue that moved to the top of the Chinese agenda in Paris was the one territorial

question that was a direct result of the war: the disposal of the German-

controlled territory in Shandong (Shantung) Province, which Japanese forces

had captured early in the war.3 In 1897, Germany had compelled the Qing

government to lease it the territory around Jiaozhou (Kiaochow) Bay in the

south of Shandong Province, a peninsula in northern China jutting into the East

China Sea. The Germans made the territory into their major outpost in the Far

East and a showpiece of their expanding imperial ambitions. The village of

Qingdao (Tsingtao), located within the concession, quickly grew into an indus-

trial port city that served German business interests in China.4 When Japan

joined the war, one of its first acts was to seize the territory from the German

contingent that defended it, and Tokyo then proceeded to try to induce the

feeble government in Beijing into recognizing Japan as the rightful heir of

German rights there. In January 1915, the Japanese government issued an ultima-

tum to China that listed twenty-one demands, which included the recognition of

special Japanese rights in Shandong, and which President Yuan Shikai accepted

in May that year in the face of popular uproar. This recognition was later

confirmed in a secret exchange of notes that Tokyo extracted from Beijing in

September 1918, shortly before the armistice.5

The question of Shandong came for the first time before the Council of

Ten on January 28, 1919, and the Chinese representatives were invited to present

their case. Wellington Koo rose to speak on behalf of China. Reminding his

audience that he spoke for some 400million people, one-quarter of the human

race, Koo said that China asked for the full restoration of the Shandong leased

territories to its control. Germany had taken them under the threat of force,

and their entire population and history were Chinese. The region not only had

great economic and strategic significance for China; it also contained the

birthplace of the sage Confucius and it was therefore considered by many

Chinese as the ‘‘cradle of Chinese civilization.’’ While China was grateful, he

said, for the heroic services of the Japanese and other Allied forces in liberating

the territory from Germany, it could not repay them by ‘‘selling the birthright

of their countrymen’’ and sowing the seeds of future discord. Makino
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Nobuaki, the Japanese delegate, responded. There had been an exchange of

notes between Beijing and Tokyo in September, he said to the surprise of the

Chinese delegates, who had been kept in the dark by their government, and the

exchange recognized Japanese possession of the German rights in the territory.

Would the Japanese government object to laying these notes before the

council? President Wilson asked. Makino responded that he did not think so,

but he would have to return to his government for instruction.6

Makino’s surprise announcement notwithstanding, Koo’s appearance

before the council won plaudits from most observers. Edward T. Williams, a

veteran American Sinologist who served as an expert adviser to the U.S. peace

commission in Paris, had no doubt as to who had made the stronger case at the

meeting. Koo, the Columbia Ph.D., ‘‘spoke in perfect English, and in a cool,

lucid and logical argument which carried the members of the Council right

along with him.’’ Makino’s English, on the other hand, was ‘‘poor and his

delivery bad’’ as he ‘‘floundered’’ and ‘‘stumbled’’ in his presentation.7 The

press back in China also celebrated Koo’s performance in the halls of interna-

tional power. A major Shanghai daily noted that his defense of Chinese rights

at the international forummeant that China no longer only obeyed the dictates

of other powers, but had now stood up for its own demands. And those

demands had a good chance of acceptance, the article further noted, since

Great Britain, Japan’s closest ally, would follow the lead of the United States,

and the power of Wilson’s Fourteen Points would block Japanese ambitions in

China and elsewhere.8 After this initial performance at the peace table, both

the Chinese delegates in Paris and Chinese public opinion back home

continued to expect that, with U.S. support, China would win acceptance as

an equal member of the new community of nations and reclaim its lost

territory in Shandong.9

Throughout the months of the peace conference, the Chinese represen-

tatives in Paris remained in continuous and friendly contact with members of

the American delegation, including Wilson himself. The United States, long

wary about the rise of Japanese power in the Pacific, had its own reasons to

oppose Japan’s expansionist plans in Shandong, and several advisers for the

U.S. delegation even helped the Chinese representatives to draft their memo-

randa and petitions to the peace conference. Secretary of State Lansing, no

friend of self-determination, assured the Chinese delegates of U.S. support on

strategic grounds, as did Williams, the U.S. delegation’s expert on East Asian

affairs.10 Williams, a progressive and mild-mannered Midwesterner, already

had a long career in China behind him. He first arrived there as a Protestant

missionary in 1887, and later worked as a diplomat. He had lived in China for

more than twenty years, during which he learned the language and became a

noted scholar of classical Chinese philosophy and literature. During the war

years, he served as chief of the Division of Far Eastern Affairs at the State
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Department. He retired from the foreign service in 1918 and accepted a chair in

Oriental languages and literatures at the University of California at Berkeley,

only to be pressed back into service a few months later to serve as an expert

adviser to the American peace commission in Paris.

During his time in Paris, Williams, along with the second American

expert on East Asian affairs in Paris, the Inquiry staffer Stanley K. Hornbeck,

remained steadfast in his support for the Chinese claims in Shandong.When he

forwarded to the U.S. peace commissioners the dozens of petitions from

various political and civic bodies in the province—the Shandong Provincial

Assembly, Chamber of Commerce and Agriculture, Educational Association,

Industrial Association—asking for U.S. support in transferring German rights

there back to China, he added his own favorable recommendation. The United

States, he reminded the commissioners, was not only legally bound to support

China under the 1858 U.S.-China treaty of ‘‘good offices,’’ it also had a ‘‘moral

obligation’’ to do so if it was to fulfill Wilson’s declared principles. Japan’s

claim to the territory had no merit, he said, since it was based on force and

conquest. China had been ‘‘encouraged by our attitude’’ to expect that its claim

would be allowed. ‘‘To disappoint her,’’ he warned, ‘‘will mean irreparable

injury to our good name in the Far East and [will instill] in the hearts of the

Chinese a burning sense of wrong endured which will make impossible any

lasting peace.’’11

Beyond their apparent agreement on the issue of Shandong, the Ameri-

can and Chinese delegates also had warm social relations. Koo, who had

received his doctorate from Columbia only seven years earlier, enjoyed singing

old university songs with a Columbia professor who was in Paris as an adviser

to the U.S. delegation.12 The chief Chinese delegate, the Beijing foreign minister

Lu Zhengxiang, recalled later that amid the general ‘‘moral obtuseness’’ of the

major powers in Paris, the American delegates stood out in their understand-

ing, helpfulness, and ‘‘sincere friendship’’ for China. Most members of the U.S.

delegation returned the sentiment. Ray Stannard Baker, Wilson’s ubiquitous

press secretary, explained that the Chinese in Paris ‘‘were practically all

American and British educated and spoke English fluently. They were much

more open, outright, and frank than the Japanese.’’13 The Chinese delegates

were, as it were, their kind of people.

But if the Chinese in Paris had personal affinities and moral principle on their

side, Japan countered with international law and the realities of power. The

revelation of the secret agreements with the Beijing government appeared

to weaken the legal basis for the Chinese demands on Shandong. The agree-

ments, the Japanese argued, proved that the sovereign government of China

consented to the transfer of the German rights in Shandong to Japan, and

they were valid under prevailing international law and norms. Koo and his
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supporters retorted, however, that such logic belonged to a previous age, when

imperial powers extracted agreements under the threat of force from weak

states like China in order to legitimize acts of military aggression. This had

been the pattern of China’s relationship with the European powers, and later

with Japan, since the First Opium War in the 1840s. If, however, the Paris

conference wished to augur a new and righteous international order in which

nations weak and strong treated each other equally and treaties could not be

extracted under duress, such practices would have to end. The Japanese claims

in Shandong, they said, were born of the old diplomacy of imperialism, whose

time had passed. The principles of self-determination and government

by consent were the new measure of justice in international affairs, and no

one could dispute that Shandong, historically and demographically, was

Chinese. Wilson’s principles, therefore, dictated its restoration to full Chinese

sovereignty. The secret agreements should be nullified.14

Initially, it appeared that President Wilson shared this conviction.

In February, when the U.S. minister Paul Reinsch reported from Beijing that

the Japanese were pressuring Chinese officials to instruct their delegates in

Paris to adopt a more cooperative attitude toward Tokyo’s demands, the

president told him to encourage the Chinese government to ‘‘stand firm.’’

Koo, he added, should be advised ‘‘to follow the course that he thinks

right.’’15 But the Japanese, too, had some powerful supporters. In the course

of the conference, it emerged that Japan had not only managed to obtain from

the Beijing regime recognition for its rights in Shandong. More important,

Tokyo had also reached secret wartime agreements with both the British and

the French governments, in which the latter recognized Japan’s seizure of

Shandong in return for its participation in the Allied war effort. Such agree-

ments were normal practice in the wartime diplomacy of the European Allies,

and similar treaties promising territorial gains had been made with Italy and

with czarist Russia. But the Allied treaties with Japan were the only case in

which the promised territories belonged to an allied rather than an enemy

power; though the rights in question were German, the territory itself was

indisputably Chinese. Still, Clemenceau and Lloyd George showed little incli-

nation to renounce their promises to the Japanese. Both powers, after all, also

had significant interests in their own Chinese ‘‘leased territories’’ obtained

through unequal treaties.16 Thus, while Clemenceau complimented Koo on

his eloquence before the council, he also intimated that France could not

support China in contravention of its wartime agreements with Japan.17

Another episode that complicated matters for the Chinese occurred in

early April, when the League of Nations Commission rejected the Japanese

proposal to add to the league covenant a ‘‘racial equality clause’’—language

guaranteeing the equality of all nations and the fair treatment of their

nationals, regardless of race. The proposal, first advanced by Japan in
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February, had aroused fierce opposition from representatives of the British

dominions that wished to preserve practices of racial exclusion in immigra-

tion. The Australian premier, Billy Hughes, was an especially vociferous

opponent of the clause, since he feared that it would lead to a flood of Japanese

immigrants and jeopardize his policy of a ‘‘white Australia.’’ Wilson himself

did not think very highly of Hughes, referring to him contemptuously as a

‘‘pestiferous varmint.’’ But Wilson, too, faced similar domestic opposition

to any clause that affirmed the principle of racial equality, especially from

politicians and labor unions in the western United States, where there was

long-standing and virulent opposition to Asian immigration.18

After delaying the vote on the Japanese proposal for several weeks,

Wilson, who chaired the League of Nations commission, finally pronounced

it rejected for lack of unanimity despite the majority support it had received

among the members of the commission. The rejection, a blow to Japanese

national pride, was widely decried in the Japanese press as exposing the

hypocrisy and emptiness of Wilson’s slogans on the equality of nations.19 The

episode exacerbated U.S.-Japanese tensions, already high over Japanese suspi-

cions that U.S. missionaries and diplomats, not to mention Wilson himself,

were providing succor to the March First protesters in Korea. A further clash

with Japan over Shandong, the president feared, would lead it to withdraw

from the peace conference and jeopardize the success of his most cherished

achievement—the League of Nations.20

After several months of postponements, the Supreme Council finally took

up the Shandong issue once more in late April. Koo, who appeared before the

council on April 22, was again eloquent in defense of Chinese rights. Beijing had

signed its wartime agreements with Japan under duress, he argued, and they

were therefore invalid. At the outset of the discussion, however, both Lloyd

George and Clemenceau left no room for doubt: Britain and France had prom-

ised the Shandong concessions to Japan, and they did not intend to rescind these

promises.21 Williams reported that both leaders, and especially the British prime

minister, knew little of East Asian affairs and cared even less, and that the

Japanese were uncompromising. One of the Japanese delegates told Secretary

of State Lansing that it was ‘‘ridiculous for a nation of 400millions to go around

complaining that they had signed a treaty under duress.’’ If their claims were not

met, the Japanese vowed, they would not sign the treaty.22 Wilson, in a last

attempt to finesse the problem, shifted the issue to a committee of experts and

sent Williams to plead with the Chinese to accept the transfer to Japan of the

German rights in Shandong in return for a verbal assurance that these rights

would revert to China at a later date.23 The Chinese asked that this assurance be

incorporated into the treaty, or at least be given to them in writing. But the

Japanese professed to find such a requirement humiliating, since it implied that

they could not be trusted to keep their word, and it was summarily rejected.24
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By the last days of April, Williams reported bitterly that his peace

conference ‘‘barometer’’ now ‘‘points to storms’’ and may be headed to a

‘‘complete shipwreck.’’ The crisis over Wilson’s adamant refusal to accept

the Italian demands for Fiume had just erupted in full force, and Williams

noted that the president’s ‘‘bombthrowing’’ over the matter had especially

worried the Japanese, who feared that Wilson’s tough stand against territorial

demands that contravened the principle of self-determination was aimed at

them also. The Shandong question, Williams continued, was the last major

issue that remained unsettled, but the Anglo-French commitments to the

Japanese made an ‘‘unjust settlement’’ of the issue almost inevitable, and the

recent refusal to give Japan some ‘‘harmless declaration’’ on racial equality had

made matters even worse. When Williams met with Wilson in late April, he

found the president distressed over the Shandong question, calling it ‘‘the most

difficult and perplexing problem that had thus far been presented.’’ Since the

war had been fought largely to enforce respect for treaties, Wilson asked him,

should not the agreements that the Japanese obtained from Beijing, however

‘‘unconscionable in character,’’ be respected? When Williams noted that those

treaties were extorted by force, the president countered that the Japanese

might not admit that to be the case. Do the documents not prove it? Williams

wondered. ‘‘Well,’’ the president replied, ‘‘ ‘if the documents show it, of course

they would not deny it.’ He left the main question unanswered,’’ Williams

concluded, ‘‘and I was filled with anxiety.’’25

The support for China within the U.S. delegation was broad, but it was

not unanimous. Colonel House, always solicitous of the need to preserve

smooth relations among the principal allies, advised Wilson to relent on

Shandong. England, France, and Japan ought to get out of China in principle,

he said, ‘‘and perhaps they will later if enough pressure is brought through

public opinion.’’ For the time being, however, a compromise with Japan would

allow the conference to ‘‘clean up a lot of old rubbish with the least friction,’’

leaving it to the League of Nations and ‘‘the new era’’ to do the rest. China,

House knew, was the weaker side in this diplomatic tug-of-war, and its inter-

ests could most easily be ignored.26 On April 30, the Big Three, discussing the

Shandong question one last time, agreed to accept the Japanese claim for

the former German concessions in Shandong in return for a verbal assur-

ance—the Japanese delegates would not agree to include it in the treaty in

any form—that Japan would restore these rights to China in due time.27 ‘‘Thus

China was betrayed in the house of her friends,’’ a despondent Williams

recorded in his diary that night, ‘‘and militarism is put at a premium.’’ Many

years later, Stanley Hornbeck recalled that he thought Wilson bowed in the

end to ‘‘considerations of what appeared to be immediate practical political

necessity,’’ but that the president continued to hope and believe that the League

of Nations would right the errors of the conference once it began its work.28
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When the members of the Chinese delegation learned of the decision the

following day, they were utterly shocked. ‘‘Little has been heard here of

the famous fourteen principles,’’ Koo wrote to one of his former professors at

Columbia shortly afterward, ‘‘and still less has been noted in practice.’’29

Williams went to see C. T. Wang soon after the decision and found the Chinese

delegates depressed and contemplating withdrawal from the conference. It is

too soon, he told them; they should appeal the decision to ‘‘the sense of justice’’

of world opinion. But Wang disagreed: There was ‘‘no hope now for China

save in revolution,’’ he said.30 Lu, the head of the Chinese delegation, sent the

Council of Three an official communication expressing China’s deep disap-

pointment. China, he wrote, had relied on Wilson’s Fourteen Points and on

‘‘the spirit of honourable relationship between states which is to open a new

era in the world,’’ but the result had been great disappointment.31A subsequent

press release by the Chinese delegates protested the decision but struck a rather

resigned if disillusioned tone: ‘‘If the Council has granted the claims of Japan in

full for the purpose of saving the League of Nations, as has been intimated to

be the case,’’ China ‘‘would have less to complain, believing as she does that it

is a duty to make sacrifices for such a noble cause.’’ It might have been more in

keeping with the spirit of the league, they suggested bitingly, ‘‘to call upon

strong Japan to forgo her claims animated apparently only by a desire for

aggrandizement, instead of weak China to surrender what was hers by right.’’32

The American peace commissioners, who, apart from House, had been

kept in the dark by Wilson about this as well as most other important ques-

tions, were equally distressed.33 General Tasker Bliss sent Wilson a strongly

worded memo explaining in detail his opposition to any concession to the

Japanese on Shandong. His explanation echoed the Chinese arguments: Both

the German lease in Shandong and the Sino-Japanese wartime agreements

were born of coercion and were therefore invalid. ‘‘It can’t be right to do

wrong even to make peace,’’ he concluded.34 Bliss, an army general who was

the chief military liaison to the Allies during the war, had been an enthusiastic

supporter of Wilson’s wartime policies. Now he threatened to resign his

commission in protest, though in the end he stayed put. Secretary of State

Lansing penned a sharp critique the next morning in his diary: ‘‘China has been

abandoned to Japanese rapacity. . . . I am heartsick over it, because I see how

much good-will and regard the President is bound to lose. I can offer no

adequate explanation to the critics. There seems to be none.’’ When he met

with Koo that day, Lansing promised to do all he could to rectify the ‘‘great

wrong’’ that had been done. Long sidelined and little respected by Wilson,

however, he could do nothing.35

Perhaps no one among the Americans in Paris was distressed more than

the two experts on Far Eastern affairs, Williams and Hornbeck. The two had
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worked together closely to advocate for the acceptance of the Chinese claims

over those of the Japanese. It was the right thing to do, they believed, and it

would also serve U.S. interests in the region, dealing a blow to dangerous

Japanese ambitions. Now, they saw all their work come to naught. In the days

following the decision, Hornbeck produced a stream of memoranda, laying

before the American delegates a whole litany of arguments against the Shan-

dong decision. It would, he predicted, strengthen militarism in the region,

destroy any confidence in the peace conference among the Chinese people,

and drive the country either to anarchic violence or, in desperation, into the

arms of Japan. Japanese promises to restore the Shandong concessions to

China in the future, Hornbeck argued, meant little, since they were informal

and Japan could easily ignore them later. Japan had long enjoyed a higher

status than its actual power warranted in the international arena, and this

decision, a great diplomatic victory, would strengthen the militarists in

Japanese domestic politics and weaken the liberals. And it contravened the

great principles of the conference. It must, he concluded, be reconsidered.36

Williams was even more distraught. ‘‘The very worst possible has hap-

pened,’’ he wrote. The decision gave Japan more than it could have hoped for,

violating in the process most of the main principles the United States was

supposed to stand for in Paris: antimilitarism, self-determination, no annex-

ations. As a consequence, U.S. prestige in Paris, which had risen somewhat

after Wilson’s principled stance on the Fiume issue, was now lower than ever.

The glaring contradiction between the U.S. position on Fiume, on the one

hand, and on Shandong, on the other, went a long way toward convincing

observers that it could not possibly be principle driving U.S. decisions, but

rather no more than ‘‘mercenary motives’’ dictated by self-interest. The con-

sequences for American prestige in the East would be even more baleful, and

the decision would surely propel China down a dangerous path. It would be,

said the former missionary, ‘‘like the man out of whom a devil was cast only to

make room for seven more devils worse than the first.’’ A sense of personal

failure haunted him: ‘‘I did the best I could in the matter but failed. I feel as if

I had wasted six months of my life. I am ashamed to look a Chinese in the

face.’’ President Wilson had promised to stand behind China and ‘‘he did, and

pushed her over head first. My one desire now is to get away from here just as

soon, and just as fast and just as far as I can.’’37 Within two weeks, Williams

had left Paris and returned to the United States, where, in an uncharacteristic

departure from his usual diplomatic composure, he publicly criticized the

Shandong decision. The injustice of the decision was so glaring, he explained

to a State Department official, that he could not respect himself if he did not

protest against it.38

When news of the decision reached China on May 2, it caused

widespread shock and anger there as well. Reinsch reported from Beijing
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that people and officials were ‘‘deeply depressed’’ and felt ‘‘utterly helpless,’’

faced with the rejection by the peace conference of their ‘‘fundamental rights

and the approval of the most iniquitous, ruthless and corrupt acts of aggres-

sion.’’ Chinese officials, expressing disbelief, told him that they did not see how

China could affix its signature to a treaty that sanctioned such an outrage.

Such a diplomatic disaster, he warned, could very well mean the collapse of the

peace negotiations in Shanghai between the competing regimes in Beijing and

Guangzhou and augur a prolonged period of internal turmoil. The failure

to admit China into the international community on equitable terms,

he warned, could lead to a veritable civilizational clash: Chinese indignation

could cause the Chinese to lose confidence in the power, justice, and principles

of the nations of the West and lead to ‘‘a violent anti-Foreign movement.’’ The

disillusionment that would follow the realization that China’s demand

for justice at the peace conference had been futile would open the way for

‘‘organizing the forces of the Asiatic mainland in cynical hostility to Western

civilization.’’39 The hope of many leading Chinese intellectuals that Wilson’s

principles and his league would serve as bridges between East and West would

give way to a growing sense of estrangement from the Western-dominated

international society.

The next day, Reinsch again reported that the people in China, and particu-

larly in Beijing, Shandong, and Shanghai, were greatly agitated and planned to

stage large protest rallies. The government, the protesters insisted, must instruct

the Chinese delegation not to sign the treaty. Could the United States, they

wondered, really stand up to the Italian demands for Fiume and yet sign a treaty

that allowed Japan to despoil China?40 In his memoirs, Reinsch lamented the

blow that the Shandong decision delivered to the Chinese confidence in Wilson,

whose words had reached the ‘‘remotest parts’’ of the country: ‘‘It sickened and

disheartened me to think how the Chinese people would receive this blow which

meant the blasting of their hopes and the destruction of their confidence in the

equity of nations.’’ The decision would cause ‘‘a revulsion of feeling against

America,’’ not because it was more to blame for it than others, but because ‘‘the

Chinese had entertained a deeper belief in our power, influence and loyalty to

principle’’ than in those of any of the other powers. Reinsch, who had worked

hard to build Chinese good will toward the United States during his tenure in

Beijing, now saw his efforts collapse. Disheartened by Wilson’s abandonment of

China in Paris, he tendered his resignation to the president soon after in a long,

bitter letter.41

Students in Beijing, who had hailed Wilson as a hero only six months

earlier, were outraged at the decision. As one student recalled:

When the news of the Paris Peace Conference finally reached us we

were greatly shocked. We at once awoke to the fact that foreign
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nations were still selfish and militaristic and that they were all great

liars. I remember that in the evening of May 2nd very few of us slept.

I and a group of my friends talked almost the whole night. We came to

the conclusion that . . . we could no longer depend upon the principles

of any so-called great leader like Woodrow Wilson. . . . we couldn’t

help feel that we must struggle!42

In an emotional mass meeting on May 3, student participants agreed that the

Shandong problem had arisen out of corruption and injustice and swore to

show to the world that ‘‘might should never be right.’’ They decided to send

telegrams to the Chinese delegates in Paris demanding that they refuse to sign

the treaty; to contact provincial leaders around the country and ask them to

declare a National Humiliation Day to mark the event; and to gather the

following day at Tiananmen Gate in central Beijing to express their anger.43

On Sunday, May 4 , 1919, some three thousand students, representing

thirteen colleges and universities, had gathered in front of Tiananmen Gate in

the heart of the city by half past one in the afternoon. At two o’clock, they began

marching toward the nearby foreign legation quarter, carrying signs that read

‘‘Give Us Back Qingdao!’’ ‘‘Refuse to Sign the Peace Treaty!’’ ‘‘Oppose Power

Politics!’’44 Stopped at the gates of the legation quarter by its police guards, the

demonstrating students selected representatives to enter the quarter tomeet with

the American minister; finding him absent they left a petition instead. Similar

results met efforts to see the British, French, and Italian ministers to protest the

decision. Frustrated, the marching students turned toward the houses of several

high government officials identified with pro-Japanese policies, shouting slogans

that branded the officials as traitors. One was discovered at his home

and beaten. Another, who managed to escape in disguise through a window,

had his house ransacked and set on fire. The police, who at first had been

reluctant to intervene, dispersed the demonstrations by force in the end and

made several dozen arrests.45

The students now called the U.S. president a liar, his promise of a new

world exposed as a mere illusion. A leading Chinese newspaper, reporting on

the protests the following day, noted that China had suffered a tremendous

defeat: ‘‘To have Shandong gone is to ruin Chinese soil, to demolish China’s

nationhood. Therefore, the intellectuals have been congregating at the

embassies to demand that other countries uphold justice.’’46 Over the next

several weeks, the student protests and strikes that began in Beijing spread to

numerous other cities in China, including Tianjin, Nanjing, Wuhan, and

Shanghai, and to Chinese student communities abroad in Europe, Japan, and

the United States. Activists launched a movement to boycott Japanese goods

and formed numerous new patriotic organizations, such as the People’s Self-

Determination Society, to organize protests against Japan and the other
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powers. The movement spread beyond university students by early June, after

a number of violent clashes with police left many casualties among the

students and sparked outrage among broad constituencies in Beijing and

elsewhere—legislators, merchants, industrialists, workers—who now joined

the protests themselves.47

A pamphlet published by the Shanghai Student Union summed up the

prevailing sentiments:

Throughout the world like the voice of a prophet has gone the word of

Woodrow Wilson strengthening the weak and giving courage to the

struggling. And the Chinese have listened and they too have heard.

. . . They have been told that in the dispensation which is to be made

after the war un-militaristic nations like China would have an oppor-

tunity to develop their culture, their industry, their civilization,

unhampered . . . . They looked for the dawn of this new Messiah;

but no sun rose for China. Even the cradle of the nation was stolen.48

Protesters in front of Tiananmen gate in late 1919. The May Fourth protests, sparked by

the great power rejection of the Chinese demands at the peace conference, began among

university students in Beijing but quickly spread to other regions and social groups.

Sidney Gamble Collection, Rare Book, Manuscript, and Special Collections Library,

Duke University.
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Such sentiments, of course, were not limited to young, excitable university

students. One of the most ardent Wilsonians among leading Chinese intellec-

tuals, Hu Shi, was no less distraught: ‘‘The ‘NewWorldOrder’ was nomore!’’ he

wrote. ‘‘This disillusionment was followed by a conviction: China must not rely

upon the wishes of other nations for settling our own affairs.’’49 The anger and

frustration that spread throughoutChinese society in thewakeof theMayFourth

incident helped to galvanize the myriad discontents that had built up over the

preceding decades of political, social, and cultural turmoil into a movement that

would mark a watershed in the evolution of Chinese nationalism.50

As protests spread around China, Chinese who were living or studying

abroad also vented their anger and dismay at Wilson’s betrayal. In a gathering

in Paris on May 5, under the joint auspices of the Chinese Society for Interna-

tional Peace and the French Ligue des Droits de l’Homme, Chinese students

interrupted and heckled American speakers and sharply condemned President

Wilson. One speaker, a female art student, declared defiantly that since peace

had failed, the use of force was now the only hope remaining for China.

Stephen Bonsal, Wilson’s interpreter in Paris, who attended the rally, remarked

that the hostility that Chinese students directed at Wilson was such that he

feared that one of them might try to assassinate the president.51 Chinese

students in Tokyo also held demonstrations against the decision on Shandong

and, like the Korean students who had declared independence there in

February, were violently dispersed by the police. The students protested

Japanese brutality to the representatives of the Western powers in Tokyo,

expressing their hope that ‘‘those wild beasts who treated a good number

of our girl-fellows badly and rudely, be punished quickly.’’ Their protests,

however, went unheeded.52

As Reinsch had feared, the crisis that the Shandong decision created in

China also delivered a decisive blow to the ongoing efforts to achieve internal

political unity. President Xu had launched what he hoped would be a ‘‘great

enterprise’’ of uniting China through talks among the rival factions in Shang-

hai. The May Fourth crisis, however, caused the collapse of these talks and

doomed the efforts to reach a negotiated agreement between the northern and

southern regimes, and China remained weak and divided for another three

decades.53 The failure of the Chinese effort at the peace conference in Paris

discredited the Beijing government, with which it was associated, and encour-

aged the Guomindang regime in the south to reject compromise, while at the

same time emboldening the northern militarists who opposed the civilian

government. The rise of the politics of mass mobilization and protest after

1919 precipitated the collapse of the precarious constitutional system created

after the 1911 revolution and augured a period that was marked by internal

division and conflicts during the 1920s and 1930s.54
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The prominent intellectual and journalist Liang Qichao, who had

arrived in Paris in February to observe the peace proceedings, delivered his

own evaluation of the Shandong decision and its implications for the future.

Few in Europe, he noted, realized how ‘‘momentous’’ the council’s decision on

Shandong was: ‘‘Without exaggeration, we say that it exceeds in importance

all the other territorial adjustments made by the Conference because of the

area and population affected. No well-informed man can have any doubt that

it will profoundly modify the history of the Asiatic continent, if not that of the

whole world.’’ The reasons behind the decision, Liang continued, were no

mystery. Great Britain and France, which each had an interest in China’s

continued weakness, were determined to keep their wartime promises to

Japan, and President Wilson feared that the threatened Japanese withdrawal

would jeopardize his League of Nations. But though it might appear inevitable

in retrospect, the decision had a dramatic impact on China. ‘‘Rightly or

wrongly,’’ Liang noted, ‘‘the Chinese people believed seriously that the down-

fall of Germany meant also the end of militarism all the world over and the

Peace Conference [would be] a unique opportunity for redressing our

wrongs.’’ They put their case before the peace conference thinking it would

receive a sympathetic hearing and were thoroughly disappointed. China’s

‘‘only crime,’’ he concluded, had been ‘‘her weakness and her belief in interna-

tional justice after the war. If, driven to desperation she attempts something

hopeless, those who have helped to decide her fate cannot escape a part of the

responsibility.’’55

As the Chinese protests continued, Hornbeck, still hoping that Wilson

would reconsider or at least amend his decision, assiduously gathered the

dozens of Chinese petitions received at the delegation headquarters and for-

warded them to the peace commissioners with a cover letter urging that they

receive serious consideration. The frantic activity among overseas Chinese,

especially though not exclusively students, was reflected in a memorandum

Hornbeck produced on May 9, only ten days after the Big Three made their

decision on Shandong. The document included petitions demanding reversal

of the decision from numerous community and student organizations, both

national and local, in France, Britain, and the United States. They included the

Chinese Society for International Peace in Paris, the Chinese Patriotic Com-

mittee in New York City, the Chinese American Citizens Alliance, the Chinese

Association of Oregon, the Chinese University Club of Hawaii, the

Chinese Press Association of America, the China National Defense League in

Europe, the Chinese Democratic Committee in France, and the Central Union

of the Chinese Students in Great Britain. One petition was signed by a group of

eighty-three Chinese students from universities in the northeastern United

States. The students, hailing from Harvard, MIT, Princeton, Yale, and Tufts

College, had gathered in Thayer Hall in Harvard Yard to call on Wilson to
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reverse the Shandong decision.56 Loy Chang, a Harvard graduate student and

president of the Chinese Student Alliance, which included more than eight

hundred Chinese students enrolled in U.S. educational institutions, chaired the

meeting.57

Perhaps the most active overseas group was the Chinese Patriotic Com-

mittee in New York City, which expatriate Chinese activists set up on Man-

hattan’s Upper West Side at 510 West 113th Street. It produced a flood of

publications explaining China’s position in Paris and expressing its disillusion-

ment with the results. The China Society in America, established in 1911 in

order, according to its motto, ‘‘to promote, foster, and perpetuate the friendly

relations between the United States and China,’’ distributed these pamphlets

widely across the country. A representative publication, entitled Might or

Right? began:

The year 1918 marked the beginning of an [era] . . .when President

Wilson on January 8, 1918, voiced the sentiment of all mankind in his

address to Congress, embodying the famous fourteen principles. . . .

Power politicswas adjourned, for justice, justice that knewnot theweak

nor the strong was to be the guiding principle in international relations.

Peoples hitherto submerged under the domination and oppression of an

alien power were promised the right of self-determination. . . . Such

being the case, all human beings irrespective of race or nationality were

filled with joy. They were inspired . . . to believe that, at last—The New

Order Cometh.

The New Order does not come to China, however. The principles

enunciated are admittedly sound, but up to the present all that China

has received is the vibration of the sound but not the application of

the principles.58

The Shandong decision was a ‘‘flagrant injustice’’ and meant that ‘‘the gentle-

men at Paris are merely postponing the funeral service Japan has planned for

her neighbor.’’59 There was still a chance to remedy the situation, however.

Japan’s promise to return the province to China in the future was worthless,

but the United States, ‘‘the greatest example of democracy’’ and ‘‘the

most powerful nation in the world,’’ a defender of justice and an enemy of

imperialism, could still right the wrong.60

E ight and a half weeks passed between the decision on the Shandong question

on April 30 and the signing ceremony of the peace treaty on June 28 in the

Hall of Mirrors at Versailles. During this time, Chinese around the world

continued to make their positions known to the men they saw as their repre-

sentatives in Paris. Student groups, chambers of commerce, provincial and

local assemblies, and overseas Chinese patriotic groups from Peru to Mexico,
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Java to Manila, and many places in between, dispatched hundreds of urgent

telegrams to the Chinese delegates in Paris. They condemned the Shandong

decision and demanded that the delegates refuse to sign the peace treaty unless

the decision was revoked.61 This widespread campaign of public diplomacy

was encouraged by the delegates themselves. They disseminated information

on the demands that China made at the peace conference and circulated the

protocols of the relevant peace conference sessions to expatriate communities

in order to mobilize their support for the delegation’s efforts to convince the

great powers to modify the provisions of the treaty pertaining to Shandong

before the signing ceremony.62

During those weeks, both the Chinese and American delegates were

engaged in a desperate scramble to mollify Chinese opinion and negotiate a

solution that would allow China to sign the treaty. After Williams left Paris in

disgust, it remained for Stanley Hornbeck to coordinate the effort on the U.S.

side. First, he urged, it was crucial to ask the Japanese for more concrete

commitments concerning the eventual restoration of Shandong to China,

including definite dates for troop withdrawals and the relinquishment of

preferential economic rights. Wilson, influenced by Hornbeck’s recommenda-

tions, asked Lansing to see Makino, the Japanese delegate, and impress upon

him strongly ‘‘the desirability, not to say necessity, of quieting opinion in China

and making the fulfillment of the Treaty provisions possible without serious

friction.’’ Continued unrest in China, he added, ‘‘will certainly ensue unless the

most explicit reassurance is given,’’ and it ‘‘might not only immediately but for

a long time to come disturb the peace of the East and might lead to very serious

international complications.’’63 The Japanese, however, assured of the support

of the other major powers, would not budge.

In a last-ditch attempt to reach a compromise, the Chinese delegates

proposed that China would sign the treaty but enter a formal reservation to

the articles in it dealing with Shandong.64 Only days before the signing cere-

mony, the Chinese proposal came before the Big Three. Wilson voiced his

support but met with the adamant opposition of Clemenceau and Lloyd

George. The French and the British were eager to have the Chinese sign the

treaty but were unwilling to countenance formal reservations. Other states,

Clemenceau pointed out, did not have the option of signing with reservations,

and Lloyd George complained that if China signed while rejecting the articles

of the treaty that pertained to itself, its signature would be meaningless.65 On

June 27, on the eve of the signing ceremony, Koo made a last-minute appeal to

Wilson to exercise his ‘‘friendly influence’’ to enable the Chinese delegates

to sign the treaty ‘‘without sacrificing their sense of national honour and

pride.’’ The Chinese offered several alternatives: If they could not note their

reservations on the treaty itself, next to their signature, perhaps they could
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attach them as an annex or as a separate letter entirely? The French secretariat

of the conference, however, rejected all of these proposals out of hand.66

In the meantime, the faction-ridden government in Beijing could not

decide whether China should sign the peace treaty, dispatching a string of

vague and contradictory directives to its delegates in Paris. Public opinion

across China was vehemently against signing, and the Guomindang govern-

ment in Guangzhou issued fiery declarations to that effect.67 But refusal to

sign, Beijing worried, might completely exclude China from the emerging

institutions of international community, including the League of Nations,

and might also expose it to Japanese retaliation. Some officials in Beijing

were also worried about the possible dangers of the upheaval that was growing

in Chinese communities overseas. Were the groups behind the petitions that

denounced the Shandong decision and opposed the Chinese signing of the

treaty, the Foreign Ministry anxiously inquired of its consuls in New York,

San Francisco, Ottawa, and other cities, supporters of the Guomindang oppo-

sition? the bureaucrats in Beijing wondered. No, came the replies from

Chinese diplomats abroad; the protesters were not radicals but patriotic

Chinese, and the government should make a public statement to console

them and win their allegiance.68 But the collapse of the cabinet in the wake

of the May Fourth protests and its replacement with an even feebler caretaker

government only exacerbated Beijing’s indecision. As the signing ceremony

neared, it appeared that the responsibility for the decision would rest on the

shoulders of the delegates in Paris themselves.69

Even on the day of the ceremony, the Chinese delegates were still unsure

what to do: Should they attempt to sign with reservations, or not at all?70 By

then, however, events had overtaken them. As they considered whether to

emerge from their Left Bank headquarters at the Hôtel Lutetia for the trip

to the signing ceremony, they found themselves besieged by outraged Chinese

students determined to prevent them from signing the treaty. On the afternoon

of June 28, when all the delegations gathered, with the appropriate pomp and

circumstance, to attend the signing ceremony at the Hall of Mirrors in the

palace at Versailles, the two seats reserved for the Chinese delegates were the

only ones that remained empty. The Chinese failure to appear at the ceremony

surprised the other delegations. Clemenceau, who as president of the confer-

ence had summarily dismissed all of the Chinese requests to enter formal

reservations, had apparently believed that their resolve would weaken at the

last minute.71 In the summer of 1919, however, neither the feeble government in

Beijing nor the delegates in Paris fully controlled Chinese policy in the inter-

national forum. It was rather the mobilized Chinese nationalists around the

world who had heard the call of self-determination and were determined that

China, too, would have it. Largely due to their firm opposition, China became

the only state represented at the conference that did not sign the treaty.
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In the heated debates over the treaty that raged in the United States in the

following months, the Shandong decision became the focus of public

controversy, and both disillusioned progressives and anti-league conservatives

attacked it as epitomizing the iniquity of the treaty. George W. Norris,

a Republican senator from Nebraska and a vigorous opponent of the league,

cited the Shandong decision, along with the abandonment of Korea to

Japanese rule, as the most egregious examples of ‘‘the greed and avarice’’ of

the great powers that had shaped the treaty. Other league opponents, like

Henry Cabot Lodge and Idaho Senator William Borah, also offered sharp

critiques of the Shandong decision.72 Lansing, in his Senate testimony, agreed

that the decision violated the principle of self-determination, and Wilson

himself admitted to the Senate Foreign Relations Committee that Lansing

and Bliss both disagreed with the decision but argued that, given the previous

commitments that the British and French had made to Japan, it was the ‘‘best

that could be accomplished out of a dirty past.’’73 Among the fourteen amend-

ments that the Senate Republicans wanted to attach to their ratification of

the treaty was one that demanded the reversal of the decision, giving the

former German rights in Shandong to China rather than to Japan. But

the Senate failed to ratify the treaty at all, and this amendment, like the others

it proposed, became moot.74

In China, protests against the treaty continued well after the signing

ceremony, accompanied by street demonstrations and boycotts against

Japanese goods.75 Beyond the anger at their humiliation in Paris, Chinese

responses to the collapse of the Wilsonian promise showed an acute conscious-

ness, even in China’s more remote provinces, of the similarity of the Chinese

experiences at the time with those of other emerging national movements.

Shortly after the Chinese delegates failed to appear at the signing ceremony at

Versailles, a student activist in the inland province of Hunan noted that China

was hardly alone in having entertained high hopes for a new era in which

it would have a place in a community of nations, only to be thoroughly

disillusioned. ‘‘India has earned herself a clown wearing a flaming red turban

as representative to the Peace Conference,’’ he wrote, referring to the Maharaja

of Bikanir, but ‘‘the demands of the Indian people have not been granted.’’

Korea, the young student continued, also ‘‘bewails the loss of its independence

. . . but it was simply ignored by the Peace Conference. So much for national

self-determination!’’ He exclaimed, ‘‘I think it is really shameless!’’76

For this young activist, whose name was Mao Zedong, the summer of

1919 was a formative period, the ‘‘critical point in the evolution’’ of his views

about China, its internal problems, and its place in the world. Mao, who was

twenty-five years old at the time, closely followed press reports about the

course of the war and the developments at the peace conference, and he took
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part in the May Fourth demonstrations in Changsha, the provincial capital.

His reflection on these dramatic developments ignited the first of ‘‘those bouts

of concentrated and focused activity that would characterize his later career.’’

Mere weeks after the incident, he founded a short-lived journal, the Xiang

River Review, which he furiously filled with his thoughts and observations on

both domestic and international questions. These reflections testify that Mao,

like many of his contemporaries, came to see China’s problems, as historian

Michael H. Hunt has concluded, ‘‘not as unique or isolated but rather global in

nature and solution.’’77 The Chinese protest against international injustice,

Mao discovered, was part of a wider pattern of uprisings of marginalized

groups in international society striving for the recognition of their rights to

self-determination and equality. Only the transformation of the norms and

practices of international relations would allow China to attain its rightful

place among nations.

Mao was scornful of the Allied leaders in Paris, calling them ‘‘a bunch of

robbers bent on securing territories and indemnities,’’ who ‘‘cynically cham-

pioned self-determination’’ while denying it in practice.78 But with Wilson and

his ideals now defeated and no longer captivating the imaginations of Chinese

nationalists, Mao spied another force rising to rally the people of Asia. The

‘‘Russian extremist party,’’ he wrote, had made headway in India and Korea,

spreading revolution, and its ideas could not now be dismissed out of hand:

‘‘Each of us should examine very carefully what kind of thing this extremist

party really is.’’79 Although Mao, like the British and the Japanese, had an

exaggerated view of the Bolshevik influence on the upheavals in India and

Korea, this statement was nevertheless significant. It was Mao’s first published

reference to Bolshevism as a movement that China and other oppressed

nations in Asia should study and perhaps even emulate. Shortly thereafter,

the local warlord shut Mao’s journal down, and the young student moved

back to Beijing. There, he would join the nascent Chinese Communist party,

cofounded in 1921 by his intellectual mentor Li Dazhao.

Historians have long viewed May Fourth as a major turning point in the

history of Chinese nationalism, but most studies have framed the movement in

the context of domestic Chinese history, focusing on its cultural, intellectual,

and literary aspects. Studies that examine the international context of May

Fourth often focus on the impact of the Bolshevik revolution and of socialist

ideas more generally on the transformation of Chinese nationalism and on the

early development of Chinese communism, and Mao himself claimed years

later that May Fourth erupted ‘‘at the call of the Russian Revolution and

Lenin.’’80 In fact, however, the impact of the Russian Revolution on the

organization and ideology of Chinese nationalists became significant only

after May Fourth—indeed, in many ways as a consequence of it. From 1917

to 1919, most Chinese intellectuals were much more familiar with Wilson than
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with Lenin, and the influence of his rhetoric on them far eclipsed the influence

of the Russian revolutionaries. With the collapse of the Wilsonian promise

in mid-1919, disillusioned nationalists like Mao began seriously to examine

Bolshevism as an alternative path for resisting imperialism and attaining

international equality and dignity for China.81 The new Soviet government

helped this process along when, in 1920, it renounced imperial Russia’s treaties

with China and earned widespread praise from Chinese intellectuals, who

contrasted the gesture to the abject failure of the Western Allies to fulfill the

promise of Wilson’s ringing declarations.82

The Chinese experience at the Wilsonian moment reveals the imbrica-

tion of international processes and national construction in the colonial world

at the time. Events in the international arena ignited the May Fourth protests,

as they did the contemporaneous movements in Egypt, India, and Korea, and

shaped the expectations, actions, and frustrations of many Chinese. The

Wilsonian discourse of legitimacy influenced their perceptions of what depen-

dent nations like China could do, and what they could be, in the international

arena. The language of international equality and self-determination that

emerged at the Wilsonian moment opened a space for political action in

which networks of nationalist activists could pursue in the international

arena the goal of unqualified self-determination for their nation, implied in

Wilson’s declarations on the ‘‘equality of all nations, whether they be big or

small, strong or weak.’’ Wilson and the United States proved to be a fragile

reed upon which to rely at the time, but as the expectations gave way to

disillusion, Chinese and other anticolonial nationalists remained committed

to the pursuit of self-determination and equality in international society. The

rise of communism in China and elsewhere in the early 1920s was part of that

quest, as the failure of the liberal anticolonialism of the Wilsonian moment to

fulfill its promise sparked a search for alternative ideologies that could support

the goals that came to the forefront then.
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A World Safe for Empire?

Even as the young Mao counted the uprising in Korea as part of the broad

upheaval against empire in the spring of 1919, the Japanese colonial author-

ities engaged in a harsh campaign of suppression that left thousands of casual-

ties in its wake.1 As in India, the protests had begun with an emphasis on

nonviolence, but they soon turned bloody. Police clashed with stone-throwing

demonstrators, and protesters tried to storm police stations and other symbols

of the colonial regime. In the course of the next several months, the colonial

police arrested thousands, many of them students. They were often subjected

to rough treatment, sometimes resulting in death, to try to compel them to

divulge information, sign confessions, or make declarations repudiating the

independence movement. Reports of torture and humiliation, many relayed to

the outside world by missionaries, were widespread. Detainees were beaten,

spat upon, denied food and water, forced to squat for long hours, and deprived

of sleep. Many female detainees also testified to acts of sexual humiliation

and molestation by the colonial police, including being stripped naked and

paraded, hung by the thumbs or hair, and subjected to beatings and other

humiliations.2

From the outset, the colonial authorities and the Japanese press blamed

U.S. influence for inciting the Koreans, and President Wilson was a frequent

target of attack. The U.S. leader, wrote one Japanese newspaper in April, was

simply an arrogant ‘‘second Kaiser’’ who preached to others about morality but

failed touphold it himself, as his rejectionof the Japanese racial equality proposal

proved. Wilson’s hypocrisy, another paper contended, was also revealed by his

demand to make provisions in the league covenant to protect the Monroe

Doctrine—a demand Wilson raised to try to improve the covenant’s chances of

passage in the U.S. Senate—while at the same time seeking to resist the Japanese

claims in Shandong. This was littlemore than great power bullying of Japan, and

showed the League of Nations to be simply a cover for ‘‘British and American

selfishness.’’ Even Japanese liberals who had ‘‘worshipped across the Pacific at

Mr. Wilson as a living God of the world’s peace,’’ the paper claimed, now saw

that he was ‘‘an angel in rhetoric and a devil in deed.’’3

Americanmissionaries in Korea were another frequent target of Japanese

ire during the spring of 1919. Sixteen of the thirty-three signatories to theMarch 1
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Declaration of Independence were Korean Christians, and the Japanese police

suspected the hidden hand of the missionaries behind the uprising.4 The

missionaries, it charged, spread subversive Wilsonian propaganda in Korea,

encouraging revolt, and it even suspected PresidentWilson of direct complicity

in the uprising. One police report noted that an American missionary, Shannon

McCune, whom the Japanese authorities had long suspected of opposing their

rule in Korea, had gone to the United States in October 1918 and met with

President Wilson, reaching an ‘‘understanding about the future of Korea.’’

Upon his return, the report continued, McCune told Korean Christian leaders

that Korea could soon become independent in line withWilson’s principles, but

he as an American could not be seen as publicly assisting the movement. The

Koreans themselves would have to demonstrate to foreign countries that they

rejected Japanese rule, and if they did so, the peace conference might approve

their demand for independence. This, concluded the report, ‘‘was the secret

viewpoint of the ‘mystical president.’ ’’5

The U.S. minister in Tokyo, who followed closely the Japanese press

coverage of the upheaval in Korea, reported that Japanese opinion saw the

‘‘secret instigation of American missionaries’’ and the ‘‘inspiration of the

principle of self-determination’’ as the principal causes of the uprising against

their rule. What Koreans failed to understand, the Japanese press argued,

echoing the position of the Tory papers in Britain on India, was that the

principle of self-determination was ‘‘only applicable to races capable of it.’’

The ‘‘sin of the American missionaries’’ lay in erroneously applying Wilson’s

statements to people who were ‘‘not fully civilized,’’ thereby ‘‘stirring up of the

mind of the Koreans.’’6 At the same time, Japanese papers also contended,

somewhat incongruently, that due to the material development of Korea under

Japanese rule and the ‘‘racial kinship’’ between the two peoples, the Japanese

annexation of Korea in fact represented ‘‘the perfection of the principle of self-

determination of races.’’7 The Japanese authorities in Korea quickly moved

against the perceived Christian threat, persecuting converts and working to

disrupt missionary activities.8

With accusations multiplying in the Japanese press and anti-American

sentiment in Japan on the rise, officials in Washington grew concerned.9 For

the State Department, Japan’s annexation of Korea was a fait accompli, one

that the U.S. government had already recognized. It therefore took great care

to distance the United States from any appearance of support for, or involve-

ment with, the Korean protests and instructed its diplomats to warn mission-

ary leaders against any such involvement.10 Thus, when a group of Korean

refugees in eastern Siberia approached the U.S. consul in Vladivostok asking

for protection against persecution by the Japanese and Russian authorities and

for assistance in transmitting telegrams to Korean delegates in Paris, they were

rejected on both counts. At the same time, Washington warned the Japanese
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government against the dangers of ‘‘undeserved hostility to Americans’’ that

resulted from ‘‘the campaign of falsehood being conducted by the Japanese

press.’’ The ‘‘misunderstanding’’ between the two countries should be cleared

up by a ‘‘frank exchange of views’’ on the subject between the United States

and the Japanese Foreign Office.11

Under pressure from their own government, American missionaries in

Korea vehemently denied any charges of complicity in the uprising. Although

Korean Christians were prominent in the uprising, foreign missionaries

claimed that they did not know about the plans for the uprising and were

thoroughly surprised when it erupted. Initially, they sought to maintain a

neutral position to avoid antagonizing the Japanese authorities and risking

expulsion.12 But as reports of Japanese atrocities against unarmed protesters

multiplied, some missionaries declared they could no longer remain on the

sidelines. Adopting the slogan ‘‘No Neutrality for Brutality,’’ they appealed to

the Japanese authorities to cease the violence against unarmed demonstrators.

When these appeals met with little success, the missionaries began to report

stories of purported atrocities to the press back home, aiming to produce a

public outcry that would put pressure on the Japanese government.13 One

report, for example, described how security forces attacked demonstrators

with pickaxes, lances, iron bars, and hardwood clubs, as well as firearms,

causing numerous casualties. The reports were widely disseminated in the

United States and Europe despite the efforts of the Japanese authorities

in Korea to censor outgoing correspondence. This created, historian Timothy

S. Lee has observed, a ‘‘public relations nightmare’’ for the Japanese and

played a part in Tokyo’s decision in the summer of 1919 to overhaul the colonial

administration of Korea along less oppressive lines.14

The popular uprising inside Korea further energized Korean nationalists

abroad, and in the weeks following March 1, a string of declarations of

Korean independence were proclaimed in various overseas Korean commu-

nities.15 In April, activists in Shanghai decided that the time had come for the

next move toward independence, and they announced the establishment of

the Provisional Government of the Republic of Korea. Syngman Rhee, still in

the United States trying to obtain permission to travel to Paris, was appointed

president in absentia, and Kim Kyusik, already in Paris attempting to get a

hearing at the peace conference, was named foreign minister in the new

government.16 Cut off from Korea and lacking a significant following

in China—the Korean community in Shanghai numbered only about seven

hundred at the time—the provisional government governed little. Its establish-

ment was largely a symbolic act, and its members saw bringing the cause of

Korean independence before world opinion as their main task for the time

being. One of the few decisions immediately taken by the new cabinet was to
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intensify those efforts. They established an information office in the French

concession in Shanghai to advocate their cause in the Chinese and foreign press

and sent to Kim Kyusik in Paris official credentials as ambassador plenipoten-

tiary to the peace conference.17 They spared no effort in the attempt to get the

message to Wilson himself. Korean nationalists in Shanghai even approached

Carl Crow, who headed the China branch of the Committee on Public Infor-

mation, to enlist his help. Crow, however, wanted no part of the ‘‘Korean

revolution,’’ which he considered ‘‘dangerous business.’’18

Korean nationalist groups in the United States also intensified their

efforts to enlist the support of the U.S. government and public opinion to

their cause. Copies of the Seoul Declaration of Independence, translated into

English, were dispatched to President Wilson in Paris and to various other

officials, informing them that the Korean people wanted independence and

calling on the United States to help. Building on the common notion that self-

determination was intended only for ‘‘civilized races,’’ one petition pointed to

the ‘‘thousands of Koreans [who] have been educated abroad in recent years’’

and were ‘‘trained in the best thought of the Western world’’ as proof of the

Korean capacity for self-government.19 The ‘‘new Korea’’ was part of the

civilized world and shared its values, and should therefore become an equal

member in the community of nations that the peace conference was bringing

into existence.

Back on the peninsula, delegates representing the various regions of

Korea convened secretly in Seoul on April 23 and announced the establishment

of the Republic of Korea and the promulgation of its constitution. Thus, a

second independent Korean government was established along similar lines to

the one in Shanghai, this one, too, with Syngman Rhee named as its head.

Rhee, signing himself as the President of the Republic of Korea, quickly

informed the State Department of this new development. Korea, he reported,

was now ‘‘a completely organized, self governed democratic State,’’ and he

hoped that the friendly relations that had long existed between the United

States and Korea would continue. Rhee addressed a copy of this announce-

ment to President Wilson himself, but like most other communications

from Korean nationalists, Wilson almost certainly never saw it. His White

House secretary, Joseph P. Tumulty, received it and routed it directly to the

Department of State, where it was filed away with the notation: ‘‘Do not

acknowledge.’’20 The official position of the U.S. government remained con-

stant throughout this period. The leading powers, including the United States,

had already duly recognized the annexation of Korea to the Japanese empire.

The matter was therefore settled, and the American peace commissioners in

Paris need not even bother considering it.21

Rhee’s disappointment with Wilson’s lack of response had a personal

dimension. Rhee, who had received his bachelor’s degree from George
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Washington University and a master’s degree from Harvard, was enrolled in

the doctoral program at Princeton University from 1908 to 1910, when Wilson

was the university’s president. Rhee had met Wilson there and, according to

one account, he was among the Princeton students who were occasionally

invited to the president’s home on campus to attend the songfests that the

Wilsons sometimes held around the family piano. Rhee, the first Korean to

receive a doctoral degree from Princeton, was already then a veteran indepen-

dence activist, and Wilson sometimes introduced him around campus, pre-

sumably half in jest, as ‘‘the future redeemer of Korean independence.’’ In a

letter of recommendation that he had written for Rhee, Wilson had described

him as a man ‘‘of ability and high character’’ who possessed ‘‘strong patriotic

feeling’’ and ‘‘great enthusiasm for his people,’’ and predicted that he would

‘‘prove very useful to them.’’ At Rhee’s graduation ceremony, Wilson, as

university president, handed him his diploma.22

By April 1919, however, it had become clear to Rhee that his acquaintance

with the president would not do himmuch good. The State Department denied

the requests that he and his co-delegate, Henry Chung, filed to receive U.S.

passports that would allow them to travel to the peace conference in Paris. The

department’s Washington staff, initially unsure how to handle the request,

cabled Secretary Lansing in Paris, asking for instructions. Lansing replied

that since the United States had already recognized the Japanese annexation

of Korea, it would be ‘‘unfortunate’’ to have the Korean representatives in Paris

demanding independence. The department then advised Rhee and Chung that

since they, as Koreans, were considered subjects of Japan, they would have to

request passports from the Japanese authorities. Such a request, it was clear,

would never be granted.23

In lieu of traveling to Paris, the Korean delegates tried to get an interview

with Wilson on his brief stateside visit in late February and early March, but

they failed to get past his secretary. In an effort to appeal to the president’s

sensibilities, Rhee even proposed publicly in March that Korea forgo complete

independence for now and accept the status of a League of Nations mandate

until the league decided that it was ‘‘fit for full self-government.’’24 For this

suggestion, Rhee was condemned as a traitor by some of the more radical

Korean nationalists, and he later repudiated it himself. In any case, it, too,

received no response from Wilson, who wanted to have the cooperation of

Japan on the League of Nations and, like the rest of his administration, viewed

Korea’s annexation to Japan as fait accompli.25 According to his biographer,

Rhee was ‘‘thunderstruck to discover that his friend and hero, the architect of

peace based upon justice, was planning to sacrifice Korean independence for

the sake of power politics.’’26

With his travel plans derailed, Rhee joined Korean National Association

leader Philip Jaisohn, with whom he had worked during the Independence
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Club episode in the late 1890s, to organize a congress of Korean organizations

in the United States. The main purpose of the event was to attract support for

the Korean struggle in U.S. public opinion.27 The city of Philadelphia was

selected as the location and the event was dubbed the First Korean Congress,

partly in order to evoke associationswith the First Continental Congress, which

the American colonists had convened in the same city some 145 years earlier in

order to throw off their own colonial bondage.28 Twenty-seven expatriate

Korean organizations from the United States and Mexico sent representatives.

‘‘We called the Korean Congress,’’ Jaisohn declared at the opening session,

‘‘because we want America to realize that Korea is a victim of Japan. . . .We

believe that America will champion the cause of Korea as she has that of other

oppressed people, once she knows the facts.’’29 If U.S. officials would not help

Korea, perhaps public opinion would.

One of the first acts of the congress, which convened on April 14 in the

Little Theatre on 17th Street and Delancey near Philadelphia’s famed Ritten-

house Square, was to approve a document entitled ‘‘An Appeal to America,’’

prepared by a committee that Rhee headed. The appeal, echoing Wilsonian

language, described the Korean cause as antimilitaristic and democratic and

also rendered it as a Christian mission: ‘‘Our cause is a just one before the laws

of God and man. Our aim is freedom from militaristic autocracy; our object is

democracy for Asia; our hope is universal Christianity.’’30 In a separate appeal

to Wilson and the peace conference, the congress asked that Korea be allowed

to enjoy its ‘‘inalienable right of self-determination.’’31 But what shape would a

self-determining Korea take? Rhee, the newly appointed president of the

Korean provisional government, declared that free Korea would not stand

for a ‘‘heathen autocratic government’’ like that of Japan. Korea’s leaders,

trained under ‘‘American Christian influence’’ and imbued with ‘‘American

democratic ideas,’’ would assure freedom of religion, free commerce, free

speech and press, education and health, and liberty of action. Their govern-

ment would derive its powers from the consent of the governed and be

modeled after the United States, ‘‘as far as possible, consistent with the educa-

tion of the masses.’’ At first, he admitted, centralized power might be neces-

sary, but as the education of the people improved, their direct participation in

government would increase as well.32

Like Egyptians, Indians, and Chinese, Korean nationalists wanted to

prove to U.S. public opinion that they met the standard of civilization and

therefore deserved self-determination. ‘‘Clever’’ Japanese propaganda, Jaisohn

pointed out, had managed to convince many Americans that Koreans were ‘‘on

a par with the American Indians,’’ a ‘‘weak and spineless’’ people who needed

‘‘nurses and guardians’’ because they had ‘‘no common sense’’ and could not

help themselves. To combat this view, he called for organizing an information

campaign that would bring the truth about Korea to the American public.33
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Koreans, he said, should refrain from using the term ‘‘propaganda,’’ which had

acquired negative connotations by its association with Germany during the

war, but rather describe their campaign as ‘‘spreading the true facts about

Korea.’’34 A monthly periodical, Korea Review, published in the United States

starting in March 1919 and edited by Jaisohn, was an important element of this

campaign. Its advertised goal was ‘‘to bring to light the hidden grievances and

the forbidden claims of Korea under Japan and thus to obtain the world’s

sympathy with and interest in her.’’35 It contained news about Korean nation-

alist activities, documents and speeches by Korean nationalist leaders, letters

from Korean students abroad, and articles and news items by and about

American supporters of Korean independence—scholars, clergy, and others.36

Syngman Rhee and Henry Chung, their mission to Paris aborted, were

appointed to spearhead the Korean public relations effort. Rhee went on

speaking tours across the United States throughout the fall of 1919, and

Chung wrote and published several books advocating the Korean cause.37

A demonstration for Korean independence in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. The Korean

community in the United States, though small, played a major role in the independence

movement of 1919. One of its main goals was to appeal to U.S. and world opinion for

support. Seomoondang.
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Both also published letters and op-ed pieces in the press to parry claims that

Koreans were incapable of self-government and were better off under efficient

Japanese rule. In March, the New York Times published an editorial that

discussed the simultaneous uprisings in Egypt and Korea, arguing that, while

the right of all peoples to self-government was fine in principle, its implemen-

tation in practice would have to depend on evidence that the people in question

had the actual ‘‘capacity’’ for self-government. Did not Egypt and Korea both

fall under foreign rule in the first place due to the weakness of their ‘‘native

governments’’? Even if intellectuals from the ‘‘upper classes’’ agitated for self-

rule, they did not really speak for the masses, who were presumably content

under the respective colonial regimes. To this, Chung replied that Koreans

would never have a chance to prove their capacity for self-government as long

as they remained under oppressive Japanese rule. Koreans ‘‘of all classes,’’ he

noted, supported the appeal to the peace conference and to public opinion in

the West for a chance to prove their capacity for self-determination.38

Rhee, too, mounted a spirited defense of the Korean capacity for inde-

pendence against those who impugned it. In one such instance, he replied to an

article by George Trumbull Ladd, a well-known philosopher and professor

emeritus at Yale, in which Ladd described Koreans as unfit for self-government.

Attacking the ignorance of the ‘‘learned Professor’’ of Korean society and

history, Rhee proceeded to ridicule his arguments against the capacity of

Koreans for self-rule. ‘‘No incident is too trivial to suit the Professor’s purpose,’’

he noted:

He drags in a story of a Korean who, he says, after having fallen into

the clutches of a Japanese usurer, squandered some trust money upon

a sweetheart. Of course such a thing could never happen in America!

But let us strain our imagination and suppose that it did; would any

person of sound mind advance that incident in support of the conten-

tion that the Americans are unfit for self-government?

Rhee attacked Ladd’s reliance on Japanese propaganda and asserted that

Korean ‘‘morality’’ was ‘‘superior to that of any other Oriental nation and

infinitely higher than that prevailing in Japan.’’ If Japan would only leave

Koreans to govern themselves, they would show their fitness to be part of

the modern, civilized world.39

Numerous other Korean activists in the United States also took part in

the efforts to win over opinion in the press, government, and academia. David

Lee, head of the KNA in San Francisco, wrote to the famed Harvard history

professor and Boston Brahmin Archibald Coolidge to present the Korean case

for independence and ask for his support. He enclosed copies of a number of

Korean nationalist proclamations of independence and a KNA pamphlet

advocating the need for Korean self-determination, which was authored by
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an American supporter of the movement, J. E. Moore. In their efforts to appeal

to the American public, Korean nationalists and their American supporters

often repeated the analogy between the Japanese conquest and occupation of

Korea and the German invasion of Belgium in 1914. The ‘‘rape of Belgium’’ had

caused much outrage in U.S. public opinion and held up as an important

justification for the U.S. intervention in the war. Korea, its supporters argued,

was the ‘‘Belgium of the Orient,’’ and its condition under Japanese rule should

excite the same condemnation that the German treatment of Belgium did.40

Clearly, however, it did not. As Lee wrote indignantly to Coolidge:

The very same Americans who worked themselves up into frenzies of

rage and pity over Belgium have never even taken notice of Japan’s

savage treatment of Korea . . . .What does all this fine talk about

making the world safe for democracy really amount to, so long as

poor, helpless Korea is ground under the heel of Japanese autocracy

without even a protest coming from any government, including our

own?41

The First Korean Congress in Philadelphia convened for three days, April

14–16. During that time, messages from Korean communities in Hawaii and

elsewhere that celebrated Korean independence as if it had already been attained

were read aloud to the assembled delegates. The gathering discussed various

texts of appeals to world opinion, including one addressed to the ‘‘thinking

people of Japan,’’ and it heard supportive speeches fromanumber of non-Korean

academics and religious leaders, including Rabbi Henry Berkowitz of Philadel-

phia, who spoke eloquently of how the Jewish heart rejected oppression every-

where. The gathering culminatedwith the delegatesmarching through the streets

of downtown Philadelphia, brandishing Korean and American flags, to Indepen-

dence Hall. There they heard a presentation from the site’s curator explaining its

significance in American history as the location of the signing of the Declaration

of Independence and the U.S. Constitution. Syngman Rhee then ceremoniously

read the text of the KoreanDeclaration of Independence to the assembly. As they

exited the hall, each delegatewalked by the Liberty Bell and touched it reverently

with his right hand. Before leaving, Rhee had his photograph taken sitting in the

chair from which George Washington had presided over the Constitutional

Convention 132 years before.42 The symbolism was unmistakable: The Korean

movement against colonial rule was akin to, and drew inspiration and legitimacy

from, the history and ideals of the United States.

W ith Rhee and Chung stranded on the other side of the Atlantic, Kim

Kyusik, with a small group of advisers and secretaries, remained the

only Korean representation in Paris. His instructions from the provisional

government were to seek interviews with peace delegates and other influential
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individuals in Paris, explain the dire condition of Korea under Japanese rule,

and convince them that an independent Korea was the key to lasting peace in

the Far East. He was to work to ‘‘create worldwide opinion regarding the

necessity of Korea’s liberation’’ and, having laid the groundwork, make a

formal demand for recognition by the peace conference and present it with a

petition calling for the liberation of Korea. A document he carried with him

from Shanghai laid out the reasons that Korea should have self-determination:

‘‘If the civilized world has any regard for the principles for which they have

made the immense sacrifices,’’ it read in part, ‘‘they must press on Japan to

liberate Korea at once.’’ This, after all, was the spirit of the new age: ‘‘If the

allies have restored the Czecho-Slavs to independence after so many centuries

of slavery and forced Germany to vacate Belgium, Serbia, etc., why should

poor Korea’s case be neglected?’’43

Kim worked diligently in Paris to carry out his instructions. Upon his

arrival, he established a Korean Information Bureau that would compile and

distribute press summaries of events in Korea. He also tried to approach the

U.S. delegation directly to seek support. His first contact was with Stephen

Bonsal, a close aide and interpreter to Wilson and House, who had served in

Korea as a diplomat before its annexation to Japan and knew the country and

its people well. Bonsal met with Kim and was sympathetic to his plea for help,

but when he brought the issue up with House, the colonel replied that Korea

could not be discussed at the conference: ‘‘If we attempt too much we may fail

to accomplish anything.’’ House, however, did not rule out the possibility that

Korean nationalist leader Syngman Rhee, later the first president of South Korea, had

himself photographed sitting in George Washington’s chair in Philadelphia’s

Independence Hall in April 1919 as part of the effort to associate the Korean struggle for

independence with the American Revolution. Seomoondang.
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the Korean question might come before an international forum later on,

suggesting that the League of Nations might be able to curb Japan ‘‘when it

has less pressing matters nearer at hand to deal with.’’ Bonsal recalled that,

when he relayed House’s reply back to Kim, the young Korean took the news

well and appeared confident that the league would eventually hear Korea’s

case.44 His optimism turned out to be misplaced: The Korean question did not

come before the international forum in subsequent years, and in any event,

Japan officially withdrew from the league in 1933, after the league condemned

the Japanese military occupation ofManchuria that occurred two years earlier.

Stanley Hornbeck, the East Asia expert on House’s Inquiry commission,

was also sympathetic to the Korean claims, as he was toward the Chinese

demands over Shandong. In March, Hornbeck forwarded a petition he had

received from Korean nationalists in Shanghai to Joseph Grew, the secretary

general of the U.S. delegation, and suggested that the U.S. peace commissioners

consider hearing the Korean representative in person or at least accepting

a written statement from him. Grew referred the question to E. T. Williams,

who, like Hornbeck, was sympathetic to the Korean claims against Japan. But

Williams also knew there was little the U.S. government was likely to do for

them. ‘‘Since you refer this to me,’’ he responded ruefully, ‘‘I can only say that in

view of the fact that the U.S. has recognized the annexation of Korea, the

representative ought not to be received.’’ With this, the hopes of Korean nation-

alists for gaining any official U.S. support at the peace table were dashed.45

Unable to enlist the support of the U.S. delegation, Kim nevertheless

ventured to petition the peace conference to recognize the right ‘‘of the Korean

People and Nation for liberation from Japan.’’ In making the case for Korean

independence, he echoed Chinese arguments over the Japanese seizure of

Shandong, citing the tenets of international law as well as President Wilson’s

wartime declarations. The 1910 Treaty of Annexation which made Korea part

of the Japanese empire, Kim wrote, was concluded under ‘‘fraud and force’’

and should be nullified. If the postwar settlement was to be based on Wilson’s

Fourteen Points, including the right of ‘‘all peoples . . . to live on equal terms of

liberty,’’ then Korea had no less a right to self-determination than other peoples

whose sovereignty was being restored as part of the peace:

In virtue of rights founded in International Law and of the New

Justice which is to redress the wrongs of nations, the Korean people

have a just claim for the Reconstitution of Korea as an Independent

State unless, indeed, they are excluded from the scope of the principles

which have already found expression in the reconstitution of Poland

after almost one and a half centuries of partitions and annexations

and the dis-annexation of Alsace-Lorraine after nearly half a century

of Prussian rule.46
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The logic was impeccable, but it floundered on the shoals of power politics.

Poland and Alsace-Lorraine were wrested away from empires that were

defeated or had collapsed in the war, while Japan had emerged as a leading

power among the victors. In the case of Korea, as in others outside Europe in

1919, the force of principle could not overcome the realities of power.

Kim sent copies of his petition, with personal cover letters, to the leaders

of the major Western powers, carefully tailoring each letter to address what he

thought might be important to each leader. In Wilson’s case, he tried to appeal

to the president’s sensibilities as a man of faith, drawing his attention to the

Japanese hostility toward Christianity in Korea, and as a scholar, hoping to

‘‘tempt’’ Wilson’s ‘‘intellectual curiosity’’ by detailing the Japanese plan to use

Korea as a base to dominate China and turn the Pacific Ocean into a ‘‘Japanese

lake.’’47 This combination of religious and strategic appeal, Kim hoped, would

prove effective with the U.S. leader. Like other Korean petitions, however, and

like the petitions of dozens of other oppressed and stateless peoples at the time,

it did not elicit the desired response. Wilson’s private secretary, Gilbert Close,

wrote to Kim politely to say that his letter had been ‘‘called to the attention’’ of

the president. When Hornbeck again attempted to bring the Korean question

before the American delegation, Close replied that the Korean petitions had

already been ‘‘acknowledged on behalf of the president’’ and sent ‘‘for the

consideration of the proper authorities at the Commission.’’48

Kim’s letter to Lloyd George, a man considerably less devout than

Wilson, made no mention of the Japanese treatment of Christians and empha-

sized the strategic argument, but it added a specific reference to the danger

posed to Australia by the rise of Japanese power in the Pacific.49 On May 24,

Kim circulated another letter to the delegations of all the great powers, this one

signed by Syngman Rhee as ‘‘the President of the Cabinet of the Provisional

Government of Korea.’’ Asking the conference to recognize the newly estab-

lished republic of Korea and its government, Rhee expressed the ‘‘unanimous

and passionate desire’’ of Koreans for independence, so they can ‘‘develop

themselves as a free and responsible people among the civilised nations of the

world.’’ The principle of self-determination rendered Japanese attempts to

suppress the Korean movement ‘‘illegal, immoral and invalid.’’ The indefati-

gable Hornbeck tried to bring this petition as well to the attention of the

president but had no more success than before.50 And the British, as Japan’s

main allies in Paris, were even less inclined than the United States to entertain

Korean claims for independence. Lloyd George’s private secretary, Philip Kerr,

forwarded Rhee’s note to the Foreign Office in London marked: ‘‘For Infor-

mation—The Prime Minister has taken no action in the matter.’’ Korean

efforts to interest the French delegation in their predicament under Japanese

rule met with a similar fate.51
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Though Kimwas the only ‘‘official’’ Korean representative whomanaged

to make it to Paris, he was not alone in his efforts to present Korea’s case

before the conference. As was the case with Chinese, Egyptians, and Indians

around the world, a wide array of Korean patriotic organizations, most of

them based outside the peninsula, petitioned Wilson and the other world

leaders in Paris to take up the Korean question. One petition to the peace

conference, signed by Young L. Park of the United Asiatic Society of Detroit,

Michigan, laid out once again the history of Japanese oppression in Korea and,

citing Wilson’s wartime rhetoric, demanded that the peace conference

recognize Korean independence. The ‘‘loftiest declaration of human rights

proclaimed by America’s statesmen,’’ he pleaded, should ‘‘become the law of

the world.’’52 Another petition, from the Methodist minister and nationalist

activist Hyun Soon, gave further details of Japanese brutality against Korean

protesters and beseechedWilson to save Korea from its despoilers ‘‘in the name

of God.’’ By the time he returned to the United States, Hornbeck’s files bulged

with numerous other letters from Koreans and their supporters; none of them

received a substantial response.53

In June, with the conclusion of the German treaty approaching, Kim was

growing desperate. Might he possibly, he asked Hornbeck, have a brief inter-

view with Wilson, or House, or even Lansing, ‘‘even in an unofficial way,’’ to

put the Korean plight before them? Hornbeck continued to try to find some

way to help, asking if perhaps Commissioners Henry White or Tasker Bliss,

who in any case had little to keep then busy, could find time to see Kim, merely

to signal U.S. sympathy for an oppressed people. No such meeting, however,

ever materialized. Kim dispatched another note to the various peace delega-

tions reminding them of the Korean claims and begging them ‘‘not to overlook

the plea of the Korean People,’’ but even his efforts to gain the attention of the

Chinese delegation failed. The Chinese, though they had earlier helped to

transport Kim to Paris, were losing their own diplomatic battle against

Japanese expansion and could do little more for Korea.54

Having failed in his mission to bring Korean claims to the peace table,

Kim departed from Paris late that year. But he did meet one more time with

his friend Bonsal to muse dejectedly on the irony and injustice of the moment.

The world now counted Japan, which in the past had learned the ways of

civilization from Korea, as a great power, while Korea itself remained utterly

subordinated and excluded from international affairs. ‘‘How can anyone in his

sense,’’ he asked Bonsal plaintively, ‘‘imagine that these swashbucklers will

help to make the world safe for democracy?’’55 Still, Kim, like Tilak, Zaghlul,

and Koo at the time, did not give up on the efforts to bring the case of Korea

before the international community. ‘‘Our next court of appeal,’’ he wrote to

one of his assistants, ‘‘is the League of Nations, which . . . shall and must

decide upon the invalidity of the treaty of annexation of Korea by Japan.’’56
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K im’s suggestion that the Japanese government was hostile to the Wilsonian

vision for a new world order was not off the mark. Japanese leaders

perceived Wilson’s ideas as a serious challenge to their country’s role in

world affairs, since they implied that the imperial state that theMeiji reformers

had labored to construct since 1868 was no longer legitimate. ‘‘The tidal wave

of world thought today,’’ Japanese prime minister Hara Takashi warned at the

time, ‘‘may destroy all order and damage the essence of our National Polity.’’

Japan had joined the international system in the late nineteenth century, a time

when a nation’s international status was measured by its military prowess and

the acquisition of colonies. But Wilson had argued that this imperial order

was a major cause of the war and called for excluding authoritarian, militaris-

tic states like Germany from membership in the reconstructed international

society. Meiji Japan had been modeled after Europe’s imperial nation-states

and after Prussia most of all, a model that Japan’s leadership, as historian

Frederick Dickinson has noted, had consciously adopted as standing at the

‘‘vanguard of modern civilization.’’ Wilson and his supporters, however, now

condemned it as militaristic and autocratic, a danger to world peace and an

impediment to the progress of makind.57

Wilson’s articulation of self-determination as a universally valid ideal

inspired both domestic and foreign opponents of the imperial Japanese

government. ‘‘The great tide of democracy,’’ declared one Japanese reformer,

‘‘is overwhelming the entire world at this moment.’’ The prominent liberal

thinker Yoshino Sakuzō, a political theorist and Tokyo University professor

who led the liberal-democratic ‘‘mass-awakening’’ movement in Japan in 1919

and openly sympathized with Korean aspirations for independence, noted in

January 1919 that the ‘‘trend of the world’’ was, in matters of domestic policy,

‘‘the perfection of democracy’’ and in foreign policy, ‘‘the establishment of

international egalitarianism.’’58 Organized labor, students, and other domestic

opposition groups in Japan rallied to the Wilsonian vision, invoking the new

‘‘spirit of the League of Nations’’ in their critique of their government even as

Koreans were marching for their own liberation.59 Events in Korea, in turn,

served as an example to other opponents of Japanese imperial expansion.

Chen Duxiu, the Chinese intellectual and future cofounder of the Chinese

Communist party, described the March First protests as ‘‘grand, sincere, and

tragic’’ and lamented that with ‘‘this glory manifesting in the Korean race, the

embarrassment of the decay of the Chinese race is all the more apparent.’’

Despite Japan’s diplomatic victories in Paris, then, the Wilsonian wave in

Asia—in Korea, China, and Japan itself—posed a threat to the empire and a

serious challenge to the government in Tokyo.60

Like the British in Egypt and India, the Japanese authorities in Korea did

not anticipate the full effects that the postwar atmosphere of expectation and
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the rhetoric of self-determination would have on Koreans, and the March First

protests caught them off guard.61 Moreover, the efforts at violent repression

that followed proved insufficient and in some ways even exacerbated the

problem: The atrocity reports that proliferated in the Western press acutely

embarrassed the Japanese government, which continued to justify its rule in

Korea in terms of a civilizing mission.62 Even as the efforts at military pacifi-

cation in Korea continued, Tokyo therefore moved quickly to reform its rule

over the peninsula. In August 1919, the Japanese government announced the

passage of a reform act, the Revised Organic Regulations of the Government

General of Korea. The reform act abandoned the radical assimilation policies

of the previous regime. It inaugurated a new ‘‘cultural policy,’’ which promised

to give Koreans some measure of self-rule and relaxed some of the controls on

cultural and political life imposed by the military rule of the period between

1910 and 1919. The new policy was aimed both at Koreans and at international

opinion, seeking to improve the image of Japanese rule in Korea abroad as well

as to induce and co-opt more Koreans to acquiesce in it. Admiral Saitō

Makoto, a former naval attaché in the United States and navy minister and a

future prime minister, was appointed to be the new governor general of Korea

to implement the reforms, and he remained in that position until 1927.63

Saitō’s reforms, however, fell far short of the aspirations of many Korean

nationalists, who, like their Chinese, Egyptian, and Indian counterparts, had

come to see anything less than full self-determination as inadequate. Immedi-

ately after the Japanese government announced the reforms, Kim, by now in

the United States, and Rhee issued declarations rejecting them and demanding

‘‘absolute independence’’ in line with the principle of self-determination.64

Rhee and his colleagues also continued their efforts to rouse U.S. public

opinion against Japanese rule in Korea. They received support in this task

from American church groups and missionary boards, which produced dozens

of petitions to their government and letters in the press protesting Japanese

brutality, advocating Korean self-determination, and calling on Washington

to take action. The pastor of a congregation in Beloit, Kansas, for example,

wrote to the White House to protest the ‘‘bloodshed and horror’’ in Korea and

to ask that Koreans receive the right to self-determination. The Federal

Council of Protestant Evangelical Missions wrote to Saitō directly to make

the same request. And there were many others.65 The State Department’s

position, however, remained the same: Korea was part of the empire of

Japan and therefore a domestic Japanese matter about which the United States

could do little.66

When the focus of debate about the postwar settlement shifted from Paris

to the U.S. Senate in late summer, Koreans, like Chinese, Indians, and Egyp-

tians, wanted to have their case heard there. Fred A. Dolph, an American who

served as a legal adviser to the Korean provisional government, successfully
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petitioned Senator Selden P. Spencer, a Republican from Missouri, to raise the

issue of Korea on the floor of the Senate, but Spencer’s resolution was referred

to the ForeignRelations Committee and never heard of again.67 SenatorGeorge

Norris, the Nebraska Republican and irreconcilable opponent of the Versailles

Treaty, used the press reports of atrocities in Korea to attack the treaty in the

Senate debate. The situation in Korea, Norris argued, proved that Japan could

not be trusted, and the concessions made to it in the treaty, not least over

Shandong, belied Wilson’s claims to be fighting for world democracy, self-

determination, and civilization. The treaty, he concluded with flair, put back

‘‘the clock of civilization a thousand years.’’68 Such condemnations of the

wrongs done to Korea, like similar rhetoric attacking the Shandong decision

or the British practices in Egypt and India, may have helped to defeat the treaty

in the Senate; they did little, however, to advance the cause of Korean self-

determination. Korean nationalist activists in the United States and their mis-

sionary supporters continued their efforts into the 1920s, but they had little

success in influencing American or Japanese policies toward Korea.69

As occurred in China and elsewhere, the collapse of the program of liberal

anticolonialism that many colonial nationalists adopted at the Wilsonian

moment sent Korean patriots on a search for alternative ideologies and allies

on the road to national liberation. In August 1919, a memorandum composed

by Korean socialists and submitted to the conference of the Second Interna-

tional in Lucerne stated: ‘‘Not even one of the 14 Wilsonian promises is

realized. It is then quite natural that the oppressed peoples should stretch

their hands to us socialists for help.’’70 Soon after, Korean nationalists active

in the Russian Far East turned to the consolidating Bolshevik government for

assistance, and the support that they received led to the establishment of the

Korean Communist Party in 1925. In subsequent years, some North Korean and

other Marxist historians would claim that the March First movement was

itself inspired by the October Revolution in Russia. But the testimonies of the

movement’s leaders and participants themselves provide ‘‘ample proof that

the Declaration of Independence and the appeal to the Peace Conference were

inspired by Woodrow Wilson and his doctrine of self-determination’’ rather

than by the events of the Bolshevik revolution, which were little known or

understood in Korea at the time.71

The Provisional Government of the Republic of Korea, established in

Shanghai in 1919 to seize the opportunity presented by the peace conference,

continued to exist in the interwar years. Though it had little influence on events

in Korea itself and was riven by internal strife, its members did not give up

their hope for attaining international recognition, and it reemerged during the

Second World War to renew its demand for recognition from the U.S. govern-

ment and then from United Nations Conference that gathered in San Francisco
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in 1945. After the Allied victory in the SecondWorld War, several of the leading

figures of 1919, Syngman Rhee chief among them, would return to Korea to

play significant roles in Korea’s subsequent fortunes, and they would make the

March First movement a founding event in the official historical narrative of

the Republic of Korea. The centrality of March First to Korean national

history was challenged by official histories in the north, where it was dismissed

as a failed effort of bourgeois intellectuals, and more recently by revisionist

historians in the south, who have emphasized the role of other popular

resistance movements such as the Tonghak.72 Nevertheless, at the dawn of

the twenty-first century, the preamble to the South Korean constitution, first

adopted in 1948, still declares: ‘‘We the people of Korea, proud of a resplendent

history and traditions dating from time immemorial,’’ uphold ‘‘the cause of the

Provisional Republic of Korea Government born of the March First Indepen-

dence Movement of 1919.’’73

Like other contemporaneous anticolonial uprisings, the March First

movement could easily be seen as a failure. It did not achieve its aspiration

of international recognition for Korean independence, nor even the more

modest goal of raising the question of Korea officially at the peace negotia-

tions. Still, even if it failed in its proclaimed objectives, the movement played a

pivotal role in the history of Korean nationalism. In the immediate term, it

prompted the replacement of the harsh military rule of 1910–1919with the more

accommodating ‘‘cultural policy’’ of the 1920s. More broadly, it changed the

character and scope of the Korean nationalist movement, mobilizing Koreans

against Japanese rule and constituting, as the historian Lee Chong-sik con-

cluded, ‘‘the beginnings of the era of modern nationalism’’ in Korea.74 Like the

contemporaneous uprisings in other parts of the colonial world—the 1919

Revolution in Egypt, the Rowlatt Satyagraha in India, and the May Fourth

movement in China—did in those societies, March First transformed the

Korean national movement and helped to shape its subsequent identity and

development.
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Conclusion: Toward a ‘‘Family of Nations’’

The violent conflict between East and West, between imperialism and self-determination,

between slavery and freedom, between darkness and light; this violent conflict, which

began on the day that the GreatWar ended and will continue until light triumphs and right

prevails—is it not the consequence of these great principles, that some today see as

illusions? They are not illusions. They are a force which has built up over the ages, created

by general suffering and hopes, by individual dreams and yearnings, by the ideas of

philosophers and the words of poets, by all the power, feeling, and desire of the human

soul. And then, fate chose President Wilson to be their translator and spokesman. . . .

Wilson has died, but his ideas remain, and they will no doubt triumph.

—Muhammad Husayn Haykal, 1924

When I gave utterance to those words [on the right to self-determination], I said them

without a knowledge that nationalities existed, which are coming to us day after day. . . .

You do not know and cannot appreciate the anxieties that I have experienced as the result

of many millions of people having their hopes raised by what I have said.

—Woodrow Wilson, June 1919

On August 6, 1919, shortly before he left Paris, Kim Kyusik threw an

evening banquet for friends and supporters of the Korean cause at the

Foreign Press Association quarters on the Champs Élysées. The guests, some

eighty in all, included editors and correspondents for numerous French, Amer-

ican, British, and Italian newspapers, as well as a smattering of midlevel

officials and diplomats sympathetic to Korea’s plight. Several Chinese were

present, including the consul general in Paris. The hall was decorated with the

French tricolor and the Korean national flag, and at their seats, each guest

found several souvenirs: a handsomely printed copy of the Korean Declaration

of Independence in French, a small Korean flag, and a copy of a slim book,

Pauvre et Douce Corée, by the French journalist Georges Ducrocq. In his

keynote address that evening, Kim summarized the history of Korea and its
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contributions to civilization since ancient times. He then turned to describe

the ‘‘unforeseen repercussions’’ in the Far East of those ‘‘principles so often

reiterated during the entire war—Liberty, Justice, the rights of the peoples.’’

Koreans, he assured his audience, had taken to heart the declarations of

European and American statesmen calling to uphold such principles. President

Wilson had said that the treaty recently signed at Versailles puts ‘‘an end to

the right of conquest and rejects the policy of annexation’’ and guarantees

that peoples ‘‘will no longer be subjected to the domination and exploitation

of a stronger nation.’’ The people of Korea, Kim concluded, wished to be

included in that process to become part of the ‘‘family of nations of the

world.’’1

The Chinese in 1919 shared the same aspiration. They had envisioned

the coming of a new era of self-determination and equality in international

relations, and though their faith inWilson crumbledwhen he failed to apply his

principles to China, the experience left its mark. Sun Yat-sen, the icon of

Chinese nationalism, suggested a few years later the far-reaching implications

of this process, which he, like Mao, viewed within a broad global context:

Wilson’s proposals, once set forth, could not be recalled; each one of the

weaker, smaller nations . . . stirredwith a great, new consciousness; they

saw how completely they had been deceived by the Great Powers’

advocacy of self-determination and began independently and separately

to carry out the principle of the ‘‘self-determination of peoples.’’2

China had failed to win its case in Paris, but the failure was only

temporary. The Japanese had won Wilson’s agreement to their claims in

Shandong only by promising to return the territory shortly to China, and in

fact they did so, under U.S. pressure, on the margins of the Washington Naval

Conference of 1921–1922. By then, however, it was too late to reverse the

broader consequences of the Paris decision, and in any case, Chinese nation-

alists now wanted nothing less than a complete abrogation of the unequal

treaties. That goal, too, was largely achieved by 1928, as China, newly reunited

under the Guomindang leader Chiang Kai-shek, renegotiated its treaties

with foreign powers, achieving tariff autonomy and doing away with legal

extraterritoriality.3 But this successful self-assertion was quickly over-

shadowed by the Japanese encroachments of the 1930s, which began with the

conquest of Manchuria in 1931 and culminated in the outbreak of all-out

war between China and Japan in 1937. When Mao Zedong, now head of

the victorious Chinese Communist Party, announced in 1949 that the Chinese

people had ‘‘stood up,’’ he declared the attainment of the goal that

Chinese nationalists had pursued for the better part of a century.

Even as Mao, in 1919 still a twenty-five-year-old activist in a remote

Chinese province, analyzed the international events from Changsha, the
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urbane, Cambridge-educated twenty-nine-year-old Jawaharlal Nehru made

similar observations in Allahabad. Penning a review of the philosopher

Bertrand Russell’s 1918 book, Roads to Freedom, Nehru suggested the turn

away from the Wilsonian millennium with the quote from Karl Marx with

which he chose to preface his review: ‘‘A spectre is haunting Europe, the spectre

of communism.’’ ‘‘Much was expected of the war,’’ Nehru lamented. ‘‘It was to

have revolutionised the fabric of human affairs, but it has ended without

bringing any solace or hope of permanent peace or betterment. President

Wilson’s brave words have remained but words, and the ‘fourteen points,’

where are they?’’ Nehru noted Russell’s observation that ‘‘the Millennium is

not for our time. The great moment has passed and for ourselves it is again the

distant hope that must inspire us, not the immediate breathless looking for the

deliverance.’’ Russell, Nehru continued, argued for a combination of anar-

chism and guild socialism as the ideal regime for the present times. Nehru had

some doubts about this formulation, but recommended that Indian politicians

pay close heed to them. Indians must first struggle for representative govern-

ment, but in time perhaps ‘‘some form of communism will be found to suit the

genius of the people better than majority rule.’’4

The Wilsonian moment had encouraged Indian and other nationalists to

formulate their claims for self-government in language that resonated with a

wider, international discourse of legitimacy. Veteran nationalists like Tilak and

Lajpat Rai left the confines of the British Empire, physically and conceptually,

to take their case before world opinion. The principle of self-determination

supported both Indian demands for home rule and their claim for representa-

tion in the international arena, and though India’s colonial masters denied

those demands, they could not deny their legitimacy. The new radicalism of the

Indian National Congress under Gandhi was reflected in its continued rejec-

tion of postwar reforms as insufficient, as it boycotted the elections for new

provincial councils in 1921 and the visit of the Simon Commission, sent to

propose further reforms, in 1928. Indian nationalists were no longer willing to

accept the measured, piecemeal process that London wanted. In 1929, at the

annual gathering of the INC in Lahore, Nehru, now presiding over the session,

officially announced the Indian goal as purna swaraj, or complete indepen-

dence. ‘‘The brief day of European domination is already approaching its end,’’

he declared in his presidential address. ‘‘The future lies with America and

Asia. . . . India today is part of a world movement.’’5And so it was: a movement

away from empire and toward the self-determining nation-state as the orga-

nizing principle of governance in the non-European world.

In Egypt, too, Wilson’s rhetoric led nationalists to expect immediate

independence after the war and helped to shape their demands and the ways

they pursued them as they prepared for the postwar world. Like Koreans and

Indians, Egyptian nationalists believed that with Wilsonian principles on the
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ascendant, the formation of the League of Nations would allow demands for

self-determination to come before a tribunal of the world community, shifting

the balance of power in colonial relationships away from the colonial powers.

Egyptian nationalists saw the numerous representatives of subject nations who

rushed to Paris to present their demands and could see little reason that they

should be excluded from that opportunity. The violent clashes that erupted in

response to British intransigence escalated Egyptian resistance to their rule,

broadened the social base of the movement, and hardened Egyptians’ commit-

ment to nationalist goals. When Wilson died in 1924, Muhammad Husayn

Haykal, the Egyptian intellectual, could easily recall the striking impression his

appearance had made: ‘‘We all know Dr. Wilson. We all remember the time

when we gazed at the Fourteen Points in awe. We all remember the great hopes

built upon those principles, hopes which still grip the world.’’ The emergence

of the Wilsonian moment had heralded the end of a great conflict, the Euro-

pean war, but its dissipation gave rise to a greater one still, one ‘‘between East

and West, between imperialism and self-determination.’’6 The new era of self-

determination had come, but it was one of conflict rather than cooperation.

The ad hoc alliance that Zaghlul had created to bring Egyptian claims to

the peace conference became a political party that dominated Egyptian politics

for nearly three decades. Zaghlul himself, who returned from his European

sojourn in 1920, remained the most popular political figure in Egypt. He served

as prime minister for ten months in 1924 following a landslide election victory

for theWafd, and when he died in August 1927 he was widely hailed in Egypt as

the ‘‘Father of the Nation.’’ The British, attempting to accommodate national-

ist sentiment while preserving their interests, ended the protectorate and

granted Egypt limited independence in 1922, but the nationalists found it

inadequate and continued to demand full sovereignty. They won a greater

measure of independence in 1936, but the struggle against British influence in

Egypt continued until 1956, when the last of the British forces evacuated

Egyptian territory in the wake of the Suez crisis. By then, however, Egyptians

no longer imagined the United States as a benevolent and well-intentioned

force in international affairs as they had in 1919. In 1958, when tensions between

the United States and a newly assertive Egypt were at a peak, Egyptian

president Gamal Abdel Nasser—who was born on January 15, 1918, exactly

one week after Wilson’s Fourteen Points address—accused the United States of

forgetting ‘‘the principles invoked by Wilson.’’7

In November 1918, on the deck of theGeorge Washington en route to France,

Woodrow Wilson ruminated on the task ahead of him and the unsettled

state of much of the world. His chief propagandist, George Creel, recalled the

president’s trepidation about the hopes and expectations that his words had

raised. Disillusionment, Wilson feared, was inevitable:
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One evening, as we walked the deck, I spoke to the President of the

tremendous help that his addresses had been to us in our work—of

the wholehearted response of the people of the earth, their gladness in

his words, the joyful liberation of their thought. . . .

The President stood silent for quite a while, and when he turned to

me at last his face was as bleak as the gray stretch of sunless water.

‘‘It is a great thing that you have done,’’ he said, ‘‘but I am wonder-

ing if you have not unconsciously spun a net for me from which there

is no escape. It is to America that the whole world turns to-day, not

only with its wrongs, but with its hopes and grievances. The hungry

expect us to feed them, the roofless look to us for shelter, the sick of

heart and body depend on us for cure. All of these expectations have

in them the quality of terrible urgency. There must be no delay. It has

been so always. People will endure their tyrants for years, but they

will tear their deliverers to pieces if a millennium is not created

immediately. Yet you know, and I know, that these ancient wrongs,

these present unhappinesses, are not to be remedied in a day or with a

wave of the hand. What I seem to see—with all my heart I hope that I

am wrong—is a tragedy of disappointment.’’8

The events that unfolded in much of the colonial world over the next

several months—indeed, over the next several decades—bore out Wilson’s

apprehensions, as the language of self-determination became a central compo-

nent of the nationalist challenge to the imperial order in international relations.

Partly through the efforts of Creel and his crew, Wilson’s words had been

disseminated around the world, far beyond the primary audiences in Europe

and the United States for whom they were intended. By the time of the armi-

stice, many in the colonial world expected Wilson to lead a transformation of

international affairs andmold an international society inwhich the right to self-

determinationwould be recognized and the equality of nations guaranteed. The

credibility of Wilson’s pronouncements among colonial nationalists was bol-

stered by a prevailing image of the United States as a nation that represented a

more benign version of Western modernity when compared with the practices

of imperial aggression associated with the European powers. This perception

was reflected in the views of intellectuals like Rabindranath Tagore and Hu Shi

and of political activists like Lajpat Rai, Zaghlul, and Syngman Rhee. Many

colonial intellectuals during this period saw the American Revolution as a

pioneering movement of national liberation from imperialism and admired

American political, social, and economic institutions asmodels for the progres-

sive, ‘‘modern’’ society and popular government to which they aspired.9

The millenarian, quasi-religious renderings of Woodrow Wilson—

Sastri’s description of Wilson as ‘‘Christ, or Buddha,’’ Aiyar’s rendering of
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him as an agent of ‘‘salvation,’’ or Kang Youwei’s hope that the president could

be the purveyor of datong utopia—reflected a powerful if fleeting sense in the

immediate wake of the war that a historical moment had arrived in which

humanity could transcend the logic of Darwinian competition and long-

established power relationships and found an international community in

which all nations would enjoy recognition and dignity. Wilson, as the leading

icon of the moment and its possibilities, appeared to colonial nationalists to be

poised to take international society beyond the dichotomies that hitherto

governed the relations between colonizer and colonized: powerful versus

weak, advanced versus backward, material versus spiritual, might versus

right. Hu Shi’s view of the president as a leader who could remain uniquely

pure and unworldly even while wielding political power in the world depended

on imagining Wilson as at once bridging and transcending these poles, which

in the past had seemed inescapable.

Such views of Wilson, of course, hardly reflected the man himself. A

supporter of the U.S. conquest of the Philippines, Wilson thought that non-

European peoples needed the trusteeship of more ‘‘civilized’’ powers in order

to develop the capabilities for self-determination. Though his wartime rhetoric

did not explicitly exclude non-Europeans from self-determination, he never

specified how that principle would apply to them beyond a vague promise,

perfectly compatible with the reigning theory of colonial trusteeship, to take

into account the ‘‘interests of the populations concerned.’’ Moreover, Wilson’s

background and approach was well known to some colonial leaders, who

noted and criticized the injustices of American society and foreign policy. Lala

Lajpat Rai had carefully studied and documented the state of American race

relations, and Chinese intellectuals had long deplored and protested the ill

treatment and exclusion in the United States of Chinese migrants. During the

height of the Wilsonian moment, however, the deficiencies of the United States

and its president as champions of freedom seemed to be overshadowed by

Wilson’s image as a vigorous advocate of international justice.

In the fall and winter of 1918–1919, such perceptions of Wilson and the

United States reinforced the sense that a window of opportunity had opened

and thrust the issue of colonial liberation to the fore. The proliferation of

demands for self-determination put before the peace conference created a

domino effect that drew in more claims still. As some new nations achieved

recognition in Paris, representatives of others doubled their efforts to stake

their own claims to independent nationhood. Self-determination became the

order of the day. Leaders such as Zaghlul, who were previously willing to

accommodate empire as an instrument of progress and reform, now came out

decisively against it; old opponents of empire, such as Tilak, moved from the

margins of the movement to its center and often quickly came to be seen as too

moderate as popular sentiment rushed past them.
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In the campaigns that they launched to claim the right to self-determination

for their own peoples, anticolonial nationalists appropriated Wilsonian lan-

guage to articulate their goals and mobilize support for them both at home and

abroad. Western-educated nationalists like Syngman Rhee and Wellington

Koo and expatriate communities more generally played central roles in

speaking for their nations in international society, reflecting their geographic,

intellectual, and cultural proximity to the arenas of power and influence in

international society. But diverse groups back home—religious communities,

local councils, professional organizations, and women’s groups—also mobi-

lized to ask the peace conference for self-determination. In thousands of

petitions, pamphlets, declarations, and memoranda, they adopted Wilson’s

language, refracted it through the lenses of local conditions and sensibilities,

and harnessed it to claim their rights in international society.

The simultaneous eruption of anticolonial upheavals in the spring of 1919

occurred in this context. In Korea and Egypt, the protests initially broke out as

part of the campaigns to bring demands for self-determination to international

attention. In China and India, the upheavals reflected the collapse of the

expectations for change, as the peace conference rejected Chinese claims and

the promulgation of the Rowlatt acts signaled that Britain had little intention

of loosening its grip on the empire’s crown jewel. By the spring of 1919, as

the contours of the peace settlement began to emerge, it became clear

that the leading powers, including the United States, had little intention of

applying the principle of self-determination significantly beyond Europe. The

faith in Wilson’s commitment to a more just international order, or in his

ability to fashion one, began to ebb, and disenchantment with the Wilsonian

promise spread.

Still, the experiences of the Wilsonian moment cemented ideological and

political commitments to anticolonial agendas, and the movements launched

then did not disappear with its demise. The colonial authorities moved to stem

the anticolonial wave, and the popular momentum of the spring of 1919, driven

by international events, could not last indefinitely. In its wake, however,

political programs and organizations committed to self-determination became

more powerful and more pervasive than before. Moreover, the upheavals of

the spring of 1919 themselves created narratives of colonial violence and popu-

lar resistance that quickly became etched into collective memories and that

came to symbolize each nation’s striving for liberation. These movements—the

1919 Revolution, the May Fourth movement, the Rowlatt Satyagraha and

Amritsar, and the March First movement—became focal points in the con-

struction of national identity and inspired continued commitment to national-

ist agendas. The language of self-determination as a central norm of legitimacy

in international relations remained central in the rhetoric of anticolonial
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movements, useful in mobilizing public opinion and action both at home and

abroad and in rejecting any accommodation with empire.

Wilson himself did acknowledge that the peace conference failed to deal

with colonial claims, especially those related to the possessions of the Allied

powers, in accordance with his much-advertised principles. In Paris, he said

shortly after his return to the United States, there were numerous delegations

clamoring to be heard, and though the conference, limited to issues that arose

directly from the war, could not take up their demands, it did lay the institu-

tional groundwork for dealing with them. Now that the League of Nations

was established, oppressed peoples would receive justice in the court of world

opinion.10 Soon after, however, the president suffered the stroke that ended his

career, and on March 19, 1920, the U.S. Senate finally rejected the Treaty of

Versailles and with it the League of Nations covenant.11 The United States

never joined the League of Nations, and even if it had, it is hard to imagine that

the league, controlled as it was by the major imperial powers, would have been

sympathetic to colonial demands for self-determination. In the end, the

Wilsonian moment did alter the relationship between colonizer and colonized,

but it did not do so in the consensual, evolutionary manner that Wilson had

envisioned.

Framing the Wilsonian moment in the colonial world as an international and

transnational event is not merely an analytical device or an expression of a

particular historical method. Rather, it reflects the perceptions and actions of

historical actors at the time, and much of what they saw and did at the time is

rendered incomprehensible, even invisible outside that framework. The

moment was inherently international in that it played out in an arena defined

by the interactions between sovereign nation-states and in which such states

were the primary actors. It was also transnational, meaning that the percep-

tions and actions of the actors regularly transcended and crossed existing

political boundaries; indeed, in many cases such crossings—for example, in

order to travel to Paris or to Washington—were among the primary purposes

of their activities at the time. Moreover, the Wilsonian moment in the colonial

world operated both internationally and transnationally in a number of related

but distinct fashions that were juxtaposed and overlaid upon each other

in various combinations at different times and places during the unfolding

of events.

First, individuals and groups that participated in the events of 1919 in

the colonial world were located across the globe rather than confined to

specific national or imperial territories, and they interacted with each other

intensively across the boundaries of such territories as they launched their

respective movements. Koreans from Shanghai to Philadelphia were integral

to the March First movement; Chinese in Paris, Peru, and Cambridge,
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Massachusetts, took part in theMay Fourth protests; Egyptians inManchester

and Geneva joined the 1919 Revolution; and Indians in London and New York

City were crucial to the campaign for Indian self-determination. Moreover, the

very ‘‘national’’ character of the territories they each claimed to represent—the

Korean peninsula, the Indian subcontinent, the British protectorate in Egypt, a

Chinese subcontinent ruled by a patchwork of warlords and at least two

governments vying for legitimacy—was at the time a central point of contes-

tation, though we have since come to take it for granted. An important goal of

nationalist activists was precisely to achieve international recognition that

these territories were in fact ‘‘national’’ territories in the first place, and

therefore deserving of a sovereign status in the new international society.

Moreover, even those anticolonial nationalists in 1919 who were based

within their respective national territories—and they certainly played crucial

roles in the events—saw their own conditions as embedded within a broader

global order that was now on the cusp of change. Egyptians noted the arrival

in Paris of Arab representatives who were promised self-determination and

concluded that Egypt deserved no less, and Indians published maps that

located India within a world of dependent nations yearning for liberation.

Chinese placed their desire to recover the former German territories in Shan-

dong in the context of changing norms of international behavior, and Koreans

stressed the similarity of their plight as a Japanese colony to that of Belgium

under the German occupation and asked for similar redress. In the fall of 1918,

they all carefully followed the gathering in Paris of representatives of the

‘‘small nations’’ of Europe—Poles, Czechoslovaks, Yugoslavs—that were

emerging from the fallen empires of the Habsburgs and the Romanovs. And

in the spring of 1919, they each looked to the simultaneous revolts that broke

out across much of the colonial world as evidence that their own movements

were part of a global wave and that their claims were both just and timely.

As they laid their plans, therefore, anticolonial activists in 1919 sought

explicitly to operate on an international stage. They organized broad informa-

tion campaigns designed to influence ‘‘world opinion,’’ preparing thousands of

telegrams, letters, and petitions that were dispatched across national or impe-

rial boundaries and aimed at an international audience. They also initiated and

took part in missions that traveled, or sought to travel, abroad to Paris,

Washington, and London. Indeed, the preparation and execution of such

missions formed a core element of the nationalists’ plans at the time and

an important lever of popular mobilization behind those plans. The Anglo-

Egyptian struggle over Zaghlul’s demand to go to Paris ignited the 1919Revolu-

tion in Egypt, and the refusal of the peace conference to admit Tilak and the

other INC delegates fueled the disillusion that found expression in the protests

of the Rowlatt satyagraha. The March First movement was launched to

communicate Korean nationalist goals to an international audience, and
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much of the effort of those involved in it was directed toward admitting a

Korean delegation to the peace conference and putting the case of Korea

before ‘‘world opinion.’’ And Chinese nationalists, too, launched campaigns

that were international in their conception and purpose and transnational in

their operation and audience.

Finally, the aspirations expressed by the anticolonial movements of 1919

were international in their scope and ambition. They aimed to bring into

existence a vision of international relations in which hitherto dependent

nations would obtain recognition of their equality and sovereignty and join a

League of Nations where they would enjoy equal status regardless of size or

power. The great majority of the petitioners that tried to make themselves

heard on the international arena, whether political leaders, civic organizations,

or simply individuals who were moved to communicate directly with the

powerful foreign leaders they read about in newspapers, had this image of a

new international society in mind. They anticipated a transformation of

international relations along liberal anticolonial lines, which would render

illegitimate the suppression of national claims within imperial structures, and

they wanted to see the national entity with which they identified recognized

within a broader community of nations constructed on Wilsonian principles.

Within this new order, moreover, reforms toward liberal, democratic goals in

each emergent national society would proceed in a mutually reinforcing

relationship with international norms.

The nationalist leaders of 1919 pursued an anticolonial agenda and

sought to challenge an international order in which the groups they repre-

sented were subordinated, but, as their perceptions of Wilson suggest, their

aims and sentiments were not anti-Western as such. Most of the leaders of the

anticolonial campaigns of 1919—men like Sa‘d Zaghlul, Lala Lajpat Rai,

Wellington Koo, and Syngman Rhee, many of them with a Western

education—were reformers who proclaimed their ambitions to remake their

societies along the lines of liberal democratic models. The campaigns they led

in 1919 did not set out to tear down the existing international order but rather

to join it as members of equal status. When the quest to achieve self-

determination through the peace conference failed, however, many anticolo-

nial activists, disillusioned with the results ofWilson’s liberal internationalism,

began to seek alternative ideological models and sources of practical support

in their struggles for self-determination. The ‘‘revolt against the West,’’ to use

Geoffrey Barraclough’s term, that was launched after 1919 emerged not from

the experiences of the war; rather, it came from the failure of the peace to break

the power of imperialism and allow colonial peoples a voice as full-fledged

members in international society.12

The history of the Paris Peace Conference is often read as a tragic failure

to fashion a European settlement that would bring lasting peace. But the story
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of the Wilsonian moment in the colonial world illuminates another, no less

important facet of that central turning point in twentieth-century international

history. From the perspective of the periphery, rather than the center, of

international society, the conference appears as a tragedy of a different sort,

as the leading peacemakers, Wilson foremost among them, failed to offer the

populations of the non-European world the place in international society that

Wilson’s wartime speeches had implied that they deserved. At the Wilsonian

moment, Egyptians, Indians, Chinese, Koreans, and others glimpsed the prom-

ised land of self-determination, but enter into it they could not. That experi-

ence, inasmuch as it shaped the formative stages of major national movements

in the colonial world, helped to displace the liberal, reformist anticolonialism

that failed in 1919 in favor of the more radical, revisionist nationalism that

became an important force in the subsequent history of the twentieth century.

Human agency, John Hall has noted, can matter greatly in international

affairs because ‘‘international orders are often the result of conscious strate-

gy.’’13 At least as often, however, rhetoric in the international arena has unin-

tended audiences, and actions beget unintended consequences. The Western

powers in Paris ignored the demands and aspirations of non-Western peoples,

but their struggles for sovereignty, equality, and dignity as independent actors

in international society continued. The Wilsonian moment marked the begin-

ning of the end of the imperial order in international affairs, precipitating the

crisis of empire that followed the war and laying the foundations for the

eventual triumph of an international order in which the model of the sover-

eign, self-determining nation-state spread over the entire globe. TheWilsonian

moment saw the right to self-determination vault from the musings of obscure

theorists into the center of the international discourse of legitimacy, and

though colonial powers—including the United States itself—resisted its impli-

cations during the interwar years, it became an integral part of the political

agendas of colonial elites. As Wilson faded from the international arena in

defeat, anticolonial movements embraced the language of self-determination

that he brought to prominence, refashioning their goals and identities in its

image even as they recast its meanings in theirs. Their struggles for recognition

as fully sovereign actors in international society would shape the history of the

succeeding decades.
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NOTE ON SOURCES AND ABBREVIATIONS

Sources in Chinese andArabic are rendered in pinyin and IJMES transliterations,

respectively. For Arabic sources, full diacritics are given in the bibliography only.

Abbreviations

ABP Amrita Bazar Patrika

AICC All-India Congress Committee

BDFA British Documents on Foreign Affairs (series)

CPI Committee on Public Information, U.S. government (1917–1919)

DOS U.S. Department of State

FO Foreign Office

FRUS Foreign Relations of the United States (series)

INC Indian National Congress

IOR India Office Records, British Library, London

KNA Korean National Association

KP G. S. Khaparde Papers, National Archives of India, New Delhi

LOC Library of Congress, Washington, D.C.

MAE Archives du Ministère des Affaires Etrangères, Quai d’Orsay,
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MFA Ministry of Foreign Affairs (China)

NAI National Archives of India, New Delhi

NAUK National Archives of the United Kingdom, Kew, England
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PCC Provincial Congress Committee

PHS Presbyterian Historical Society, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania

PID Political Intelligence Department, British Foreign Office

PPC Paris Peace Conference

PWW The Papers of WoodrowWilson, 69 vols.

RG Record Group

SHAT Service Historique de l’Armée de Terre, Vincennes, France

USNA U.S. National Archives, College Park, Maryland

WJB Waijiaobu (Chinese Foreign Ministry) Archives, Academia

Sinica, Taipei

WWP Woodrow Wilson Papers, Library of Congress, Washington,

D.C. (microform)
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